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Preface

When I originally suggested the idea for this book, I had hoped
to be able to include a considerably wider range of papers with

which to underline James M. Buchanan's chaUenge on p. 35 of
bis Cost and Choi¢e,where he regrets the demise, and calls for a

resurrection, of the L.S.E. opportunity-cost tradition (see p. 6
of this book). However the limitations of finance compeUed a
stñcter selection, and, even so, the emergence of the book would
not have been possible without institutional as weU as personal
support and encouragement. The Center for Study of Public
Choice, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, has cooperated fuUy
with the L.S.E. Publications Committee throughout the plan-
ning and production of the book, which is imtitutionally a

joint product. For this purpose the Center itself was supported
by the Earhart Foundation, whose assistance is gratefuUy
acknowledged.

I do not adhere enfirely to Buchanan's Introducfion: I am

not a grand designer! My own pedestrian idea of the next goal
towards which economic theorists should direct their own steps
is indicated in ah unpublished paper ealled 'Atter Cost and
Choice', namely towards the comtrucUon of a multi-entre-

preneur firm together with a theory of the account.

G. F. Thirlb.y





Introduction: L.S.E. cost theory in
retrospect

JAMES M. BUCHANAN





In his paper, 'Economics and Knowledge', included in this
volume, Hayek scarcely mentioned 'cost'. Nonetheless he provides
indirectly the strongest argument for attempting, through the
publication of this collection of essays, to focus the attention of
modern economists on the elementary meaning of cost. Hayek
emphasized the differences, in principle, between the equilibrium
position attained by a single rational decision-maker in his own

behavioural adjustments, given his preferente function and the
constraints that he coníronts, and the equilibrium potentially
attainable through the interaction of many persons. To Hayek

the latter 'is notan equilibñum in the special sense in which
equilibrium is regarded asa sort of optimum position'.

Despite Hayek's warning, since the i93os, when his essay along
with some of the others in this collection was wñtten and when

the L.s.z. tradition in eost theory was developed, economists have
increasingly analysed equilibrium states in terms of their optimal-
ity or non-optimality pmperties, defmed by criteria for maximiz-
ing some objective function. It is somewhat paradoxical that
Robbins, whose contributions to London cost theory cannot be
questioned, should also have been at least partially responsible for
the dñft of modern economic theory towards the mathemadcs of

applied maximization, variously elaborated, and away from the
analysis of exchange processes. In The Nature and Significance

o[ Economic Science, _ Robbim supplied the methodological
paradigm within which modero micro-economics has been

developed. Elementary textbooks throughout the world soon
carne to define 'economics' in terms of 'the economic problem',

t Lond¢m193_.
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Introduction: L.S.E. cost theory in retrospect

the allocation of scarce resources among altemative ends. So
defined, the 'problem' faced by the individual on the desert island,
the Crusoe so familiar to us all, is, at base, quite similar to that
faced by the society or the community of persons. The paradigm

was somewhat differently put, but with the same effect, by Paul
A. Samuelson in his influential Foundations of Economic
Analysis, when he stated :

They [meaningful theorems in diverse fields of economic affairs]
proceed almost wholly from two types of ver,/ general hypotheses.
The first is that conditions of equitibrium ate equivalent to the maxi-
mization (minimization) of some magnitude? [Italics supplied.]

The increasing conceptual quantification in economic theory was
almost necessarily accompanied by increasing conceptual 'object-
ification'. Once the magnitude to be maximized is symbolically
defmed, attention is quite naturally diverted to the manipulation
of the symbols and away from the initial leap int0 presumed
objectivity itself. The increasing conceptual quantification need
not have introduced confusion save for the simultaneous develop-
ments in theoretical welíare economics. Within what Hayek

called the 'Pure Logic oí Choice', the formal theory of utility
maximization, mathemacal ñgour has offered aesthetic satisfac-
tion to the sophiscated without loss of explanatory potential.
More importantly, the increasingly elegant and formalistic
content of general-equilibrium theory, and notably its emphasis
on existence proofs and stability conditions, yields pleasure to the
talented, criteria to the critical, and convictions to some who
have remained unconvinced about the overall efticacy of market
order.

So long as the object for discussion, and for theorizing, is either
the individual decision-maker or the interactions of separatc
decision-makers in markets, no harm is done and perhaps some
good is added by concepmal objectitication. Coníusion arises only
when the properties of equilibrium, as defined for markets, ale

s Paul A. Samuelmn, Fem,i:ñem #/'F.,amm_ Aaa/.w_ (Cambridge, Ma-.. s947),
P. 5. Samuebon's Nobel lecture f:uvides ev_ience that bis own imsition has not
mlmantiany changed.See 'MaximumPrinciplesin AnalyticalEconomic.',
Aatmima F.amm_ Rmkw, 62 (Jtme x97a), pp. s49-6_.
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James M. Buchanan ;

tramferred as criteria of optimization in non.market or political
settings. It is here that the crical distinction between the
equilibrium of the single decision-maker and that attained
through market interaction, the distinction strexsed by Hayek, is
absolutely essential to íorestall ambiguity and analytical error.The
theory of social interacdon, of the mutual adjustment among the
plans of separate human beings, is different in kind from the
theory of planning, the maximization of some objective function
by a conceptualized omniscient being. The latter is equivalent, in
all respects, to the problems faced by Crusoe or by any individual
decision-taker. But this is not the theory oí markets, and it is
artificial and basically íalse thinking that makes it out to be. There
are properties or characteristics of equilibria in markets that seem
superficially to be equivalent to those attainable by the idealized
optimization carried out by the planner. But shadow prices are
not market prices, and the opportunity costs that inform market
decisions ate not those that iníorm the choices of even the

omniscient planner. These appear to be identical only because of
the false objectification of the magnitudes in question.

This is what the great debate on socialist planning in the i93os
was all about, comment to the contrary notwithstanding. And
modero economic theorists measure their own confusion by the
degrce to which they accept the alleged Lange victory over Mises,
quite apart írom the empiñcal record since established. The
central issue in this debate should not have been the possibility or
impo._ibility of socialist calculation. AII the-participants were
wrong in concentrating on this. The difference in data confronted
by decision-makers in dif[erent institutional settings is quite
sufficient to prove that the properties of market equilibñum
cannot in the nature of things be duplicated under non-market
imdmtional structures. This is not of course to say that

'efliciency', defined in a different but legitimate planning sense,
cannot be defined in ala ideal-type socialist model. Of course it
can. But ir is a wholly different 'etticiency' framework that is
involved here, informed by the marginal-value estimates of the
planner and not by the participants in markets.

I think that it is legitimate to trace the sources of error to

5



Introduction: L.S.E. cost theory in retrospect

fundamental misconcepUons in the theory of opportunity cost,
misconceptions that the London (and Austñan) scholars were
attempting to clarity, and which later I tried similarly to rectify
with my little book, Cost and Choice, in i969 .' Unfortunately
neither the London eontribution nor my book seems to have
exerted much effect on mainstream thinking in economic theory.

But I ana getting ahead of my story. As I noted above, the
increasing conceptual quantifieation, and objectification, of
economic theory need not have sown confusion without
the aecompaniment of developments in theoretical welíare
economics. Precisely at the time that methodologists were effective
in formalizing economic theory within a more rigorous maximiza-
Uon framework, interest in 'market failure' rather than 'market

success' was at its peak, and, with this, interest in the extension of
econornie theory to socialist organization became widespread.
The Robbins definition of the allocation problem, with its implied
emphasis on the universality of scarcity, suppofted such ah
extension. It was predietable that economists, trained profession-
ally to analyse market equilibria, and inereasingly adept at

formalizing the maximization paradigm, should begin to discuss
planning problems and solutions as if these required the same set
of tools as those applicable to market phenomena. In retrospect
it seems singularly unfortunate that the institutionalists should
have lost favour precisely when their emphasis on and expertise
in the functioning of organizational-institutional structures, and
the impact of dif[ering structures on behaviour of decision-makers,
might have, with some intrusion of analysis, yielded their highest
marginal product in effective critical scholarship. Instead the
mathematicaUy sophisticated analytics of such scholars as
Hoteiling were allowed to go unchallenged despite their vulner-
ability in this most fundamental sense. And young economists
everywhere leamt to appreciate the beauty of the mathematical

models of what they called 'an economy'. Theirs was not the tole
of sceptic, and to question quantification and objectification itselI
quicldy carne to be the mark of eccentricity rather than
excellence.

• a_im_o ,gc,_
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]ames M. Buchanan ;

Is ir any wonder that, in the idealized fully quantifiable and
fully objectifiable 'economy' that commandeizl all attention, the
market itselí should come to be regarded asa 'mechanism', as ah

'analogue eomputing device', to be legitimately treated as one
among several alternative meam of allocating resources, to be
evaluated comparatively in terms of some criteria of
accomplishment? And so it should be in such a world.

The quest for objectivity is etemal and perhaps praiseworthy,
but what has modero seholarship to offer where the classical

economists tried and íailed? There seems little harto in speculat-
ing about the properties of ah economy whose only scarce
re.source is a homogeneous glob of something (putty clay or little
Abner's schmoos) that may be instantly convertible into any one
of a large number oí final goods upon which consumers place
value. In this setting the cost of any one good becomes the dis-
placed physical altemative, measurable separately in any one of
the other n goods potentially available from the single homo-
geneous source. II a unit of good X uses up twice as much of the
scarce resource asa unit of good Y, the cost of X is properly
defined as 2Y, and the cost of Y as one-half X. In such a model it
is meaningful to consider the planner's problem of maximizing
output, defined in values or pñces of goods, from the single scarce
input. The norms of theoretical welfare economics can be applied
directly to this purpose. The omniscient planner can solve his

maximization problem quite simply by setting the prices of goods
at their relative marginal costs, arbitrarily choosing one good as
numeraire. As the final consumers adjust quantities demanded to
the announced set of prices, the value of total output, denominated
in the numeraire, will be maximized.

Nor need we limit analysis of such a conjecmral economy to
the phnner's problems. As ah alternative speculative exercise we
may suppose that our homogeneous glob of scarce resource (putty
clay or schmoos) is initially and arbitrarily parcelled out among
persom under a private-pmperty-rights arrangement. By assump-
tion, the individual owners ate completely indifferent as to just
what set of final goods their own assigned input becomes in
the trandormation. These owners are motivated solely by their

7



Introduction: L.S_E. cost theory in retrospect

own desire íor final goods, command over which is measured by
income, denominated in some commonly agreed numeraire good.
The only difference between this model and the one described
earlier is that this one 'works on its own', once private-property-
rights are defined and protected. The scarce resource will be
allocated among uses; final goods will be 'produced'; prices will be
set. The 'market' equilibrium that emerges will in this case be
equivalent in all respects to the solution of the maximization
problem posed íor the planner in the earlier model. Prices wiU
equal marginal costs, not because some hidden planner has now
drawn on the norms of welíare economics, but because this equal-
ity is descripave of the end of the trading process. Ií this equality
is not satisfied, further gains from trade would be possible;
potentially realizable surplus would remain unexploited. Not only
can we deduce the equivalence in results between these two
models on some a priori b__i_, We could al.so observe such
equivalence in an objectively verifiable sense. ,

I do not think it a caricature to describe modero economic

theory as being grounded on the two conjectural modcls that I
have bñefly sketched, and on the equivalence between their
'equilibñum-optimality' properties. Viewed in this simplistic pers-
pective, however, the models paradoxically suggest that economic
theory has advanced little, ir at all, over that advanced almost two
centuries earlier by the classical economists. In one respect at lea.st,
the classical writers were more honest in their efforts. They sought
to explain relative pñces by relative-input raUos of homogeneous
labour. They feU short precisely because the deficieney in their
common objective standard for measurement was revealed for all
to see. This prompts the question as to why modero theorists have

been so much more succesdul in concealing the fundamental flaw
in their structure 'Camouflage by complexity' provides only a part
of the answer here, The dassical economists failed because their
standard for measurement was demonstrably deficient, but also
because their Iogical structure was not complete. One must read
muela hato dassical structure ir any general-equilibñum theory of
markets is to be discemed. They did not dose the cirde, and the
lactmae in their essentially one-.sided explanatory model provided

8



]ames M. Buchanan "

the source for the familiar normative critiqui a_ociated with
Marx. The cirile was completed by the subjective-value theorists,
by the Marshallian synthesis, and, more explicitly, by the

Walrasian theory of general equilibrium. These several contribu-
tions representa major conceptual advance over dassical
economic analysis by cñteria oí logic and coherence. But the
logical symmetry achieved in explaining the workings of the
economic process was secured at a cost which is reflected by drain-
age of empirical, objective content. The classical economists
offered us a positive-predictive theory of relative prices; this
theory was falsified. But the neo-classical model contained no
comparable predictive hypotheses; there was no externally
measurable standard which allowed the scientist to make predic-
tious from observable data. This post-classical theory described
ah interaction process and aUowed the identification of certain

properties of equilibrium positions. But there was nothing upon
which the economist could have based objective predictions about

relative-price formation.
This was surely seused by Alfred Marshall as witnessed by his

lingering adherence to classical models, and the desire for some
restoration of predictive content offers a movation for bis time-
period analysis. Frank Knight was also unwilling to disregard
Iully the dassical precepts, and, despite Iris affmity with some oí
the Austrians, students of students of students of Knight continue
to learn, and to learn well, the lessous of the deer and beaver. The

reacon of the Austrians was quite different.- They seemed quite
wiUing to jettison the putative objecfive content of the classical
hypotheses. The fuU implicatious of this may not have been

recognized by the early Austriam, but in Mises and Iris foUowers
economic theory is explicifly acknowledged to be wholly non-
objecve. InteUectual diness rather than empirical or explana-
tory content seemed to be the purpose of both earlier and
latter-day Walrasiam.

As I have suggested above, confusion emerged only when I)
theorists overlooked the absence of objective content in neo-
damical and general-equilibñum analysis, and 2) when the),
attempted to utili_,r, the properties of market equilibrium as

9



Introduction: L_q.E. cost theory in retrospect

norms for the optimizing solutions of problems posed in non-
market imfitutional settings. The presence of absence of objective
content assumed instrumental significance only when the planner
was introduced, whether in the administration of state of public
enterprises (piecemeal or in toto) or in levy of corrective taxes
and/or subsidies on production in markets. The control or correc-
tion of allocation requires that norms be invoked, and the.se
norms must come from somewhere. The presumption of modern
economic theory that such norms ate readily identifiable must be
attributed to the acceptance of the pamdigm one-resource model
sketched above.

In any plausibly realisfic market process, however, only prices
have objecfive content. This being so, how can prices be settled by
reference to 'cos& or to anything else ? It will be useful to discuss
briefly the precise relafionships between pñces and 'costs' in fuU

market equilibrium. (In this treatment I shall follow closely the
discussion in Cost and Choice, page 85.)

In full market equilibrium expected marginal benefit for each

partícipant will be equal to marginal opportunity cost, both
measured in terms of the person's subjective valuation. AII persom
confront uniform relative pñces for goods; this is a necessary
condition for the absence of further gains-from-trade. Since each
participant is in full behavioural equilibrium, it follows that each
person must also confront the same marginal cost. Asa demander
the individual adjusts his purchases to imure that marginal benefit
equals price. Hence the anticipated marginal benefits of a good,
again measured in the numeraire, are equal for all demanders.
As a supplier the individual adjusts his sales to insure that anti-
cipated opportunities forgone, marginal opportunity cost, equals
price. Hence marginal opportunity cost in the numeraire is equal
for all suppliers.

Prices tend to equal marginal opportunity costs in market

equilibrium. But costs here ate fully analogous to marginal
benefits. Only prices have objective, empirical content. Neither
the marginal valuations of demanders nor the marginal com of
suppliers can be employed as a ba._i._for determining of setting
prices. The reason is that both ate brought into ¢q,mlity with

10
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prices by behavioural adjustments on both sides of the market.

Pñces are not brought into equatity with some objectively
measurable phenomena on either the demand or supply side.

The implications of this basic, and in one sense, elementary fact
for applying economic theory's tools to the making of control
decisions for a wholly of partially socialized institutional structure

have not been fully recognized, even by those who have partiaJly
escaped the dominance of the single-resource model. To an extcnt
the blame íor this lies in the failure of the London economists,

and of the latter-day Austñans, to develop a full-blown 'subjectiv-
ist economics' that commands intellectual respect while seeming to
retain explanatory relevance. Mises and his followers have been
too prone to accept the splendid isolation of arrogant eccentrics to
divorce their teaching too sharply fmm mainstream interests, and
too eager to launch into polemic: epistemological, method-
ological, ideological. Certain members of the London group,
although profoundly influenced by the Austrians via both Hayek
and Robbins, had the merit of maintaining more practical interest
in business decision problems. But unfortunately their interest was

too pedestrian to allow them to attempt the 'grand design' that
might have been produced from the cost-theory foundations
which the,/developed.

As a result, we fmd Hayek (and Mises even more emphatically)

talking largely to the disciples of the Austrian faith, and alongside
we find Coase, Edwards, Thirlby and Wiseman taking up the
cuclgels against orthodoxy in detailed and particularisc applica-
tions. In their later papers both Thirlby and Wiseman seemed to
recognize the grander implications but both men were perhaps
discouraged by their failure to secure acceptance of their
particularistic arguments, discouraged to the extent that neither
made the attempt to draft the 'treafise' that seemed to be required,
and which still seems tO off¢r chaUenge.

Perhaps the most significant L.s.z. impact on modern

economics has come through an indirect application of opportun-
ity-cost theory rather than through ah undernUning of basic cost
conceptiom, 'Marginal social cost', enthroned by Pigou asa comer-
stone of applied welíare economics, was successfuHychallenged by

II



Introduction: L_.E. cost theory in retrospect

R. H. Coase a quarter-century after his initial work on cost. His
now-classic paper on social cost," which reflects essentially the
same cost theory held earlier, succeeded where the more straight-
forward earLier attacks on the marginal-cost pricing norm-
attacks by Coase himself, by Thirlby and by Wiseman-
apparenfly failed. Nonetheless the still-provisional success of
Coase's modern challenge should be noted. As this is written, in
mid-I972, the implicaons of Coase's attack on the Pigovian con-
cept of social cost for the elementary textbook disc,_qions of
opportunity cost have not yet been realized. Advanced textbooks,
and notably those written in what may loosely be caUed the
'Chicago-Virginia' tradition, devote some space to the 'Coase
theorem', but the standard chapters on cost in these same text-
books remain as ir the more fundamental critique in the Coase
paper had never been published?

A primary purpose of this summary of doctrinal developments
has been to emphasize the general importancé of the theory of
opportunity cost, and the London contributions to the develop-
ment oí a fundamentally correa theory which has not yet come to
inform mainstream thinking in economics. The signiticance may,
I fear, be hidden from those who glance only at the volume's tifle,
L.S.E. Essays on Cost, and whose subjective image of 'cost' calls
up carefully specified algebraic funcom, sharply etched geo-
metrical figures, or actual numbers carñed to at least two
decimal points in accountants' worksheets. Such ím image may
unfortunately be reinforced by a superficial survey of titles of some
of the independent es_ys included here. Coase, Edwards and
Thirlby, in some of the papers reprinted here, were interested in
practical problems faced by business decision-makers in business

administration as sueh. They were attempting to use economic

* R. H. Coase, 'The Problem of Social U_,mt', oTmana/of Lato and Eamo,_t..t,
3 (Octob¢rx96o),pp. x-44.

s Thh summary of the impact of the London _t theory should include
mention of G. L. S. Shackle. Althoush Shackle does not q3ecifica]ly present his
ideas in opportunity-ccst _.,_ his whole app_mch to dechion is fully comhtent
with that developed by the London theot_ts. Shaclde wu both directly and in.
directly msociated clmely with the _mdon group. For ShacJ_'s mmt appropriate
treatmentofdecifion,.ce hi.Du/on, 0al,T,ad T'_/_ HumeaAJa_s,Cambñd8e
1961 •
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]ames M. Bu¢haru(n

theory in this severely practical setting, to apply opportunity-cost
notions to the problems faced in everyday economic choices. In

this effort the London economista did not themselves íully
appreciate the uniqueness and originality oí their approach. To
ah extent they looked on themselves as writing down, in the con-
text of practical-problem situations, what 'everyone knew' about

cost, at lea.st everyone around L.S.E. during the peñod in question.
As the norms drawn from the description of competitive equil-

ibrium carne to be presented more and more as 'rules' for socialist

planners, and 'marginal-cost pricing' was elevated into a paradigm
for the management of public enterprise, the significance of
getting the elementary confusions identified, and with this the

relative importance and uniqueness of the London approach,
carne to be recognized. Both Thirlby and Wiseman, in the most
recently published papers in this volume, recognized the depth of
mainstream intellectual error, but their plaints were largely
ignored. One reason perhaps lies in the fact that the critique of
orthodoxy is too fundamental; to accept fully the implications of
the theory of opportunity cost that is irnplicit in these essays
requires the modern economist to throw overboard too much of
bis invested intellectual capital. How can we write the elementary
textbooks and teach the elementary course if we cannot draw the
standard cost curves? How can we carry out benefit-cost analysis
and pretend that we are assisting in social decision-making? How
can we my anything at all about managing nationalized public
enterprises?

What is so 'revolutionary' in the theory of opportunity cost that
threatens the very Ioundatiom of modern applied economics?
This introductory essay is not designed to summarize the papers
reprinted in the volume, and I do not propose to develop my own
interpretation and application of the theory. I have done the latter
in Cost and Choi_e. But bñef elaboration of the central argument
may offer some support to my assertions about significance. The
basic idea is at once extremely simple and profound. Cost is
inherently linked to choice. This notion did not of course
originate with the economists associated with the L.S.E. in the
t93os or before or since. As students of Frank Knight learnt,

:3



Introduction: L_.E. cost theory in retrospect

elements of the correct theory of opportunity cost are found in
Adam Smith's deer-and-beaver model. Even before the subjective-
value revolution, Francesco Ferrara in Italy was sharply

critical of classical theory on opportunity-cost grounds.' The
oppornmity-cost conception was explicitly developed by the
Austrians, by the Ameñcan, H. J. Davenport, and the principle
could scarcely llave occupied a more central place than it
assumed in P. H. Wicksteed's Common Sense of Political

Economy. _This book was independenfly influential at L.S.Z., and
it pmperly deserves mention here.

At the L.S.Z. there was the beginning and the widening
recognition of the irnplications of elementary opportunity-cost
theory for applications of economies. Herein lies the contñbution
of the economists who are repre._.nted in this volume. Almost aU
professional economists, old and new, can provide a rough work-

ing definition of opportunity cost that is tole_bly acceptable for
pedagogic purposes. But very few economists, new or old, have
been comistent. Almost none of them beyond the London-
Austrian axis has recognized just what his own definition suggests
for the application of his discipline.

Simply considered, cost is the obstacle or barríer to choice, that
which must be got over before choice is made. C__stis the under-
side of the coin, so to speak, cost is the displaced altemative, the

rejected opportunity. Cost is that which the decision-maker
sacrifices or gives up when he selects one altemative rather than
another. Cost consists therefore in bis own evaluation of the enjoy-
ment or utility that he anticipates having to forgo asa result of
choice itself. There are specific implicatiom to be drawn from

this choíce-bound deñnition of opportunity cost :
x Gost must be borne exclusively by the person who makes
decisions; itisnot possible for this cost to be shifted to or imposed
on others.

*_-e myF'ts_M ír'_ red Po/tTm/Easmmy ((_utpel I-Iill, North Carolina t__o),
pp. 27-3o fora mmmary trtatment. One of my own unfmished pt'ojeetl is a critRml
tumly_ of F_rart's work, with a vicw towtr_ m_ting bis oontributima more
wid,ly knownto F.a_glith-ktn$m_rt_dert.

' l..ondonlgzo.
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2 Cost is subjective; it exista only in the mind of the decision-
maker or chooser.

3 Cost is based on anticipations; it is necessarily a forward-looking
or ex ante concept.
4 Cost can never be realized because of the fact that choice is

made; the alternative which is rejected can never itself be enjoyed.
5 Cost cannot be measured by someone other than the chooser
since thcre is no way that subjective mental expeñence can be
direcfly obscrved.
6 Cost can be dated at the moment of final decision or choice, s

In any general theory of choice cost must be reckoned in a
utility rather than in a commodity dimension. From this it follows
that the opportunity cost involved in choice cannot be observed
and objectified and, more importantly, it cannot be measured in
such a way as to allow comparisons over wholly dif[erent choice
settings. The cost faced by the utility-maximizing owner of a firm,
the value that he anticipates having to forgo in choosing to
produce ah increment to current output, is not the cost faced by
the utility-maximizing bureaucrat who manages a publicly owned
ñrm, even if the physical aspects of the two firms are in al1respects
identical. As the London economists stressed, cost is that which

might be avoided by not making choice. In our example the
pñvate owner could avoid the explicit incremental outlay and the
incremental profit opportunity should he rail to produce the out-
put increment. The socialist manager, by our assumptions, could
avoid the same objective consequences by talng the same course
of action. These consequences could be measured in monetary
terms. But the opportunity cost relevant to choice-making must

be tramlated into a utility dimemion through a subjective and
personal evaluation. The private owner may evaluate the object-
ively measurable consequences of choice quite differently from
the bureaucrat, althoughbothare utility-maximizers.
I am not suggcstingthatthe contributorsto thc London

traditionincostthcoryfullyapprcciatcdand undcrstoodallthe
implicationsof thcirown conccption,nor thatevcn now they

*Fora demilcddkcamionof cachof the_ attñlmta _ opportunityc_t me
myC_ _ Ohm,chapt:a-$.
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would endorse my interpretation of this conception. I suggest only
that their several papers mark a beginning of such appreciation,
that they reflect an early critical questioning of aspects of modero

economic theory, a questioning that is more urgenfly needed in
the x97os than it was when they wrote.

While the contribution of the L.s.z. group of economists should
be emphasized, the constructive content of their work should not
be exaggerated. Taken asa whole, the London effort is largely
negative in ita impact. Properly interpreted, it demonstrates
major flaws in the applications and extensions of economic theory.
But there is little in this work which assists us in marrying
'subjectivist' and 'objecUvist' economic theory. Few modern
economista would be willing to go aU the way with the latter-day
Austriam and convert economics into a purely logical exercise.
Most of us want to retain, and righfly so, positive and predictive

content in the discipline, to hold fa.st to the g_uine 'science' that
seems possible. To accomplish this, however, horno economicus
must be retumed to scientific respectability, and economista must

leam to accept that hypotheses may be falsified. Finally, and more
importan@, we must try to comtruct meaningful, ií limited,
norms for decision-making in non-market institutional structures.
In competitive marketa pñces tend to equal marginal costa, but do
we want to make pñces equal 'marginal costs' in non-market
settings, when we fully realize that marginal costa can only be
objectified by the arbitrary selection of some artiticially homo-
genized measure? Do we really want to make one beaver
exchange for only two deer when poisonous makes abound near
the beaver datos? Of course not! But how do we know that the

makes are there? Became the beaver hunters think they axe._

• I mm indebted to my coUeagues, Thomm Bo_.herding and Gordon TuUock
¢o,helpfulco=menta.
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The theory of costs is not one of those parta of economic analysis

which can properly be said to have been unduly neglected. It has

always occupied a more or less central position, and in recent years

it has been the subject of a quite formidable body of new work.

There is, indeed, no part of Iris subject about which the con-

temporary economist may legitimately feel more gratified, either

as regards the quality of the work which has been done oras
regards the temper in which it has been undertaken. Yet, in spite

of this, the present state of aífaivs in this field is not altogether

satisfactory. The various problems involved have been tackled by

different sets of people; and the conclusions which have been

reached in one pan of the field have sometimes a rather disquiet-

ing appearance of incompatibility with conclusions which have

been reached elsewhere. No doubt some of this apparent in-

compatibility is real. It is not to be expected that here - any more

than elsewhere-economists should have r¢ached fmality. But

some of it is probably illusory; and ii in disco-_ing these matters
we were to state more decisive]y the problems which we are

attempting to solve, and the a._umptions on which we proceed, it

sectas likely that not only should we be able to clear up our out-

standing real points of dif[erence more quicldy, but that, in the

course of doing so, we should al.so discover that many of them

dependecl ementially upon subfle differences of object and

amumption, hitherto insutñciently stated. At any rate, itis in the

belief that thk would be so that these very tentative rernarks are

put forward.

The paper falls into four parts. In the first I disctms the funda-
mental nature of costs; in the tecond the relation between this
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conception and the Marshallian supply curve; in the third the
relation between costs and technical productívity. I conclude with
some notes on cost variation through time.

I

I start, then, with fundamentals. The conception of costs in
modero economic theory is a conception of displaced altematives:

the cost oí obtaining anything is what must be surrendered in
order to get ir. The process oí valuation is essentially a process of
choice, and costs ate the negative aspect of this process. In the
theory of exchange, thereíore, costs reflect the value of the things
surrendered. In the theory of producon they reflect also the
value oí alternative uses of productive factors-that is, of
products which do not come into existence because existing
products ate preferred.1 Such is the conc¢ption of costs first
systematically developed by WieseP and made familiar in
English-speaking areas by Green, Wicksteed, Davenport, Knight
and Henderson.' Following the usage of PantaleonP and many
others, we may refer to ir for short as Wiesefs Law.

It is probably true to say that at the present day the broad out-
fines of this conception are generaUy acceptable.* The work of

Thh mmewhat rotmdabout way of putting matters b deliberate. The money
cmts of production in any line of indmtry ale a reflection of I) the value of factors
of production whol]y specialized to that line of production (Wieser's 'specific'
factors) and 2) the value of tranfferable ('non-spec/fic') divisible factors in other
uses. Itis in regard to theze latter ingredienta that Wie,¿-r's propmitiom have
,pedal relevante.

a Ursprungud ltauptget¢tzt des _idam Wsrt&rs, pp. x4fi-7o; ._'atwralFalto,
pp. XTl-ai4; _ d¢rg_//sdu¢t//r./Na W/_tsdu¢t, pp. 6i-4, 73-8h 14a-6; abo the
juvenile work Üb¢r dm Vedufftn/sd¢rKost_ zwn W_rt ('Gemmmelte Abhandlungen',
lp. s77-4o4).

, See D. L. Greca,'OpportunityC,cst and Pain Co,C,_.7.70an_
0894),PP.a_8-_9;P.H.Wick,teed,7"&Co,m_-mmofPe//z/_F.¢¢no_,

P. $73; Dave_port, V_ae ¢zd_ pp. 55x-2; The Er.onom/_ofF_, pp.
x06-40; Kni_ht, R/_, Un¢¢rta/n_andPro_, p. 92; 'Fallacies in the Interprecation of

c_', ¢_,.,_# 30.,,_ of__o,,,/.., (_924),p. _2; Hmdem_, SO#., ,_
D,maad, p. z6a.

*P_ F.amomm,p. 184..
s It is mmefimea held that WitmT'. Law ;- onl,/true of a _ate c/"affairz in

whieh the mpplim of the facum oíproduction ate fixed. Ir theae mpplia ate flex-
ible, it ii urged, then the dimtility _In,_4p_'.b - the oant_t o_real emt m real imito
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Wieser's successors in this field-in particular the various
writings of Professor Mayer-have brought home to us all its
central importance as a unifying principle in the structure of
modem analysis. And, in the sphere of applied economics, it
becomes more and more clear that many of the most urgent
problems of the day can be understood only in the light of the
knowledge that it fumishes/

and sacrifices - comes into its own as an independent principle of explanation.
(See Edgeworth, Papers Relati_ to Political Economy, 3, PP- 56"64; Robertson,
Economic Fragments, p. 2x; Viner, 'The Theory of Comparative Costs' in Welt-
wirtschafiliches Archiv, 36, pp. 4Ix ff.). The objection is plausible but it is
not ultimately valid. Even when we ate contemplating a situation in
which the total supplie_ of the factors actually used in production ate flex-
ible, it is quite easy to show that Wieser's Law is still applicable. Vari-
_,tiom in the total supply of labour in produetive industry ate accompanied by
variatiom in the amount of time and energy which is available for other uses.
Variations in the supply of land in production ate accompímied by changes in the
rapply of land put to consurnptive uses. Variatiom in the supply of capital are
aceompanied by variatiom in present comumption. AII economic changes are
capable of being exhibited as forros of exchange. And henee, as Wieksteed has
shown, they can be exhibited further as the r_ultant of demand operating within
a given technical environment. (See Wicksteed, Coramon-sense of Political Economy,
especially I, chapter ix; also F. X. We_, 'Die moderne Tendenz in der Lehre voto

Geldwert', Zeitachriflf_rVolkm, irtsckafl, Socialpolitik, und Vem_a/tung, I9, P. 518; and
Wicksell, Vor/¢nmgea, i, p. x59). It has been said that this becomes impossible ii.
account be taken of the so-called other advantages and disadvantages of different
occupations. Profeasor Viner in the article cited above has urged this particular
objection. The difliculty however sectas to be capable of a simple solution. If the
other advantagea and disadvantages ate treated as joint products, the Wicksteed
constructiom can still be maintained.

' Ah example Lhould make this quite plain. The introduction of improved
metho& ofproduction mmetimes has the effect of caming the price of the particular
line of product concerned to fall below costs of production; and oinervation of this
fact has often led to the belief that therefore the mechanism of free markets ii

incapable of dealing with the effects of scientitic invention. But what doea such a
situation imply? Pricm ate below costa; the products fetch less than the amounts
which have to be paid for the factors which produce them. But why is this? If the
factors were completely speeial_,ed to the line of production in question - i.e. if they
had no mobility - then in a free system the.ir prices would rail automatically with
the fall in the pricesoftheirproductL Tbere could be no lasting disparity between
pricee and money cc_. But the coats of tran_erable factors, according to Wieser's
Law, area reflection of their value in other possible uses. If therefore in oneline of
production coats of production ate higher than pñces, this meam under our a_ump-
tiom that there ale factors of production in that line which ase mo0re urgently
demanded ehewhere - that the change in technique creates a new equilibrinm of
facton. As the tranffer takes place under the _ of the co6ts disparities, there
will be movements of prices and cmt_ tending to a re_n-ation of profitability. It
foliows thex_ore timt_ ff teehnical progreu h accompamed by more extendve
di_quilihrium,thecam_mmtbe__,ht out,kietheatea em,eredbyouram,-,l,-
riera;themarketi, notfree,the monetarymechanimab notfunctioningproper_.
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Butthereisonematteronwhichthereisnotyetfullagreement.
Itrelatestotheprecisemode inwhichthedisplacedahernatives
aretobe conceived.Wieser'susageisclear.They atetobe con-
ceivedintermsofvalues- intermsoíthevaluesoíthegoodsoíthe

firstorderdisplaced.'Thecostofproductionofone thing',said
Wicksteed,'isthemarginalvalueofanotherthing."Thisisthe
sensein whichithasusuallybeenunderstood.In recentyears,
however,ithasbeensuggestedinsome quartersthattheyshould
be conceivedin temasof technicalquantities-intermsof the
quantities(asdistinctfrom thevalues)of thegoodsof thefirst

orderwhich mighthavebeen produced.Thisistheprocedure
suggested by Professor Knight in his 'Suggestion for Simplifying
the Statement of the General Theory oí Price'. 8He invokes Adam
Smith's parable of the beaver and the deer and concludes: 'In
sum, the cost of beaver is deer and the cost of deer is beaver, and

that is the only objectiv¢ and scientific content of the cost
notion.' The same procedure is adopted by Dr Haberler in Iris
recent article on the theory of comparative co.st.*

Now there can be no doubt that there is much that can be said

for this suggestion. The conception of costs as technical displace-
ment has ah objectivity and precision which is in itself an
advantage. It has none of that elusiveness which seems to inhere
in concepts involving subjective valuation. Moreover it is true
that in equilibrium the values of goods produced with common
factors of production and variability of technica] coefficients ate
nec__ñly in harmony with their displacement-cost raUos. It has
been well known since the time of the classical economists that this

was the case with the products of simple unnk;Ued labour. This is,
of course, the moral of the parable of the beaver and the deer. It

is the achievement of Professor Knight and Dr Haberler to have
shown that the same generalization can be extended to cover the

Thea_ ;, nothing in the institutiom of ,.,--h,,,,ge as such which mak_ technical
progresa neo--_,'ily amlf-fi'mtrating.Thia condusion, which follows directly from
Wieser's Law, la marely• concluaion of considerable practica] importance.

' Commoa-unu of Po"/a/cME¢mo_, p. 38a; cf. aho, Rmemtein-Rodan, 'Grenz-
nutzen'in Hmda__rbachder_,4b PP-II98 ff.
,yo,,,_o.t'P_ _, s60_s),pp.sss-7o.
• w,_/m¢á,_,__ _k/_, sa, pp.sss-7o,em__';'n'/thenoteo, p. S._8.
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case of production with more than one factor of production. If
the amount of a commodity produced by a combination of factors
of production is not the same as can be procured by devoting the
same combination to the producfion oí something else and procur-
ing the first commodity by way of exchange, then clearly, ii the
conditions of production ate technically variable, there will be
evoked movements which tend to bring about this harmony.

So far so good. The argument seems overwhelmingly convinc-

ing. But on closer inspection certain difliculfies present themselves.
In the first place it is important to recognize that there are wide
areas where the conception of costs as technical displacements
clearly has no applicaon. This is the case if the producdve process
involves fixed technical coefficients. The imputation problem (and
hence the cost problem) here can only be solved in value temas.
Costs of production in value temas can and will change with
changes in demand, t° But the idea of changes in technical dis-
placements in this instance has no meaning. The same is true
where we are considering commodities produced with different
factors of production. If A and B are produced with n and m and
C and D with p and q, there wiU exist exchange ratios between
mernbers of the fa'st group and members of the second, but it is
impossible to conceive of technical displacement cost ratios save

within them. There may be ah exchange ratio between A and D,
but when Ais produced there is no technical quantity of D
sacrificed. Yet there will certainly exist costs of producUon in the
value seme.

Moreover- and this is even more important- it is the central
requirement of any theory of cost that it shall explain the actua/
resistances which production in any line of industry encounters;

ts We can see this most clearly ir we contemplate ah extreme case. Suppose a
state of aí[airs in whieh two commodities ale produced by the aid of two _ of
factors of production - the factors entering into the manufacture of the two com-
modit/es in proportiom which ate diffeaent for each commodity. (For e_¿ample,
PA involves _ and ly and PB xx and 2),.) Now suppoee a shif_of demand. The
relative scarcitiea d the factors and of the products will change. The cmt of pro-
duction(inmoneytertm)ofthecommoditywho,e manufactureinvolvesthehigher
protxmionof thefa__ whichhasbecomerelativelyKarcerwillrbe.Thecmt of
produetionof the_,,_,,_iity whmeman_ involves• hisherpropo_oaof
thefactorwhichhu be¢mnerelativelylemJcarcewillfil. Thereis no_t
_ tmlmimldi,#,oemmts whichox-rmxa_ to this.
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that it shall explain to us the influences determining the elements
of which account is taken by those responsible for production.
Now there can be no doubt that these influences ate of the nature

of valuations. The isolated producer thinks of the sacriñce he is

making by not producing something else. The entrepreneur in the
exchange economy thinks of the prices he has to pay íor the factors
of production. In each case, although- as with all valuations-
there may be in the background a technical condition, yet the

final determinant is not merely technical. The isolated producer
thinks not merely of the quantity of goods he gives up, but of their
place on the relative scale, comparecl with the place on the relative
scale of the goods he accluires. The price which the entrepreneur
pays for the íactors of production he mea is determined not by
the number of products which they can produce elsewhere, but
by the value of such products. Indeed ir is most highly improbable
that he knows at all the number of products which can be
produced elsewhere. Al1 that he knows are values of the factors
oí production, which are, of course, reflections of the value of

other products. Ii we reflect upon the way in which equilibrium
is established, it is surely obvious that it is only through regard for
cost in the value sense that any harmony between technical dis-
placements and prices can be conceived to come about. It is only
in equilibñum that such a harmony exists. In a state of dis-
equilibrium, prices, costs and displacement ratios may all be
ditferent. Ii we do not keep these things conceptually discrete, we

cannot understand the actual pmcess of equilibration. This is not
merely true of the Austrian approach. The condition that pñces
shall be equal to cost of production in the value sense is as essential

a condition of equilibrium in the Walrasian system as the
condition that marginal products shaU be proporUonate to factor
prices.

For both these reasom, therefore, became there are whole aleas

where technical displacements are not conceivable, and because it
does not focus attention on the actual procem of la'ice formation,

I conclude that the conception of co_ as quantifies of goods
forgone is not acceptable. No doubt the tec.hn;eal conditions of

production play ah important part in determin;ng the condifiom
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I Lionel Robbinsof equilibrium. But to make the cost concept purely technical is
to depñve it of important analytical íunctions and to run the risk
of misunderstanding. We shall see that a very similar procedure
underlies some of the deficiencies of particular equilibfium
analysis.

But this brings me to the second part of my paper: the relation
between this general conception of costs and the Marshallian
supply curve.

II

According to Wieser's Law, costs of production under competitive
conditions ate a reflecfion of the value oí the alternatives which

ate displaced in order that the goods in that line oí production
may be produced and appropñated by the ultimate consumers.

That is to say, they are essentially a reflection of the strength of
excluded demands - demands both for the specific factors special-

ized to such lines oí production and the non-specific factors
capable of employment elsewhere. It seems to follow that, in the

normal case, at the point of equilibrium, just as demand price
wiU be decreasing, so will cost be increasing. This is quite obvious
in the case of equilibñum of two commodities. To push produc-
tion beyond that point would involve a product of diminishing
relative uUlity-that is, a sacrifice of increased relative utiLity. I
do not think that the situaUon is fundamentally changed when we
comider many commodities. Nor do I think that in this connection
it is necessary to take account of the possibiliUes of unusual utility
functions. To move in any direction from a position of equilibfium
is to encounter increased resistance: this is the fundamental

conception.
But ii this is so, what ale we to say of the constructions, so

familiar in the Marshallian system of what is sometimes called-
in my opinion not very hdpfully- 'partial equilibrium analysis' :
the supply curve parallel to the x axis, and the supply curve with a
negative indinaUon? At first sight ",ve seem to be faced with a
complete contradicUon. Here ate constructions which, ii they are

valid, seem to point to a definite rejecUon of our fundamental
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conception, while/f ir is valid, seernthemselves to be doomed to be
rejected. Nor are we in any way reassured when, turning to post-
Marsha]lian criticism, we fmd it stated on high authority that, for
the ana]ysis of competitive conditious-and of course it is
competitive conditions which are in question- constant cost is to
be regarded as the normal and increasing cost as the quite
exceptional condition. 11 We seem to have discovered a major
inconsistency in the very centre of the corpus of pure economics.

Now in circumstances of this kind, before concluding that it is
necessary to make a complete break with one or other of the
apparently conflicting usages, it is always advisable to inquire
more dosely into the implicit assumptions on which they proceed.
Again and again in the history of economic thought the apparent
contradiction between different usages has come to be seen to rest
not upon deficiencies of logic on the one side or the other, but upon

differences of assumption conceming the problem to be solved.
This was notoñously so in the case of the historic disputes regard-
ing the theory of rent?_ A similar difference can, -I think, be
shown to underlie part at least of this apparent contradiction in
the theory of costs.

For ir we look more closely at the comtructiom in question, it
becomes fairly clear that the), are appropriate to the investigation
of fundamentally separate problems. The general propositions
regarding costs which spring from Wieser's Law are essentially a
description of the condiUom of equilibñum. They answer the
question, what would happen to costs ii, from a position of
equilibrium - other things remaining equal - it were attempted to
increase or diminish production in any particular line of industry.

The constructions which we associate with particular equilibrium
analysis, on the other hand, deal with what would happen ii other
things a,ere t,aried; i.e. ii production were to be increased in

11p. Straffa,'The Lav_ ot C:muuader _petitive C,onditiom',gama/r
jT0__ (_9a6),ii,. 5s5, sso.

ls I have aRempted to indicate some of the more important of such ca_ in ah
article e_tJtled 'On a Oertain Ambiguity in the Otm¢:_ of Stationary Equib
libaJmn', Emwm/c _o_na/093o), pp. 194-a t4. The pr¢aent pap¢ar is to be regarded
a ementially • continuation of the me train of thought - but applied to • wider
arcathaa the.;_l, aaal_ d finalequililaium.
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response to an increase in demand. That _ to say, that they are
essentially gerrnane to a theory oí variations. They relate not to
forces which maintain equilibrium once it is established, but
rather to the differences between one equilibñum position and
another.

Once this is realized the apparent contradiction which we have
been considering vanishes. If other things do not change and it is
attempted to increase the supply of a certain product, from the
point of equilibrium, then ir is natural that costs should rise, for
the increase must be brought about by the use of factors which ate

more urgently demanded elsewhere. But if other things change-
ií, for instante, there is an increase in the demand for this line of
product-then an increase of production to meet it need not
encounter such an increased resistance. The change in the data
which is characterized by the increase in demand here must be
accompanied by a diminution of demand elsewhere, and this may
be such as to release factors of production in such measure as to

permit the necessary extension at constant, or even at diminishing
cost. Once the data change, there is no presumption that an
increase in output of a particular kind must be accompanied by
more than proportionately increased ouflay.

There is therefore no fundamental incompatibility between the

implications of Wieser's Law and the constructions of 'particular
equilibrium' cost analysis. But it still remains to decide what degree
of validity is to be attributed to these constructions in the actual

connections in which they are most frequenfly employed.
If what I have been urging is correct, it seems clear that we

cannot regard the Marshallian supply curves as serving the exaet

pu_ of any causal explanation. They are rather to be
regarded as providing schemata of eertain possibilities of pñce
variation. Ir the demand varíes in thi_ way and ir the cost varies in
this way, then it is implicit in these assumptions that the price
will change in this way. The), provide, as it were, a convenient
shorthand note of different ways in which particular changes may
be regarded. According to Edgeworth, 'movement along a supply
and demand curve of intemational trade should be regarded as
attended with rearrangements of intemal trade: as the move-
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ments of the hand of a clock corresponds to considerable unseen
movements of the machinery'.ls It is the implication of what I have
already said, that this too must be the way in which we should
view the supply curves of the theory of domestic values, if our
usage is not to be out of harmony with the more precise implica-
tions of general-equilibñum analysis. They are notes of the
implications of given changes of the general conditions of demand
and supply, even though one curve is not shifted.

Ir this is true, it follows that the construction in question must
have a very limited validity for the analysis of the ultimate
conditions of equilibfium. Its essential function is to facilitate the
examination of what happens when certain conditions are varied.
The assumption which underlies its use in descfiptions of final
equilibrium, that all possible variations outside the particular
industry or market under consideration may be neglected, is
essentially incompatible with the assumptions upon which any
exhaustive description of such conditions must nec____rily be

based. This, indeed, is only another way of putting the i_ointwhich
has already been made. The assumption that the factors of
production have an infinitely elastic supply leads to a concentra-
tion on the purely technical features of the situation which
necessarily misleads when the conditiom of final equilibrium have
to be determined. The objection made earlier to the Knight-
Haberler method of treating technical displacements as equivalent
to value costs applies much more strongly to a treatment of value
costs which proceeds as ir only technical determinants were
relevant. It is quite true that, in a condition of competitive
equilibñum, the pñces of Iactors common to different industries
are the same for the dif[erent industries concemed. But this is one

of the results of the equilibrating process. It cannot be assumed
to be a condition which would necessarily persist, were the other

_'PapsrsRdatingtoPol'aicalFaonomy,2,p.32.Ofcoune_ mageof theintegral
¿'urve_whidaasw0tmesoth_ cornmoditiesbefidesthoaeregisteredon the co-
ordinates to be produ¢¢d in the economy under comideration, must be disting-
uhhed from the use of similar curv_ under the m_maption that only two com-
modities ate capable of coming into existence. There ate objectiom to the me of
sucia an appm_tm, well known to .11 re_ers of PLreto, but it is arguable that it"

had proceeded on these fines he would have been much more reluclmat
to _lopt his comprmnke comtructiom flama in fact he
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relations in the equilibñum disturbed. Yet this, of course, is the
implication oí a 'constant cost' supply curve which is prolonged on
either side of the point of equilibrium intersection.

Now, no doubt, once we get away from the hypothesis of pure
competition, there are many problems in which the technical
element is so predominant that for certain purposes constructions
which focus attention upon such elements ate permissible ímd
helpful. It is well known that this is so in the case of the theory of
monopoly. Recent work suggests that it is so in the case of the
analysis of imperfect competition.

But such uses have their limitatiom. It is clear that they may be
ven/ definitely misleading when it is a question of deciding the
significance íor the economic system asa whole oí one equilibrium
position as compared with another. As I have argued elsewhere,1_
I aro of the view that most investigations of this sort beg other,
more fundamental, methodological questions. But, putting this on
one side, it is surely clear that constructions which depend on the
assumption that other things elsewhere remain unchanged, must
necessarily lead to íalse conclusions when it is a question of
estimating the total significance of changes which, by definition,
cannot be unaccompanied by changes elsewhere.

A simple example will make this clear. In the analysis of
monopoly, for certain purposes the apparatus of intersecting
demand-and-supply curves provides first approximatiom which
ate acceptable. But in any attempt to discover the significance for
the economic system asa whole of monopoly in any line of industry
ir is open to very grave objectiom. For the assumption on which it
proceeds- the assumption that other things remain equal- is in-
compatible with the most obvious implicaon of monopolistic
restrictions; namely, the assumption that, since the number of
factors employed in the monopolized industry is different from
what would otherwise have be'en the case, their productivity in
price temas must necessarily be different. It is illegitimate to argue
that this change is of the second order of smalls. It may. be of the
second order of smalls for the monopolist's price policy. Ir may be

s_ See my _ m _ .._'_ m_ S's&mi_w,mz_ of _msm'nk .._bs_, ch_otcr vi,
pe rL 2.
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of the second order of smalls in each of the other branches of

industry affected; but for all the other branches of industry taken
collectively it must be of a magnitude comparable in the universo
of discourse - the 'social' effect oí the policy - with the magnitude
of the primary vafiaon. The objection, it will be noted, is almost

exactly symmetrical with the fundamental objection to the use of
the concept of consumers' surplus.

The case I have chosen is, of course, a very simple one. I should
be very sorry to be understood as suggesting that those who use the

apparatus I am discussing more frequently than I would carc to
do are likely to be unaware of the proposition it exemplifies. But
expeñence of the eontroversies of the la.st twenty years does, I
think, suggest that the use of supply curves, rather than the
apparatus of general-cquilibñum analysis, in discussing questious
of this sort, carries with it dangers which may entrap even the
subtlest and acutest intellects. There is a passage in the late
Professor Young's critique of Professor Pigou's former position
with regard to diminishing rcturn industrics 15which has always
seemed to me to be especially significant in this respect although,
curiously enough, ir has not attracted as much attention as other
parts of the article. 'The problemas a whole, ir seems to me,' he
says, 'is one to which the general theory of the diminishing
productivity of individual factors is appropriate rather than the
curve of marginal supply priccs. 'le A fallacy which ensnared both
Edgeworth and Professor Pigou is one whieh must neccssañly be

regarded as peculiarly deeeptive. But I doubt very much whethcr
they would have been thus ensnared ir, instead oí approaching the
problem írom the point of view of the intersecting curves oí
particular-cquilibñum analysis, they had started from the
marginal-productivity theorcms-the example par excellence of
the general-cquilibrium approach.

1, w__thtot Wdf_e,pp. 17_-9.
as (¿uarterlyj_om__lofEamomi¢a, 27, PI). 676/]'. Scc _ Knight, 'FalLacies in the

InterpretaÜon of Social Cmt', Quar__ ,7omna/ofEc_omics, (x9_4), pp. 2t8-_ 3.
Profemor Pigou's retraction of bis original prolx_Üon is to be found in the second
edition of the E¢onom/cs0f W,/far¢, p. 194; Edgeworth's endonement of thh retraction
in hh review tff _ volume, 'The Doctrine of Social Net Pmduct', Eamm/¢
yo__ (_9_5)_. so ff.
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III

I hope I have said enough to make clear my view that there ate
profound dangers in any approach to the cost problem which
identifies cost with the merely technical or which treats costs as ir
only technical influences were significant. It is thereíore with ah
easy conscience that I can advance to an examination of certain
aspects of the relation between costs and productivity in the
technical sense.

There is no need for me to detain the reader with ah examina-

tion oí those variations of technical productivity which lead to
increasing supply price. This is one of those parts of economic
analysis where there is little ground for disagreement on purely
analytical considerations. Dr Sraffa, who is sceptical of the
importance of the conception, bases his scepticism avowedly upon
empirical grounds. Cases where one line of production utilizes so
large a proportion of the total supply of any factor of production
that changes in the demand for the product will bring about
changes in its price, he thinks, are rare. This view is apparently
shared by Professor Knight. Whether or not one regards this as
having prima facie plausibility, depends in part, I think, upon
one's view on the classification of the factors of production. It
sounds much more plausible ii one thinks of two factors of
production than ir one thinks of many. But, in any case, no
analytical issue is at stake.

But, on the other hand, when we come to those technical

conditiom which lead to diminishing supply i_rice we find a very
different state of affairs. The broad comiderations involved in the

discussion of impedect competition and monopoly are perhaps
not open to serious question. But the problems of diminishing costs
under competition are stiU the subject of dispute and it is
interest_ to linger a little in this region.

We llave seca already that ir dcmand for a particular
commodity increases, it may be accompanied by changes in
demand elsewhere sucia as to cheapen the factors of production in
the line of production in question. This is a possibilitywhich

cmcrg¢s from gencral-¢quilibrium theory, but it is not the
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possibility with which I wish to concem myself in this connection.
What I want to do rather is to concentrate upon the possibility of
cost reduct.ionswhich ate due to the operation oí technicat íactors.

Now at the present time it is genera]ly agreed that, under purely
competitive conditions, such reductions must be the effect in the
first instance of the operation of external economies. That is clear
even ir, with Marshall and Mr Shove, we recognize that the
operation of extemal economies may be accompanied by changes
in the optimal size of firms which themselves involve cost reduc-
t.ion. Unless external economies ate operative, the technical
influences making for diminishing costs will exhaust themselves
before the first point of competitive equilibrium is reached. The
influences making for cost reduction must be outside the firms
whose costs per unit are under observation.

So lar so good; but now the question arises why the external
economies operate only as the scale of production increases.
Clearly the answer is that it does not pay to initiate tñe enterprises
írom which they spring until the demand for the ultimate produce
is of a certain size. The doctrine of extemal economies, as Young

emphasized, is merely one way of introducing into analytical con-
structions the old Smithian doctrine of the advantages of division
oí labour. It is one of the most familiar platitudes of this doctrine
that the wider the market the wider the division of labour which is

made possible.
But this does not completely amwer our question. For we still

remain in the dark conceming the reason why the advantages of
division of labour must wait upon extemiom oí the market. Why
cannot the vañous cost-reducing divisiom take place ab initio, but
each on a smaller scale ? If we put the question in this way, the
answer is obvious. For technical reasons they cannot be on a
smaller scale. The quantities of factors which are exploited in a

progressive division of labour ate indit_ible below a certain
absolute size. Division of labour, extemal economies, depend upon
demand conditiom which render indivisible potenti_,lities of
production proñtable.

But to solve the question in this way is only to fmd ounelves
confronted with another. We have explained the posfibility of
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diminishing costs in this sense by invoking the existence of
indivisibility in the methods of production. But the assumption of
competition seems to preclude the existence of indivisible factors;
in a íully competitive situation the factors oí production must be
capable oí infinite division - of, in practical terms, of such degree
of divisibility as to preclude the existence of any increasing return
combination, using the term in its technical sense. How then, as
the market enlarges with a general increase of factors of
production, can we assume indivisibility to be exploited?

The answer is, I think, to be found in the distinction between

actual and potential uses of factors of production. It may very well
be the case that, given the total conditions of production, product-
ive factors ate sufficiently divisible in all the uses to which they are
put for the situation to be regarded as competitive. But itis quite
possible, at the same time, that some of these factors' have
potential uses o[a different sort which, because oí their technical
indivisibility, are not exploited until the system as a whole, or large
parts oí ir, has expanded. This, I believe, is a proposition which
throws light, not only on the questions we ale discussing, but also
upon wider questions of localization and general-population
theory. Let me try to explain what I mean.

Let me start with the simple.stpossible example. Among a group
of independent producers of some simple product there may be
one producer who has special skill at- shall we say- marketing.
As a marketer he is greatly superior to the others. As a producer
of the simple product he has equal skill. But bis skill asa marketer
cannot be satisfactoñly employed unless there is a certain
minirnum quantity of marketing to do. Until demand has reached
that point, therefore, he appears in the system as a provider of
uráts of simple homogeneous undifferentiated labour like the rest.
The competitive situation is stable. But beyond that point he
emerges in a new role. He is now another factor of production -
hitherto not appearing in the equatiom of equilibñum. At first, of
course, in this situation he may be in a monopolistic position. But
until the point at which it paid to employ hito in this way the
situation was fully competitive.

The example I llave given is one which can be supposed to
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occur under conditions which, to all intents and purposes, may be
regarded as acapitalistic - that is, a condition in which production
has not yet become, in important senses, roundabout: conditions
in which there is little vertical division of labour. But, of course, it

is under more fully developed capitalistic conditions that the
phenomena which it typifies become important. As capital
accumulates, and demand increases, it pays to combine original
factors of production, hitherto used in other ways, to produce
techrácally indivisible meam of production- machines, means of
tramport, and so on, which hitherto, because of their indivisibil-
ity, have not figured in the reali7ed system of productive
combinations at all. (If we think of the way in which capital
accumulation has made possible the utilization of indivisible
tramport systems, we can see how important comideratiom of this
sort must be in any theory of localizafion.) It is clear that the
advantages of roundabout producUon ate essentially the
advantages of this vertical division of labour and that_another way
of describing them is to say that they consist in the progressive
exploitation of potential methods of production excluded in less
expanded systems by their technical indivisibility.

It is in this sense, I take it, that we are to interpret the theory of
increasing returns developed by the late Professor Allyn Young in
his presidential address to the British Associafion." And it is
worth noting, as he showed, how the phenomena in question

escape the apparatus of particular-equilibrium analysis and,
indeed, involve changes which are quite incompaáble with its
assumptions. Granted the assumption of the Youngian analysis,

we can see how diminishing costs can be regarded as implicit in a
situation which is actually competiáve. But we see, too, that such

developments are to be regarded as be/ng much more probably
the function oí the development of many industries than of one of

them. We see too -and thi.qis perhaps the more important point
-that the diminution of costs here contemplated is essentiaUy
the product of vertical division of labour-that is, of the dis-

t* I ought perlmps to state explicitly that this h merely ah interpretation. It is
not • trammmon of any emteric oral tradition. My own views on theJe matteri

.pringchieflyfromreflectk_on theremarhon thevariatio_,_ productivitym
Taylor's P6,w/p_ ofRmmm/a, pp. x4x-_.
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integration of industries. Neither of these things is compatible
with the implications of the supply curve. This sectas to constitute
a presumption that the use of this instrument in the analysis of
variation may well involve a concentration on the insignificant

exception to the neglect of what, both from the point of view of
theory and practice, must be regarded as the typical and
significant cases.

IV

So far in this paper the propositions I have discussed have for the
most part dealt with variations of costs in terms of what has been
weil called comparative statics. That is to say, they consist
essentially of a comparison of two states of equilibrium, and an

investigation of the causes of difference. The demand for a group
of products increases so that in the new equilibrium position factor
prices and costs of production are different, and so on. They do
little to elucidate the actual process of change - the path foUowed
through time between one equilibrium position and the other. TM

This is notoriously the field of theoretical economics in which
least has been done and in which most remains still to do. In

concluding this survey, therefore, it seems appropriate to add
certain remarks on this matter.

It is not necessary in this connection to expatiate on the

significance of the Austrian contñbution to this theory. It is clear
that, in the chamcteristically Austrian constructions, we have a

technique which is pre-eminently suited to the explanation of the
phenomena of movement. On the demand side, the conception of

the dependent use (abh_ngige Nutzen); on the supply side, the
conception of the displaced alternative - here we are dealing with

la The distinction between these two stage, of the theory of variations is not
often elearly reo_ized in the E,nglish and Ameriean literature. It is, however, very
dearly stated by Pareto (Mamud, p. t47 ), and it has recendy been the subject of
important studies by Mayer, Ro,emtein-Rodan and Schams. See Mayer, 'Der
Ea'kenntnizwert der funktionellen Preistheori¢m', Wirtschafiaheorit dsr Gegenwart,

2, pp. t46-239; Row.mtein-Rodan, 'Das Zeitmoment in der mathernatischen
Theorie des wirtw.ha_ichen Gleichgewitchtes', _'dtw.hr/fifiir .N_, I, pp.
t29-4a; Schaxm, 'Komparadves Stadk', _dt, tdsr/fl fi/r _Vationa/6komn_, 2, pp.
27-6t. See aho my article on Production in the Enc_/opcd/a of t/_ Soda/Sdm_.
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elements which are the actual focus of attention of the economic

subjects through whom changes come about. No one who has
followed Wicksteed's exposition of the continuous relevance of
Wieser's Law to the explanation of change TM can doubt that the
main instrument of explanation in this field has already been
devised? °

These things are well known. Rather than linger in this
neighbourhood, it is more profitable to tum once more to the
Marshallian system. For here we have theories in which
propositions which are true and helpful are not altogether
disentangled from ways of expression which sometimes give rise

to misapprehemion.
The Marshallian doctrine of short and long period price is

essentially an attempt to provide a theory of price change in
terms of the length of time which is taken to overcome various
technical obstacles on the supply side. The relafive, specificity-
to use Wieser's term-of productive factors means that the
immediate response to a change in the conditions of demand or
supply is not necessarily a response to ah ultimate equilibrium

position. To take Marshall's own example: in the short period, a
change in the demand for fish will be met by an increased output
from existing fishermen and a more intensive use of fishing gear
already in existence. In the long period, however-I use
Marshall's own words- 'the normal supply price ... is govemed
by a different set of causes, and with different results'."1Capital
and labour come into the industry or leave it; the fixed equipment
involved is augmented or depleted. In the sphere of cost theory
this leads to the distinction between prime and supplementary
expenses; in the sphere of distribution theory, to the distinction
between quasi-rents and interest.

!' C.ommon-senseofPoiáical gamom), t, chapter ix.
" Ir is fignificant in _ connectionthat hiatoñcally the Amtrian theoriea are

to have _q_rungfrom Menger's inability to explain the short-term flucttmtions
of produceand atock market3 in terma of the rla_ical generali_.tio_. It is clear
that for the most part the cJassical theoríes ate to be regarded u theories of com-
paritive r,aUcs (in the _me explained above) with the differtnces between .ucomive
atates of equiUbrinm explained in technical umm. The wage-fumi theory in certain
upecu hin c_counea mo_ dymuniccharaeter.

,1Pñn¢/p_,8thed.,p.$7o.
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Now there can be no doubt that this doctrine contains much

that is most valuable and important. The distinction between the
immediate and more distant effects of a given change in demand,
the imposition oí a small tax, and so on and so íorth - this is one
of the most significant distinctions of the theory of variations, and
it is one of Marshall's most conspicuous achievements that it has
become universally recognized. None the less, as ir stands, ir is by
no means immune from cñticism. In particular two criticisms

suggest themselves.
In the first place ir may be suggested that it is liable to give rise

to considerable misapprehemion ií one speaks, as Marshall does
in the passage I have quoted, as ií the causes operating in the long
run are different írom the causes operating in the short. Given a

change in the data and the other fundamental conditions-
including, as we shall see, what other people think about the
data-the process oí price change through time is determinate.
The path followed by price, the rate and magnitude of the
change, is determined by the total situation. Although the effects
of the dif[erent conditions operative may show themselves at
dif[erent points in the path, ir is misleading to speak as ir, írom
the moment of change onward, they were not each in operation.
When the demand for fish increases, ir it is supposed that the
increase will be permanent, there is not ah interval which elapses
before the 'long period tendencies' begin to operate. They operate
from the beginning, but, owing to their nature, their effects are
not maniíest until some time has elapsed. It i_ therefore arguable,
I think, that to have dif[erent labels for the discussion oí long- and
short-period effects here is liable to veil the essentially continuous
nature of the economic process. Short-period and long-period
theory in this sense do not explain dil_erent processes. They
explain dif[erent se¢tions of the same process. It would be absurd
to suggest that this was not known to Marshall. But ir is none the
les8 true that bis particular mode of expressing himself has
sometimes led to its being overlooked by his readers.

Secondly- and this cñticism is more substantial- here too, as
in other Marshallian constructions which we have examined, it

may be objected that the emphasis tends to have too technical a
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complexion. No doubt the technical obstacles to change, the
resistances through time, are fundamental. But it should be clear
that, given the range of technical obstacles, the obstacles that will
actually be encountered in any process of adaptation depend
essentially upon estimates of the permanente of the change to
which the adaptation is a response. The change which is expected
to la.st fora short period invokes responses essentially different
from the responses which are evoked by the change which is
expected to be permanent. What are prime and what are supple-
mentary expenses depend essentially upon the length oí time over
which a change of output is expected to be operative. Thus, ir by
long period we understand a period long enough for final
equilibrium to be reached, we can say that the length of the period
is not only a function of the magnitude of the technical obstacles
but also of the expectations entertained by the producers. The time
ir takes for ah industry to become adapted to _a permanent

shrinkage of demand depends in part upon the rate of physical
depreciation. But it depends, too, upon the length of time taken by

producers to become convinced that the change is permanent.
It seems therefore that in a complete theory of costs the part

played by the estimates of the íuture of the various producers
concerned will playa larger part than ir plays in the original
Marshallian doctrine. But, ir this is so, then a further change is

probable, which wiU necessarily bring this part of cost theory into
more intimate relations with the other parts of the theory of
change. There are certain cases of changes in data where different
degrees of foresight on the part of producers have little effect save
on the rate of adaptation. A single-line cbange of demand for con-
sumer's goods in a system otherwise in even balance may be a case
of this sort. Here perhaps the old single-line methods of cost
analysis may be sufficient to explain the total movement. But there
are other _ where the different estimates on the part of
producers wiU themselves bring about further changes in the
general situation: a simultaneous falling off of demand for the

products of a large group of industries, as at the turn of a trade
cyde, is ah instance. Here not merely the immediate policy of the
producen concemed but the future course of the general oscilla-
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fion wiU be, in part at any tate, determined by expe¢tations of
the kind here dis¢msed. And here single-line analysis is patendy
inadequate. If the cost problem here is to be handled properly, it
must be dealt wi_ in conjunction with the theory of economi¢
fluctuations. It is probable that the extraordinary sterility of much
contemporary thought on the problems of overhead costs and
surplus capacity is due to the fact that this junction has not yet
been satisfactorily effected.
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The ambiguity oí the title of this paper is not accidental. Its main
subject is of course the role which assumptiom and propositions
about the knowledge possessed by the different members of society
play in economic analysis. But this is by no means unconnected
with the other question which might be discussed under the same
title, the question to what extent formal economic analysis con-
veys any knowledge about what happens in the real world. Indeed
my main contention will be that the tautologies, of which formal-
equilibrium analysis in economics essentially consists, can be
turned into propositiom which tell us anything about causafion in
the real world only in so far as we are able to fill those formal
propositions with definite statements about how knowledge is
acquired and communicated. In short I shall contend that the
empirical element in economic theory- the only part which is

concerned, not merely with implications but with causes and
effects, and which leads therefore to condusions which, at any rate
in principle, are capable of verification 1- consists of propositiom
about the acquisition of knowledge.

Perhaps I should begin by reminding you of the interesting fact
that in quite a number of the more recent attempts made in
different fields to push theoretical invesdgadon beyond the limits
of traditional equilibrium analysis, the amwer has soon proved
to turn on one question which, ir not identical with reine, is at least
part of it, namely the question of foresight. I think the field where,

Of rathert'_hW_LtiOn.Cf. IL Popper.L,_t d,TF_míw,_.(V',mnax9S5),
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as one would expect, the discussion of the assumptions concerning
foresight first attracted wider attention was the theory of risk. 2
The stimulus which was exercised in this connection by the work
of Professor F. H. Knight may yet prove to have a profound
influence far beyond its special field. Not much later the
assumptions to be made concerning foresight proved to be of

fundamental importance for the solution of the puzzles of the
theory of imperfect competition, the questions of duopoly and
oligopoly. And since then it has become more and more obvious

that in the treatment of the more 'dynamic' questions of money
and industrial fluctuations the assumptions to be made about

foresight and 'anticipations' play an equally central role, and that
in particular the concepts which were taken over into these fields

from pure-equilibrium analysis, like those of an equilibrium rate
of interest, could be properly defined only in terms of assumptions
concerning foresight. The situation seems here to,be that before

we can explain why people commit mistakes, we must first explain
why they should ever be right.

In general it seems that we have come to a point where we all
realize that the concept of equilibrium itself can be made

definite and clear only in terms of a_umptions concerning fore-
sight, although we may not yet all agree what exactly these
essential assumptions are. This question will occupy me later in
this paper. At the moment I ana only concerned to show that at
the present juncture, whether we want to define the boundaries

of economic statics or whether we want to go beyond it, we cannot

escape the vexed problem of the exact position which assumptions
about foresight are to have in our reasoning. (lata this be merely
ah accident?

As I have already suggested, the reason for this seems to me to

be that we have to deal here only with a special aspect of a much
wider question which we ought to have faeed at a much earlier

point. Questions essentíally similar to those mentioned arise in fact

as soon as we try ta apply the system of tautologies- those señes of

• A more complete survey of"the process by which the _,nificance of anticipa-
tiom w_ gr_iuanyintrodu__,__intoecooomica.na,lyuswouldprol_ ha.veto
beginwithProfcmorIrvingFisher's_ aNdl_ (x896),
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propositions which are necessarily true because they are merely
transformations of the assumptions from which we start, and
which constitute the main content of equilibrium analysis s - to
the situation of a society consisting of several independent
persons. I have long felt that the concept of equilibrium itself and
the methods which we employ in pure analysis, have a clear mean-
ing only when eonfined to the analysis of the action of a single
person, and that we are really passing into a different sphere and
silently introducing a new element of altogether different charac-
ter when we apply it to the explanation of the interactions of a
number of different individuals.

I ana certain there are many who regard with impatience and
distrust the whole tendency, which is inherent in all modern

equilibrium analysis, to turn economics into a branch of pure
logic, a set of self-evident propositions which, like mathematics or
geometry, are subject to no other test but internal consistency.

But it sectas that if only this process is carried far enough it carries
its own remedy with it. In distilling from our reasoning about the

íacts of economic life those parts which are truly a priori, we not
only isolate one element of our reasoning asa sort of pure logic of
choice in all its purity, but we also isolate, and emphasize the
importante of, another element which has been too much neglec-
red. My cñticism of the recent tendencies to make economic theory
more and more formal is not that they have gone too lar, but that
they have not yet been carried lar enough to complete the isolation
of this branch of logic and to restore to its rightful place the

• I _ould like to make it clear from the outset that I use the terna 'equilibrium
analy,ais' throughout thh paper in the narrower sense in which it is equivalent to
what Profemor Hato Mayer has christened the 'funetional' (as distinguished from
the 'causal-8enetic' ) approach, and to what used to be Ioosely described as the
'mathematical school'. It is round this approach that most of the theoretical
discmsions of the past ten or fifteen years have taken place. It is true that Professor
Mayer has held out before us the prospect of another, 'causal-genetic' approadh
but it can hardly be denied that this is still largely a promise. It should, however,
be mtmtioned here that some of the most stimulating suggestions on problems
elmely related to those treated here have come from this circle. Ca'.,H. Mayer, 'Der
Erkenntniswert der funktionellen Preistheorien ', Di* Wb'tuhaftslm_ drrC__,
a (t931); P. N. Rmemtein-Rodan, 'Das Zeitmoment in der mathematischen
Theorie des wirtschatUichen Gleichgewichts', _'dtsrJw/fl fi_ _V_,
x,No. I, and 'The Role of Time in Economic Theory', E¢¢mm/_ N. S., I (l), (l 9S4),
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investigation of causal processes, using formal economic theory as
a tool in the same way as mathematics.

II

But before I can prove my contention that the tautological
propositions of pure-equilibrium analysis as such are not directly
applicable to the explanation of social relations, I must first show
that the concept of equilibrium has a clear meaning if applied to
the actions of a single individual, and what this meaning is.
Against my contention it might be argued that it is precisely here

that the concept of equilibrium is of no significance, because, ir
one wanted to apply it, all one could say would be that an isolated
person was always in equilibrium. But this last statement, although
a truism, shows nothing but the way in which the concept of
equilibrium is typically misused. What is relevant is not whether
a person as such is or is not in equilibrium, but which oí his
actions stand in equilibrium relationships to each other. AII

propositions of equilibrium analysis, such as the proposition that
relative values will correspond to relative costs, or that a person

will equalize the marginal returns of any one factor in its dif[erent
uses, are propositions about the relations between actions. Actions
of a person can be said to be in equilibrium in so lar as they can be

understood as part of one plan. Only ir this is the case, only ií a.ll
these actions have been decided upon at one and the same
moment, and in considerafion of the same set of circumstances,
have our statements about their interconnections, which we

deduce from our assumptions about the knowledge and the
prefercnces of the person, any application. It is important to
remember that the so-called 'data', from which we set out in this

x

sort of analysis, ale (apart from his tastes) aU facts given to the
person in question, the things as they are known to (of belicved
by) him to exist, and not in any sense objective facts. It is only
because of this that the propositions we deduce aro necessañly
a i_6or/ valid, and that we preserve the consistency of the
argument.*

• Cf., on this point partictalarly L. Miscs, G_ dk .sV_
Llenas933),pp. aa ti'.,s6off.
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The two main conclusions from these considerations are, firstly,
that since equilibrium relations exist between the successive
actions of a person only in so lar as they are part of the execution
of the same plan, any change in the relevant knowledge of the
person, that is, any change which leads him to alter his plan,
disrupts the equilibñum relation between his actions taken before
and those taken after the change in his knowledge. In other words,
the equilibrium relationship comprises only his actions during the
peñod during which his anticipations prove correct. Secondly,

that since equilibrium is a relationship between actions, and since
the actions of one person must necessarily take place successively
in time, ir is obvious that the passage of time is essential to give
the concept of equilibrium any meaning. This deserves mention
since many economists appear to have been unable to find a place
for time in equilibrium analysis and consequently have suggested
that equilibrium must be conceived as timeless. This seems to me
to be a meaningless statement.

III

Now, in spite of what I have said before about the doubfful
meaning of equilibrium analysis in this sense ir applied to the
conditions of a competitive society, I do not of course want to

deny that the concept was originally introduced precisely to
describe the idea of some son of balance between the actions of

different individuals. AH I have argued so íar ís that the sense in
which we use the concept of equilibrium to describe the inter-
dependence of the different actions oí one person does not
immediately admit of application to the relations between actions
of different people. The que_tion really is what use we make of it
when we speak of equilibrium with reference to a competitive
__tem.

The first answer which would seem to fonow írom our

approach is that equilibñum in this connection exists if the actions
of all members of the society over a period are all executions of
their respective individual plans on which each decided at the
beginning oí the period. But when we inquire further what
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exactly this implies, ir appears that this answer raises more
difliculties than ir solves. There is no special difficulty about the
concept of ah isolated person (or a group of persons directed by
one of them) acting over a period according to a preconceived
plan. In this case the execution of the plan need not satisfy any
special criteria in order to be conceivable. It may of course be
hased on wrong assumptions conceming the external íacts and
on this account may have to be changed. But there wiU always
be a conceivable set of external events which would make ir

possible for the plan to be executed as originally conceived.
The situation is, however, different with the plans determined

upon simultaneously but independently by a number oí persons.
In the first instance, in order that aU these plans can be carried
out, it is he__ry for them to be based on the expectation of the
same set of extemal events, since, ir di/Terent people were to base
their plans on cordlicting expectations, no set of, external events
could make the execution of all these plans possible. And, secondly,
in a society based on exchange their plans will to a considerable
extent refer to actions which require corresponding actions on
the part of other individuals. This means that the plans of
different individuals must in a special sense be compatible ir it is
to be even conceivable that they will be able to carry all of them
out. s Of, to put the same thing in different words, since some of
the 'data' on which any one person will base his plans will be the
expectation that other people will act in a particular way, ir is
essential for the compatibility of the diíTerentplans that the plans

s It has long been a subject ofwonder to me why there should, to my knowledge,
have been no systematic attempts in mciology to _n=lyse social relatiom in tenm
of eorrespondence and non-co_ndence, or compatibility and non-compati-
bility, of individual airn_ and desire_ It m_m that the mathematical technique of
aaa¿,s/s s/tus (topology) and particularly such concepts developed by it m that of
&_ might prove very meful in this connection, although it mm/
doubtfid whether even this technique, at any tate in the present geatteof its devel-
opmemt, is adequate to the cmnplexity of the structures with which we have to deal.
A fm,t attempt made recendy in this direction by ah eminent mathematician
(KarlMen8er,Mora/,W/_ redW_, [Vienna_9M])hassolarnotyetled
to ver,/illuminating resulta.But we may look forward w/th interest to the treatise
on exact _ciolog/cal theory which Professor Menger has p_ogaised for the near
future. (O'., 'Einige neuere F_tte in der ,-nk.t.en Behandlung mzialwimem-

Pmbleme', in .,V,m_ Fe____/n dm aattm W_ (Vienna
1936),p. 13_.)
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of the one contain exactly those actions which íorm the data for
the plans of the other.

In the traditional treatment of equilibrium analysis part of this
difficulty is apparently avoided by the assumption that the data,
in the form of demand schedules representing individual tastes
and technical íacts, will be equally given to aU individuals and
that their acting on the same premises wiU somehow lead to their
plato becoming adapted to each other. That this does not really
overcome the difficulty created by the fact that one person's
decisions are the other person's data, and that it involves to some
degree circular reasoning, has oíten been pointed out. What, how-
ever, seems so far to have escaped notice is that this whole
procedure involves a confusion of a much more general character,

of which the point just mentioned is just a special instance, and
which is due to ah equivocation of the term 'datum'. The data
which now are supposed to be objective íacts and the same for all
people are evidently no longer the same thing as the data which
formed the starting point for the tautological transformations of
the pure logic of choice. There 'data' meant all facts, and only the
facts, which were present in the mind of the acting person, and
only this subjective interpretation of the term datum made those
propositiom necessary truths. 'Datum' meant given, known, to
the person under consideration. But in the transition from the
analysis of the action of an individual to the analysis of the
situation in a society the concept has und.ergone an imidious

change of meaning.

IV

The confusion about the concept of a datum is at the bottom of so
many of our difficulties in this field that it is necessary to consider
it in somewhat more detail. Datum meam of course something
given, but the question which is left open, and which in the social
sciences is capable of two different answers, is to whom the facts
are supposed to be given. Economists appear subconsciously
always to llave been somewhat uneasy about this point, and to
llave rea.mured themselves agaimt the feeling that they did not
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quite lmow to whom the facts were given by underlining the faet
that thty were given- even by using suela pleonastie expressions

as 'given data'. But this does not solve the question whether the
facts reíerred to aro supposed to be given to the observing
economist, or to the persons whose actions he wants to explain,
and ir to the latter, whether it is assumed that the same facts aro
known to all the dif[erent persons in the system, or whether the
'data' for the different persons ro.ay be different.

There seems to be no possible doubt that these two concepts of
'data', on the ore hand in the sense of the objective real facto, as the

ohserving economist is supposed to know them, and on the other
in the subjective sense, as things known to the persons whose
behaviour we try to explain, ase really íundamentally different
and ought to be kept carefully apart. And, as we shaU see, the
question why the data in the subjective sense oí the term should
ever come to correspond to the objective data is one of the main
problems we have to answer.

The usefulness of the distincUon becomes immcdiately apparent
when we apply it to the quesUon of what we can mean by the
concept of a society being at any one moment in a state of
equilibrium. There are evidently two senses in which it can be said
that the subjective data, given to the different persons, and the
individual plans, which necessarily follow from them, ate in
agreement. We may merely mean that these plans are mutually
compatible and that there is consequently a conceivable set of
external events which wiU allow all people to carry out their plans
and not cause any disappointments. If this mutual compaUbility
of intenfiom were not given, and ir in consequence no set of
extemal events could satisfy all expectatiom, we could clearly say
that this is nota state of equilibrium. We have a situation where a

revision of the plans on the part of at least some people is
inevitable, or, to use a phrase which in the past has hada rather
vague meaning, but which sectas to fit this case perfectly, where
endogenous disturbances are inevitable.

There h, however, stiU the other question of whether the
individual subjective aets of data correspond to the objeetive data,
and whether in comequence the expectatiom on which plato were
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based are borne out by the facts. If correspondence between data
in this sense were required íor equilibñum it would never be
possible to decide otherwise than ex post, at the end of the period
for which people have planned, whether at the beginning the
society has been in equilibrium. It seems to be more in conformity
with established usage to say in such a case that the equilibrium,
as defined in the first seme, may be disturbed by ah unforeseen
development oí the (objective) data, and to describe this as an
exogenous disturbance. In fact it seems hardly possible to attach
any definite meaning to the much-used concept of a change in the
(objective) data unle._ we disfinguish between external develop-
ments in conformity with, and those different from, general
expectations, and define asa 'change' any divergence of the actual
from the expected development, irrespective of whether it means
a 'change' in some absolute sense. Surely ir the ahernations of the
seasons suddenly ceased and the weather remained constant
írom a certain day onward, this would representa change of data

in our sense, that is a change relative to expectations, although in
ah absolute sense it would not represent a change but rather an
absence of change. But all this means that we can speak of a
change in data only ir equilibñum in the first sense exists, that is,
ir expectations coincide. Ií they conflicted, any development of
the external íacts might bear out somebody's expectations and
disappoint those of others, and there would be no possibility of
deciding what was a change in the objective, data. s

V

For a society then we can speak of a state of equilibrium at a point
of time- but it means only that compatibility exists between the
different plans which the individuals composing it have made for
action in time. And equilibñum will continue, once it exists, so
long as the external data correspond to the common expectafions
of all the members of the society. The continuance of a state of

equilibrium in this seme is then not dependent on the objecUve

da_tabeing co_aat in an absolute sense, and is not necessarily

sOf."TheMainteaaaceofCapital',Em,m/_ N. S., a (tgss), P. _5.
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confined to a stationary process. Equilibrium analysis becomes in
pñnciple applicable to a progressive society and to those inter-

temporal price relatiomhips which have given us so much trouble
in recent times.'

The.se considerations seem to throw considerable light on the
relatiomhip between equilibrium and foresight, which has been

somewhat hotly debated in recent times. 8 It appears that the con-

cept of equilibrium merely means that the foresight of the different

members of the society is in a special sense correct. It must be
correct in the sense that every person's plan is based on the

expectation of just those actions of other people which those other
people intend to perform, and that all these plans are based on

the expectation of the same set of extemal facts, so that under

certain conditions nobody will have any reason to change bis

plans. Correct foresight is then not, as it has sometimes been

understood, a precondition which must exist in order that
equilibrium may be arrived at. It is rather the defining character-

istic of a state of equilibrium. Nor need foresight for this purpose

be perfect in the sense that ít need extend into the indefinite future,

or that everybody must foresee everything correcdy. We should

7 This separation of the concept of equilibrinm from that of a stadonary st.ate
seems to me to be no more than the ne_,__,V outcome of a proceas which has been
going on fora fairly long time. That this association of the two concepts is not
essential but only due to historical reasom is today probably generally felt. If

complete teparation has not yet been effected, it is apparently only because no
alternave definition of a state of equilibrium had yet been sugge, ted which has
made it poasible to st.ate in a general forro thme propositiom of equilibrium
analytis which ate eme_atially ind¢pendent of the eoncept of a stationary state. Yet
it is evident that mcet of the propoeitions of equilibñum analysis ate not suppmed
to be applicable only in that stationary state which will probably never be reached.
The prooms of teparation _ to have begun with Marthall and bis distinction
between long and thort run equilibria. (Ca'. statementa film this: 'For the nature of

equilibrium itself, and that of the causea by which it h determined, depend on the
length of the period over which the market is taken to extend'. Pr/m/p_, 7th ed.,
t,6,p. $3o.) The idea oía state of equilibrium which wu nota stationary state was
aLready inherent in my'Duintertemporale Gieichgewichtmy_tem der Pre_ und die
Bewegungen des Gddwerts' ( Wdta, imchafai, hes Ard_, 28 [19a8]) and ii ofcourse
emential ff we want to use the equilihrium apparatus for the explanation of any
of the phenomena connected with 'investment'. On the whole matter muda his-
torical information will be found in E. ScJamm, 'Komparative Statistik', _dtse..¿r_
._r _'_, a, No x 093o).

• O'. ¡mrticularlyO. Morgemtern,'VollkommeaeVora-,_cht tmd Wirtschaft-
liche, CaeichSew_t', _.,__a0b__r.V_, S, p. S.
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rather say that equilibrium wiil last so long as the anticipations
prove correct, and that they need to be correct only on those
points which are relevant for the decisions of the individuals. But

on this question of what is relevant foresight or knowledge more
later.

Before I proceed further I should probably stop íor a moment

to illustrate by a concrete example what I have just said about the

meaning of a state of equilibrium and how it can be disturbed.

Consider the preparations which will be going on at any moment

íor the production of houses. Brickmakers, plumbers and others

will all be producing mateñals which in each case will correspond

to a certain quantity of houses for which just this quantity of the

particular material will be required. Similarly we may conceive of

prospective buyers as accumulating savings which will enable

them at certain dates to buy definite quantities of houses. Ir all

these activities represent preparations for the production (and
acquisition) of the same amount of houses we can say that there is

equilibrium between them in the sens¢ that all the people engaged

in them may ñnd that they can carry out their plans.' This need

not be so, because other circumstances which are not part of their

plan of action may turn out to be different from what they
expected. Part of the materials may be destmyed by an accident,

weather conditions may make building impossible, oran invention

may alter the proportions in which the different factors are

wanted. This is what we calla change in the (objecfive) data,

• Anotherexampleof moregeneral importaneewouldof coursebethe corres-
pondencebetween'inve_tment'and '_ving' in thesemeof theproportion(in terms
of relativecmt) in whichentrepreneursprovideproducers'goodsand consumen'
goodsfor • particular date, and the proportionin which consumersin general
will at _ date distribute their remurces between producen' goods and
¢omumen' goo¢h. (C_'.my'Preiserwarmngen,monetixe St6rungenund Fehlin-
v¢stitionen',F_.kmemiskTidttrift, 34, 0955) (Frenchtrandation; 'Prévi_om de
prix,pertubatiommonétaireset pauxinvesti-_ments,'Ra_ des&'n_ E¢¢aem/q_
(October x935)and "TheMaintenanceof Capital', F.amem/¢aN.S., 2, 0935),
PP.268-73.) It may beof interestin _ connectinn to mentionthat in thecourse
ofinv¢atigatiomof theremefield,whichled me tothese ,peculatiom,thetheoryof
¢rise_the8reat FrenchmciologistG.Tardes_ the 'am_ad/¢6_des_' of
'eet_._ de _' or '_om &s tspírmc.¿r'ii the main cause
of the:e phenomma (P_/___í_ (l_u-_:9o2)2, lp. :29-8; Of. aho N.
Pinkua, Das Pr_hm da .Ne¢ma/_ /a d_r A'_ (l.,eipzig, s9o6), pp.
asa and a75.
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which disturbs the equilibrium which has existed. But ií the
dif[erent plans were from the beginnin_ incompatible, it is
inevitable that somebody's plans wiU be upset and have to be

altered, and that in consequence the whole complex of actions
over the period will not show those characteristics which apply ií

all the actions of each individual can be understood as pan of a
single individual plan he has made at the beginning, lo

vi

When in all this I cmphasize the distinction between mere inter°
compatibility of the individual plans ir and the correspondence
between them and the actual extemal íacts of objective data, I do
not of course mean to suggest that the subjective inter-agreement
is not in some way brought about by the extemal íacts. There

would oí course be no reason why the subjective_data of different

people should ever correspond unless they were due to the
expefience of the same objective facts. But the point is that pure-
equilibrium analysis is not concemed with the way in which this
correspondence is brought about. In the description of an existing
state of equilibñum which it provides, it is simply assumed that
the subjecUve data coincide with the objective facts. The equilib-

rium relationships cannot be deduced merely from the objective
facts, since the analysis of what people will do can only start from
what is known to them. Nor can equilibrium analysis start merely

ze It laah intereging qm=tion, but one which I _nmot _ here, wheth_ in
order that we can _ of equilibrinm, every _ individual mmt be right, or
whether it would not be mff_ci¢at ir, in eomequence ofa compemation of erron in
di__ffegentdirectiom, qmmtities of the diffe¢em comnuxfitiea coming on the market
were the mimeaJ ifevery individual had been right. Ir _esm to me as ir equilibrium
in the _a'ict aeme would require the lirit czmdition m be m_ but I can conceive
that a wider cono-ln, requiring only the lecond conditioeb might occaainnaUy be
mefiaL A fuUer_ of this problem would have to comid¢r the whole questio_
of the aigniticance which 0ome economim (induding Pareto) attach to the law of
great numl_min thia emmection. On the general point see P. N. Rzaemtein.Rorlon,
'The Oooatimthn of the Omend Theorie0 _ }¢amey and Pri¢e', _lam/m,
(.'a_t ,_.

_XOr, since in view dthe tautological e.haracter of the pme losic of choice,
'individual plato' and 'mbjecUv_ dato' can be med inm'chansmbly, _ the
_t between the mb.jecti_ data of the _t individu_
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from a given set of subjective data, since the subjective data of
different people would be either compatible or incompatible, that
is, they would already determine whether equilibrium did of did
not exist.

We shall not get much further here unless we a.sk for the
reasons for our concern with the admittedly fictitious state of
equilibrium. Whatever may occasionally have been said by over-
pure economists, there seems to be no possible doubt that the only
justification for this is the supposed existence of a tendency
towards equilibrium. It is only with this assertion that economics

ceases to be an exercise in pure logic and becomes an empirical
science; and it is to economics as ah empirical science that we
must now turn.

In the light of our analysis of the meaning oí a state of
equilibrium it should be easy to say what is the real content oí the
assertion that a tendency towards equilibrium exists. It can hardly
mean anything but that under certain conditions the knowledge
and intentions of the dif[erent members oí society are supposed to
come more and more hato agreement, or, to put the same thing in
less general and less exact but more concrete terms, that the

expectations of the people and particularly of the entrepreneurs
will become more and more correct. In this forro the assertion of

the existence of a tendency towards equilibrium is clearly ah
empirical proposition, that is, an assertion about what happens
in the real world which ought, at least in pñnciple, to be capable

of verification. And it gives our somewhat ahstract statement a
rather plausible common-sense meaning. The only trouble is that
we are stiU pretty much in the dark about I) the conditions under
which this tendency is supposed to exist, and 2) the nature of the
process by which individual knowledge is changed.

VII

In the usual presentations of equiñbrium analysis it is generally
made to appear as ii these questions of how the equilibrium comes
about were mlved. But ii we look closer it soon becomes evident

that theae apparent demomtratiom amount to no more than the
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apparent proof of what is already assumed. =2The device generally
adopted for this purpose is the assumption of a perfect market
where every event becomes known instantaneously to every

member. Ir is necessary to remember here that the perfect market
which is required to satisfy the assumptions of equilibrium
analysis must not be confined to the markets of all the individual
commodities; the whole economic system must be assumed to be

one perfect market in which everybody knows everything. The

assumption of a perfect market then means nothing less than that
all the members of the community, even ir they ate not supposed
to be strictly omniscient, areat least supposed to know automatic-
ally all that is relevant íor their decisions. It seems that that
skeleton in our cupboard, the 'economic man', whom we have

exorcised with prayer and fasting, has retumed through the back
door in the forro of a quasi-omniscient individua b

The statement that, if people know everything, they ate
in equilibñum is true simply because that is how we define

equilibrium. The assumption of a perfeet market in this sense is
just another way of saying that equilibrium exists, but does not
get us any nearer an explanation of when and how such a state
wiU come about. It is alear that ir we want to make the assertion

that under certain conditions people wiU approach that state we
must explain by what process they wiU acquire the necessary
knowledge. Of course any assumption about the actual acquisition
of knowledge in the course of this process wiU also be of a
hypothedcal character. But this does not mean that all such
assumptions are equally justified. We have to deal here with
assumptions about causation, so that what we assume must not

only be regarded as possible (which is certainly not the case ir we
just regard people as omniscient) but must also be regarded as
likely to be true, and it must be possible, at least in principle, to
demomtrate that it is true in particular cases.

twThis aceros to be implicitly admitted, ldthough hardly _y re¢ognized,
when in recent times it is frequently =_'emed tlmt equih'hrinm =malym only describa

the condifiomof equilibriumwithoutattcmptingto derivethe ia=iti=aof equi-
fila'han from the data. F.quilibrium analym in thi= =e=_e would of _ be imre
logic and ¢e=min no awertimw about the real worid.
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The essential point here is that it is these apparently

subsidiary hypotheses or assumptions that people do leam from

experience, and about how they acquire knowledge, which

eomtitute the empirical eontent of our propositions about what

happens in the real world. They usually appear disguised and

incomplete as a description of the type of market to which our

proposition refers; but this is only one, though perhaps the most

important, aspect of the more general problem of how knowledge

is acquired and commtmicated. The irnportant thing of which

economists frequently do not seem to be aware is that the nature

of these hypotheses is in many respects rather different from the

more general assumptions from which the Pure Logic of Choice
starts. The main differences seem to me to be two.

Firstly, the assumptions from which the Pure Logic of Choice
starts are facts which we know to be common to aU human

thought. They may be regarded as axioms which define or delimit
the field within which we are able to understand of mentally to

reconstruct the processes of thought of other people. They are

therefore universally applicable to the field in which we are

interested - although of course where in concreto the limits of this

field are is an empirical question. They refer to a type of human

action (what we commonly call rational, or even merely conscious,

as distinguished from instinctive action) rather than to the

particular conditions under which this actio.n is undertaken. But

the assumptiom or hypotheses, which we have to introduce when

we want to explain the social proceAse-s, concern the relation of

the thought of an individual to the outside world, the question

to what extent and how his hypotheses must necessarily run in
terms of assertions about causal connections, about how experience

creates knowledge.

Secondly, while in the field of the Pure Logic of Choice our

analysLs can be made exhaustive, that is, while we can here

develop a formal apparatus which covers all conceivable

situations, the supplementary hypotheses must of necessity be
selective, that is, we must select from the infmite variety of possible

situations such ideal types as for some reason we regard as specially
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relcvant to conditiom in the real world3 s Of course we could aLso

develop a scparatc scicnce, the subjcct mattcr oí which was per
definitionem conñncd to a 'perícct market' or some similarly
defmcd objcct, just as thc Logic of Choicc applies only to persons
who havc to allot limitcd mcans among a variety of ends. And for
the field so dcfincd our propositions would again becomc a priori
truc. But for such a procedure wc should lack thc justification
which consists in thc assumption that the situation in the real
world is similar to what wc assumc it to be.

VIII

I must now turn to the question of what the concrete hypotheses
are conceming the conditions under which people are supposed to
acquire the relevant knowledge and the process by which they are
supposed to acquire it. Ir it were at all clear what the hypotheses
usually employed in this respect were, we should _ave to scrutinize
them in two respects: we should have to investigate whether they
were necessary and sufficient to explain a movement towards
equilibrium, and we should have to show to what extent they were
borne out by reality. But I am afraid I aro now getting to a stage
where it becomes exceedingly diflicult to say what exactly are the
assumptions on the basis of which we assert that there will be a

tendency towards equilibrium, and to daim that our analysis has
ah application to the real world. I cannot pretend that I have as
yet got much further on this point. Consequently all I can do is to
ask a number of questiom to which we shall have to find ah
answer ir we want to be dear about the significance of our
argument.

The only condition, about the necessity of which for the

establishment of ah equilibrium economists seem to be faidy

t. The distinction drawn here may help to tolve the old difference between
fa_c__omistaand mciolog_ts about the role wh/ch ideal types play in the remoning
of economic theory. The sociologi_ med to emphmige that the tmml pro¢edure _
economic theory involved the ammaption of particular ideal typ_ while the econ-
omic theori_ pointed out that bis re_mning waJ ofmch generalh 7 that he need not
rn_l_euse o_'mly ideal tyl_. The truth _ to be tl_ w/thin the field oíthe Pare
Logh: of Choice, in whic2a the economist was largely intereated, he wm right in hia
amertion, but that m sooñ m he wanted to me it for the exphn-__a of • tochd
imaxm he had to me ideal types of ane mrt oe another.
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agreed, is the 'constancy of the data'. But after what we have seen

about the vagueness of the concept of 'datum' we shall suspect, and

righfly, that this does not get us much further. Even if we assume

- as we probably must - that here the term is used in its objective

sense (which includes, it will be remembered, the preferences of

the different individuals) ir is by no means clear that thJs is either

required or sufñcient in order that people shall actually acquire

the necessary knowledge, or that it was meant asa statement of

the conditions under which they will do so. It is rather significant

that at any rate some authors 1. íeel it necessary to add 'perfect

knowledge' as an additional and separate condition. And indeed

we shall see that constancy of the objective data is neither a

necessary nora sufficient condition. That ir cannot be a necessary

condition foUows from the facts, firstly, that nobody would want

to interpret it in the absolute sense that nothing must ever happen

in the world, and, secondly, that, as we have seen, as soon as we

want to include changes which occur periodically of perhaps even

changes which proceed ata constant rate, the only way in which

we can define constancy is with reference to expectations. Al1 that
this condition amounts to then is that there must be some

discemible regularity in the world which makes ir possible to

predict events correctly. But while this is clearly not sufficient to

prove that people will learn to foresee events correctly, the same is

true to a hardly less degree even about constancy of data in an

absolute sense. For any one individual, constancy of the data does

in no way mean constancy of all the facts independent of hirnself,

since, of cours¢, only the tastes and not the actions of the other

people can in this sense be assumed to be constant. Andas all those

other people wiU change their decisious as they gain experience
about the external facts and other people's action, there is no

reason why these processes of successive changes should ever come
to an end. These difficulfies are well known _5and I only menon

them here to remind you how little we actually know about the

conditions under which an equilibrium will ever be reached. But

i' SccN. Kaldor,'A __¢y Notec_ theDeterm;,mtenesof Equilibrium',
P-m_v,.fEmm SmSa, i, No. % 0934), P- I23.

t, OnaH_ d. Kaldor,'ACludñcau_ Note.... ',pusbL
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I do not propose to follow this line of approach further, though
not because this question of the empirical probability that people
wiH learn (that is, that their subjective data will come to
correspond with each other and with the objective facts) is lacking
in unsolved and highly interesting problems. The reason is rather
that there sectas to me to be another and more íruitful way of
approach to the central problem.

Ix

The questions I have just discussed conceming the conditions
under which people ate likely to acquire the necessary knowledge,
and the process by which they will acquire it, has at least received
some attention in past discussions. But there is a further question
which seems to me to be at ]east equally important, but which
appears to have received no attention at all, and_that is how much
lmowledge and what sort of knowledge the dif[erent individuals
must possess in orclerthat we may be able to speak of equilibrium.
Ir is clear that if the concept is to have any empirical significance
it cannot presuppose that everybody knows everyt}Ung. I have
already had to use the undefined term 'relevant knowledge', that
is, the knowledge which is relevant to a particular person. But
what is this relevant knowledge? It can hardly mean simply the
knowledge which actuaUy influenced his actions, because bis

decisions might have been different not only ir, íor instance, the
knowledge he possessed had been correct instead of incorrect, but
also if he had possessed knowledge about altogether dif[erent fields.

Clearly there is here a problem of the Division of Knowledge
which is quite analogous to, andat least as important as, the
problem of the division of labour. But while the latter has been

(me of the main subjects of investigation ever since the beginning
of our science, the former has been as completdy neglected,
although it sectas to me to be the really central problem of
economics asa social science? 6 The problem which we pretend to

ls i aro not certain, but I hope, that the diatinction between the Pure Looc of
Omice and economics asa social _ience is ementially the reme distinction mthat

which Profemor A. Amamon has in ea;na when he gtremes _ mld sggin tlmt a
°T/awwdesW'_' h notyet• 'T/_r/e _r W_'.
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solve is how the spontaneous interaction of a number of people,
each possessing only bits of knowledge, brings about a state of
affairs in which prices correspond to costs, etc., and which could
be brought about by deliberate direction only by somebody who
possessed the combined knowledge of all those individuals. And
experience shows us that something of this sort does happen, since
the empirical observation that prices do tend to correspond to
costs was the beginning of our science. But in our analysis, instead
of showing what bits of information the different persons must
poss¢ss in order to bring about that result, we fall in effect back
on the assumption that everybody knows everything and so evade
any real solution of the problem.

B¢fore, however, we can proceed further, to consider this
division of knowledge among different persons, ir is necessary to
become more specific about the sort of knowledge which is
relevant in this connection. Ir has become customary among
economists to stress only the need of knowledge of prices,
apparently because - as a consequence of the confusions between
objective and subjective data-the complete knowledge of the
objective facts was taken for granted. In recent times even the
knowledge of current pñces has been taken so much for granted
that the only connection in which the question of knowledge has
been regarded as problematic has been the anticipation of future
prices. But, as I have already indicated at the beginning, price
expectaUons and even the knowledge of current prices ate only a
very smaU section of the problem of knowledge as I see it. The
wider aspect of the problem of knowledge with which I ana con-
cerned is the lmowledge of the basic fact of how the different
commodities can be obtained and used/' and under what

conditiom they ate actually obtained and used, that is, the general

tT Knowledge in this _me la more than what is mually described a* sh'll, and
the divisJon of knowledge of which we h_re spegk more than is meant by the div-
iaion of labour. To put it shordy, 'ddll' refers only to the knowledge of which a
perton makes use in hi, trade, while the further knowledge, about which we mmt
know _ in order to be able to my anything about the procesaes in __iety,
h the knowtedgeofal_ poaibilitiesofactionofwhichhe makesno d�_
me. It maybeaddedherethat Imowledge,in the_me inwhic.hthe termis here
med,is ident/calwithfore_4_tmdyin thesemeinwhichallknowledgeiscap4uñty
top¢atict.
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question of why the subjective data to the different persons
corr¢spond to the objective facts. Our problem of knowledge here
is just the existence of this correspondence which in much of

current equilibrium analysis is simply assumed to exist, but which
we have to explain ii we want to show why the proposidom, which
are necessarily true about the attitude of a person towards things
whích he believes to have certain properties, should come to be

true of the actions of society with regard to things which either do
possess these properties, or which, for some reason we shall have

to explain, ate commonly believed by the members of sodety to
possess these properties. 18

But to revert to the specíal problem I have been disol__ing, the

amount of knowledge different individuals must possess in order
that equilibrium may prevail (of the 'relevant' knowledge they
must possess), we shaU get nearer to ah answer ii we remember
how it can become apparent either that equilibñum did not exist
of that it is being disturbed. We have seen that the equilibrium
connectiom will be severed ii any person changes his plans, either
because his tastes change (which does not eoncem us here) or
because new facts become known to hito. But there are evidenfly
two different ways in which he may learn of new íacts which make
him change his plans, which for our purposes are of altogether
different significance. He may leam of the new facts as it were by

accident, that is in a way which is not a necessary consequence of
his attempt to execute Iris original plan, or it may be inevitable
that in the course of his attempt he will tind that the facts ale

1' That all propofitiom of economic theory ref¢_ to thin_ which ate defined in
terms of h,ma_ attitudes towarch them, that h, that for imtance the 'augar" about
whích economic theory may occasionaUy speak, is not defmed by ira 'objective'
qualitim, but by the fact ti_t people betiev¢ that it wiU serve certain needaof theirs
in a certain way, h che murce o£aU sorts of diflicultim and confiaiom, particuiarly
in connection with the problem of'veriticati_'. It á d'course almin thisoonnection
that the contrm,t between the tw._/w_ racial I_ience and the behaviotwizt a_
becom_ m glarinS. I am not certain that the behaviourim in the racial aciencm
ate quite awarc c/"Aow much of the traditional approach the,/would havem
akamdon ii"the,/wanted to be comátem, of that they wouki want to adhere to it
¢xmahtently ir they were awa_ of thh. Ir would, fa¢ imtanee,/mpb/that propo-
aitiom _ the theot3, ff moaey would have to refer eaduívely to, my, 'rotmd di,¢a
of meufl, bcaring a certs/n stsmp', of scmc similarly de£med object of sroup of
ob_-_
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different from what he expected. It is obvious that, in order that
he may proceed according to plan, his knowledge needs to be
correct ordy on the points on which it will necessañly be con-
ñrmed or corrected in the course of the execution of the plan. But
he may have no knowledge of things which, ir he pos,sassedir,
would certainly affect bis plan.

The conclusion then which we must draw is that the relevant

knowledge which he must possess in order that equilibrium may

prevail is the knowledge which he is bound to acquire in view of
the position in which he originally is, and the plans which he then
makes. Ir is certainly not all the knowledge which, ir he acquired
ir by accident, would be useful to him, and lead to a change in his
plan. And we may therefore very well have a position of
equilibrium only becaus¢ some people have no chance of learning
about facts which, ir they knew them, would induce them to alter
their plans. Or, in other words, ir is only relative to the knowledge

which a person is bound to acquire in the course of the carrying
out of bis original plan and its successive alterations that an

equilibrium is likely to be reached.
While such a position represents in one sense a posiUon of

equilibrium, it is however clear that it is not an equilibrium in the

special sense in which equilibrium is regarded asa sort of optimum
position. In order that the results of the combination of individual

bits of knowledge should be comparable to the results of direction
by an omniscient dictator, further conditions must apparently be
introduced,t' And while it seems quite clear that it is possible to
define the amount of knowledge which individuals must possess
in order that this result should be obtained, I know of no real

attempt in this direction. One condition would pmbably be that
each of the altemative uses of any son of resources is known to the
owner of some such resources actually used for another purpose
and that in this way all the different uses of these resources are

I' These cond/tioas ate u_ dea:r/bed as absence d 'fr/ctiom'. In a _ret'e__tly
pu_ article ('_mntity c/"Capital and the Rate c£ Interest', _ of
l',ñ_ _==,_, 44, No. 5 0936), P.63S) Primor F. H. r,._ht rish_ poi_t,
out that ' "err_" is the umal meaning o/'fr/ction in eceezmic _'.
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connected, either directly of indirectly. *o But I mention this
condition only as an instance of how ir will in most cases be

sufñcient that in each field there is a certain margin of people who

possess among them all the relevant knowledge. To elaborate this
further would be an interesting anda very important task, buta
task that would lar exceed the limits of this paper.

But although what I have said on this point has been largely in
the forro of a criticism, I do not want to appear unduly

despondent about what we have already achieved in this field.
Even ií we have jumped over an essential link in our argument, I
still believe that by what is implicit in its reasoning, economics has
come nearer than any other social science to an answer to that

central question of all social sciences, how the combination of
fragments of knowledge existing in different minds can bring
about results which, if they were to be brought about deliberately,

would require a knowledge on the part oí the directing mind
which no single person can possess. To show that in this sense the
spontaneous actions of inclividuals will under conditions which
we can define bring about a distribution of resources which can
be understood as ií it were made according to a single plan,
although nobody has planned it, seems to me indeed an answer to
the problem which has sometimes been metaphoñcally described

as that of the 'social mind'. But we must not be surprised that such

** This would be one, but probably not yet a mflicient, condition to ensure that,
wlth a given state of dermmd, the marginal productivity o/"the different factors of
procluction in their different uses should be equadized and that in _ sense Ln
equilibrium ofproduction should be brought about. That it is not nec,.,a_ry, as one
might think, that every poaible alternative me of any kind of resourees should be
known to at least one among the owners of each group ofsuch resourc_ which ate
med for one particular purpose is due to the fact that the ahernatives known to the
owners of the resources in a particular me ate reflected in the prices of these re_
ourc_. In thiswaF'it may be asu/_i_t distñbution o/'knowledge of the altca-aaÜve
uses, m,n, o,...y, z, of a commodity, ir A, who mes the quanÚty of the,e resources
in hi, pouemion for m, knows d _, and B, who uses his for =, knows al m,
while C who uses hi, for o, knows of a, etc., etc., until we get to L, who
uses bis for _, but only knows ofy. I aro not alear to what extent in aAdition
to this a particular dimibution of the knowledge of the different proportiom is
required in whieh diffenmt factor, can be mmbined in the production of my one
commodity. For complete equil/b__uLmaddhional _ wíd be requ_-d
about the knowiedge which commmen, pmsem about the servie,_,h,'_ty of the
_m,,-,,odities lar the sati_-tm of their w,mts.
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clairnson our part have usually been rejected by sociologists, since
we have not based them on the right grounds.

There is only one more point in this connection which I should
like to mention. This is that ir the tendency towards equilibrium,
which we have reason to believe to exist on empirical grounds, is
only towards ah equilibrium relative to that knowledge which
people will acquire in the course of their economic activity, and ir
any other change of knowledge must be regarded as a 'change in
the data' in the usual sense of the term, which falls outside the

sphere of equilibrium analysis, this would mean that equilibrium
analysis can really tell us nothing about the significance oí such
changes in knowledge, and would go far to account íor the fact
that pure analysis seems to have so extraordinarily little to say
about institutions, such as the press, the purpose of which is to
communicate knowledge. And it might even explain why the pre-
occupation with pure analysis should so _requently create a
peculiar blindness to the role played in real life by such institutions
as advertising.

X

With the.se rather desultory remarks on topics which would
deserve much more careful examination I must conclude my
survey of these problems. There are only one or two further
remarks which I want to add.

One is that, in stressing the nature of the empirical propositions
of which we must make use ir the formal apparatus of equilibrium
analysis is to serve for an explanation of the real world, and in
emphasizing that the propositions about how people will leam,
which are relevant in this connection, are of a íundamentally
different nature from those of formal analysis, I do not mean to
suggest that there opero here and now a wide field for empirical
research. I very much doubt whether sucia investigation would
teach us anything new. The important point is rather that we
should become alear about what the questions of íact are on which
the applicability of our argument to the real world depends, or,
to put the sarne thing in other words, at what point our argurnent,
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when it ís appfied to phenomena of the real world, becomes
subjcct to verification.

The second point is that I do not want oí course to suggest that
the sort of pmblems I have been discussing were íoreign to the

arguments of the economists of the older generatiom. The only
objection that can be made agaimt them is that they have so
mixed up the two sorts of propositions, the a priori and the
empirical, of which every realistic economist makes constant use,

that it is frequently quite impossible to see what sort of validity
they daimed íor a particular statement. More recent work has
been freer írom this fault - but only at the price of leaving more
and more obscure what sort of relevance their arguments had to
the phenomena of the real world. Al1 I have tried to do has been
to fmd the way back to the common-sense meaning of our analysis,

of which, I ana afraid, we ate apt to lose sight as our analysis
becomes more elaborate. You may even feel ttlat most of what I

have said has been commonplace. But from time to time ir is
probably necessary to detach oneselI from the technicalities oí the

argument and to ask quite naively what it is al1 about. If I have
only shown that in some respects the answer to this question is not
ortly not obvious, but that occasionally we do not even quite know
what itis, I have succeeded in my purpose.
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I NATURE ASD OBJECTS OF COST ^CCOUNTINO

There is always a risk that a paper which deals with the general
principles of a subject may be dubbed theoretical and on that

account of little value to the businessman. It may be felt at the
end of this lecture that I ought to be criticized on this score, and in
anticipation I want to refer to the work of two of the earliest

English writers on costing.
In x887 Emile Garcke, ah engineer, and F. M. Fells, ah

accountant, published jointly a work entifled Factory Accounts,
and it would be generally admitted that the principles of costing
which they set down remain largely unaltered to this day. Yet the
review of the first edition in the Accountant was to the effect that

the book was more theoretical than practical, that it was pedantic
and involved 'in the nature of a work on political economy'.
Moreover the claim that stock balances should be as readily
ascertainable as eash balances was regarded as an unattainable

ideal. Today the suggestiom put forward in this book are
regarded as commonplaces. I hope thereíore that ii anything I
may my appears to be more academic than businesslike, it will

not be condenmed on those grounds alone, particularly in view of
the fact that there is no ame to develop practical applications.

Some familiañty with the general nature of cost accounting,

as ir is at present practised, will be taken for granted. No clear-
cut defmition is possible, and ore can always point to borderline

and ask 'Is this fmancial accounting or costing?' or again 'Is

this statistios or accounting?' Litfle is gained by such disc-_qiom;
in general we llave come to look on costing as san elaboration of
accoung med parficularly in those cases where a number of
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factors of production are combined in manufacture. _ The

financial accounts disclose the total profit of a period, whi]e cost-

ing systems normally airo at explaining this figure. An endeavour

is made to analyse the past in order to avoid mistakes in the future.

I think, however, that we must be quite clear that costing does
not and is not intended to provide data for major changes in

policy. For example, decisions whether to open a new departnmnt

or close an old one would require special cost investigations which

the ordinary cost-accounting system could not cocer. It is the

constantly recurring management problems on which costing is

supposed to shed light.

The principle question we have to ask is this: out of the mass of

interesting data which is avaJlable in any business, how much is

worth collecting? The answer would appear to be: only that

which can influence policy. Unless the info/'mation supplied
enables the management to do something of refrain from doing

something, its co]lection is not a business proposition. 2 Costing

fails in its object unless it adds more to net profit than the expense
of running the system.

In this connection experience in France is interesting. Through-

out the nineteenth century French wñters were producing
interesting books on cost accounting for agriculture- they were

lar ahead of us in this direction. In the preface oí most of these

works there appeared a lamentable tale about the farmer's

tardiness in improving ]lis accounting methods. In spite of these

admirable works the French farmer continued in Iris old ways.

The probable rea.son is that, interesting as the information might

have been, ir would not have influenced policy sufñciently to add

enough to proñt to cover the expense of keeping the accounts.

Ir is not always easy to ñnd out whether the collecdon of certain

figures will pay. There is a wide range of cost data which might
lead to smaU changes in polio/, but the influence of which is of

t In recentyearshowever,therehaw beenattempa toapply the techniqueof
c_ting to theproblemsof dtributors.

t There may of commebe people who like to have informationout of pure
oirimity, regardl¢mof whether it can influencepolicy. There ir nothing irra-
tiomdin thisprovidedit isrememberedthatit ismerdy • way_,-_...,_,,,;,,_ in¢am_
and not adding to it.
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doubtful importance. There is another range of costing informa-
t.ion in the nature of laboratory work which must be regarded as
a long-run investment. In general, then, our method of attack
will have to be: firstly to decide what information we should
regard as necessary, if its eollection were costless, and secondly to
consider whether this iníormation is of sufficient importance to
warrant the expense oí its collection.

What poficy-influencing information would one like to have ii
it were supplied free? In answer to this question one can
introduce a useful division hato what I shall call, íor convenience
only, the entrepreneurial and the technical problems. The
businessman's entrepreneurial problem is to decide on the size or
rate of output which will yield maximum profit. The technical
problem is to produce this flow of output at the lowest cost possible
for the given scale of production, having regard to the facilities
available. In other words, the technical problem belongs to the
works manager-he is told what output to produce and must
produce it at the lowest possible cost. The entrepreneurial
problem includes the technical ones, and is the managing
director's province.

II SOME DIFFICULTIES AND SUGGESTIONS

REGARDING TERMINOLOGY

At this point we must stop to grapple with a few of the difficulties
of aecounting terminology. The main themes running through
most books on costing concem firstly the difference between so-
called 'direct' and 'indirect' cost and secondly the methods to be

adopted in imputing the latter. That is to say, ir aero engines are
being produce.d, certain costs are traced to each engine or batch of
engines and these are 'direct' costs. Raw material is the best
example of this. But the great mass of overhead associated with

the fixed equipment is regarcled as 'indirect' cost and all sorts of
ingenious attempts are made to aUocate it. Broadly direct cost and
prime cost are _¡nonymous in accounting literamre, and account-
ants would agree, I think, that either terna includes those items
which a is worth while to trace to the unit which is being costed.
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For analysis this is unsatisfactory, because it brings us to a position
in which prime cost as a concept depends on book-keeping
ditñculÜes and one can rever be sure what any individual writer
means. Prime cost norrnally includes the relatively large items of
traceable cost, but in pracÜce it may contain more besides,
parficularly, as we shall see later, ir a loading rate is added for
machine time or to cover stores costs. The line drawn by account-
ants between prime or direct cost and overhead or indirect cost
is therefore arbitrary. If half-a-dozen accountants were asked to
split up the debit side of a manufacturing and profit-and-loss
account between pñme cost, works oncost, office oncost and
distñbution oncost, and were then asked how the last three were

to be allocated to the products, there would be very wide
divergences of opinion. This is bound to be so because more
explicit assumptions are necessary. Firstly, what period of time is
to be considered? Many costa which are fixed fora day may
become variable in a week - a great deal of labour supply is ]ike
this. Secondly, what unit is to be costed? Is it to be a depa_ tment
or just one unit of product in that depa_,ent?

The following is a typical statement on the subject under
consideration: 'The cost of labour (i.e. the amount of productive
wages paid) plus the cost of raw materials, with all charges
thereon, such as carriage inwards, freight, dock dues, etc., is called
the Prime Cost.'* Such a categorical statement is quite useless for
our purpose. What are productive wages-do they indude the
works manager's salary? Where are we to draw the line between
wages and salaries generally or between productive and non-
productive labour? Are we nener to include expenditure other
than so-called productive wages and raw materials.7 The

definition leaves the major questiom unanswered; instead of
describing the characteñstics of prime cost, we are told that
certain items ate prime cost.

Now the most important thing about costs is the extent to which
they change with output. Whatever unir one decides to cost,
whether it be a job or a deparunent, it can be said that ir the
job were refused of the department cloeed, the total expemes of

• Car_, Adlam_.4m,u_(I_I), p. 85x.
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the busincsswould be Icssby an amount which couldbe
dctcrmincdfairlyaccuratcly.

Thatistosay,inundcrtakingthejoborcontinuingthedcpart-
mcnt,thebusincssisinvolvcdinadditionalcxpcnscswhichcould
be avoidcd.As a rcsult,tobc worthwhilc,thcunitcostcdmust
gcncrallyadd tothctumovcrofthctima,atIcasttheamountof
thisadditionalcost.To makc thepositionclcarcr,Ictussupposc

wc arocostingtheproductionof a machincin an cnginccring
works.Ifthcordcrforthismachincwcrcrcfuscd,wc shouldnot

llavetobuy ortakcfromstockthematcrialsforthejob;itmight
bepossiblctodispcnscwithsomelabour,and somcwcarand tcar
ofmachinctoolswouldbe avoidcd;pcrhapsthebankovcrdraft
couldbercduccdand intcrcstsavcd.On theothcrhand,thcrcnt

of thcfactorywould rcmainthesarnc,theforcrncnwouldstill

havctobe paid,themachincrywouldbccomcobsolcsccntatthe
same late.

Ma.ny other expenses ate similarly unavoidable. Ií we call the

additional expense incurred by producing the unir to be costed
'vañable cost' and other expense 'fixed cost', then we shall have a

useful distinction, as the production is worth while if it covers the
variable cost and contñbutes something, however little, to the
fixed cost. There is nothing absolute about the terna 'variable cost';

the items composing it will differ with the change in the unir.
Ir wil] be conceded, I think, that given the unir there will be

iittle difliculty in collecting fairly accurately prime costs inter-
preted as variable costs. No theoretical difliculties will añse, the

problems ate those of book-keeping only. But there are many
variable expenses the separate allocation of which is regarded as

too expensive iía continuous double-entry costing system is in
operaÜon. These items ate lumped into the overhead so that this

includes some dir_tly variable, some partly variable and some
absolutely fixed costs. The enormous drawback to a double-entry
costing system 'tied in' to the fmancial accounts is that some

arbitrary assumtgions hav¢ to be set up to make it workable. As

Profeamr Canning has said, 'Cost accounting procedure rests
upon ov_mptifi_ and largely arbitrary fundamental a.n=dy_'.
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III THE PROBLEM OF COVERHEAD_

AU cost accountants wiU agree that their great difficulty is in the
allocation of overhead of oncost. Naturally this is so, fora number
of costs ate being added together which have clifferent degrees of

variability.
First there are disputes as to what is manufacturing and what

is distribution oncost, as ir is assumed that these should be

allocated on dif[erent bases; and whether certain expenses shall

be left out altogether as being outside the scope of costing - cash
discount and interest appear in this category. Then the expenses

have to be split between departments; some are variable to the

depa, u,ent and there is no difficulty, others are allocated
arbitrarily on some basis comidered 'Iair'. Then comes the most
difficult business of all-finding a way of 'tacking on' these
depattmental overhead costs to units of product which have gone
through the departments. For example, overhead is allocated to

the product variously asa percentage on so-called prime cost or
on direct labour cost incurred or on the basis of direct labour hours

or machine hours. Accountants condemn the 'prime cost' basis in
most cases, and many oí them object to 'direct labour cost', but on
the whole they seem satisfied with the 'labour-hour' and 'machine-

hour' rates. These ate based on the generally implied assumption
that overhead expenses vary with time. In the very long run this
is probably true merely because in the long run most costs are
prime costs; and practically everything wears out sooner or later.
But in the relatively short period required for completion of a job
or order it is not true.

To arrive at a percentage or rate for oncost distribution it is
necessary to assume some output asa denominator. Given this

estimated output and the estimated overhead for the period
covered by the output, a rate can be established. We are usually

told to use 'normal output' as the basis, though rarely iníormed
how it is to be calculated. Presumably it is the average output which

the firm expected to achieve, taking good and bad years together.
Hence, ii the oncost rates ale calculated on this output and selling
pñces ate based on the total cost including such oncost rates, the
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businem would make the anticipated prófit, provided the anti-
cipated output could be sold at these priees. But ii demand has
changed there is no reason to assume that maximum profit will
be made by charging a price to cover these fixed rates of oncost.

Suppose a ñrm had anticipated a demand of Io,ooo units per
annum and had put down plant accordingly. Let us assume that
the cost per unit, including overhead, on the basis of Io,ooo units
is £I; that demand, however, falls so that to market Io,ooo we

have to reduce price to zgs/95p per unit; that at £I only 5,ooo
units will seU. In making its output decision it does not require to
know that to cover overhead on to,ooo units it needs £x per unit
or that on 5,ooo units ir must get £2 per unit. What is required is
information which in the given circumstances will help to fix pñces
or output at such a level as will maximize net profit. This is our
entrepreneurial problem.

IV PRICE-FIXING AND OUTPUT DECISION$

For the purpose of exposition let us assume a factory tums out
only one product-what cost information would be required in
price fixing? Ir the market is períectly competitive, the producer
has no choice as to price, aH that can be varied is the output and
this can be expanded profitably until the last additional unit
involves additional costs just less than the revenue added by that
unit, that is to say, its market price. To take a simplified example,
assume the seLling pñce oí ah article in perfect competition is
£2 tos od (£2.50) per unit, and the monthly costs are as shown
in Table 4.x.

The most profitable output is clearly round about 3,ooo units;
it may be below or above this figure, and to find it exactly the
costing depa,isnent would have to study how each additional unit
produced adds to the cost, and the management should stop

increasing output at that point where the last addiUonal unit
involves ah addiUon to total costs of £2 tos od (£2.5o). In going
be3mnd this point we should be throwing money away. Long-run
selling polio/might make it necessary to throw money away for
short periods, but this should not blind us to the fact that short-
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Table 4. x

Output inunits 2,ooo 3,ooo 4,0o0
£ £ £

Mater/atr 2,oo0 3,ooo 3,9o0
Labour I,ooo 1,5oo _,25o
Over/_ad:variable I,ooo 1,25° 2,2oo

ft_d I ,OOO I,ooo I ,OOO

5,ooo 6,75° 9,35°

Sa/es 5,ooo 7,5oo xo,ooo

Profit nil 75° 650

run profits are not being maximized. Moreover, ir the market is
not absolutely competitive, then additional units of output sold
would aíter a time add less than the pñce to total revenue, as
pfices would have to be dropped to dispose of the _apply. In this
case the output at which profit is a maximum is not that at which
pñce equals additional cost, but that at which the additional
revenue obtained from producing and selling one more unit of
output is equal to the addition to total costs incurred in producing
that additional unit.

For example, a firm might dispose of 3,ooo units at £2 xos od
(£2.5o) each, but we can suppose that to market 3,xoo the pñce
would have to be dropped to £2 9s od (£2.45). Therefore, 3,ooo
units yield £7,5oo and 3,ioo units produce £7,595, hence the
additional revenue from the increase is £95, and we have to so:
whether the additional cost resulting from the increase in output
is greater or le._ than this.* Therefore the management will always
be asking two questions, and bringing the two answers together.
Firstly how will price changes affect total revenue? (This wiU
depend on the elasticity of demand for the product.) Secondly
what will be the additional outlay in producing extra units, or
converscly, what will be saved by reducing output? Incidentally,

' Thus we ate not concerned with loo uniu at£a 9a od (_2.45) lmt with _95
only which takes account of the reduction in priee _the fust _ unim
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addiñonal costs are sometimes known as di_erential or marginal
costs, and they ate those costs which ate variable?

It is useful to inquire whether there are any cost figures usually
collected and examined which cannot afíect polio/. For example,
the rent of the factor,/is likely to be the same ii production goes on
for one hour a day of twenty-íour. In every business there ate
some expenses which ate unalterable over wide ranges of output
or over considerable peñods of time. Hence there is no reason to
study these unless major changes in output ate being considered.
For example, it might pay to incur the costs of moving the plant
and machinery to smaller premises ir output is to be reduced to
half permanently. But, as suggested earlier, eost accounting
normally deals with the ordinary run of production, special
statistical investigations being made íor major operations.

Texthooks are prone to emphasize the fact that cost accounting
analyses past costs not future estimates, but they often do not make
clear the fact that this data is nseful only in so lar as ir is a guide
to future costs; it is future variable cost which is important.
Therefore cost accountants can ignore expenses which ate com-
pletely unchangeable, e.g. the preliminary expenses of setting up
a bnsiness. Sometimes, however, expenditure is composite-
partly fixed, partly variable. For example, depreciation of
machinery includes obsolescence, that is to say, the loss due to
changes in values which the business cannot control. There may
also be an element of physical wear and tear which continues
whether machinery is nsed of not. It is therefore important to find
out how and to what extent variations in use affect the total

wastage. Similarly every other expense must be examined in order
to establish the relationship between changes in cost and output
variatiom.

Admittedly it is not possible to establish such a relationship with
ah_lute accuracy, nor would it be possible to bring additional cost
and additional revenue to complete equality without much

i It ro,aybe that taking on additional work raises the price at which a firm can
obtain irafactors of productinn (e.g. labour). If thh happens then the firm hin to
take aceount not only of the rhe in price of the labour for the additional work but
aho of the lsber emt of all other w¢rk which hin to l_¢tymore for labour.
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expeme. It is easily possible íor the cost of accuracy to outweigh
the advantages.

Many problems melt away ii the subject is approached in the
way which has been outlined. For example, írom about I89o
there has been a stream oí literature repeating ad nauseam the
asguments for and against the inclusion of interest as a cost. AH
we really need to ask is: will the additional output involve the
tying-up of capital which could be used of invested elsewhere? Ir
so, the interest that the capital could earn elsewhere is a cost.
On the other hand, interest on capital tied up in machinery is not
important because the capítal is sunk and could not be invested
elsewhere. But ii major changes, like the closing of a department
ase under consideration, interest on the scrap value of the
machinery is a cost, because the money could be invested in
alternative uses. Another problem concerns the price to adopt in
eharging out raw materials; one school claims that materials

should be issued at original cost, while the other _sidechampions
'replacement' cost. The 'original' cost supporters quan'el among
themselves as to the way in which cost price is to be arrived at.
Some use the 'first in, first out principle', others 'the average price
of stock on hand'. Surely what we have to decide is the additional
cost which the use of the material imposes on the business. This

additional cost is the replacement price of the materials ir they
have to be replaced; but ir it is not intended to replace them, then
scrap value would be more appropriate.

Let us now considera more complicated case; a factory tuming
out two products, A and B, each oí which goes through two
processes, the first of which is common to both products. So fas as
the costing of the first process is concerned the posiUon is the same

as it is in the 'one-product' factory. The management will require
to lmow the cost of additional units at various levels of output.
UsuaUy in a costing system the total expenditure of the business
would be divided between the three processes carried on, that is
to say, rent, rates, insurance, administration, and so on, would be

allocated on vasious arbitrasy bases considered 'fair'. So lar as

these costs ale fixed and unavoidable, it does not matter how you
alloca_e them; as long as the nature of the bminem remaim the
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same these costs go on. But it is true that space and other available
services used for one process in the business could possibly be
employed on the others, so that between the products there is a
degree of variability, the cost of keeping one process going being
equal to the opportunity of net gain by using the resources in the

other processes. Starting from a position of equilibrium (i.e. one
in which the net profits cannot be increased by changing the out-
put or price of either or both producta) let us assume the demand
for product A increases. In deciding what changes to make, the
effect on costa of changed output would have to be examined.
The sales department must provide data showing estimated

changes in the quantity of sales as prices are varied. The cost
department must estimate the vañation in costs which would be

brought about by changes in output. NormaUy it would be
necessary to consider only the additional costa in the first process

(which is common), and the second process for product A. But
other changes may be envisaged; for example, ir may pay to
expand the premises and put down íresh plant, rather than face
increasing unir cost. Ir so, depreciation and interest on the
additional capital ís a variable cost to be taken into account. Or
factors of production may be borrowed from the department

making product B. Suppose there is excess space in product B
department which can be transferred, then only the cost of
alterations such as knocking down partitions need be considered,
but ir by cutting down its space product B department is involved
in higher costa to produce the same output as before, then these
additional costa must be added in as part of the cost of incre.__s_i_ng

the output of product A.
It may be protested that unless arbitrary allocations of depart-

mental expenses are made it is impossible to see which department
is paying best and should be expanded. This is untrue, as we test
the profitability of increased output by e.xal_ining marginal
variations in cost and revenue. In other words, we compare
incrementa to cost with incrementa to revenue, rather than totals

or averagm. Sucia ah examination may show that it will pay to
increase the output of one product at the expense of the other, and
the only way to tell how lar the change should go is to compare
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the addifional revenue troto one product le_ the reducfion in
revenue from the other with the additional costs incurred by the
business asa whole asa result of the change. One cannot decide

which product to increase, and by how much, merely by looking
at aggregate periodic departmental accounts in which fixed costs
llave been allocated in some way. Ir we cannot use the
information why prepare it?

The job costing oí an engineering works is a much more
complicated affair than the simple examples we have taken. Job
accounts ate prepared to show the materials, labour, other direct
expenses and overhead incurred on each job, in order to show
what profit each job has yielded, to provide data for future
estimates and to control efficíency and prevent waste. No job
should be taken unless it covers the variable expenses it incurs,
except for such special purposes as maintaining a labour force,
holding a trade connection or forcing out a rival- even in such
cases it is important to know the cost of the poli_ adopted. This
cost will be the difference between the variable expense on the job
and the price received for ir, assuming that the latter is leas than
the former. Details of variable cost should therefore be collected.

But the greater part of oncost which is added to the job for costing
purposes is fixed and goes on regarclless of changes in output.
Hence asa general rule any job yielding more than its own
variable cost adds to the revenue of the concern and should be

accepted" unless it is believed that by taking it a more profitable
one will have to be refused later. Variable cost marks a

minimum to price but actual quotations will depend on market
conditious.

Is it useful to add oncost to the job in the cost ledger ? Will it
help in policy? Let us examine the make up of, say, a machine-
hour rate of oncost. Under this method of distríbuting overhead
all the extxam_ of a department for a year ase allocated to the
machines in it - the latter ate treated as production centres. Some
'normal' output is asmaned, and on th_ basis the number of
r, nning hours for each machine is calculated. The cost of pow_,

'Bar aeen°_ 5 _ l
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superintendence, heat, light and rent of the department ate
allocated to machines (e.g. power is often metered out, and heat,
light and rent charged on floor space). To this cost is added
depreciation and repair of the machine and sometimes interest
locked up therein. The total cost divided by the number of
machine-hours gives the hourly tate on the basis of 'normal' out-
put (which incidentaUy does not usually mean that tate of output
at which cost is a minimum). Each job is charged with oncost
according to the number of hours íor which it uses the machine.
Now, looking backwards on finished jobs, can the mangement
derive any help from examining the.se figures oí total cost? The
machine-hour rate hides the distinction between fixed and

vañable costs and tends to convey a false impression oí variability.
h does not tell you whether you did fight in taking on the job.
Looking íorward, it is necessary ordy to estimate the additional
cost which wiU be incurred in taking on work-this is the

minimum to be accepted and ir anything above this can be
obtained then the job is profitable. In tendering for orders know-
ledge of market conditions will govern the bids, not estimates of
total cost. There is no reason to assume that irwill be any easier to
guess the pñces of competitors by calculating one's own 'normal'
cost. In fact the oncost rates are likely to be more hindrance than

help, because they contain in a confused mass both variable
expenses and fixed costs. Our conception of the total cost will be
no guide to the bids of competitors íor ah order, as the.selatter wiL1
depend on the state of the compeators' order books, and in any
case methods of computíng oncost and estimates of normality vary
so much between accountant and accountant that it would often

be dangerous to suppose that one's compeUtors have allowed
roughly for the same oncost as oneself.

V THE COSTING OF BY-PRODUCT$

Another very important problem deah with in a most unsatisfac-
tory way concerns the costing of by-products. There are several
schools of thought among practitioners. For instance I think it is
true to say that the American meat-packing industry regards
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dressed meat as the main product and all the other products such
as hair, hides and wool ate treated as by-products. The costs of
handling the by-products ate subtracted from the income derived
from their sale. The net proceeds are then credited in the main
manufacturing account, reducing the cost of meat accordingly.
Thus all the profits ate attñbuted to the main product. On the
other hand, most firms in the oil-refining industry use the selling-
prices of the products to determine the costs. For example, crude
oil is split into five products. The account for that particular
p_c.em is debited with the cost of crude oil together with the

process costs and the total is divided among the tire products in
proportion to their market values. So by this method each product
shows the same percentage of profit. A third method is to split the
total in accordance with some chemical or other arbitrary
formula, for example, on the basis of atomic weights.

In this connection there is a story told by an American
economist, T. J. Kreps.' In a chemical works which was virtuaUy
controUed by a large bank the joint costs of a process were being
aUocated between the two products, caustic soda and chlorine.
Owing to the method of allocation adopted fifty per cent to
each product, the chlorine showed a loss. The absentee

bankers wanted the chloñne foreman discharged, but the
works manager, reali_ng that he would lose a good man,
worked out a new cost allocation formula which was more favour-

able to chlorine; this product then showed a profit and the fore-
man kept his job. The new allocation was 56.73 to 43.27, and
its pseudo-mathematical precision was the result of splitting costs
in such a way that both products should show equal book profits.

Obviously costing of this type is unsatisfactory and is no help in
pfice policy or in controUing efficiency; the expense of aUocation
is money wasted. If the proportions in which two products come

forward are absolutely fixed, then the joint com of the process
carmot be allocated between them, but ir the proportions can be
varied within limits and the variafion alters the total cost, then it
should be the job of the costing depa_i_aent to investigate ¢hanges

' T. J. Krepa,'JointGratain the ChemicaiIndmtry',_arm/_ _ of
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in the cost arising out of changes in proportions, for to maximize
net profit it will be necessary to watch price changes of raw
materials and fmished products and to vary the proportions of
the two products to the point at which the added revenue from
the last small variation is just balanced by the added cost.

VI CO$T ACCOUNTINO A$ A TOOL OF EFFICIENCY

So lar we have considered a few points arising out of the

entrepreneurial problem, but the technical problem has not been
discussed. We hear a great deal about costing as ah instrument for
producing etticiency and cutting down waste to a minimum. But
I think we should bear in mind that excess capacity does not
necessañly imply inefficiency. Much is made oí the statement that
costing shows you the cost oí idle capacity. What the management
does want to know is whether the output ir has agreed to produce
could in any way be turned out more cheaply. Can it combine its
resources in such a way as to lower the total resources required?
Is there any waste it can avoid, which is greater than the expense
of avoiding it? Many records at present in general use arevaluable
from thi._point of view; for instance, perpetual inventory usually
pays because it imposes a control over waste and theít and helps to
insure that production is not held up íor lack of raw materials.
Moreover it provides records which enable the management to
reduce to a minimum the capital tied up and therefore prevents
loss of interest and wastage due to obsolescence; Plant ledgers are
useful because they afford a convenient way of collecting informa-
tion as to the performance of machines and facilitate the
calculation of depreciation.

It is not proposed to discms the many ways of increasing
eíñciency which the textbook writers catalogue. Modero works

on accounting have tended to give too much space to this aspect of
management. Given that the tate of output is a settled quesUon,

then so long as relative prices of the factors of production remain
unchanged, the efficiency question is not one for the cost depart-
ment, it is jmt a matter of vigilance on the pan of the works
manager. But as soon as the proportionate prices of resources
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change it is the job of the cost office to see whether the combina-
t.ionof resources can be altered, in order to prevent a rise or bring
about a íall in the cost of production by increasing the use of the
relatively cheaper resources and decreasing the use of the
relatively dearer ones.

One development of cost accounting which has received much
publicity in connection with efficiency is known as standard cost-
ing. Studies ate carried out for the purpose of fmding either the
cost to be expected under normal conditions or under ideal
conditions at different leveh of output and these are used as íoot
rules to measure actual performance; in this way the standards
are to be a sort of incentive to greater effort. Some of the
systems ale exceeding|y complicated and the standards are
incorporated into the double-entry book-keeping-the hallmark
of respectability. If the management can control slackness and
create incentive by using the.sefigures, then they may be justified,
provided there is no cheaper way of doing _e same job. For

example one might work out that rate of output of a machine
which could be produced at lowest cost. AIter calculation of the

optimum capacity of each deparnent írom sucia computations,
it might be possible to estimate the flow of output through the
plant which would result in lowest unit costs. This would
represent technical but not of course economic perfection (unless
competion were perfect). In any case studies of the effect of

difterent rates of flow of production would enable the manage-
ment so to arrange its output within the budget peñod as to
achieve the mínimum cost possible Ior that output.

V|I SOME CONCLUSIONS

I believe that cost accountants have spent too muda e/loa in trying
to arñve at total cost by building up complicated and delicate
oncost structures which depend on arbitrary assumptions. But on
theotherhand insome industricslong-pcriodanalysiscan be

hclpfulto the managcmcnt and itscstimatingdepartment.
AlthoughI considcritthecostaccountant'smain job toinform
the management regarding the mínimum at which additional
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work can be taken, this minimum will vary according to the extent
to which capacity is being used, and will sometimes include capital
costs. For example, if a firm is already working at full capacity,
then any further output involves additional capital outlay and the
revenue obtainable/roto the additional turnover must cover the

amortization of the new capital outlay in order to be worth accept-
ing. This, however, is not all; ah engineering firm, for instante,
has to estimate and tender for work. It does not know the estimates

of other timas; the only information of which it is certain is its own

minimum price, which will be different in periods of normal
activity, in times of boom and in times of slackness; this minimum
wiU in each case be the additional cost. But it should also know

that unless it gets prices including overhead it will not be able to
replace its fixed assets. This does not mean that it ought to charge
these prices - to do so in some conditions would put it out of the
market altogether; but the management should see that the tima
is coming to an end. The cost department should say definitely at
what figure a job is worth handling and possibly how much we
ought to get ii we are not to close down when our fixed equipment
wears out. To do this overhead costs must be allocated over jobs

in the least arbitrary manner possible. There is no time to go into
this wide question, but I would like to emphasize that it is íuture
costs we have to deal with not past ones. One has to provide in
overhead the cost of replacing assets; the original cost is of no
importance; the past is irrevocable. It is, however, oí interest to a
ftrm to know whether it is getting enough out of contracts to
cover replacements costs. It may be argued, and with some point,
that a detailed analysis of overhead is not worth while for this
purpose and that the annual accounts will give sufficient warning.
But in any case, if the future of costing lies principally in statistical

examination of marginal vaxiaons, then it may be doubted
whether it can be fitted hato the framework of double-entry

book-keeping.

Within the time remaining this evening it is impossible to make
concrete suggestions as to how the analysis I have attempted to

describe should be applied to individual cases, but I think that for
each department the accountant should prepare, and continu-
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ously revise, schedules showing the additional cost of additional
output. For this purpose, the cost accountant would need to be
provided with details relating to market prices oí materials; he
would require a wealth of analysis conceming the expenditure of
the business, and engineering data showing how, for example, the
rate of wear and tear oí machinery is affected by use. Overtime
rates, fatigue studies and so on should be part of his stock-in-trade.
He should, for example, be able to compute the additional cost of
running nine hours per day instead of eight, or the cost of increas-
ing the speed of machinery. He should be able to estimate the
cost of an increase oí output over and above the budget figure.
In those cases where demand fluctuates it should be possible to
decide on the cost accountant's evidence how íar it is worth while

to make for stock in the valley periods. Again the accountant's
figures should show whether in a depression a smaller loss is made
by seUing at a known margin below variable cost than by closing
down íor a time.

Thus most of the cost accountant's data wiU come íorward in

the forro of statistical statements, in the preparation of which little
help can be derived írom a 'tied-in' double-entry system. Of
course certain information in individual cases may be wanted so
often that it is cheaper to collect ir continuously even though it
may at times be useless, but this course can be carried too íar.
Many firms order the continuous collection of data, much of
which is required only at infrequent intervals and some of which
is never required at all. The cost oí this continuous collection must
be compared with the cost of a separate investigation each time
the data is required, bearing in mind the fact that information to
be of service, may be required at very short notice.

Although some criticisms oí present methods of costing have
been suggested, attempts to aUocate fixed costs may be justified on
grounds quite unconnected with the problems we have discussed.
Ir time permitted it would be interesting to discuss the growth of
uniform systems of costing advocated by many trade associadom
on the grounds that ignorance of manufacmring and _lling costs
induces unpleasant price competition. According to T. H.
Sanders, Professor of Accounting at Harvard:
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Some industries are especially characterized by the presence of
large numbers of small manufacturers who are likely to pay little
attention to costs, andas a result jeopardize the successof everybody
in the business. The larger manufacturers have a genuine dread of
competition originating in such sources, and one of their most effec-
tive means of combating it has been the development of cost-keeping
methods which would tend to remove the prevailing ignorance, s

Thus systems of uniform costing are said to airo at preventing
pñce competition due to ignorance. It is, however, doubtful
whether a large proportion of goods are sold below total cost
merely because the manufacturers know no better; it is more likely
that most action of this sort is deliberate. But either way, ir some
manufacturers choose to make a present of part of their output,
this does not reduce the price which other manufacturers are able
to charge for their goods. As Proíessor Plant suggested to the

writer, hospitals cannot usually buy bread more cheaply merely
because some bakers on occasion give them free loaves. It may be
true, however, that a uniform costing system can be used for fixing
prices in order to bring about tacit monopoly. Whatever the long-
run effect of this, e.g. in attracting new timas to the industry, it is
certainly true that suppression of price competition usually leads
to competition in quality or service, and the smaU tima should
consider ca_fully its position in this respect, when opposed to
large undertakings.

Sometimes in order to obtain contracts 'window dressing' is

required, e.g. the 'cost-plus' basis may be in use or it may be
neoemary to satisfy a purchaser that the prices charged are 'fair' or
'reasonable'. For bargaining with the unsophisticated it may be
very useful to point to fixed costs divided over normal output
(output being calculated on the low side) and to say 'This is what
it com us'. This may be partly cost accounting and partly sales-
manship. But, of course, in so far as buyers are dependent on the
continued existente of supplies from certain timas they must be
prepared to pay long-period com, including sufficient to replace
amets as they wear out.

s T. H. Sgndet_ C.oaAmmm_for Catod, p. 454.
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It may be pointed out that fi_nishedstock and work in progress
have to be valued íor balance-sheet purposes and that eurrent

methods of costing are meful íor this. The basis generally adopted
íor finished stock is 'cost or replacement value, whichever is the
lower', and this method is accepted by the Inland Revenue for

income tax pu_. The.se valuatiom generally include a
proportion of oncost, the amount of which depends on the views
of the accountants concerned. One of the practical objections to
treating interest asa cost has been that to do so would 'anticipate

profit' on unsold stock and work in progress and, incidentally,
income tax would be attracted sooner than need be. Some timas

in valuing work in progressexclude aU oncost to be on the sale side.
But the Revenue authorities object to this on the ground
that tax collection is delayed thereby. It might be daimed by the

tax payer that the value oí unfinished goods is so problematic that
nothing should be added to the variable cost, but on the other
hand the Revenue authoñties might well contend" that to a going
concem the value of the work in progress is equal to the net selling

pñce oí finished stock, less the additional costs required to
complete the work in progress. In practice compromise is reached
by adding an arbitrary proportion of fixed costs. The whole
procedure is unsatisfactory and the principles of valuation require
re-examination by accountants; it is unlikely that a costing system
allocating fixed cost is justified on these grounds alone.

If I may be allowed to summarize my views, I should say that
we can distinguish three lines of approach to the costing problem.

Firstly, information is necessary to enable the most profitable
output to be decided. This depends on marginal revenue and
marginal cost. We have called this the entrepreneurial pmblem.

Secondly, informafion is necessary to ensure that the proposed
output is produced at the lowest cost possible for that output
having regard to the facilides available. This is the technical
problem of combining factors of production and avoiding waste.

Lastly, there is the book-keeping problem of deciding how best
to deal with the first two questions having in mind that collecting
information costs money.
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I INTRODUCTORY NOTE

What follows is a shortened version oí a series of twelve articles

published in the Accountant from I October to x7 December 1938

under the title 'Business Organization and the Accountant'. The

omissions largely consist of illustrations of the argument anda

discussion of the problems of estimating costs in practice. The

suggestion for writing this series oí articles came from R. S. (now

Sir Ronald) Edwards. Originally the intention was to take a

number oí problems of business administration and to show how

such problems should be tackled. Ir was on this basis that I bogan

writing in the summer of 1938. However, comments from

Edwards on the draft of a section dealing with vertical integration

suggested that readers of the Accountant would find my dis-

cussion hard to íoIlow without some account of the approach I

was using. I therefore decided to write an introductory section in

which I explained the basic concepts being employed. In the event

the introductory section took up the whole of the series. This

explains why the title of the sedes is not wholly-appropriate to its
contents.

The articles were written and typed each wcek during

Wedncsday night and were taken to the office of the Accountant

by my wífe on Thursday (while I slept). They appeared in print

on Saturday. They could be written in this way because I thought

of my articles simply as ah exposition of views which were

generally accepted by economísts. The application of these views

to business problcms was the special interest of a group of
economists at I..S.E. working under Professor (now Sir Arnold)
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Plant of which I was a member along with Edwards and R. F.
Fowler, the two others with whom I worked most closely. That
these articles proved to have more than transitory interest, and

were reprinted and oIten reíerred to, was a great surprise to me.
Perhaps because the outbreak of the war diverted economists írom
their academic studies, these articles carne to represent the only

extended statement in print oí the approach to costs, particularly
as applied to business problems, which was the common property
oí economists at L.S.E.in the 193os. If Pro[essor Buchanan's thesis

about the special character of the L.S.E. approach to costs is
correct, it is the fact that these articles do not representa personal

view which gives them their historical signifieance.

II SOME BASIC CONCEPTS

The method of approach which will be employed is probably best
indicated by explaining certain basic copcepts. These basic con-
cepts are of general applieation and ñind a prominent place in
modero discussions on the subject of cost account'ing. The first

point that needs to be made and strongly emphasized is that
attention must be concentrated on the variations which will result

if a particular decision is taken, and the variations that are
relevant to business decisions are those, in costs and/or receipts.

This reasoning applies to every busine_ decision, whether it is
concemed with the opening of closing of a department, the
manufacture of a new product, the introduction of more írequent
sO/lechanges oran alteration in the volume of productíon. What-
ever the chamcter of the decision, one has to inquire into the
variations in costs and receipts which wiU follow. Costs and

receipts which will remain unchanged whatever decision is taken
can be ignored. All this sounds very simple and obvious, and it
may seem to certain readers that I aro flogging a dead horse.
Unfortunately, it would appear that this is not entirely the case.
Not only is it uue that businessmen do not always follow this
simple method of reasoning, but in one branch of accounting,
namely cost control, it soeam that the consequcnces of _ type of
reamning are ignored.

i,
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It is clear that ir the iníormation regarding costs is to be of use
in íacilitating business decisions it must ultimately be presented in
a forro which enables variations in costs to be obtained. But ít

seems improbable that any accounting system could continuously

produce cost information which might be required for every
business decision; it is certainly doubtful whether it would be

profitable to do so. The problem then arises as to what cost
variations are to be considered. If we are to judge by the following
quotations from Mr Edwards's paper on the 'Rationale oí Cost
Accounting '_ the airo of a cost-accounting system is to discover

variations in costs with changes in output. Mr Edwards says that
'... the most important thing about costs is the extent to which
they change with output', 2and 'I consider it the cost accountant's
main job to inform the management regarding the minimum at
which additional work can be taken'? Many writers seem to take

a wider view of the nature of cost accounting. At times, however,
writers on this subject appear to consider that cost vafiation is no
part of the job of cost accounting; they suggest, for example, that
the airo is merely to find out the total cost of a unit oí output in the
past. It is doubfful whether this phrase can have any real meaning,
and the highly arbitrary calculations which are necessary to
arrive at a figure seem to support this view. But whatever the view
held of the scope of present-day cost accounting it will surely be
agreed that information on cost vañatiom is essential for the
making of correct business decisions and that the accountant is
probably the man who is in the best position to give the required
information. Those who believe that it is part of the íunction of a
cost-accounting system to give information reláting to variations
in costs might well comider how lar the information given should
relate merely to the variations in cost through changes in output
and whether it should also embrace questions such as the opening
and dosing of departments and the introduction or discontinu-
ance of a product. How lar the information required can be
provided by the employment of the traditional accounting

t R. S. Edwards, 'The Rationale of C,ost Accounting', repñnted here, pp. 71-9_.
I F.,dwards,'The Rationale of C.,ostAccounting', p. 76.
• F._lwards,'TheRationaleofC,ostAccounting',p. 88.
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technique is a still wider question. As Mr Edwards says '... ii the
future of costing lies principally in statistical examination of
marginal variations, then it may be doubted whether it can be
fitted into the /ramework of double-entry book-keeping'. 4 It
should be noted that accountíng records merely disclose figures
relating to past operations. Businexs decisions depend on estimates
oí the future. Accounting records cannot therefore be used asa
guide for íuture action without considering how íar the conditions
which have existed in the past wiU continue in the future.

Our purpose will be served if attention is confmed to the

simple case of varíatíons in costs through variations in output.
Ir is possible to set out the estimated variations in costs which will
result from altering output. Certain points, however, should be
noted. First there is no need to distinguish between 'fixed' and
'variable' costs.By concentrating on what cost variations will occur,

one avoids the necessity of dividing costs up into the categories of
'fixed' and 'variable' costs; there is indeed good rea.son for thinking

that categories of cost which vary for some changes in output do
not vary for all changes of output. Secondly it is worth noticing
that variations in cost wiU also depend on the notice which is
given of the proposed output change. The vafiation in costs
associated with changes in output will be very dif[erent ií the
variations are to occur next week from what they would be if
they were to be carried out next year. A third point is that these

costs will also depend on the proposed output for the period after i
the one under consideration.

Now let us axsume that a businessman is examining the !
variations in costs which he estimates would occur ir output varied
at some future date. The businessman might produce nothing. If
he produces some output certain additional costs will be incurred.
The.se we may terna the avoidable costs of that output because
they can be avoided by not producing it. Table 5.I sets out
hypothetical figures. In the first column is shown the number of
units which might be produced in that unit period oí time; in the

aecond column is shown the avoidable costs of producing each size
oí output.

• Edwards,'TheRaouale o(_/WcounnS', p. 89-
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Table 5-I

Output Avoidablecosts
(No. of units) of that output

£
I IO

2 x9

3 27
4 3°
5 35
6 44
7 54
8 65
9 77

xo 9°

Unless recdpts to be received írom the sale of the output are
more than these avoidable costs, it will not be profitable to produce
that output. So lar we have only considered the total avoidable
costs of ah output. In economic literature another concept is oíten
employed, that of marginal cost, which may be defined as the
avoidable cost of aja additional unit. If one considers the figures
in the table, this avoidable cost of ah additional unit is the

in¢rease in the total avoidable costs when the output is increased

by one. The avoidable cost of producing one unit is £xo, the
avoidable costs of producing ah output oí two units are £ x9; it
follows that the marginal cost of the second unit is £9. Similarly,

since the avoidable costs of ah output of two units are £ I9 and of
three units £27, it follows that the marginal cost oí the third unit
is £8. Table 5.2 sets out the marginal costs of the various units.

It should be observed that the multiplication of the marginal cost
by the number of units produced does not necessarily give the
total avoidable costs of that output. Ir one takes the output of tire

units, the marginal cost oí the fifth unit ís £5. Multiplying this by
tire gives a figure of £25; the avoidable costs of the total output
ale in fact £35. Similarly the marginal cost oí the tenth unit is
£ x3 and multiplying this by ten gives the figure £ i3o; in fact the

avoidahle costs of the total output ate £9 o. A consideration of
marginal _ indícates that a further condition has to be
fulftlled if the moat profitable output is to be produced. Not
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Table 5.2

Unir of output Marginal cost

£
I io

9

3 8
4 3
5 5
6 9

7 lO
8 ii

9 x2
xo x3

only must the total receipts cover the total avoidable costs, but the

addiñonal receipts obtained by the sale of the marginal unit must
also be greater than marginal cost. In the case of perfect

competition, since the variations in the output of a single producer
have no effect on price, it follows that the addidonaLrevenue from

the sale of an additional unit of output (which we ma), terna

marginal revenue) is equal to the price. Ir, however, to sell

additional units of the product, the price has to be lowered,

marginal revenue will be less than the price since to sell those

additional units the receipts on those units which could have been

sold at a higher pñce are reduced. Marginal revenue is thus less

than price and may even be negative. We may, however, lay down

asa general rule that it will pay to expand producdon so long as

marginal revenue is expected to be greater than marginal cost and

the avoidable costs of the total output less than the total receipts.

It would be Utopian to imagine that a businessman, except by

luck, could manage to attain this posidon of maximum profit.
Indeed it may cost more to discover this point than the additional

profits that would be eamed. It is to be hoped, however, that the

cost accotmtant may so refine his technique to take account of
variaons in cost and thus facilitate the task oí the bu_nemman,_

' There foUoweda tection in the originalartides which itlum-atedthe use of the
omaeepuof marginalcott and opportunity cost by considefing ah electñcity-
__ply undertaddngwhic.howneda_ reinea.ndwhich_ whentheund_"-
ud6nff_ould huy _ on theopen n_-ket [foomote____ed___].
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III NON'MONETARY FACTOI_ AND UNCERTAINTY

Up to theprescntmy chiefairohas been to emphasizethe
irnportancetobusincsspolicyoíconcentratingon variationsin

costsand/or receipts.It goeswithoutsayingthatwithinthe
business organization iníormation must be made available which
enables these variations to be estimated. Before taclding the
practical problem of how this information is to be obtained and
presented, there are certaín analytical difficulties which need to
be faced. The.se difficulties centre around the fact that costs and

receipts cannot be expressed unambiguously in money temas since
courses of action may have advantages and disadvantages which
ate not monetary in character, because of the existence oí un-
certainty and also because of differences in the point of time at

which payments are made and receipts obtained.
The fact that there may be non-monetary advantages and dis-

advantages attaching to different business policies is a difficulty
which need only be dealt with briefly since it may be assumed that

in most joint-stock companies and in many other businesses, this
factor is of litfle or no significance. None the less it may at times
be important. A businessman may wish at the present time not to
buy German of Japanese goods quite apart írom any considera-
tions relating to their price of quality; of his views on the
problems of national defence may make him desirous of, or averse
from, supplying firms in the armament industries. Some attempt
might be made to measure the strength of these preíerences in
money terms, but fitfle benefit would seem to be gained by so
doing? To this extent the figures of costa and receipts produced
by the accountant ate incomplete, and without a knowledge of

the preferences of the businessman no decisions on questions of
busines, policy can be reached. This factor makes, for example,
the computing of income in money terms more and more unreal,
the more personal the entity that is comidered. The increased-
net-worth concept of income, discussed at length in a series of

' A mauufacturerof pigiron, whoprefento supply arm_ment firms, might
reckonlilaprefe__._ceinmoneyter_ at xm(5op)perton.Hewouldthereforeadd
xm (5op) per ton to bis receipts whe_ bis pi8 iron is mld for thh purpo_.
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articles by Mr Edwards, 7 is ementially a monetary concept and
fails to describe the situation in a realistic manner as soon as

non-monetary costs and receipts have to be considered.
It can be claimed that the non-monetary íactors which have

just been discussed are of no importante in most businesses and
can be ignored. Exactly the sarne analytical difficulties arise, how-
ever, in the case oí a factor which cannot possibly be ignored.
This factor is the existence of uneertainty. When one is estimating

costs or receipts, the figures of the estimate by themselves do not
show anything near the whole truth. There is the further question
of how likely it is that these figures will be achieved. The figures
have to be eonsidered in relation to the probability of this resuh
actually coming about. There is yet another difficulty, because
even if the figures which are produced relate to the most probable
result, it may not be this result which is of vital significante in
determining the decision. A person who buys a lottery ticket is not
interested in the most probable result! And all business has to
some extent the characteristics of a lottery, the direction of invest-
ment being influenced by possibilities other than the most prob-
able result. A businessman considering what will be the effect on
costs and receipts of a particular decision will no doubt be

contemplating a whole series of possibilities, some highly im-
probable, some by no means improbable and others quite likely.
No single figure (even ir it were considered the most likely one)

would be adequate. Consider now a businemaaan trying to decide
between altemative courses of action, each of which might
produce so many different results. It is clear that the choice will
depend partially on the atfitude to risk-taking of the person
deciding. Some businessmen will be influenced much more by
possibilities of high proñts which ale not very probable than will
others. There is no one decision which can be comidered to

maximize profits independently of the attitude of risk-taking of
the businessman. A further point is that the corre¢tness of the
deeision cannot be determined by subsequent events. Ir a business-
man undertakes to do something which entails certain risks, he

, Ori_,,,ny publi_edin theAtan,aa_ (2 July-a4 Septembet_938)andre-
printedinStud/_/IA_,,u/q, ed.W.T. Baxt_,pp._27-$._o.
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comiders that the chance of gain is worth the risks he runs, and

whether ultimately he succeeds or íails has no relevance to this

preference.

This lack of objectivity must necessarily be disturbing to those

who wish to employ the normal technique of accounting for the
solution of many business problems. However a vital factor is

apparently being ignored ii estimates of costs and receipts make no

reference to the probability of these estimates being correct. There

is, of course, the extremely diíficult problem of whether any

numerical value can be given to the probability of the forecast

being correct. If it cannot, and it would surely not be denied that

in most cases this is so, the most useful way of presenting

information is probably to produce several different sets of figures,

each one relating to a particular group of assumptions about the

course of events in the future. Justas monetary calculations

become less realistic as they are applied to a more personal entity,

so it is that we fmd that the single-ñgure costs and receipts oí the

cost-accounting textbooks become leas significant the more
uncertain is the future.

IV THE TIME FACTOR

The third difficulty in expressing costs and receipts in money
temas is due to the time element. Payments and receipts at

different times llave to be summated and compared. This can, I

think, be made clear by means of ah example. Let us assume that

ah engineering concern is offered two contracrs, both of which

wiU ernploy the full resources of its organizafion and will take a

considerable period of time to complete, one for the construction

of a bridge and the other for the construcfion of an oil refmery. It

is obvious that in the case oí such jobs as these payments will be

made continuously over a long period. It is possible to imagine

cases in which receipts come when the job is completed at one
particular time, but it is more realistic to consider a case in which

the clients pay for the job by instalments, the times when the pay-

menta are made possibly being related to the completion of the
variom sections of the work. To decide whether ir is worth while
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to undertake either oí the_se jobs, and also which oí them is the

most profitable, it is necessary to take into account the fact that

payments are made and receipts obtained at many difíerent points

of time. How is this to be done? In order to add payments or

receipts or to make comparisons it is necessary to transform these

sums into their value at a given date. The time chosen by those

who have considered this problem has usually been the present. 8

The present value of the sums accruing or being disbursed at each

point of time has first to be discovered. Then these sums, which

will be positive íor accruals and negative for disbursements, when

added together represent the present value of the income which

would be obtained írom undertaking this particular activity. We

have therefore to consider how the present value of a future pay-

mentor receipt is determined. We shall assume that estimates are

rnade of íuture payments and receipts and that these estimates are

treated as if they were certain. The present value is obtained by

discounting the future sums accruing to or being dd3ursed by the
business by a rate of interest. This procedure, which is of course

bound up with the choice oí the rate of interest, has now to be

investigated. Suppose one has to make a payment now instead of

at some íuture date. What sum would leave one in exactly the

same position from the point of view of profits as ií one had made
the payment at the later date? Clearly it is the sum which, at the

rate of interest one could obtain ir one did not make the payment
now, or the rate of interest one would have to pay ii one were

forced to borrow in order to be able to make the payment now,

would amount to the future sum at the later date. Similarly, ii one

received a sum in the present instead of at some future date, the

mm in the future to which it is equivalent is that sum plus the
interest it enabled one to earn or the interest it enabled one to

avoid ii previously one were borrowing. The rate of interest

therefore that one uses for purposes of discounting is quite
determinate.* It is indeed unfortunate that this process is usually

•Th¢_'eisof COtL,r_ nore_oawhysomeoth_ ,'l-tedsouldao¢bechoseaff it
;, thought that thizwillprovemoreconvenient.

*In practice,sincethe interesttate would probablyvary ,,vidathe amountone
lent of borrowed,therewould not necemarilybe • singietate.

,o_ ií
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known as discounting. The problem is to transfer the date of a
payment or receipt without altering one's profit position. This

can be done ii one subtracts (when a receipt is brought nearer in
time ora payment is moved further off) any interest it enables

one to receive or avoid paying, or adds (when a payment is
brought nearer in time ora receipt is moved further off) any
interest one has to forgo or interest payment one is forced to incur.

The addition or subtraction of interest - the discounting - is thus

merely a means of ensuring that the transfer of payments or
receipts through time does not alter the profits eamed.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that calculations of

present values such as have just been made depend on the
assumption that the estimates oí payments, receipts and the rate

of interest can be treated as if they were certain. In fact, however,
the introduction of the time element also brings into play the
factor whose influence was discussed earlier in this article, the

factor of uncertainty. The figures for payments, receipts and the

rate of interest are mere estimates. Before coming to any decision,
a businessman will have to consider the probability of these

estimates actually proving to be accurate. When the satisfaction of
a particular contract involves payments and receipts which extend
over a period of time, the businessman's attitude to risk-taking,
which, as I have said, is purely subjective, will be an important
factor determining the decision actually taken. Since no method
of accounting can reproduce on paper the mental processes of a
businessman, the decision to be taken is one which no mechanical
process of discounting can disclose. The only procedure which
seems likely to be helpful is apparently the one which was
previously suggested, namely, the preparafion of several estimates
based on different sets of a_umptiom about the future. We noted
previously that the greater the uncertainty, the less significant are
single-figure costs and receipts for the solution of business
problems. Although the element of time by itself raises no
insuperable difl$culties, the fact that a lengthening of the period
over which forecasts ate made will tend to be associated with an

increase in the uncert__-ty with which these forecasts are regarded
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presents a formidable difficulty for those who wish to present
information in a useful way for businessmen.

V THE NATURE OF CO$T$

The di_cultics which havc been cxanned up to this stage have
bcen common both to the measurement of costs ímd reccipts.
Some attention must now be paid to the nature of costs, since
thcir dcrived and indircct character is liable to cause dif_culty. In
this article the notion of costs which will be uscd is that oí 'oppor-
tunity' of 'altemative' cost. The cost of doing anything consists oí
the reccipts which could havc becn obtained if that particular
dccision had not bcen taken. Whcn somcone says that a particular
coursc of action is 'not worth the cost', this mercly means that he
prcíers some other course - the rcceipts of the individual, whether
monetary of non-monetary, will be grcater ií he docs not do it.
This particular concept of costs would secta to be _e only one
which is of use in the solution of business problems, since it
conccntratcs attcntíon on the _tcmative courscs of acfion which

are open to the businessman. Costs will only be covered ir he
chooscs, out oí the va_'iouscourscs of action which secta opcn
to hito, that one which msximizes his profits. To cover costs and
to maximize profits are essentially two ways of expressing the
same phenomenon. In practice it is probably better to regard the
cost of doing anything as the highest alternative receipts that
might have be'en obtained rather than vagudy as all the
alternatives that ate open.

Some characteristics of cost when it is interpreted in this way
should be noted. First of all costs are not necem,___rilythe same as
payments. It is this fact that makes the 'coses' disclosed by cost
accountants something quite different from 'opportunity cost', for

cost accounting methods would seem to be designed to 'recov¢x' all
payments that have been made for purlxm_ of production. This
point can be illustrated by considering the cost of using a
particular machine fora certain purpose. Cost accountants would

presumably give dif[erent amwers according to the parficu!_r
method of depreciation which they employ; but ir cost is inter-
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preted as opportunity cost the answer is quite simple and definite.
The cost of using the machine is the highest receipts that could be
obtained by some altemative employment of the machine. This
may be any figure and may be unrelated to the cost of the

machine. The other point that must be mentioned is the forward-
looking character of the opportunity-cost concept where business
decisions are concemed. It is useless to look back at the past,
except as an object lesson. Of course one can say that one might
have made a wiser decision and that in this sense costs were not

covered. But to employ the term in this way doe.snot seem to be

very helpful, for, as Jevons reminded us, 'Bygones are forever
bygones'. The only course which is open to a businessman is to
make the best choice given the knowledge at his disposal, and in
this task I hope to show that the concept of opportunity cost can
be of considerable assistance.

Having explained the meaning of the concept of 'opportunity' or
'altemative' cost, I now tum to the question of its application to the
solution of bn_neas problems. It will be a._umed that an attempt
is being made to calculate the mínimum pfice at which it pays to
accept a particular job. This minimum price is, of course, the
total avoidable cost of that job. In working out this total avoid-
able cost, the calculation of the cost items, mateñals, depreciation,
and interest on capital will be considered as examples oí the use of
the 'opportunity'-c.ost concept in the solution of such a problem.
Much that I have to say may appear obvious, but it is necessary to

secure agreement on simple matters before proceeding to consider
more complex questions.

VI CO$T OF MATERIALS

The determination of the cost of materials for a job for which the

materials have not yet been bought is simple. It ís the estimated
amount of money to be spent on their purchase. This accords
exactly with the 'opportunity'-cost concept since, ir the mateñals
were not purchased, that amotmt of money would be available for
the business. A more ditñcult problem arises, however, ir the
materials which ate to be used have to be drawn from stock. What
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is the cost of using them? In the ordinary cost-accounting text-
books are to be _ound a multiplicity of methods of ealculating the
cost of mateñals. There is the method by whieh this is taken to
be the amount paid for the oldest part of the stock; another way
of making this calculation is to discover the average amount paid
for the existing stock; apparently at times the market price of the
matefials when they are issued is used, while yet another method
is to take as one's basis the amount paid for the highest-pñced
stoek. And, as readers will know, this list is not exhaustive. Some
writers expressly point out that their figures are not to be used for

estimating. It is not, however, always quite clear whether what
is rneant is that the pñce one quotes must to some extent depend
on demand eonditions, or whether these cost-accounting methods
do not gire one the minimum price at which it pays a business to

take a job. Some writers - those, Ior example, who claim that cost-
accounting methods enable one to eliminate unprofitable lines-

seem to imply that itis the minimum pñee which is a_hieved, and
it is thereíore necessary to consider whether or not these methods
do gire one the figure that is required.

Our airo is to discover what allowance has to be made [or the
¢ost of materials when a calculation of total avoidable cost is

being made. If the 'opportunity'-cost concept is employed, the
question that has to be asked is what one would do with the
material ií it were not used on this job. It could either be sold or
used on some other job. The cost of using the material is therefore
either i) the price ií sold minus the costs of seUing, or 2) the
expense that would be avoided if the material were used on some

other job; that is, the payment that would have been made for
materials minus the cost of holding the existing materials until
they are required? ° Whichever of these two amounts is the greater
may be regarded as the cost of using the material.

I shall now iUustrate the proposition which has just be(m
devdoped by means of an example. First of all let us suppose that

1"The other job ma), be a similar (me at a later date of cff quite • diffea_at
character. The materi_ displacedmay __u_Uy be • lela e__mive (me. Auot.her
c(m that may ha'ce to be deducted ii the _ of _ the mau_ial into
the forro m wh'_tehit b required for the other jolg
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a company has entered into a long-term contract for the supply of
a certain raw material at £io per ton, it being agreed that a
minimum quantity of i,ooo tons will be taken each year. Let us
also assume that the amount of material which is consumed is in

fact slightly less than I,OOOtons. What will be the cost of using
the material? Since, as I have said, the amount consumed is less
than i,ooo tons, it follows that there is in fact always material
which is available for production. The possibility oí using material
on another job irit is not used for this one does not therefore arise.
The 'opportunity' cost of the material must therefore be the pñce
in the open market less the costs oí selling, or possibly, if this were
higher, £ IOminus the sum the suppliers would accept or plus the
sum they would pay to set aside the contract.

The idea that entering into a long-term contract at a fixed price
fora material in some sense avoids fluctuations in the cost of that

raw material (a notion which would certainly be derived from a
study of many of the usual cost-accounting methods) is one which
I believe to be erroneous. The main result of entering into such a
contract is to make profits higher than they would be ir the price

during the peñod is on balance greater than £to, and lower if the
pñce is on balance less than £Io. 'Opportunity'-costs, however,
will continue in such a case to fluctuate with price movements on
the open market, n The vigilance of those concerned with seeing
that the best use is made of the firm's resources must not be

relaxed because of the existence of such a contract. A numerical

example wiU, I think, make this perfectly clear. Let us reconsider
the policy of the company which we had supposed to have entered
into a long-term contract for the supply of a material at £ i o per
ron. Suppose that the market price of the material is £x8 per ron,

and that the costs of selling ate £ t per ron. The receipts írom
seUing a ton of the material would be £ 17 per ton.

Now let us suppose that a contract is offered which wiU entail
avoidable costs of £I5o and will also require ten tons of the

st The ahaolute movem__ in cmt, amuminf that lelling exl:ma_ ate un-
changed, will be the utme. But fince in _ cue 'opportunity' coat h equal to the
ptáce minm the aelling _ the percentage variation in cmt will be greater
thanthepercmtqe variatámintheprice.
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mateñal. If one reckons the cost of the matefials at _Io per ton,
which is the amount actually paid for the material, the total
avoidable cost would come to £25o. Suppose that the price which
is offered for the job is £3oo. Ir would appear on the basis of this
calculation that the business concemed would eama profit of £5 °
from carrying out this contract. On the other hand, ir the
calculations were made, using as the basis for the material cost
£i 7 per ton, the total avoidable cost would have amounted to
£32o. The job would then have appeared unprofitable, since the
receipts from the jobs would not have covered the total avoidable
cost. My view is that this calculation gives a correct result and in
fact it would be more profitable íor the tima to refuse the contract.
It can, I think, be demonstrated that it would have been in a
better position through doing so. If the job were actually carried
out, the receipts and payments would be as shown in Table 5.3.

Table 5-3
£

Recdpts 3oo
Payments:f or labour,power, etc. 15°

formatoiat xoo
Totalpayments 25o

Rt.ceipts_s paymo_ £50

Ir the contraer were not carried out and the mateña]s were sold,
the figures of receipts and payments would then be as _hown in
Table 5.4-

Table 5.4
£

l_eiptsfrom sab of matoia/ 170
Paym_ for material Ioo

Reuipts lesspayments £70

It _hould be noted that since the payment of £ioo for materi_
would remain the same whatever decision is taken, there is reaIly
no need to indude this mm in the calculatiom.
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A point that does not need much empha__;ng is that the cost-
accounting methods for the pricing of matefia]s which were
discussed earlier do not give one the 'opportunity' cost of mateñals.

Most of the methods-for example, the use of the price oí the
oldest stock or of an average pñce paid for materia]s in stock-
are determined by past payments or payments which have been
agreed upon in the past. As we have seen, there is no reason for
supposing that the price one has paid for materia]s, of a figure
derived from a calculation based on the prices one has paid, will
give one the 'opportunity' cost of using materials. Even the method
by which materials ate charged out at market prices, and which
implies a break with the idea that cost calculation must be linked
up with payments, is unsatisfactory. On the one hand it ignores
the expenses involved in reselling mateñals one has purchased-
expenses which may be quite considerable; on the other ha_ad it
does not take into account the value of the materials if used for

some other job. I do not wish to suggest that there may not be
many purposes which ate served admirably by modero cost-
accounting methods. My sole airo in this secon is to point out that
these methods do not give one 'opportunity' costs and do not enable
one to calculate avoidable costs. This being so, it seems to me that

any elaim that modern cost accounting (at any rate in the forro in
which it is to be found in the textbooks) enables unprofitable lines
to be discovered and eliminated is misleading. It is only possible
to discover whether or not a particular activity is profitable by
comparing the avoidable costs with the receipts.. And this, as I

understand it, is a task which modero cost-accounting methods do
not enable one to perform.

Vil DEPRECIATION

This subject is one which it is difl_cult to treat, ií only for the

reason given by Professor Hattield when he said that 'accountants
are not of one voice on the subject, nor have they all leamed to
make satisfactory exlx_ition'. 1. I do not, however, protxxse to put
forward a precise defmition of depreciation and I shaU content

ahH. IL Hatñeld, 'What they my about Depreciation', _ P._v/av (Marr.h
x936).Rqaiated in _/a _ma/_, ed.W. T. Baxter,pp.S37-5o.
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myself with saying, and I believe there can be little doubt about

this, that the problem of depreciation arises from the íact that
assets may rail in value. As I understand it, much oí the account-

ing literature on the subject considers depreciation from one of

two points oí view. The first is concemed with the problem of

valuation íor the purpose of measuring profits, and the second

with determining the amount of reinvestment which is nec__ry

ir capital is to be 'maintained intact'. These are, however,
problems of financial and investment policy and need not, I think,

be considered by those who are concemed with the ordinary run
oí business decisiom.

The reason why depreciation has to be considered when the

notion oí 'opportunity' cost is being examined is that the value of

an asset is sometimes affected by the use to which it is put. At this

stage some reference is necessary to the meaning which I attach

to the phrase 'the value of an asset'. By this phrase I mean the

present value of the net receipts which it is estimaled will be

obtained from ownership of that asset. Ir future receipts and/or

payments may be altered by the way in which ah asset is used in

the present, it is clear that the value of the asset, in my sense,

depends to some extent on how it is used. It is this fact that I wish

to take into account. Ir the value of an asset, as this phrase is used
by accountants, has no relation to future payments and receipts,

but is equal to the oñginal cost of the asset reduced by the applica-

tion of some mechanical rule, then changes in that value clearly

have no connection with the cost which I am examining. It should

be noted that, even íf the value of ah asset is calculated in_he way

I have suggested, it is only those changes in value which result

from use that ate relevant when one is deciding whether or not

to take on a particular job. Let us assume that if a machine is not

used, its value will fall from £too to £80 and that, ir it is used, its

value wiU fall from £xoo to £75- In this case depreciation

through use is £5 and it is this figure with which we are con-

cemed when we ate disctmsi_ depreciation as ah 'opportunity'

cost. What I have termed 'depreciation through use' Mr Keynes
calls user cost."

zz4
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Let us now return to our problem. The choice between using or
not using a machine, or between using a machine íor one purpose
and using it for another, will be influenced by the effect such uses

have on íuture payments and receipts. It is possible to calculate
the present value of future receipts and payments by discounting
them by a rate of interest, a process that I have already described.
The cost which we are considering is measured by the change in
the present value of an asset which results from use. Examples of
this cost can easily be found. If a machine is used in the present in-
stead of leaving it idle, it may well be that its life is shortened. This

means that profits that would have been earned at the end oí its
life will now no longer be received. This loss of profits in the future
through the use of a machine in the present is a cost of using the
machine which must be taken into account. Similarly the increased
use of a machine may imply higher costs of maintenance in the

future, or may render the machine unsuitable for purposes which
otherwise it would have served and thus raise costs and/or lower
receipts on jobs on which it is employed. These are examples of
depreciation through use. It is clear that this cost is dependent on
estimates oí the future. Since, however, the future is uncertain,

the allowance that will be made for this factor will be partially
dependent on the attitude to risk-taking of the businessman.
Although it will to some extent depend on subjective factors,
depreciation through use is a cost which will have to be taken into
account in calculating 'opportunity' cost.

I shall endeavour to show, by means of ma example, the
significance of what I have termed 'depreciation through use' and
others call 'user cost'. In the case of many industrial concerm it
ma), be that depreciation through use is of little importance; the

same, however, cannot be said of mining companies or other
concems with assets of a similar character. This is very clearly
brought out by Mr F. W. Paish in an article on 'Causes of Changes
in Gold Supply', 1" He says:

In most types of production we have to consider the problem of
the optimum rate of application of vañable factors, including raw
materiah, to certain fixed equipment of which the useful life does

s4 _ (November I958), p.
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not greatly vary with the intensity of utilization. In other words, the
proportion of marginal cost, which eonsists oí user cost, is relatively
small, and even substantial differences in estimates of user cost would
have very little effect on total marginal costs and on the rate of out-
put. In the case of a reine, however, the position is the exact opposite.
There is a given stock of raw material of which the rate of output,
and therefore the length of life, is almost infinitely variable according
to the amount of fixed capital and other resourees which are applied
to its exploitation. In this case every tomaof ore extracted means a
ton of ore less to be extracted at some future date; and if the deposit
is a valuable one, which is expected to show a large profit over costs of
extraction, the greater proportion of marginal eost may be the user
cost of the deposit.

The íact which Mr Paish brings out, namely that in the case of a
reine an increase in output wi11reduce íuture receipts, is one

which has to be taken into account when output policy is being
considered. A numerical example is bound to be somewhat of a
simplification, but it may clariíy the argument. We shall suppose
that we are consideñng the output to be produced from a given
mine. One assumption that will be made is that each additional
ton produced in the current year reduces the output that can be
produced in the tenth year by one ton. The net receipts from
production in the tenth year accrue at the end of that year. We
shall also assume that the estimates that are made are regarded
with certainty. Marginal cost may be taken to be the cost of ah

addiáonal ton and marginal receipts the receipts from the sale of
ah additional ton (see Table 5.5).

Let us suppose that producing x97 tons instead of 196 toro in the
current year means that it is only possible to produce 199 tons in
the tenth year and not 2oo tons. Similarly let us suppose that
producing 198 tons in the present year, ifistead of 197 tons, means
that it is impossible to produce x99 toro in the tenth year, but only
198 tons; and similarly with other changes in output. II I97 toro
are produced instead of I96 toro, £5 o that would llave been
received at the end of ten years will not now be obtained. If 198

toro ave produced in the current year imtead of 197 tons, £9 °
that would llave become available at the end of the tenth year will

H�
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Table 5.5
Costs and Receipts in the Tenth Year

Marginal Marginal Marginal
Output ¢ost receipts net receipts
(to,_) £ £ £

I97 too 250 x5o
x98 I4o 25° xlo
I99 x6o 250 9°
2oo 2oo 250 5°

Costs and Receipts in the First year
Marginal cost Marginal

Output (exduding user cost) receipts
(to_) £ £

I97 8o 250

198 IOO 250
x99 x4o 250
20o tSo 250

now not do so. Ir we assume that the interest rate that we have to

use for discounting is five per cent per annum, the user cost is in

these cases the present value of £5 ° and £9 ° in ten years at five
per cent per annum. The costs-and-receipts position for the first

year may be set out once again including depreciation through use

of user cost (see Table 5.6).

It can be seca by looking at Table 5.6 that ir will not pay to

Table 5.6
Costsand Re_pts in theFirst _'ear

M_gind cost Total

(exduding User marginal Marginal
Outpu! user cosO cost cost receipts
(to_) £ £ £ £
197 8o 3 x _ xI 25o

198 xoo 54 x54 25o

199 t4o 68 0o8 z5o

stoo 18o 9s s7z s5o

xz 7
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produce ah output greater than I99 tons, because marginal cost
(including user cost) fora larger output is greater than marginal
receipts. Had depreciation through use been ignored, it would
have appeared as ii ah output of at least 2oo tons would have

been profitable. But to ignore depreciation through use would
mean ignoring the effect changes in output have on íuture
receipts. Depreciation through use is part of 'opportunity' cost,
because ii that output were not produced, certain other receipts
would accrue-although in the future. The Iact that these

receipts accrue in the Iuture involves the difficulty which was
discussed earlier, the comparison of receipts at different points of
time. The method by which this difficulty can be overcome is to
compute the present value of these [uture receipts by discounting,
although, as I said, this makes the process seem too mechanical
and obscures the reasons why this process produces significant
results. There is a further point to which I have continually
drawn attention. Since estimates of future receipt6 and future
rates of interest cannot be made with certainty, all that ir is
possible to do on paper is to produce for the guidance of the
businessman different estimates of what depreciation through use
would be if various groups oí assumptions about the future were
realized. The actual choice that the businessrnan makes will then

depend to some extent on subjective factors.

VIII INTEREST ON CAPITAL

The problem of whether or not to include interest on rcapital in
the calculation of cost is one of the most controversial in cost

accounting. The usual method of approach is, however, a some-
what peculiar one. Instead of treating the problem direct]y,
writers on cost accounting commonly list the advantages and dis-
advantages of considering interest asa cost and then give their
own opinion as to whether or not the advantages outweigh the
disadvantages. Asa result, several quite distinct questions are
discussed at the same time. There is not only the question of
whether interest is a cost, there is also the problem of whether it
can be easily calculated or whether, even ii it is calculated, it is of
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sufficient importante to be worth bothering about. It is thus
possible fora conclusion to be reached that interest on capital
should not be included in the cost accounts without thorough
discussion as to whether ir is a cost. The conclusion may be reached
because, íor example, the author thinks that even ir it is a cost, it
would be much too complicated a matter to calculate it. In this
way the main question is avoided. Ahhough this procedure is no
doubt quite adequate for the purpose the.se writers have in mind,
ir seems to me unfortunate, since a concentration on the fun-
damental question of whether interest is a cost would have
indicated the characteristics oí the 'actual cost' which modern cost

accounting airas at disclosing.
Before proceeding to consider the more fundamental question,

we must take account oí those technical problems which have
made many writers on cost accounting decide on the exclusion of
interest from their calculations. First oí all there is the belief that

ii interest is to be included it will not be possible to do so within the
framework afforded by double-entry book-keeping. This ii I
understand hito right, is the view of Mr W. W. Bigg. He says:

... there is no reasonwhy the cost accounts should be encumbered
with a mass of calculations which merely tend to complicate the
results achieved thereby. The result of including interest may be
ascertained with the minimum of ditEculty by the preparation of
statistical statements quite apart from the cost accounts and from
such statements the necessary information can be obtained to enable
an economic price to be fixed. To this treatment the majoñty of the
objectiom to the inclusion of interest in the cost accounts do not
apply, ls

It ma), well be that double-entry book-keeping has its limitations,
but it would seem to be quite another matter to argue- and Mr
Bigg does not argue- that because double-entry book-keeping
cannot handle a particular problem, it is therefore no concem of
the accountant. The problem we are discussing may still be a
matter of lively interest to accountants, even ii it cannot be solved
within the confmes of modern cost accounts.

I' W.W.Bisg,Co__ (z932),PP.84-5.A_ po/ntismadeinWhekion,
C_ _ ,,,d C.,,__ M,,l,,¿,.pp. ____9.
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A subsidiary objection to the inclusion of interest asa cost, which
sectas connected with the point we have just discussed, is that cost
accounts should deal with actual money paymenta. It may, of
course, be true that cost accounta in fact only deal with actual
money paymenta; it may even be true that the particular
technique employed is incapable of any modification to enable
interest to be included. What it does not determine is whether

interest is a cost. It is also said that to include interest on capital
(when this is not paid to someone outaide the business) would
mean anticipating proñta in the valuation of stocks. There seems,
however, to be no reason why the procedure adopted for the
valuation of stocks should in any way depend on the answer given
to the question we ate examining.

The argumenta which are used to support the inclusion of
interest in cost calculations are faírly straightforward. Ir is
pointed out that capital is justas mucha factor of production as
labour and that ir labour costa ale included so should interest on

capital. It would obviously be íoolish to decide whether to
substimte machinery for labour in production without taking into
account interest. As it is said in Mr Bigg's book, 'ii £2,ooo is
expended upon the purchase of a machine, it must be remembered
that in the firstyear of its life ir has cost, at tire per cent, £xoo in
respect of interest lost on the money expended .... ,le

Similarly, when the proñtability of difrerent operations is being
compared, the argument is med that quite erroneous resulta would
be reached ii account were not taken of the fact that some jobs

require more capital equipment of take longer and tie :up more
money in work in progress. It is difficult to find in the literature
counter argumenta to these views. Amcrtiom mc..h a_ 'interest
is the reward of capital as much as wag_ are of labour is one of

economics, not of costing,' and 'to include interest paid on
borrowed capital only cannot be accepted, became it has no more
connecáon with manufacturing than aU the capital invested in the
business. Interest in both c.ases is a matter of finance, not of

manufacturing', 1' are hardly to be taken seriously. There is, how- i

_oBigg,_ Aum_, p.82.
1'Ikñhate to bef¢mndin Wheldon,C,ñ Aa_u/q md_ Mak0¿r,p. xa8.
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ever, one amwer to these arguments which is of some substance.
It is to be found in Professor T. H. Sanders's Cost Accounting
[or Control. He says that interest 'is not really a cost, but only an
opportunity forgone; and the capital in buildings and equipment

íor a certain industry having been once invested, that capital is no
longer íree for investment elsewhere'. There would seem to be little
doubt that ir one were considering whether or not to take on a
particular contract which involved the actual purchase of capital
equipment, that interest on the amount expended would reckon

asa cost. Professor Sanders's objection applies, however, once the
machinery has been installed. First of all it is clear that the net
receipts contñbuted by the machinery must be estimated to be
greater than the interest that could be obtained on the amount of

money represented by the secondhand value of the equipment
minus the costs of selling it. But ií it is decided that the machinery
is not to be sold, this factor is of no relevance when the cost of

using the equipment fora particular job is being calculated. Nor
is any allowance for interest on the oñginal cost of the machinery.

AII that need be comidered is the alternative net receipts that

would be obtained ir the machine were employed on some other

job. Ir there is no other job on which the equipment could be
used, the cost of using the machine (ií we exclude depreciation
through use) wiU be nil. It is not therefore possible to say whether

any allowance should be made for the use of the capital; this
depends on the facts of the case. It is, however; somewhat mis-

leading to talk about this cost as interest on capital. It is merely

the highest altemative net receipts that could be obtained if the
particular job under consideration were not taken. The problems

of how one determines the value of the capital and the interest

rate to employ ii one is to include interest on capital in one's cost
calculation ate avoided. Similarly it is shown to be a matter of no
importance for our problem whether the money which was spent
on the purchase of the equipment was obtained by the issue of

debentures or was money provided by the business itself. It is also
alear that in those e.aseswhere ah allowance is made íor interest on

capital, in, for example, the uni/orm cost systems of trade
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associations, it is most improbable that the 'opportunity' cost oí
using capital is obtained.

I stated earlier that I would illustrate the 'opportunity'-cost

concept by considering the three items oí cost, materials,
depreciation and interest on capital. The 'opportunity' cost of
using materials in stock we found to be either the price ir sold
minus the cost oí selling, or the expense that would be avoided
ir the material were used on some other job. Depreciation con-

sidered as ah 'opportunty' cost could be taken to be depreciation
through use or the present value of the future profits lost through
use. Interest on capital, ir it is to be interpreted as 'opportunity'
cost, must be regarded as the alternative net receipts that could
be obtained by the use of the machinery.

IX SOME CRITICS ANSWERED TM

I now proposc to pause, and revicw the thcory which"I havc bcen
discussing. A pause will at the sarne time present an opportunity
for examining certain criticisms which have been made of the
theory.

It has been suggested that I was 'confusing charges against
profit with costs'. It was íurther stated that : 'One of the great
advantages to be deñved from cost accounts is the explanations
which they a_ffordof the fmaneial results disclosed by the normal

trading and profit-ímd-losa account'? ° I trust I have not mis-
understood the point, but judging from the test of the letter, it
seems that the argument is that we must allocate 'oncosts' to
departments in order to discover the profits eontributed by eaeh
of them. My answer to this is that it is not possible (except in most

unlikely circumstances) to divide up total profits and to decide
how much is to be attributed to each depa_iment. Of course the
methods which involve ídloeation of 'oncosts' do result in a figure
for profits being associated with eaeh departrnent, but ir is

suggested that iía Iogical method is adopted íor discovering the

to What followt wm ah attempt to amw¢r eritieimu o/'my approa¢Jawhich had
beenmadeinconetpomlenceprintedintheAuemt_ (foomoteadded).

l' In • letterwrittenby MrW. W. Bigg,theAmmtta¢(x50ctober x9s8).
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profits which result from the existence of each department, it wiU

in general be íound that adding together the profits contributed

by each department separately does not give a figure equal to the

total profits oí the business. To explain this point, I shall work in

some detail through an example. I shall assume that we are

investigating the affairs of a department store with four depart-

ments: piece goods, men's and women's wear, fumiture anda

restaurant. Table 5.7 gives particulars relating to this business.

The departmental expenses for materials and sales assistants

would cease if that department were closed down.

Table 5.7
Costs and Sales

Wages of
sales

Materials assistants Sales

£ £ £
Piece goods 200 t oo 75°
Men' s and women's wear 3oo x6o z#00

Furrdture 3oo Ioo 9oo
Restaurant 3oo I Io 7oo

AU departments £ t, xoo £47 ° £3,55 °

£
Other expenses: advertising 3oo

general andothermiscellaneousexpenses 96o
rent 2oo

Total of otherexpenses £i ,46o

The total sales for the period were £3,55 ° while the total

expemes were £3,030. We may therefore as, ume that the profits
were £520. The problem we are comidering is whether it is

possible to divide up this sum and say how much was contñbuted

by eaeh department, h would seem logieal to define the contribu-

tion to profits of a particular depeaiment as the addition to profits

due to having ir. We llave seen that profits with all four depart-
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ments were £52o; ir the withdrawal oí a particular depa,__ent
would have caused profits to íall to £4oo, it would seem reason-
able to say that the pmfits contributed by that department are
£x2o. Ir we assume that this is the basis íor calculating the
profits of each department, we have to estimate the effect of
closing each one in tum. We shall also suppose that there is no
possibility oí leasing the space that is íreed.

Let us start with the piece-goods department. In the case of the
particular department store we are comidefing, we may a_-ume
that ir is one which attracts many customers to the store and that a
most important result of closing down the piece-goods depa,ent
would be that fewer customers come to the store. The ef[ect of

this is so great that in spite of the additional room that is available
for display, it is estimated that the sales of all the remaining
departments would fall. The estimated operating results ir the
piece-goods department were closed down ase shown in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8
CostsandSales

Wagesof
sales

Materials assistants Sales

£ £ £
Men's andwomen'swear 29o 15° I,ooo
Furniture 28o 9° 88o
Restaura. 27o 9° 600

£
Otherexpenses: advertising 25o

generalandothermia¢ellaneousexptttres 800
rmt 2oo

It will be seen that the total sales would be £_,48o and the total
expemes £2,42o. The profits would therefore be £60. As the
profits including the pieceogoods department were £52o, the
profits resulting írom having that department ate £460.

Now let us suppose that it is the department selling men's and
women's wear that is closed down. Piece-goods require a great
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deal of space and the additional room can be used by that depart-
ment. It is estimated that there would be ah increase in sales by
the piece-goods department, but a fall in the sales oí the others.
These results are set out in Table 5.9.

Table 5-9
CostsandSales

Wagesof
sales

Materiala assistants Sales

£ £ £
P/ec.egoods 3oo 13° x,o5o
Furniture 29° 9° 890
Restaurant 29° xoo 650

£
Otherexpenses:advertising 260

generalandothermiscellaneousexpenses 84°
T¿'nt 2OO

The totalexpemeswouldbe £2,5o0,whilesaleswouldamount
to £2,590; a profit of £9 ° would be shown. The profits
contributed by the men's and women's wear department would
therefore seem to be £43 o.

We can now comider the effect of closing down the íumiture

Table 5. to
Co_ andSa/es

Wagesof
sales

Materia arsistants Sales

£ £ £
Pie¢egoods 2o5 x05 800
Men's andwomen'swear 3oo 16o x,o75
Restam'ant 095 Io5 67°

£
Other_es : advertin'ng 28o

generarandothermiscdlan¢ouse__sts 86o
r_ 2oo
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department. The space that it occupies could be used to some
extent by the piece-goods department which, it is estimated,
would result in a rise in sales; the other departments, however,
would show slight falls. Table 5. xo shows the estimated operating
results had the fumiture department been closed down.

The profit under the.secircumstances would be £35, since sales
are estimated at £2,545 and expenses at £2,5Io. The furniture
department therefore adds to profits a sum of £485 .

And now we come to a consideration of the last department,
the restaurant. The loss of this department would mean, it is
estimated, a slight íall in the sales of the others. But it would also
result in a large fall in general and miscellaneous expenses. The
estimated figures after the close of the restaurant are set out in
Table 5. I x.

Table 5-xI
CostsandSales

Wagesof
sales

Materials assistant_ Sales

£ £ £
Piecegoods 2oo xoo 73°
Men' s andwomen's wear 295 155 x,ooo
Furniture 29o loo 850

£
Otherexpenses:advertising 25o

generaland othermiscellaneousexpeasea 780
rent 200

The profits in this case would be mu.ch higher; actuaUy they

would be £2io. Sales would be £2,58o and expenses £2,37o.
The amount of the profits that seem to be attributable to the
existence of the restaurant is £3io.

Thus it is that ir we calculate the profits contributed by each
depa,,ent on what seems to me to be the only basis on which thLq
can be done, the individual profits of the departments work out at
£460, £43 o, £485 and £3xo. The total of these figures is
£x,685. The actual profits were £52o. It sectas clear that it is not
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possible to divide up total profits among the different depart-
ments and to say how much each one contñbutes. The only case
in which it is possible to do this is that in which there are no
economies in having one particular combination of departments.

The point that I am making is not dependent on the fact that
possessing certain departments affects the sales of others (as it does
in a department store), but applies equally well to a manufactur-
ing busine_ in which this factor might be of no importance.

A final example (Table 5. x2) will, I hope, make this quite clear.
Suppose that we are examining a manufacturing business which
is producing unbranded radios and refrigerators. We may also
assume that sales would remain the same whether the production

of these two products is combined or not.

"rabie 5.x2
CostsandSales

Departmental
expenses Sales

£ £
Radio 3,0oo 5,ooo
Refrigerator l ,ooo 3,ooo

The total oí other expenses may be taken to be £2,5oo ii the
manufacture of these two products is combined.but £2,ooo for

each product i1 either of them is produeed separately. Thus
profits ate £i,5oo if manufacture is combined, but no profits at
all would be eamed ií production were separate. How is it
possible to say how much of the profits are contributed by each
depa_tment? Without either of thern there would be no profits.
As wiU be seen from thi_ example, the mere fact that one could

discover the profits of a depa_tment ií it were runas a separate
bu._nem does not enable one, ir there are economies in having

several depa___ents, to say how muela is contributed to profits by
each depaxtment ii in fact they ate combined within a single
busine_.
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X COSTS IN RELATION TO DEClSIONS

It will perhaps indicate most clearly the nature of the approach to
business problems discussed if emphasis is placed on its close

connection with the making of decisions. The technique which

has been examined is one which aims at aiding businessmen in

making decisions. One can discuss the meaning of the term
'avoidable costs' but what costs ate avoidable and their actual

measurement can only be deterrnined with reference to a

particular decision. It is for this reason that I dislike a classifica-
tion of costs which divides them into 'fixed' and 'variable' costs-

depreciation, interest on capital and the managing director's
salary being, for example, regarded as fixed costs while wages and

the cost of materials are regarded as variable costs. Instead of

speaking of fixed and variable costs, some writers use the terrns

overhead and prime costs while others distinguish between

indirect ana direct costs. The difñculty of using s'uch a rigid

classification is that whether a particular category oí cost is likely

to vary depends solely on the decision which is being taken. If

the eff¢ct of enlarging a certain department is being consider¢d,

the costs that wiU prove to be variable ate likely to be quite
different from those that would vary if the introduction of a new

product is being contemplated. It seerns best therefore not to make

any attempt to segregate costa hato the classes 'fixed' and

'variable' but merely to try to discover what costs would be avoid-

able ir a particular course of action were taken of, looki¢g at the

problem the other way round, what additional costs would be

incurred ir that action were carried out. The same procedure

applies of course to receipts.

This linking of cost analysis to particQlar decisions makes any

mechanical dassificafion of costs almost impossible. The costs

whose variatiom are of significance for one decision will be of no

significance for others. There ate innumerable decisions and each

one may require a dif[erent ch_ification. In fact thi.q difliculty has

not been very apparent in modera cost accounting, partly because
its function has been taken to be the ascerta;nrnent of 'actual cost'

in the past without reference to the use to be made of this figure,
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but also because, in so far as these results were thought to have
relevance to business decisions, it was a particular set of decisions

that cost accountants had in mind. It would seem that the figures
produced were thought to be of use in such decisions as those

relating to output changes, or in deciding whether to accept a
certain contract or close a department. Other decisions-and
possibly even these-would require special investigations to
provide the information on which the decision is to be base& The
problem of what information is to be collected, how far it is to be

presented regularly and how far it is to be collected as part of a
special investigation are practical points of obvious importance
but about which little can be learnt in the cost-accounting
textbooks.

XI MARGINALCOSTS

I have already pointed out that if we are to judge from writers on
cost accounting the business decision for which the figures dis-

closed in the cost accounts are of most signiñcance is that relating
to the output to be produced. It is, of course, a general criticism of
modern cost control that it does not concern itself with calculating
avoidable costs. When, however, information is prepared for the
purpose of determining output, a further criticism must be added,
since the figures provided relate to average rather than marginal
cost. Marginal eost I defmed as the avoidable costof an additional

unit of output. Some atternpt must be made to estimate marginal
cost if the output which yields the greatest profits is to be chosen.
As ah example of the use of the marginal-cost concept, we may
examine the case of an electricity-supply undertaking which owns
a coal reine and which has to determine how much to produce in
its own mine. t° The most profitable polio/for this undertaking
wouid be to produce coal in its own reine so long as total avoidable
costa were covered and marginal cost was not greater than the
cost of purchasing the coal on the open market. There are then

two questiom which the management would have to ask con-

n Thia _'r=naple had been di,¿xmed earlier in the original articles but this
tection hin beem omitted in this tamdenmtion [footnote added].
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stantly. First of all it would have to consider whether the
expenses that it would save by not producing anything (the
avoidable cost) ate greater of less than the amount it would have
to pay for the same quamity. The other question is whether the
cost of producing one more unit is greater or less than the expense
of buying ir. Ir it is less, then it would pay to increase production
from the reine; if greater, it might be profitable to contract. To
ser-ceas ah example, Table 5. x3 gives the costs.

Table 5.13
Marginal cost

Total (avoidablecosts
avoidable oran additional

Output costs ioo tons)
(to.s) £ £
xooo 674 II 3
I IOO 799 x25
1200 946 147

I3OO III 5 169

If the price of a Ioo-ton lot is £I5O , it is clear that íor all amounts
shown in the table, the total avoidable costs are less than the

expense involved in buying these quantities on the open market.
On the other hand, it would not be profitable to produce more
than x,2oo tons, sinee, ii 1,3oo tons were produced, the extra ioo

tons would have involved the business in additional expenses of
£ 169 whereas the same quantity could be obtained íor'£ 15o by
purchase on the open market.

The marginal-cost table shows the costs of producing further
units oí output írom the undertaking's, own reine, and it sectas

dear that this has to be compared with the costs of purchasing
coal ii the economical level of production is to be reached. A real
difficulty arises, however, if marginal costs do not move regularly
as in my table but, after rising with every increase in output,
start to fall and then recommence rising. In such a case a

mechanical applicafion of the rule I gave would suggest that there
ase several outputs at which profits are a maximum. When this

is so, it is necessary to chome out of these outputs that one which
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is most profitable for the undertaking. Let us considera case in

which the marginal costs have this characteristii. Assume that the

cost figures for the coal mine have been as they are set in
Table 5.14.

Table 5.I4

Marginal cost
Total (avoidable costs

avoidable of an additional
Output costs I O0 {,0713)

(to_) £ £
xoo 5° 5°
2oo x46 96
300 256 I xo
4oo 4o0 x44
5oo 56o x6o
6oo 76o 2oo

7°o 935 x75
8oo x075 14°
9oo xx75 xoo

tooo x255 80
IIoo I375 I2O

12oo 155° x75
13oo i8oo 250
14oo 2ioo 3oo
t5oo 23oo 2oo
160o 242o I20

170o _56o x40
I_}O 2780 220

We may assume that the consumption of coal is estimated at x,8oo

toro. Ir the price of coal is £15o per Ioo-ton lot, how much of

the t,8oo tons required will be produced in the mine? Ir would

seem to be either 4oo or x,loo tons or x,7oo toro. Ir the output

is increased from 4oo to x,xoo tons, total avoidable costs rise from

£4oo to £x,375. The additional 7oo toro will therefore cost

£975. To purchase this amount on the open market ata price of

£15o per Ioo-ton lot would cost £i,o5o. It is therefore more

profitable for the undertaking to produce t,xoo rather than 4oo
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toro. Ir, however, 1,7oo tons ate produced instead of I,ioo toro,
total avoidable costs will increase by £ I,I8 5, To purcha.se 600
tons on the open market would cost £9oo. It follows that of the
three outputs mentioned, it would be most profitable to produce
I,IOO ton$.

One correspondent suggested that it would be preferable for
the undertaking to produce that output at which average costs
ate at a minimum. If, however, the cost oí purchasing additional
units of output on the open market is greater than the costs of
producíng these units írom the undertaking's own reine, it seems
clear that it will pay to expand production whatever happens to
average costs.

It is worth while emphasizing that the concept of marginal cost
can only be employed when decisiom relating to output ate under
consideration; the notion of avoidable costs is, however, of
universal application.
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In a recent article1 in the Economic ]ournal, Mr Harry Norris
(an accountant) puts out certain 'feelers' into the overlap of the
provinces of economists and accountants, hoping thereby to
'stimulate economists into thinking about accounting procedures
in the light of economic science'. Mr Norris tells us that a
comparison of ideas is something of which accountants, and per-
haps economists, stand in need, though economists may find
difficulty in discovering exacdy what accountants mean by certain

temas which they use. Speaking of the subject in which he is
particularly interested - income - he acknowledges the substantial
truth of Professor Canning's view that accountants have not
developed, and probably have never put their minds to the task
of developing, any complete philosophical system of thought
about it. It is only fair to add that Mr Norris is 'notable to find
any great clarity of thought among economists as to what
constimtes income'.

Some time ago, having suggested that 'economic science has
not yet become integrated into the philosophy of accounting
teachers and writers', I ventured to recommend that the results of
such a study as Mr Norris desires should form part of the
curñculum of university students of commerce, saying that 'the
ubiquity of accounting and the need for its reconciliation with
economics rather suggests that part of a second course in account-
ing in the commerce curriculum should be called "Accounting in

the Light of Economic Analysis" ,.t It is natural therefore that
t Hau-ryNorris. 'Notes cm the Re_tiomdfip between Economists and Account-

ants', Enmm_..Tmmm/54., Nos. __5-16 (December t944).
• G. F. Thirlby, 'The Univenity Commerce Curficulum', _g/¢M P,_v/_,

34, Nm. S and 4(July-October t94_).
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I should welcome, and even try to respond to, Mr Norris's
invitation.

My subject, however, is not income, but aterm which Mr
Norris uses incidentally, namely, cost. And I must confess that
the main stimulus prompting me to discuss it was, not Mr Norris's
article, but one written by Professor C. S. Richards? In his article,
in which he emphatically recommends the practice of cost
accounting, Professor Richards hirnselí deplores the use of 'vague
phrases and undefined terms ... which lack clarity and the
implications oí which are seldom analysed nor their consequences
appreciated'. But, although perhaps no terna is used more loosely
nowadays than 'cost', and ahhough Professor Richards in his
frequent uses oí the term is traversing ground covered by both
economists and accountants, he offers no discussion of the
different meanings attached to the term in economics and
accounting. The difference is fundamental.

The task that I have set myself is, not to deal exhalastively with
all details oí cost-accounting practice, but to suggest x) the mean-
ing of cost to a person - whom I shall refer to as the subjectivist
-whose thought is conditioned or disciplined by the subjective
theory of value; 2) the place and signiticance of cost in this sense
in a philosophy oí business administration; 3) the different mean-
ing that the terna has to ah accountant; 4) the relationship oí cost
in this accounting sense to the subjectivist's philosophy of business
administration.

I THE MEANINO OF COST TO THE S.UBJECTI_VIST

To the subjectivist cost would be understood to refer to the
prospective opportunity displaced by the administrative decision
to take one course of action rather"than another.4 Cost is

a C. S. Richax_, 'The Task before Us: with special reference to Indu,_ry',
SouOt AfiicanTournalofEconomics, 12, No. S (September 1944).

'The conception of real costs _ displaced ahernatives ii now accepted by the
majoñty of theo_tical economists'. L. Robbin_ Introduction to Wicksteed, T/w

Senst of PoliticalE¢omm_ (London, z933) , p. xviii. Ir is _mificant that Pro-
feaor Robbim adds to the_ words 'but... we ate ztill a long way from making it
part and parcel of our daily zpeculatiom on thote pmbletm to which it is mmt
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inevitably related to the behaviour of a person. The person is
faced with the possibility of taking one or other of (at least) two
courses of action, but not both. He considers the relative signific-
ante to hito of the two courses of action, and finds that one course

is oí higher significante than the other. He 'prefers' one course to
the other. His prospective opportunity oí taking the less-preferred
course becomes the prospective cost of his taking the more-
preíerred course. By deciding to take the preferred course, he
incurs the cost-he displaces the alternative opportunity. The

cost is not the things - e.g., money - which wiU flow along certain
channels as a result of the decision; it is the los,s, prospective or
realized, to the person making the decision, of the opportunity oí
using those things in the alternative course of action. A [ortiori,
this cost cannot be discovered by another person who eventuaUy
watches and records the flow o[ those things along those channels.
Cost is not something which is objectively discoverable in this
marmer; it is something which existed in the mind of the decision-
maker before the flow began, and something which may quite
likely have been but vaguely apprehended.

The alternatives between which the final selection is made are

themselves a result of personal discovery and selection. The
available alternatives cannot be said to exist unless the person
making the decision is aware of them? If they could, their number
would be infinite and their consideration by the decision-maker
intractable. 'Any number of potential applications "compete" for

the use of the productive services.'6 But the human being is not
omniscient. It is obvious that the very limitat_on upon human
capacity necessitates the selection for consideration of only a few
of the altematives, and that the selection might easily be a

rel¢vant', and that on a previous page (p. xv) he has stated that'since the war [19 x4"
IB], there has appeared a great mass of Literature on the cost qucstion which, for
all the awareness it displays of the essentia] problem at issue, might for the most
part have been the smm¢ ir Wicksteed had never written'.

' Cf. 'Resources and needs exist for practical purp_es only through somebody
knowing about them and there will always be infinitely more known to aU the

people _gether than can be known to the most competent authority'. Hayek,
'Scientism ímd the Study of Society', E¢os_/_ N. S., I l, No. 41 (February x944) ,
P'- 37-

• Fritz Machlup, 'C,ompetition, Pliopoly and Profit', parts I and II, E¢0som/t_
N. S., 9, No_. 33 mad 34 (Februar,/and M.ay x94_), part I, p. 9.
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dif[erent one, either ir the particular administrator (decision-
maker) happened to notice different altematives, and make a
different selection, or if a different administrator made the
selection.

The act of discovering cost, which really means discovering
which of the considered alternatives is to be rejected, inevitably
involves valuation. The decision-maker, in arranging the oppor-

tunities in order of preferente or significance, is períorming what
is essentially aja act oí valuation, valuing the preferred

opportunity higher than the alternative to be rejected.
This valuation necessarily involves estimates of happenings in

the íuture about which the decision-maker can never be certain.

The decision is based upon ex ante reckonings, or advance
calculations, which involve looking into the future, and
consequent]y must, even for this reason, be matters of opinion.
Yet 'such advanee calculations are made every day by scores of
businessmen, either for themselves when they are making up their
minds about the prospects of a contemplated busine_s venture, of
Ior potential partners or lenders when such are invited to eonsider
participation in the enterprise'.' This statement was intended to
refer to plans for new industrial undertakings, but its reíerence
can be legitimately extended to cover plans preceding all businexs
decisions.

Cost is ephemeral. The cost involved in a particular decision

loses its significance with the makiug of a decision because the

decision displaces the altemative course of action. Ir the accepted
course of action were completely planned at the tinte of the

decision and ir the course of action were taken and actually carried
out in accordance with the plan, no new decision - choice between
altematives- occurring in the interim, then no cost- no cost of

'production' - could be saíd to occur in the interim, however many

times money was converted into goods by purchase or hire, and
however many times goods were converted into other goods and

sold. In the meantime production wou|d have been proceeding

according to plan - the plan accepted by the decision and put into

TMaehlup, 'Competition, Pliopoly m_! Profit', pm.t II, p. 136.
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operation asa result of it - or, in other words, it would have been
proceeding under standing orders.

But usually new decisions will be made before the first one is
completely implemented. And cost occurs every time a business
decision is made, however large of small the matter under con-
sideration, whether the decision is upon such a matter as to delay
the execution of a small order for goods so that a previously
unexpected rush order may be accepted, or whether ir is to set up
and carry on a large industrial enterprise.

The decision is the primum mobile oí production, without
which nothing that occurs can be regarded as production. It is the
logical starting point /or any investigation which seeks an
explanation of why production of the industrial structure is what
it is.

II THE PLACE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF COST IN

A PHILOSOPHY OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

The subjectivist secs 'the whole dircction oí rcsources to ends asa
continuous selection between alternatives, guided throughout by
a weighing of the significance of the anticipated results, in which
the "cost" oí adopting any altemative is simply the relinquishing
of some other altemative; reward and sacrifice alike being
measured and determined by the ultimate significance of the
respective products, as anticipated by the producers'.8

By discussing an aspect of the functioning of an imaginary
tima,° I shall try to explain how this must be presmed to apply to
the intemal workings of a modero departmentalized firm, with
divided administration. But first I must refer to the coordination

process in a firm in which administrafion is not divided - i.e. in a
one-man business.

We can imagine aman in a small retail business deliberating
upon the question oí how much money to retain (of acquire) for

a Wici_eed, 77e _se_ ofPo_tical F.conomy, p. 8ao.
s I p_oOo_ to oanfine my discussion in the section to a single coordinated

deciaion _ ente. It is my hope that this will be adequate to suggest that an undea--
standing of this coordirmted decision ex ante is the appropriate starting point for
the_t ora t_____hyofmoderolar_--scalehainm onomization.
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the purpose of investment in stock which is to be bought and sold
over a (relatively short) forthcoming period. We will suppose that
he is already in the middle of his deliberations. He has already
considered a certain sum to be worth while investing in this
manner. He has decided that he eould do better with ir there than

elsewhere: the cost would be worth while ineurring. If now the

man is thinking of the advantage of using £5 ° more than that
sum, he wiU be eomparing I) the signifieanee of the ahemative
opportunity of using (or not acquiring) that inerement of money,

with 2) the signifieance of the result of investing it in stoek and
realízing the stoek. And obviously he cannot consider 2) without
eonsidering 3) what extra stock he would buy at what extra price,
and how mueh extra its sale would be likely to realize. Further, ií
he allows himself to consider different kinds oí stock, he cannot

eonsider 3) unle_ he eonsiders 4) to which kind of stoek to allot
the £5 o, or in what proportion to allot it to different kinds. In
other words, there must be ex ante coordinatiolt of x) the
significance of the alternative opportunity of using (or not
acquiring) the in¢rement of money with 2) the significance of the
eventual returns from the investment of the increment in stoek;
and this coordination incidentally involves other acts of co-
ordination, namely 3) the ¢oordination of the prospe¢ts of buying

goods with the prospects of selh'ng them, and 4) the coordination
of the relative significante of the prospective returns from
investment in alternative kinds of goods.

We may now suppose that the man considers the retention (or
aequisition) and investment oí this extra £5o to be advantageous,
that he then considers, in the same way, the advantage of using a

further £5 o, and so on until eventually he thinks that the invest-
ment of another £5 ° would not be worth while-and that
consequently he decides that the best gran to retain (or acquire)
and invest is the total sum of money which does not include this
last increment.

The description of the man's deliberations up to this point is
sufñcient to iUustrate the nature of the coordinated decision ex

ante which it is n_ry to comprehend before a satisfactory

approach can be made to the understanding of the conduct of
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business under divided administration. But it will be convenient

for my later discussion to assume that a contractual rent payment
is made during 'the forthcoming period'. So I am obliged to
elaborate a little.

The deliberations cannot be said to be fully coordinated and
completed at this point. The man's calculations have led him to
the conclusion that, in so lar as he has calculated, it will be
advantageous to him to continue business for 'the forthcoming
period'. But it is possible that this advantage would disappear ir
he considered the possibility of otherwise disposing of, not only
the money, but also other factors (e.g. his premises or the lease oí
them) which he will use for the business in 'the íorthcoming
peñod' ir he does decide to carry it on.

To avoid a long and complicated discussion conceming the
extent to which these other factors can be vañed in quantity, and
the effect of varying them (e.g. the effect of letting off portions of
the premises, or extending them, or aUotting ditferent portions to
different portions of the business), I shall axsume that the man
does notat this time allow such variations to enter into his

calculations. This seems to be a reasonable assumption to make,
because, as the objective possibilities are infinite, a person must
impose some rules ('standing orders') upon himself, intuitively or
otherwise, to limit the number which he considers and the times
at which he considers them. But I shall allow him to comider the

complete disposal of the business fora period or permanently.
I shall assume also that the man has a lease of the premises

for a period longer than what I referred to as _the forthcoming
period'. The coordination of the result of the calculatiom (or

budgeting) already comidered with the quesfion of whether it
would be advantageous to dispose of the business must thereíore
be considered to be a problem of coordinating the result of the
calculations (or budgeting) already considered with a wider
budgeting ('wider' here referring to a longer time period). It must
be so regarded because the significante of the opportunities of
disposing of the business for 'the forthcoming [relatively short]
peñod' are not likely to be considered without taking into aecount
what would happen in the more distant future. Why? For the
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simple reason that to close down in the meantime would affect
subsequent prospects- e.g. some contractual rent might be saved
by sub]etting the premises íor 'the forthcoming period', but some
regular customers might not retum after their enforced absence.

We may now suppose that the prospective advantage shown by
the narrower calculation is either so great that the man is not
prompted to consicler this wider budgeting, or that, ií it is smaU
enough to prompt hito to do so, bis wider budgeting has led hito
to the conclusion that to close down temporar/ly or permanently
would be to l'Usdisadvantage. Obviously he might come to this

conclusion ahhough Iris prospective net money retums for 'the
íorthcoming period' were lower than the contractual rent pay-
ment to be made for 'the forthcoming period', and although he
might consider it possible to reduce the difference by subletting

for 'the forthcoming period' : bis decision would depend partly
upon what he thought of bis more distant prospects. But whether
the contractual rent payment is expected to be _overed out of
net money returns will not affect the issue to be discussed.

The language in which I have described this illustration of the
coordination process of the small business man at the street-comer
shop would perhaps be quite unintelligible to hito; but the
description is, I suggest, one that the subjectivist would give of a
process that he supposes not only the smaU man at the street-
comer shop, but also all firms, trading or manufacturing, to be

continually performing, lo The subjectivist supposes the equilibra-
tion of which he speaks, and the functioning of industry and
commerce to which this equilibration really refers,, to depend
upon the performance of the process, the decision based upon it,
and the acceptance by the firm of the consequences of the
decision. The acceptance o] the consequences indudes the accept-
ance of the 'automatic sanction '11 for error. The coordinaáon

process and the supervísion of the execution of the decision may
be loosely or negligently performed, or, on the other hand, they
may be ñgorously or carefully performed. They may be per-

1' The procem would, I suppme, be commonly referred to u the phuming ofthe
acquhition(of retention)anduseof _ort-te_ funds,_ mrt-termcapital,of
working capital

I*Th/stennisu.edby Bru_-kminF.amm_P/mm_/n$__ Ra_u.
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formed according to any limiting rules that the firm chooses to
impose upon itself. Different aspects of the process and execution
may be delegated to different people. But, however this may be,
the firm is supposed to accept the consequences of what ir does.
Ir, for example, a firm relapses into and works upon ah unjustified
assumption that the events of 'yesterday' will be repeated 'today',
and tacitly issues standing orders based on such ala assumption, it
is presumed to do so on its own responsibility.

The procem, decision and framing of orders for the execution
of the decision constitute an act of business administration. In

modern undertakings this act of business adminístration is often
divided among a number of people (administrators). The lines of
fracture of the act of business administration might be different

in dif[erent cases. One man might be responsible for estimating
the market for goods on the buying side and for the actual buying,
another for estimating the market for goods on the selling side and
for the actual selling. This could well be the arrangement in a

firm in which purchases were made abroad and sales made
locally. One or other of these men might be responsible for

estimating the market for short-term funds and actually negoti-
ating loans; of a thircl person might attend to this. The work on the

buying side, or on the selling side, might be split, each of several
meta being responsible for the market fora particular type or

range of goods. Or each of several men might be responsible for

both the buying and the selling market for one of several types or
ranges of goods. In one of other oí these situatiom there might be

a person who accepted responsibility for the estimates and acdons
of those amongst whom part of the work was so divided, and íor
the coordination of their estimates. This man, respomible to a
higher authority, would be giving advice and cridcism to those

respomible to hito, without usurping their initiative and discretion
as admin_trators. Cllearly he would be aman of broad knowledge

of meta and probably of the markets in which bis sub-

admini._rators were operating: the judgement of people's
behaviour in advance is of the essence of admínistration - a matter
which tend, rather to be ohseured when one speaks of judging
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of what people are going to do as 'estimating the future market
conditions'.

Whatever the lines of fracture are, the complementary activities

o_ the people (administrators) amongst whom the act of business
admi, istration is divided must be presumed to be coordinated,
for the purpose of making the ex ante decision, by one, or by a
committee, lz o/all of several, of the administrators. At the same
time the very division of íunction gives rise to the danger of loose

coordination, with the firm's left hand not knowing what its right
hand is doing.

The arrangements, or rules, laid down by itself, which the firm
adopts to determine this division of function and coordination,
together with other regulations, might be called the 'standing

orders' of the firm; and a tree describing the division of the
administrative function and coordination 'the administration

chart' of the firm. The way in which administrative authority-

authority to make decisions which ex definitione in,volve cost- is
divided and distributed through the organization, and how it is
circumscñbed, this arrangement is itself a matter for admin-
istrative decision. It is a matter of choice between this structure

and some other. It involves subjective judgement; consequently
no 'right' way can be objectively determined.

The organization that I have chosen to illustrate the co-
ordinated decision ex ante is one in which there are several (two)
people, eaeh responsible íor the buying and selling market fora

particular range of goods. Another man accepts respomibility for
their aetivities. A third is responsible for estimating the market
for short-term funds and aetually obtaining them. This arrange-
ment enables me to confine my discussion, in the main, to the

aspect of the process of coordination relating to the linking of the
market for short-term funds with the "market for the goods into
which the money is to be converted, without discussing in detail

the eoordination of the buying and selling markets for goods?'

_*On the Hmitatiom of committee management, lee Hayek 'Scienthm and
the Study of Society', p. 3_, foomote a.

x. My ahstract diacmaion ;- founded upon a _ o/" a concrete diaoamion o/"
BudgetaryControl/aDepartmentStore,givena_ae year.asobyProfmorAmold
Plant/n hhlecturmon Buimu _.
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Let us suppose that, instead oí being the small man at the

street-corner shop, our ñrm is a mercantile tima, e.g. a department

store, working under divided administration. Each of two depart-

ment managers (buyers) A and B has discretion as to what

varieties of goods he acquires for sale, and is responsible for

making and coordinating the forecasts of the buying and selling

markets for those goods. A higher authoñty, whom we will caU

the merchandise manager, is responsible for settling the propor-

tions in which money is alloted to the buyers for investment in

stock. A still higher authoñty, whom we will call the highest

authority, settles the total amount to be allotted to the merchandise

manager for this purpose. AII are planning their operations for
'the íorthcoming period'. The highest authority will carry out the

process of determining the optimum amount of money to invest

in the stock in the same way as the man at the street-corner shop

did, except that its study of variations in anticipated results inside

the business will not go Iurthcr than considcring the significancc
oí variations of revenue which the merchandise manager offers to

try to get from the buyers ir one quantity of money of another is

allotted to him. When it is eventually made, the decision of this

highest authority, which will be the coordinated decision ex ante,

will finally settle the total amount oí money, and incidentaUy any

contractual payments for its use, planned to be invested in stock in

the forthcoming period, and may be considered to be reserved to

the highest authofity by standing orders which require the

merchandise manager to submit his offers to it.

But before the merchandise manager can do this, he will need

to obtain offers from the buyers. He will require from A estimates

of the variadons in revenue which A expects to make with

variations in the quantity of money allotted to him, and he will

require from B estimates of the variations in revenue which B

expects to make with vañatiom in the quantity of money allotted to
hito, so that he - the merchandise manager - can choose whether

to aUot to A, of whether to aUot to B, each successive increment of

money which may be aUotted to hito by the highest authority, and
so decide what increment of revenue to offer the highest authoñty

for each increment of money which may be allotted. The decision
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required of the merchandise manager is how to distñbute the allot-
ment of money, whatever ir may be, between the buyers. This
decision may be considered as being reserved to him by standing
orders which require the buyers to submit their offers to him.

But before A (or B) can do what the merchandis¢ manager
requires oí hito, he wiU need to consider how to distribute his
allotment of money from the merchandise manager, whatever that
ma), turn out to be, amongst the purchases of the different kinds
of goods that he contemplates buying, al, a_ . . . (or bl, b2...).
Just as the merchandise manager is conceived to be dosing
prospective increments of money between A and B, so that he may
decide what increment of revenue to offer the highest authoñty
íor each increment of money that may be allotted, so A (or B) is
conceived to be dosing prosp¢ctive increments oí money between
al. a2 ... (or b, b,...), so that he may decide what increment of
revenue to offer to the merchandis¢ manager for eí_ch increment
of money that may be allotted. The decision required oí A (or B)
is how to invest the allotment of money, whatever it may be, in
the various kinds of goods. This decision may be considered to be
reserved to hito by standing orders. (Obviously the decision
requires simultaneous coordination of buying and selling
prospects.)

So A (B) coordinates the prospecta of investment in different

channels in his own field (department); the merchandise manager
coordinates A's and B's investment prospecta; the highest author-
ity coordinates the merchandise manager's investment prospects
with the advantages of using money outside the business (or of not
acquiring money). After choosing the optimum sum for invest-
ment in the business, it makes the coordinated decision ex ante.

The coordinated decision ex ante settles the amount of money to be
acquired by (or retained in) the business and allotted to the
merchandise manager, the proportions of it to be aUotted by the

merchandise manager to A and B, and the proportiom which A
(or B) intends to allot to the purchase of aj. a,... (or b, b,...). At

the same time, it setfles any contractual obligatiom by the firm
for the use of the mono/, the amount of revenue that the highest
authoñty expects to receive eventuaUy from the merchandise
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manager, the amount of revenue that the merchandise manager
expecta to receive írom A and from B, the amount A expecta írom
the sale of al and from the sale of a2 ..., and the amount B
expects írom the sale oí bl and írom the sale of b2.... The
amount of money to be used by the ñrm, plus any contractual
obligations for the use of the money, on the one side, and the
revenue expected from the merchandise manager on the other
side, might be referred to as the budget of the highest authoñty and
be thought of asa wider budget than that of the merchandise
manager. The aUotmenta of money to be made to A and B, and
the revenue expected from them by the merchandise manager,
might be referred to as the merchandise manager's budget and
be thought of asa wider budget than that of A and B. Ita details
ate not a matter concerning the highest authority direcdy. The
amounts of money to be spent by, and the revenues expected by,
A (or B) might be referred to as A's (or B's) budget and be thought
of asa narrower budget than that of the merchandise manager.
Its details are nota matter concerning the merchandise manager
directly. The term 'estimated proñt calculaUon TM might be used
throughout as ah altemaUve expression for 'budget'. The contents
of the budgeta are anticipated resulta (of the coordinated decision

ex ante) whích ate expected to become objective. They do not
disclose costs in the subjectivist's sense of the word.

What costa do occur in this process? Cost to the highest
administrator is the opportunity of disposing, outside the business,
of money in its possession and money that it might acquire. This is
not a cost to the merchandise manager. That is to say, the question
of whether to allot money to the merchandise manager instead of
using it outaide the business (or instead of not acquiring it írom
outside the business) is excluded from consideration by the
merchandise manager by standing orden which reserve the
question for comideration by the highest authoñty. Cost to the

merchandise manager is the sacrifica that he incurs, in deciding to
allot (any particular increment in) the quantity of money to A, by
displacing the opportunity of allotting it to B instead (or rice
versa). But thh is not a cost to A (of 13).That is to say, the question

ta A _ _ by Mach_, __ml_titiou, Pliopoly and Profit', imrt II.
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of allotting money to B instead of to A (of rice versa) is excluded
from consideration by A (of B) by standing orders which reserve
the question for the consideration of the merchandise manager.
Cost to A (of B) is the sacrifice that he incurs, in deciding to allot
(any particular increment in) the quantity of money to goods a_
(or b_), by displacing the opportunity of allotng it to a_... (or
b2 ...) instead (of rice versa). Cost occurs whenever, and only
when, ah administrator makes a decision, choosing between
prospective ahernave courses which appear to be open to hito,
between which he has cliscretion to choose. Under divided

administration, the action open to a particular administrator is
dependent upon the action to be taken simultaneously by other
administrators. Consequently coordination of bis plans with those
of the other administrators must occur before Iris final decision
can be made.

We may assume, without elaborate discussion, tl_at the highest
administrator has coordinated the result of this narrower budget-
ing process with the wider question of whether the result justified
the use of the premises íor the forthcoming period- in the same
way as the man at the street-corner shop did- and that the
highest administrator has decided that the business shaU continue
for the forthcoming period. A contractual rent payment will faU
dueduringthat pcriod.

III THE DIFFERENT MEANINO THAT COST HAS TO

AN ACCOUNTANT

'C,ost' to the aceountant mcans something quite different. What
he refers to as cost would, but fora trick, or imaginary conversion,
that he performs, be ah objective resált which emerges x) aíter
aU the decision-making which has involved cost has been done;
2) asa result of the decision-making; 3)-which, of course,
follows from _) - as part of the ex post events which are described
or implied in the ex ante plan to which the anticipated profit
calculation belongs.

The trick, or imaginary conversion, which he performs is this.
He assumes (implicitly) that when money has been spent oz"con-
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tracted to be spent to acquire things, the money has not necessarily
and inevitably been spent or contracted to be spent as it has,
leaving the business with the things acquired, but that the things
acquired carry the money with them, and that bits of the things
flowing into difíerent departments or products oí the busineas
carry bits of money with them, or that bits of the liíe peñod or
assumed liíe period of the things acquired carry bits of the money
with them; and that the money in question has not been wholly
spent so long as any oí the things acquired and stiU possessed has
one of the bits of money attached to ir. The bits of money are
'costs'. These 'costs' are carefully disting-ished írom values : 'It is
costs we deal in, not values'. (Mr Norris, below).

This description of the accountant's behaviour and attitude
seems to be confirmed in the following statement appearing in
Mr Norris's article.

Earnings to an accountant are simply money revenues from opera-
doro minus the cost of performing those operafions. There is ah out-
flowof money costs to be classified (the labelsused in the classification
tree arewages, power, materials, components,finishedaxticles, and so
on) and linked up with the inflow of money revenues. The product
flows out to the customer; a legal claim for money flows into the
businessas revenue. It is costs we de,al in, not values. Some costs we
attach to bits of material, writing them of[ when the material is sold,
otherswe attach to the calendar and write off according to lapse of
time. There are complications in this; and there ate, in my view, some
illogicalitiesand errorsin common accounting practice; but what we
a/m to do is simply what I have stated, to find the surplus of revenue
over expired costs. To do this one may have occasion to tejer to the
inddence of values- of raw materials for instance- but figures of
value are not used as such; they ate merely an aid in cost apportion-
ment.t.

Mr Norris refers to the 'cost of performing ... operatiom'. To
the subjectivist the cost of performing ah operation is the admin-
istrator's altemative opportunity displaced by that administrator's
decision to llave the operation performed. The displaced oppor-

Non.k, 'Nou_on the Rela6on__ipbetweenEconomimandA,:counumts'
p.__6.
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tunity might be the performance of the operation in some other
way, or the íollowing of some entirely different course of action.
Not so to the accountant. The accountant thinks first of ah

observable (objective) 'outflow of money costs'; something which
can be computed objectively by observing and recording. It is
clear that this 'outflow of money costs' is primarily understood to
be the money flowing out of the business in exchange íor things
to be used in the business.

Subsequently, however, the accountant shifts his attention from
the money outflow to the inflow, of the things received in
exchange for the money outflow, into the business and thence into
the operation and the product. It might be thought that, if the
accountant rigorously pursued his objective study of flows, he
would record these inflows of factors into the product in quantities
of things, without attaching figures of the money paid for them.
h is perhaps not quite clear from Mr Norris's state,ment that the
accountant does attach the money figures; but it is well known
that such is Iris practice. That is what is meant or implied by
saying that 'some costs we attach to bits of material.., others we
attach to the calendar...'. The 'costs' ate then 'expired' by
writing off in the manner indieated. Clearly the accountant is
here tacitly assuming that, or behaving as ir, the money which
is spent, or contracted to be spent, on the purchase of factors is
not spent, or contracted to be spent, at the time when it is actually
spent, of contracted to be spent, but remains attached to the
factors, to be spent subsequently according to whatever arbitrar),
or 'conventional' method of 'expiring' the money ('cost') is adopted
by the accountant?'

IV ACCOUNTING ¢CO8T _ RE'LATED TO THE

SUBJECTIVIST_S PHILOSOPHY OF BU$INESS
ADMINISTRATION

In section II, the discussion of the coordinated decision ex ante

had proceeded to the point at which the decision had been made

1' That economi_ mmetimea tacitly adopt the reme wrt of amamption ii
app_mat in a definition ofdeprechttion o_t by Ma,. Hawtrey which is critidsed in
G. F. Thirlby, 'Permanemt Resource=', _, N. S., to, No. $9 (Ausmt 1945),
PP. 247ff.
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and the budgets or estimated profit calculations of the vañous
administrators had come into existence. The place of accounting
'cost' can now be discovered by discugsing subsequent events.

It follows from the opening quotation of section II that, in the
subjectivist's philosophy, everything that can be regarded as part
of the firm's business operations ('production') must be the result of
one administrative decision or another?' Some of these results,
occurring subsequently to the coordinated decision ex ante which
is under discussion, will or may be the results of earlier decisiom
which had not yet been fuUy implemented: such, for example, as
the contractual rent payment accruing due during 'the íorthcom-
ing period'. Any other results must, unless and until a [urther

administrative decision is made, be results of the particular co-
ordinated decision ex ante which is under discussion. Ir no new

decision did occur, and ir the coordinated decision ex ante were
completely implemented- a supposition which implies that all
anticipations proved to be sufficiently correct to allow complete
implementation-objective results would occur which would
correspond exactly with the plans of the several administrators.
Eventually accounts could be produced, correctly recording
results, which would correspond exactly with the budgets or
estimated profit calculations.

None of these budgets or accounts would include cost in the
subjectivist's sense. To what extent would they include 'cost' in
the accountant's seme?

The contents of the several budgets (of which the subsequent
accounts are replicas) llave already been describe& If the money

used were borrowed mono/, the account of the highest admin-
istratorwould indude any objective payment ('interest') for the use
of mono/. This appears to be an 'outflow of money costs', that is to
my, 'cost' in the accountant's sense before he shifts his attention

from the mono/outflow to the inflow of things acquired by the
expeaditure of mono/. The item does not appear in the account

-as I ]lave envisaged it- of the merchandise manager or of A
or B: it is no concern of these people. If the accountant chose to

zv_ implies that remdtsof breaches of __u:ling orden Uemedto executives and
other peopic, amJ raults of 'acts oí"God', ate excluded from 'production'.
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'attach' the item, or shares of ir, to the money resources which its
payment brought into the business- i.e. to the money flowing to
the merchandise manager and thence to the buyers-and
subsequently to the goods hato which the money was converted,
'expiring' it as sales of goods were made, his doing so would have
no apparent significance to any of the admiras"trators. The ítem,
asa prospective payment in the original planning stage, appeared
only in the budget (estimated profit ealculation) of the highest
authority. It was the objective payment (at that time prospective)
necessary to achieve the optimum (prospective) revenue. The
marginal inerement of revenue having be.en eonsidered worth the
eost of the marginal increment of money to be invested, the item
in question became one whose expenditure wa.s expected to be

jmtified by the whole aetivity of the business in the forthcoming
period as planned by the coordinated decision ex ante. The
'efficiency' of the subordinate administrators remaim to be tested,
not by whether they contribute the money allotted to them plus
ah 'attachment' of the item in question, but by whether the),
contribute the revenue which they offered.

Similar remarks apply to the contractual rent payment añsing
out of the earlier deci__ion.To 'attach' this item to the flow of things
through the business would appear to have no administrative
significante.

But this does not exhaust the matter. The aceountant would, I

presume, say that so lar I have referred only to'fixed cost', of 'over-
head cost', of 'oncost', or whatever he chooses to call the 'interest'

and 'rent'. There is still the oul_ow of money upon the purehase of
stock to be dealt with. A, for example, will be spending bis allot-
ment of money. The accountant will see the outflow of money and
the inflow of goods, and may wish to 'attach' bits oí the money to
bits of the goods, and 'expire' the money in the manner indicated
by Mr Norris. His doing so appears again to have no admin-
istrative significance. A offered a certain revenue in return for
being granted a certain allotment of money. It can be understood
that ah account should be kept of the actual allotment of money

and the actual revenue, and used by the merchandise manager as
a check upon A's performance. And ir A had offered to absorb the
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allotment of money and retum the revenue at certain rates during
the period, it can be understood that inteñm accounts should be
kept with the same object. But A was not asked to disclose what
goods he would buy with the money, or what prices he proposed
to pay and charge for the goods: such matters were left within
his administrative d_cretion. A was not asked to supply the
merchandise manager with a budget in respect of each line of
goods, although he prepared one for himselí. Ir an account in
respect oí each line of goods were sent to the merchandise
manager he would have no budget with which to compare ir.
The scope of accounting, as an administrative check upon A's
performance, appears to be limited to rendeñng an account in the
same forro as the budget approved by the merchandise manager.
It is easy to construct simple cases to suggest the abortiveness for
this purpose oí further independent accounting.

Let us suppose, for example, that A's mark-up on stock ranged
between twenty and forty per cent on buying prices, and that he

achieved bis anticipatiom in all respects except one. In one line of
goods he expected to make forty per cent, but, aíter ordering the
goods and beíore making any sales, decided that he had over-
estimated the selling market. In order to clear the stock, he put on
a mark-up of only thirty per cent, and realized this. His íailure
wiUbe shown in the account, by a shortfall in his actual revenue

below the anticipated revenue in his original budget. But this
comparison will not show wherein his failure lay. Neither

apparently will the pursuance by the accountant of the practice of
'attaching' and 'expiring' and linking divisiom of revenue to the
divisiom of 'cost', for obviously the thirty per cent result, in the
achievement of which the failure occurred, appears to be a better
result thart others, in the achievement of which no failure

occurred. Only ir Ahad submitted his corresponding budget,
showing that the result ought to have been forty per cent, would
the account have signñicance. It is easy, too, to construct simple
tases to suggest that, ii formal budgets were submitted for the

purtxm of making sucia comparisom, the accountant would, in
bisar.r.ounts, llave to accommodate Irismethods of 'attaching' and

'exp'n-ing' to the discretion allowed by the firm's administrative
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arrangements, and not proceed with bis own independent
methods of 'attaching' and 'expiring'. Suppose, for example, that

A, acting within bis administrative discretion, planned to huy fifty
homogeneous raincoats for £5o and to sell forty-eight of them
upstairs for 3os (£I.5o) each, and the other two in a bargahl
basement for I8s (9op) ea¢h, and actually achieved the results
anticipated. Clearly there is here one piece of business which is
indivisible: one venture which has to be read as a whole. To

'attach', for example, £2 to the two raincoats going to the bargain
basement and £48 to the others, and to 'expire' £48 against the
sales upstairs, leaving £2 to be 'expired' against the 36s (£i.8o)
revenue in the bargain basement, showing a 'loss' of 4s (2op) in a

separate account, would be meaningless ir not misleading. It
would certainly be misleading to suppose that accounts incor-
porating 'attachments' and 'expirings' according to independent
methods of the kind indicated could operate asa criteñon of
A's efficiency in exercising his discretion to budget and act as
he did.

Nothing that I have said should be regarded as suggesting that
no separate accounts should be kept of sales of separate products.
Obviously, ir A issues goods to salesmen - whom I asstane here to
have no discretion to vary the pñces which A puts on the goods
- he is likely to want reports upon which products are producing

his incoming revenue: he wiU want to know whether particular
goods are being sold at the rate he expected. The collection of this
information does not, however, require any 'attachment' and
'expiring' of bits of money. Invoice analysis, or some other method,

could yidd the required information either in physical units of stock
of in resale prices. For A to receive reports as to how the raincoats
were selling, it would not be necessary to 'attach' and 'expire' bits
of the amount of money spent on them.

There is still another matter. I have suggested that the extended
independent accounting couid not in the drcumstances be

regarded as having the function of being a repon to the
merchandise manager on A's performance. Could it have the
function of informing A what he ought to charge for the goods in
stock ? Could the 'unexpired' bit of money 'attached' to the bit of
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material be regarded as any criterion of what A ought to charge
the public? The answer that the subjectivist must give is that it
could not - emphatically not. To assume that it could would be to
make an assumption which belongs to the category of 'cost-oí-
production fallacies'.TM It must be added, again with emphasis, that
the irrelevance of the'unexpired' bits of money for pfice-fixing does
not depend in any way upon the accountant'smethod of'attaching'
and 'expiring'. Ir is nota matter of petty illogicalities in particular
methods. The irrelevance and the 'cost-of-production fallacy' lie in
the very 'attaching' itself. The money 'attached' has already been
spent. It appears only by the trick of 'attaching'. A has the goods,
not the money 'attached' to them. TM The money 'attached' is not a
cost although the accountant gives it that name. The only cost
which is significant for the purpose is the cost - in the subjectivist's
sense-which occurs ir a new decision happens to be made._o
Under what circumstances m///a new decision be made? Selling
prices are tentatively planned ex ante, that is to say, be/ore the
goods are bought, n But it is likely that often, as time passes and
the relatively obscure future approaches nearer to the present, the
administrator will revise his appreciation of the selling market
conditions, and consequently revise the seUing prices that he had
in mind when he bought the goods. One of the simple examples
that I gave suggested as much. In that case A decided that he had
overestimated the selling market. He cut his expected selling price.
The subjectivist argument is that the money spent on the goods
has no relevance for fixing a limit to the extent of this cut. Is there
then no limit on the cost side to the extent of the cut? The answer

1' I presume that Marx would have 'expired' units of °labour ' imtead of units of
money.

s* 'The value of what you have got ii not affected by the value of what you have
relinquished or forgone in order to get it... You have the thing you bought, not
the price you paid for it'. Wicksteed, 7"_ Commo__mL ofPo_itical Ewnm_, pp. 88- 9.

te This cost might be of lfigher or Iower significance to A than an amount of
money- ff he had it - equal to the amount 'attached' to the goods.

st I find that students under the =____,y_mntinginfluence mmetimes find it a little
diffacult to understand thia, particularly ifthe goods are bought in one country and
mid in another. I have taken to _ them the question 'If this is not so - ir there

is no tz _ coo¢dination of the buying and w.]lin8 markeu - how does the buye_
of a cmmnodity know how much to buy? h he indiff¢_rent as to whether he buys a
collar-bmt fidl, enough to Kll a fleet ofthip_ of a quantity given by a number drawn
out oía hat?'
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is that the limit has to be found in the contemporaneous and
intertemporal opportunities which I have discus_d elsewhere."

The problem before A here would be whether he would be
better off eventually by cutting the price at once and realizing over
a shorter period, or by hanging on for the higher price (and
perhaps having to cut it eventually). This is not merely a question
of choosing between two altemative total revenues; it involves
also the question of money being available earlier or later-
perhaps for reinvestment. The course oí action (altemative
opportunity) rejected by A would be his cost of taking the course
which he chose.

In spite of this association of the practice of 'attaching' and
'expiring' with'cost-of-production fallacies',it cannot be pretended
that in the modero world firms do not adopt, as part of their
standing orders, the convention of as,suming that the 'bit of
material' is to be regarded as having a cost equivalent in signific-
ance to the sum of money so 'attached' to it - in spite also of Mr
Norris's contention that the 'costs' ate to be distinguished from
values. It is well known that they do."sSeeing this, the subjectivist,
without questioning the business administrator's freedom to do
what he liked (providing that he accepted responsibility for what
he did, and the 'automatic sanction' for error)would associate such
firms with Wicksteed's businessman whose 'temper is expensive'."
He might enlarge upon the dangers inherent in its practice to the

" See Thirlby, 'Permanent Resources'.
" Some evidence, ir any isneeded, is contained in the foUowing extract from ah

article by Mr K. Lacey: 'Th_re ate many.., types of bminess (e.g. thme producing
proprietary lines), the selling prices of whose products lag very far behhad the move-
ment of raw material prices, and tend rather to be based upon the avera4gecoat of
their stocka on hand. The profits of such businemes on the first-in-ftrst-out ba_ do
not vary quite m greatly over the Trade Cycle, and the adoption of the last-in-fint-
out basis might have the unusual effect in some imtances of m,l_i,g their profita
more unstable from year to year than they ate at _t. There is a fallacy here
however, and it mmt not be ammaed that the earning oía rea_ambly stable protit is
evidence that no self-deception exists and that no alteration in method is desirable.
The podtion he.re is that sales ate made at too low a ptioe relative to replacement
eosts when market values are rifing, andat too high a price relative to replacement
omts when market values ate falling' ('Commodity Stocks and the Trade G-'ycte',
Ecoaom/caN. S., I x), No 41 (Fehruary 1944), (Mr Notris joined haue with Mr Lacey
in the following August isme of F.zonomim.)This artide h furth¢x wekxm_ evidente
that ac¢_amantsarebeco_i-gconcemedabouttheeffec_d'_ootmting

"Wicksteed, T/w Commm-_ ofPo/iñ¢e/F.m,m_, p. 387.
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firmitself,_sand,where thepracticewas oummon to a large
number oí firms,2eor where theapplicationof the'automatic

sanction'was modified¿7 tosociety.But thisisnottheplaceto
raisethesediscussions.

VII APPENDIX

My discussion of 'The subjective theory of value and accounting
"cost" ' is intended to throw out some suggestions which inay not
be immediately apparent on the face of it.
x If economics is to be useful to assist discussion of the problems of
internal organization of the firm and the explanation of the
industrial structure and its weaknesses, the aspect of economics
that should be developed is that which deals with people's
behaviour when they are deciding what to do next with their
resources. It is not sufficient, however, to assume that the decision-
making is performed by individual people whose decisions are co-
ordinated with those of other people only through the medium
o/ the market. Within the 'large-scale undertaking' decision-
making is shared. Coordination occurs through other means than
the market. The relationship between the buyer of factors and the

seiler of the product, for example, is nota rnarket relationship.
What is required from economics is the presentation of models
showing how the decision-making might be split up (shared or
delegated) and coordinated, together with models of 'standing
orders' determining the channels and timing of coordination.
Energy might then be diverted from the impotent condemnation
of rnonopolistic institutions to a critical examination of internal
organization with a view to discoveñng its weaknesses, which

incidentally lead to the formation oí such monopolistic institutions.
If accountants studied a theory of administration, working

from the Subjective Theory of Value, through the coordinated
decision ex ante, towards a set of theoretical models of admin-

istration charts, standing orders and budgets, they would discover

ts _ twelve articles by R. H. Coase in the English Accountaza, 99.
ts See Lacey, 'Commodity Stocks and the Trade Cycle'.
s, E.g. where there is compuhory carteilization. On the association of cost-

aceotmting with carteUization, sK Bum, Economic Htory of SUel Making (Cambridge
z94o),pp.494"5.
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that both the oríentation of accounts and the methods of account-

ing ought to be accommodated to the particular administrative
arrangements of the particular firm of organization. A¢counts
would always be related to administrators' budgets and would

always be of a form corresponding to those budgets, instead of
being prepared independently of them. There would be no
pretence that money was attached to things when ir had already
been spent, or contracted to be spent, upon those things. Al1 the
pseudo-problems of 'allocating', 'burdening' or 'charging' would

disappear.
The following comment is offered aftera first reading oí Mr

Harry Norris's article on 'Profit: Aecounting Theory and
Economics' in the August issue of Economica.

Mr Norris states: 'We accountants grant the attribute of
objectivity to "profit" if not to "income" ...' (p. x32). The
difficulty of conceding that accountants are right in doing this will
never be understood until it is recognized that the objective results
upon which accountants work can be explained only b_,reference
back to, and in the light of, the opinion of the decision-maker
whose decision gave rise to those objective r¢sults. Out of Iris
process of decision-making emerges the decision-maker's budget
relating to the cours¢ of action which he decides to take. This may
or may not be recorded. Such a budget, without an analysis oí the
opinion of the decision-maker attached to it, would not disclose
the subjective acts of valuauon which determined that Iris planned
course of action was in bis opinion the most advantageous or
'proñtable'. For example, ata particular time and in a particular
situation the budget might contain on its 'expenditure' sidé merely
aja enumeration of diverse non-monetary resources already in the
ownership or control of the decision-maker, which he had decided
to use Iora particular job because he contemplated no better use
for them. On the 'revenue' side might be a mm of money which he
expected to achieve by seUing the results of the job. The expected
'profitabílity" of the job would reside in bis valuing bis contern-
plated returns/mm thh job higher than bis contemplated returm
from any (or the best) alternative use of Iris resources. This sub.

jective valuafion would not appear in the budget of antícipated ob-
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jectiveresults.Neitherwould it,noroughtir_to,apearinthe
subsequentaccountof actualobjectiveresuIts.Autonomous
accountingwhich,withoutreferenceto the decision-maker's
opinion, but in order to make up an account of 'profit' in mone-

tary temas, subsequently introduced ah assesment of 'cost' into the
record of objective results, would apparently be substituting
(ex post) a simulated objective result for the decision-maker's
subjective act oí valuation (ex ante).

Mr Norris perhaps makes his best approach to recognition of
the link between the decision (and budget) and the objective
results (and account) in Irisdiscussion of 'fashion' goods on p. 13o.
His remarks might be compared with my own reference to
homogeneous raincoats (above).
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Introduction

This is a pape? conceming rules based upon the idea that the
output oí an industrial unit ought to be adjusted so as to secure
that revenue bears a certain relationship to cost: so that marginal
revenue is equal to marginal cost: or that pñce is equal to
marginal cost; or that total revenue is equal to total cost. It is not

intended to raise the question whether there is theoretical
justification for saying that one or other of these relationships is
the one that ought to be achieved. The question that it does raise
is whether the actual cost-revenue relationship is ah objective
something in the sense that it can be scrutinized, in order to
discover whether it confortas to the desired relationship, by ah
ad hoc authority extemal to the industrial unit concemed? Some-
where or other I have seen the suggestion that, for failing to carry
out instrucdons to achieve the desired relationship, the 'manager'
of the unit should be dismissed. It is obviously implied that some-
body can look and see whether the relatiomhip is being, or has
been, achieved. Throughout my papel" I shall reíer to the ad hoc

authority as 'the Ruler'? The expression 'the rule' wiU refer to
these rules in general unless I my that I aro discussing a particular
olle.

I Read, in part, to the Cape Town branch of the Economic Society of South
AfHca on I ! October 1946- The final stimulm prompting me to write the paper
wm Ma"T. WilKm's 'Price _nd Outlay Policy _ffState Entcrpri_' F.zonom/¢Jo_u_,
55, No. 2__o (December 1945). Originally it was a running commentary upon that
note, elaborating critici_n which Ma" Wihon _ put forward, but eventually
joini_ imae with hito upon hi- own propoads.

•Accm, di_ly, the paper has relevancc to the prevale_at idea that the e/ficiency
of industries can somchow be judged by measuring the.ir costs.

• Becamebisñmctionis tomessure.
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This then is the suggesfion emerging from my paper: that the
relationship has not the objecfivity that is by imp|icafion
attributed to it; consequenfly that the applicafion of the rule is
impracticable. It íollows too that the proposal to apply the rule
betrays a grievous íailure to allow for the nature of the admin-
istrative task. This is a remarkable conclusion, because, whatever

else the rule advocates wish to do, their main object seems to be

to secure the appropñate administration of resources: they seem
to want to get things in the right places so as to satisfy everybody
as much as pos,siblein the best way.

I shall first discuss and illustrate at length the nature oí the
administrative task and how the cost-revenue relationship
emerges with the performance of that task and then consider the
application of the rule on the supposition that the terms 'cost' and
'revenue' are to be taken to have the meaning implied in the
opening discussion, and also on the supposition that they are to
be taken to have other meanings.

Adminirtration in planning stages. Location, layout and choice
o[ equipment
Administration occurs in planning stages. The ¢ost-revenue
relationship and the final budget relating to intended operations
emerge in planning stages. Important aspects of planning ale the
choice of the location, layout and technical equipment of the

plant. The most efficient structure is not given technically, but
depends upon an administmtive judgement about the forth-
coming market conditiom. The choice and the cost-revenue
relationship are inextricably interconnected. The choices, area
matter of selection írom alternative combinations of resources:
ah infinite number of vañations fmm which the administrator
sdects a few for more deliberate consideration before he makes

a final choice. A contemplated variation to achieve revenue in one

way may involve contemplated losses of revenue that might be
achieved ii the variation did not occur: the saerífice of potential

alternative revenue appears as cost. A rule purporting to secure a _
certain cost-revenue relationship could llave no claim to secure

the optimum combination and spatial distribution of resources
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unless it took account of opportunities to be _."placed. But aher-
native opportunities are elusive even to the person whose job it is
to look for them, and are never susceptible to precise measurement
even by hito.

Illustration '

During the deliberations concerning the planning and running of
the Cape Town and Wellington Railway, much discussion and
dispute arose over the question of how to connect the line with a
place called Stellenbosch, which lay south of the direct route
between the terminii. One of the alternative methods proposed
was to allow the trunk to deviate in order to take in Stellenbosch.

But it was pointed out that this deviation would be likely to cause
the loss of traffic which a direct trunk would obtain from important
com-growing districts north of the line. In other words, at this
level of deliberation, one element in the cost o_ this variation in

structure in the sense of layout (or, alternatively, location) would
be the anticipated loss o[ revenue from this traffic from the north,
a cost which would have to be set against the expected revenue
from the Stellenbosch traffic. There was ah opportunity of earning
eertain revenue-from the com traític-by one variation of
structure. That opportunity would be lost by adopting the other
variation instead.

To prevent this loss of traffic from the com-growing districts, it
was suggested that the line should follow the direct route fora
certain distance from Cape Town (so making it unnecessary for
people in the north to cross some shifting sands in order to get to
the line), and then make the deviation. But, as this arrangement
would add somewhat to the total length of joumey by rail from

Wellington to Cape Town, ah objection to it was raised on the
ground that people near to the Wellington terminus would prefer
to send their goods direct by road. At this stage of the discussion,

the anticipated loss of revenue from the Wellington traffic can be

* The fragmentl of information about the Cape Town and Wellington Railway
ate derived from minutes of evidence taken before Select Committees and other

olñ¢ial documentL (Soe Votes and Pro¢ee_ng_ of ParLiament of the Cape of C.,¢g_
Hope from t8 M onward_ particularb/two Reports of 1859, Appendix 2 [C.I and
A.a).]
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regardedasah elementinthecostofretainingthecom traíñcby
a projectedmodificationofthetechnicalstructureinthesenseoí
layout(orIocation).
Anothermethod of providingfor StelIenboschwhich was

calcu]ated to avoid losing either oí these traffics was that of
comtructing a short branch from about the middle of a direct

trunk. This proposal again introduced the question of reduced
traffic-e.g, from people south of the line who would have a
further distance to travel to Cape Town vía the branch should
they use it. However, I have sufficiently indicated how such
influences must be presumed to be interrelated with the choice of
structure in one sense oí the expression, namely, in the sense of
layout or location, andat this point only wish to suggest how they
are interrelated with ir in the other sense oí choice of technical

equipment, h was proposed that, ii a branch were substituted for
the deviation, it might take the form of a tramway (presumably a
horse-tramway) instead of being equipped to the standard
intended for the tnmk line. Obviously, the point of the proposal
was that revenue might not be adequate to justify the introduction
of resources of higher cost than those required for the tramway.

The decisions reached need not concern us: all that is necessary
is that we should see the influences at work, and understand their

meaning in relation to the problem of the appropñate distribudon

of resources; in particular, the meaning of the omi.__ion of lost
opportunitíes from 'cost'.

The omission o/lost opportunifies /rom "cost'

I know thethoughtsthatwillbeinsomemindsasIsaythis:'But
itisnotthisaspectofcostthatwe ateinterestedin.What we are
interestediniscostinthesenseoftheamountofliquidresources
whichitisfinal]ydecidedtobringhatotheenterprise:themoney

whichwillflowin'.Imust atthispointbe brieíinattemptingto
aIlaythisimpafience.Ishallsimplyassume(pretend)thatwhoever
itwaswho had thedisposaloftheliquidresourcesfortherailway
undertaking was at the same time eomidering as ah alternative
investment the disposal of exacfly the mtme quid remurres by
erectingand runninga chainof sídoonbars.Then thecostof
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br/ngingtheliquidresourcesintotherailwayundertakingmust
be relatedtotheyieldinrevenueexpectedtoaccruefrom this
altemativeopportunity.Buttoconfineone'sattentiontothislevel
ofdeliberationallowstoescapefromnoticealltheíaIliblejudge-

menta connectedwith the planningoí Iocation,layoutand
technicalequipmentwhichirwasmy purposetobringtothelote.
Itseemsfairlyobviousthat,evenir,atany particularlevelof

deliberation,the rulecouldbe,and was being,observed,its
observancewouldnotimplythatpeople'spreferenceswerenotto
bedefeatedthroughinappropriatecombinationorspatialdistribu-

tionof íactorsof production,unlessinto"cost'wereadded lost
opportunitieswhichthedecision-makerhad neverobserved,of,
havingobserved,had ignored.For example,irtheapplication
ofthesame factorsand money inonemanner orplaceA were
expectedtoyieldloo,inanothermannerorplaceB ioo,a_rldin

anothermanner or placeC x5o,but iíC wereignoredor not
noticed,A beingchosen(forno apparentreason!)insteadofB,
cost(inthesenseofanticipatedalternativerevenue)wouldbe Ioo
andcostequídtorevenue.Ir,however,C weretakenintoaccotmt
inconsideringA,costwouldbe 15o,i.e.higherthímrevenuexoo;
irtherelativestrengthofanticipatedmoney demand weretaken
asthecriterion,thefactorsand money wouldbemore'eIficiently'
usednotatA butatC,wberecostwouldbe xooandrevenueI5o.
Irisnotsuggested,ofcourse,thatthe'inefficiency'involvedin
ignoringopportunitieswouldbe confinedtoundertakingssubject
totherule;onlythattherulemay notbeabletoensurethatitdoes
not occur.It no doubt occursanyway, becausenobody is

omniscient.Asa safeguardagainstir,one relies,withinlimita,
upon somebodyelse'stakingadvantageofoneman'soversight.

The railway illustration is not ah exceptional case
It may be suggested that the problem of settling the railway route
to which I llave referred is one special to railway undertakings
and has little relevance to other undertakings. This is certainly not
true. The connection wäl be more obvious ií the problem is
thought of as 8nslogous to that of settling the location, rather
than the layout, of a different kind of industrial plant: the
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location problem is one of judging the strength oí conflicting pulls,
some of them different factor supply pñces, some of them

different product demand prices, at different geographical points
and- when changes over time are being forecasted- at different
points of time. The other matter-choice of equipment- is a

question which in many industrial plants is likely to be constantly
recurring, not only when new (or renewed) equipment is required,
but also when projected changes in kind or quantity of output
raise the question oí what old or new equipment to use.

The propensity to avoid the issue
It may be sought to avoid the issue by saying that anyway this
matter of planning the technical structure is one which would be
settled by somebody other than 'the manager' whose cost-revenue
relationship is to be scrutinized; that for hito the plant would be a
technical datum, outside the range of bis responsibility. This
might in some cases and to some extent be true; but to make ir so
would be merely to shift the burden of cost-revenue' calculation"
on to the shoulders of a higher authority, and leave bis activities,
and the relations between hito and 'the manager', still to be
discussed. The economist who abstracts from these questions
abstracts to the same extent from business administration.

There is a tendency for economists to avoid or ignore the
problem of choice of structure? Some of them regard case
discussion of deliberations upon such matters as being of technical
rather than of economic importance.' In 'short-run' theoretical
cost-revenue discussions, the choice of structure tends to be

hidden behind a vague something termed 'the entrepreneur's
fixed costs'. The mere assumption, for 'long-run' discmsion, that
the 'tima' or 'entrepreneur' selects, or has _elected, an optimum

structure, does not carry us lar in the "d_recfionof understanding
the issues rendering the choice, and the cost-revenue relationship

• And the liability to be diuni_d - by whom?
' £_'. Mr Wilson's suggestion that Mr Lerner has no time to spare, in his

Ecoaomi_ofC._,nl, for the 'othcr problem, which is aho partly economic, of c_mtr-
ing technical effsciency in the me o£resources'. (T. Wiimn,'Price smd Outlay Polio/
of State Enterpr/se'.)

v This statemtmt le prompted by my own cxperienee.
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bound up with it, highly subjective, indefinite ahd fallible. I shall
refer to these concepts oí 'fixed costs', 'short run"and 'long run'
again. But I must first call attention to another 'inefficiency' factor
which might preclude the application of the rule : that arising out
of loose coordination of the diffused administrative elements inside

a large-scale industrial undertaking - i.e. an undertaking in which
administration is split among a number of people and has to be
coordinated somehow?

Loose coordination

This appears as failure to bring one man's knowledge to bear upon
the activities of another so as to influence a decision which is

supposed to be made by them jointly?

Illustrations

Let us suppose that in a certain undertaking the buying of a raw
material, manufacture and the selling of the product are con-
trolled by three different people, who are heads oí separate
purchasing, production and sales departments respectively, the
activies of the three people being coordinated by a committee of
the three, the committee being superordinate to its subordinate
members. Purchasing (at a definite price, or within certain price
variatiom), manufacture per unit of time and sales (at a certain
price) have been planned, and are proceeding under standing
orders laid down by the committee to implement the plan. But for
some reason sales are likely to fall below the level anticipated by
the committee.

Now it is possible that the sales departmenti negligently or
otherwise, remaim unaware of the impending rail until it actually
occurs. Or the sales depa_tment may be in various senses aware of

s It may be argued that the reme, ora similar, lack of coordination can ooeur
in a single mind. But I prefer to treat the matter as it appears in the form of the
elmive 'diseconomy' of divided administration which 'budgetary' control may to
some extent offiet. Cf.G. F. Thirlby, 'The Subjective Theory of Value and Accoun-
ting "Cost" ', reprinted here, pages t35-6x.

' I auppose every spouse can recall some occasion on which he (of she) would
have done mmething diff_,_t had the other qx_ae told hito (of her) tomething
which ahe (or he) ought to have told him (or heT). I doubt whether Wicksteed
adequatelytreated_ aspectof humanaffain.
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it, although its awareness is not appropriately coordinated. Sales-
men may know but not report. They may repon, while their
reports are left unread. The reports may be read by somebody,
while the information is not communicated to the head of the

sales department. The information may be communicated to the

department head, but he may fail to repon to the committee. For
concision, let us suppose that the knowledge resides in the head of
the sales department, but that íor some reason it does not get
communicated to the committee; and let us abstract from the

possibility that the committee had, asa deliberate act of admin-

istrative judgement in laying down standing orders, decided not
to consider changes in the selling market until an actual fall in
sales occurred. Purchase of the raw material and manufacture

continue under the existing standing orders, yielding a product
which wiU not fetch the planned price.

Loose coordination [ailing to reflect impending iarket changes in
the production plan
The illustration that I have chosen is one in which there is a failure

to communicate a knowledge of impending changes in market
conditions, and cause it to be reflected in the production plan.
Where production is for 'the market', production must in ímy case
precede sale: a risk that market conditiom will change un-
expectedly in the interim is always present. The expression
'efficient administration' might be said to imply the acquisition
and use of knowledge of impending changes - to reflect, as it were,
in the plan of operations, the changes which will have occurred

by the time of sale. The best-administered organization is not
omniscient: it is possible for market condidom to change agaimt
its latest antidpations. But it is possible to think of ah organizadon
being more or less lax or weak in revising its anticipations and
m=uring the reflection of the changes in its production arrange-
menta,lo although we may not be able to devi_ a mea,mre of the
degree of its laxity or weakness. Po_ibly the test of efficiency here

lo It is d|W_alt to believe tlmt the _ muld not ktve been m 8_[mini_-
ra_ effective in f_g tmd _t_ retS__ _ to the effect8 _"
rt_ motor___o,_.,,_itima.
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wouldconsistofa comparisonofahexpostacc_untofoperations
withalaex anteplanof operations.In theilIu_rationwhich I
havegiventheweaknesswouldbeshownup by a fallingshortof
realizedbelow anñcipatedrevenue-unlcssa sufficientsafety
marginhad beenallowedintheplan,a possibilitywhichmight
hidetheweakness,iiweaknessitwouldbe when a safetymargin
had alIowedforit.

Can the rule control the weakness?

It is difficult to see how the mere application of the rule could in

this respect either add strength to the adrninistration or operate as
a test of its weakness. The conditions of the rule might well have
been satisfied in the ex ante calculations, although the administra-

tion failed then and subsequently to allow for the change in the
market conditions. That is to say, the administration might have

planned, and begun to produce, that output which appeared to
observe the approved cost-revenue relationship, and failed to

adjust for the market change before receiving its impact. Weak-
ness of coordination is something not suseeptible to measurement,
though it would have its effect upon the capacity of the enterpñse
to stand on its own feet and, in so far as it was not allowed for by

safety margins in forecasted results, upon the eventual divergente
of re.sults írom the original forecast. I should perhaps say here,

parenthetieally, that if realized revenue has to be equal to
expected revenue, it seems to me that the rule is being widened to
accord (in respeet of revenue) with a test that assumes that
accounts ought to correspond with budgets.

It was consciousness of the importance oí _e acquisition of

knowledge of impending changes, and of the importance of
replanning to secure the reflection of changed anticipations in
production operations, which led me to streas loose coordination

asa possible inefficiency factor, and which now leads me to point
out that replanning following changed anticipations involves a
recalculation of cost; that at this replanning stage the cost of using

acquired assets really depends upon the opinion of the admin-
istration of the undertaking about the alternative markets which
it forecasts.
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Replanning. Recalculation o[ cost. Cost dependent upon the
opinion o[ the administration
If a market change which was not anticipated by the existing
standing orders has occurred, or is now expected to occur, whether
the late anticipation or non-anticipation of it is attributable to
loose administrative arrangements or not, and whether the rule
has been applied or not, it is apparent that replanning is called
for: cost has to be recalculated. In the circumstances in which the
tima finds itself with accumulated stock which it eannot sell at the

plarmed price, the cost of getting rid of the stoek immediately in
the intended market is determined by the opportunities which the
administration foresees for its disposal immediately in different
markets or later on in the same of different markets. Very similar

remarks apply to the equipment used in production. Ir is fairly
apparent that what cost will be is a matter of the opinion of the
administration of the tima. This opinion is dependent upon their
forecasts of their market opportunities.

The problem o[ structure-variation recurs
At this replanning stage the administration is faced with choices
similar to those between ahemative eombinations (or spafial
distfibution) of factors with whieh ir was faced at the original

planning stage. The ehoiee might for example be one between
eontinuing production ata redueed level with the same equip-
mentor (if the equipment had suffieienfly important eompet-
ing uses) switching to other equipment. Clearly eost and revenue
ealeulation may again be intereonneeted with opínion about
appropriate strueture-variation.

The tole is concerned with planning aages of ir ís not concerned
with cost. To díscover cost of production continuing under stand-
ing orders, ir is necessary to trace back to planning stages. The
terms "fixed coas" and "variable coas" should be reconsidered. If

those who advocate the enforcement of the rule plead that they
are not eoncerned with these planning stages, but only with
interina p¢riods between planníng stages, it must be replíed that
then they are not eoneerned with cost. Cost oceurs only when
decisions ate made, that is, in planning stage,. In the interim
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periodsresources(includingmoney)flowund_rstandingorders,
butthecostinvolvedintheflowwas incurredby thedecisions
whichsettledthosestandingorders.Machlup has extendedthe
familiarsaying'AIIcostsarevariableintheIongrun'to'AIIcosts
arevariableintheIongrun,thatis,ina planningstage'?' My

remarksgo a littlefurther:costsoccuronlyinplanningstages.
To discoverwhat thecostoftheflowofproductionoccurring

betweentwo planningstageshad been(and,a _ortiori,what the
costofitsintra-or extra-marginalunirhad been)_2itwouldbe

necessarytotracebackto,and inquireinto,thedecisionwhich
startedor changedtheflow-i.e,totraceback totheplanning
stageand totheadministrator'smind.Irmightbe necessaryto
traceback to severídplanningstages.In doingthis,,veshould
discoverthatiithedistinctionbetween'fixed'and 'variable'costs

is a distinction between what occurs in a planning stage and what
occurs in ah interim during which no planning occurs; the
distinction is a false one.

Illustration

Suppose that in January it had been decided to use certain plant
íor the production of a certain commodity throughout the year,
without considering further the cost of using the plant, irrespect-
ive of whether output was changed during the year; and that in
March the output (and quantity of materia]s, etc. applied to
the plant) was changed by a new decision which, as arranged in
January, was rcachcd without reconsidering whcther to transfer
the plant to another use. Examination of the flow of resources in
April would show ccrtain quantities of factors being applied to
the plant, and possibly ccrtain moncy being paid for the factors-
evcn for the use of the plant. But these would be mcrely objective
flow_ (with, incidentally, no distinguishablc marginal unit of
product).'* They ought to correspond with the anticipated objec-
tire flows cmbodied in the budget of January, subject to the
rcvision of March; but to discover the costs which had been

n Fritz Machlup, *Competition, Pliopolyand __vfit',part II,Eammm/_ N. S., 9,
No._t, (May_942).

z*SeeAppmdixI.
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involved in settling these flows (and, incidentally, the cost which

had been involved in the production of the marginal unit of
product) _sit would be necessary to trace back and do two things:
i) in order to discover the ahernative opportunities of using the
materials, etc. applied to the plant, and/or money paid for such
things, to examine the narrower budgeting process and decision
of March which had determined the volume of April production,
and 2) in order to discover the altemative opportunities of using
the plant throughout the year (of of using the money required
for its hire), to examine the wider budgeting process and decision
of January which had determined the use of the plant in Apñl as
well as the volume of production beíore March. In doing the
second thing we should be looking íor what ase called 'fixed costs',
which are supposed to be 'variable in the long run',_' that is (as
Machlup puts it) 'in a planning stage'. In doing the first thing,
we should be looking for what are called the 'variable costs'. But to
find them too it would be necessary to go to a 'planning stage' :
March was a planning stage.

The use o/"fixed" equipment. "Bygones', user cost and renewals.
The qualifications o[ the person (s) reckoning user cost
In ah earlier part of my paper I referred to the propensity to
avoid the issue concerning the administrative act of choice
ínvolved in planning. The avoidance of the issue occurs ií ir is
assumed that plant has already been erected and its cost is there-

fore a 'bygone'? BA matter whi¢h requires elucidation here is the
nature oí the 'bygone'.

It is of course true, as I llave indicated, that the administration
of a tima ma), by an earlier decision, whose implementation
becomes part of the firm's standing orders, rule out the cost of
using'fixed' equipment from comideraUon at later planning stages.

l' SeeAppe-ai,tI.
a4tThe'longrtm'is prechely_ longu a pieceof_rin8 whichb longetthana

thorterpiece.
li MrWil_nqueriezthisbehaviour.In refel_ñngtothep_op¢nsityto

'theoperationofincreaah3greturnsindtt_áes.., fromafl_ort-periodpointofview
when a certain amount of fixed equipment is in existence...' he sayl that, 'in
dhctming _ situation eamomh_ are abl¢ to make full we el their in_¿,uin8
di_xn,ery that"bygonesate bygones"....' 'PriceandOutlayPolicyet State
_tet_iz', (taifazctim).
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Butwherethecostofusingirhasnotbeenrulec_outofconsidera-
tion,ofwheretheperiodduringwhichitwassoruledout(butnot
the'liíe'oftheequipmentitself)hasexpired,anda new decisionas
totheequipm¢nt'suseisabouttobe made,the(anticipated)use
willusuallyoroften_ehaveacostwhichcomesup forconsideration
in the deliberationsprecedingthe impendingdecision:the
costdependentupon theadministration'scontemplationofcon-
temporaneousorintert¢mporalalternativeopportunitiesofusing
theequipment.Inwhatseernstome tobealternativeterminology
comingfrom KeynesviaMr Bauer:'Theusercostof a unirof
outputintheshortpeñodisthereductioninthediscountedvalue
ofexpectedíuturequasi-rentsofa pi¢ceofequipmentthrough
usingirfortheprocluctionofthatunitoí outputrath¢rthan
leavingitunused.'_T
The same remarksapplynotonlyto'fixed'equipmentbutalso

to mateñals,unexpiredlabourcontracts,otherfactorsand
money withintheownershipofthefirmattheplanningstage.It
isthennotadmissibletoassumethatthecostofusing'fixed'equil>-
m¢nt and otherowned resourcesisa 'bygon¢'thatdoesnothave
tobe takenintoaccountinplanning.What/sa 'bygone'thathas

becomeirrelevantistheIossofwhatev¢rhasalreadybeengiv¢nup
(orcontractedtobe givenup)- usuallymoney - inexchangefor
thosethings.
ItfollowsfromwhatIhavejustsaidthatthe'longperiod'atthe

endofwhich'fixed'ecluipm¢ntcostreappearsdoesnotnece_'_arily
run unt thetimecomesforrenewalofequipment?*Itisnot

_' For circurmtances under which it wfll not have such a c_t, see Hayek,
Pt_ T_ efe, (London x94t), and G. F. Thirlby, 'Permanent Resources',
_, N. S., so, No. 39 (Augmt 1943).

tT p. T. Bauer, 'Notes on Cost', Ecmom/ca, N. S., s_ No. 46, (May 1945),P- 96.
AUtaes, including the use for the unit of outlmt under consideration, that ate con-
templated at anyplanning stage must, to a greater or ieseT extent, be future uses.
Some ¢/"them - mes for alternative purpm_- may be contemporaneom with the
useforthe unit ofoutlmt under comideration. Later uses also may be for alternative
_. With theseadjmtmenettheexpresmonquoted_ems tobeinorder.
xiItappearedtobe_ tomake thismatte_rquiteclearbecameMr Wilmn

('PriceamlOutlayPolicyofStateEnterpr_'),doesnot_em tohavedonem. Dh-
tinguishingirfromthe'_ort-_' reckoninginwhichhemoreorleJsconcedes
that _meed'equipment cost isanirrelevant 'bys_e', heconceiva of thelong_r-period
reckon_, that is to my, • reclmning in which 'fixed' equipment cmt appeant, u
uecurring when • decision is taken to/x,_t equ/pment.
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admissible to assume that the consideration of equipment cost is

restricted to occasions when decisions ate taken to instal equip-

ment, even ir the.se occasions include those upon which renewals
or extensions ate contemplated: the consideration of the cost of

using equipment occurs at other times. The process of settling

what this cost is consists in aja administrative judgement upon

whether ir is better to use the equipment for this of for that

product, to use ir immediately or to reserve its use for the more

distant future. Obviously this is a judgement upon what is going

to happen in the selling market, and one which might be expected

to be made by somebody who is operating in the market and who

probably spends Iris liíe there. It is a judgement upon what peop]e

(the consuming public) are likely to be willing to do with their

future incomes. There seems to be quite inadequate allowance in

academic discussion for the fact that this sort of thing has to be

done - ah inadequate aUowance for the fact that the selling prices

of the product and the quantities saleable are not known, but have

to be judged, lo at the earlier point of time when the decision to

produce is made, and that the judgement has to go on
continuously, or at least constantly, ir appropriate rebudgeting

and readjustment of production is to occur subsequently. _°

1' It is quite irrelevant to the present imue to point out that many bminessmen
do in fact judge that they will be the same tomorrow as they have been today. The
relevant point is that somebody has to be presumed to be nspms/bk for forecasting
of for not bothering to forecast.

s* There is implicit recognition of this fact in the discamon following Mr Wil_n's
suggestion that 'prohably the only way to get at any sor* of approxinmte amwer [to
the question whether a large "widening" of the capital structure should occur]
would be to comider whether it would be possible to ca>ver the total costa of the
undertaking ir it were run monopolisticaUy'. ('Price and Outlay Poficy of Stato
Enterpri_', p. 458). The force of hh subsequent remarka pon the relative incom-
petence of 'socialist managers' of ah 'undertaking ruja according to the rule' to
pmnounce upon 'what consumers would gire for the product', and to determine
investment policy, reaUy dependa upon the fact that the monopolát of whom he is
thinking is, nnlike the 'socialiat m,_lag¢rll', g penlbn operating in the market with
a constantly developing and reviaed undentanding of the behaviour of the con-
suming public in the spbere in which he is operating. (I do not wish this remark to
convey the impremion that I think thxt 'socia_t managen' couki not be such
persona - much leas that I think that it would not be their function to eanploy this
compet¢nce. The indispemability of buain¢m aAminhtraÜcaa does not of coun_
depend upon whether the indum'ial organization is 'mcialistic' of 'capitalistic'.
That this truth wm discovered in Rumia ver), mon atter the 1917 revolution ii
appm_t from the litemture (e.g. Hubimsd'J Sot_I.atto_asatIadastry.)
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The conjuneture out o/ which the cost-revenue relationship
emerges. Its indefiniteness and fallibility. Competent admin-
istration more important than the rule?
The cost-revenue relationship will vary over a period of time as
oíten as acts of administration occur. It is as indefinite and fallible

as the opinion of the administration about the íorthcoming market

conditions and their significante, andas the laxity of the admin-
istrative coordination allows it to be. This is still more apparent
when itis seen that at any point oí time at which one of the acts of
administration occurs, that particular act which determines the
input and output of the firm asa whole, and incidentally the
marginal unir of output¿ 1 is a coordinated decision dependent

upon a number oí simultaneous subordinate acts of administra-
tion (decisions) which are equally indefinite and fallible in the
sense of being personal opinions about íuture conditions. In an
abstraer model which I have used elsewhere 22 the subordinate

decisions in the particular undertaking and in reference to the
particular coordinated deeision ex ante appear in as many

different places as spikes on a porcupine. Each of these sub-
ordinate decisions, and its fallibility, has its effect upon total out-

put, and upon the total and marginal 21cost of that output, settled
by the final coordinated decision ex ante. It sectas to be seriously
open to question whether the result of this highly subjective and
eonstantly modified conjuncture could be externally controlled by
enforcement of the rule; and, [mm the point of view oí getting

output appmpriate to the market environment, ir might seem to
be more important to secure that administrative positions were
occupied by competent administrators than to try to doctor the
cost-revenue rehtionship by issuing a rule to the effect that ir must
be this and not that.

si See Appendix I.
ss 'The Subj¢t-tive Theory of Value and Accounting "Cmt" ', reprinted h¢re,

pages 135-61, patdm. Ifthe fact that this model relates to a mer¢_nÜle rather than
to ah industrial undertaking is disliked, the term 'buyer' may be _h_nged to
'product-line superintendent', and the term 'merchandise manager' to 'general
mperintendent'. The adm/n/a_at/v¢ structure is then similar in the two cases. But
in the indmtrial case it wouid be hard, with • alear co_cience, to abstract from dis-

cwdon o¡r the dizp¢md of the tute of plant- e.g. the use oía common fotmdry
dispmedofbythegeneral,__'nendmt betwemthetwoproduct-linesuper-
inte_ndents.
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Ala attempt to apply the rule might conceivably lead to the
transformation of the Ruler into the administrator. This being so,

it is as well to emphasize what his beeoming administmtor would
mean.

The Ruler turned administrator

I suggested earlier that the advocates of the enforcement of the
rule might deny that they were concerned with planning stages.
Ahernatively and oppositely they might conceivably say that the
Ruler would be responsible íor all planning, not only at each point
of time at which planning occurred, but at each administratíve

point in the organization at which planning was occurring at any
point of time. This could mean either of two things. It might
mean that the Ruler would make all the subordinate, as well as

all the coordinating, planning or budgeting (cost, revenue and
output) ealculations, leaving no administrative responsibility to

any other person in the undertaking, all of whom would in the
execution oí the plan become execufives or operatives functioning
under standing orders (the plan) laicl down by the Ruler (the sole
administrator). In this case, even ii the Ruler (asa sworn member
of the Rule Party) could be relied upon always to apply the rule to
bis subordinate and coordinative calculations, it is obvious that

(unless membership of the party also implied a particularly high
degree of omniscience) the sphere of aetivity (size oí undertaking)
of any particular Ruler would have to be fairly restricted, to avoid

the undertaking's becoming top-heavy. In this case all the personal
(administrative) judgement would reside in the Ruler, but that
personal judgement with all its limitations and weakñesses would
not be escaped.

Ahematively responsibility for all planning might mean
responsibility for coordination and overriding responsibility íor
subordinate acts performed by others- in the manner indicated
in the ahstract model of the mercantile organization. _ He.re Iris
immediately subordinate adminhixators (subordinate Rulers)
would be telling the Ruler what results they intended to achieve,
but he would be relying largely upon his judgement of men to teB

" See my 'The Subjective Themv o/'V-h_,e and Accounting "Co_' '.

zSo
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hito how far they were likely to be right. (_[_ the mercantile
organization the highest authority might well have been relying
largely upon an incentive to efficiency given to the subordinates
by the promise of a commission varying with resulta.)

In comidering the application of the rule I hope by implication
to suggest why an attempt to apply it might lead to the
tramformation of the Ruler into the administrator.

The application o/ the rule, on the assumption that what is
required is that total cost and total revenue should be equal. The
nature of the cost-revenue relationship
From now onwards I must for the sake of clarity distinguish the
dif[erent rules from one another, and íor the sake of brevity
confine my discussion to one of them: the rule that requires total
cost and total revenue to be equal to each other?'

What is to be the nature of the cost-revenue relatiomhip that
is to be the subject of examination by the Ruler? Is the expression
to reíer to

i cost and revenue in the sense implied in my discussion so lar, s_
OF

2 the anticipated objective resulta in the budget, or 'estimated-
profit calculation', which inevitably depend for what they are
upon the deliberatiom leading to i, and which consequenfly may
be different according to who is the administrator, or
3 the realized objective results in the account, which ought, sub-
jcct to certain excepfions, to agree with the (revised) budget ?

: The application when the relationship re_ers to cost and revenue
in the sense so lar implied

In this seme revenue must refer to the revenue expected by the

st In Appendix I, however, there is reme delibenttion on the margin.
t8 1 shmdd pe_fiUtl_ my here, what is implicit in the earlier part of my paper, that

ifthe ¢_st_ue rehttiomhip that ii to be $crutinized is the cost--l, evenue l_lation-
ship of economia (o_ ought I m my of the Subjective Theory of Value?), it is the

_ deliberatiom which have to be investigated, for only in them is there any
indicationofthedáplacedopportunie_theeffectofthemarginalvariaÜomfrom
thepmpmedlevelof operatiom(JeeAppendixI) andtheutfetymargim(allow-
ancesforuncerminty)whichlurveto be_ ifthedex:ifionisto be unde=-
,tood.
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administrator to accrue from the contemplated investment of
certain resources in a particular way (say the investment of liquid
resources and the administrator's own services in a railway under-
taking); cost must refer to the revenue '6 that he would-expect to
accrue ií the same resources were invested otherwise (in what he

thought to be the best alternative way - say in a chain of saloon
bars). I should say at once that it seems to me that to require that
these two figures should be equal requires that the administrator
should discover two avenues oí investment between which he

cannot choose without resorting to a toss-up. There is also the

other difficulty that the cost figure will never become objective,
i.e. it will never be possible to check whether the forecast of the
alternative revenue was correct, because the alternative under-

taking will never come into existente to produce the actual
alternative revenue. Both these dit_culties occur not only at this

highest level of deliberation- i.e. where the total revenue from
the contemplated undertaking is being compared with the total
revenue of the potential undertaking proposed to be'rejected - but
at all other levels of deliberation where a choice has to be made,

e.g. where two ahernative variations in structure are being
compared with each other. I pass over the two difficulties as such,

but ask the further question whether the Ruler would be expected
to be content with nothing but two bare alternative revenue
figures relating to the highest level of deliberation, of whether he

would be required to look deeper into the two conjunetures

throwing up the two figures. Going to the extreme, let us suppose
that the administrator is to make a full statement concerning all
the alternative outputs (and their variations over "time) and
technical structures that he has thought fit to consideras possibly
being suitable to meet the demand conditions that he thinks

likely to mature in the particular situation of the enterprise
contemplated, and ah appropriately incorporated statement
(required to determine the cost of his proposed activities) relating
to the alternative opportunities, for investment in other situations,

to be displaced by investment in this particular one, and also a íull

_'Stñctty,to theI_f_anee ofthereve_ue.Revenuefromudoonbah _ not
beal .igniñcantasah equalamountfromraways.
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confession of his doubts and íears conceming the accuracy of his
judgements and the appropriateness oí his tentative decisions.27
Let us suppose further that both the administrator and the Ruler
are agreed that as ma_nyrelevant íactual data (obtained e.g. by
market surveys) as can be procured have been procured, and have
been equaUy available to and considered by both, but that on
some significant question which such data cannot completely
answer, but which is a question for administrative judgement and
decision (e.g. one relating to the probable strength and continuity
of íuture demand), the administrator and the Ruler disagree. For
example, suppose the case were similar to the railway case which I
cited earlier, the administrator being of the opinion that a horse-
tramway from the trunk line would, in view of his low estimate of
the strength and continuity of demand for service and his doubt
about ir, be the most appropfiate way of serving Stellenbosch, the
Ruler being more optimistic about demand for service and of the
opinion that a railway line with heavy works and locomotives was
justified. In these circumstances whose view would prevail ? The
point that I wish to make here is that to the extent that the Ruler
overrides the administrator's opinion in such matters, and makes
the decisiom, the administrator ceases to be the administrator,
and ceases to be responsible for covering costs.28The Ruler him-
self becomes responsible, the other person to that extent - if he is
told to carry on in accordance with the Ruler's decision and does
so-his executive operating under standing orders.

This is not to say that there cannot be more than one admin-
istrator contñbuting to the coordinated decision ex ante. The

t_ The ditñculty of impomibility of extracting this evidence is understressed,
perhaps by _ of 'the administrator' instead of a number of people contrib-
uting to the conjuncture, certainly by speaking of a first-budgeting process and
decision instead of to the conjuncture changing over time as anticipatiom change
and rebudgeting occura. What _eems to be required fora perfect scrutiny is a
pex_tual record of the budgetary thoughts of every person with discretionary re,-
ponfibility in the undertaking -and capacity in the Ruler to deai with it with leas
fallibility than that of the administratorl But to what extent and how often admin-
istraton would have their thoughts acrutinized, it is for the advocates of the rule, and
not for me, to my.

u Of, what amounts to the same thing, achieving the additional revenue (equal
to the disphu:ed alternative revenue thought likely to accrue fi'om investing the
extra rem_rces - requiredtomake the works 'heavier' - ehewhere, in or outaide the
railwayundert,._-_.)
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Ruler or somebody else might, for example, be the medium for
coordinating one administrator's anticipated results from invest-
ment in one undertaking (e.g. a railway undertaking) with
another administrator's anticipated results írom investing the
same resources elsewhere (e.g. in a chain of saloon bars) instead,
i.e. with cost in the proper sense. But ir is intended to suggest that
the terms and method of application of the rule should be
explicitly defined, to avoid amongst other things the usurping of
administrative authority without accepting responsibility 29íor its
results- to say nothing of sanctions for error? ° And I would add
that it is extremely di/ñcult to understand why the Ruler's stamp
should be placed upon a proposition simply because the admin-
istrator thought that its yield would be equal to the yield of the
same resources in some other proposition. It would be much easier
to understand that the Ruler should be expected to choose, of

confirm a choice, between two alternafive propositions, whose
expected yields were different - and accept responsibility íor doing

.#

SO.

It is conceivable then that the advocates of the rule intend
that the Ruler should be concerned with revenue and cost in the

sense of accepted and displaced opportunities; but I suspect that
they have not thought rigorously in these terms, but have thought
instead of revenue and costas the two sides oí a budget of
'estimated profit calculation'.

2 The application when the relationship re[ers to the "estimated
profit calculation"
We now become interested, not in two alternative" revenues
expected to be achievable by the investment of the saxne resources,
but primarfly in the money outlays upon factors (as cost), and (as

** To say that "the state' is respomible ii to avoid the whole imae: 'the Irtate' has
to be givcm content by ah exege_ of the devolution o¢atimini*trative respomibility
upon persons.

te In bis deliberatiom on the Adminiatration Chart in Some Modon Ba.n'_ss

Probl¿_,tu (ed. Plant (London 1937)) Mr Paul Wilson gt88ests that ah admin-
istrative _ ahould be latbordinated to that higher arlminhtrativeot_i_r who will
stand to lad]'er mo_ by hia likely erron. It is ídem of this kind that ahould be taken
hato account in comiderin8 the relatiomtfip between the Ruler and the admin-
istrator and the incidence of __ctiom for error.
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revenue) the revenue expected to be achievable in one oí the
alternative applications. These two things, the money outlays
upon factors expected to be brought into the undertaking, and the
revenue expected to be achieved, which are to be the subject of
scrutiny, and which - subject to the adjustments for'opening stock'
and 'closing stock' of 'residual axsets' which will be mentioned
eventually- have to be equal to each other, are the anticipated
objective-results in the budget of 'estimated profit calculation'
relating to the proposed undertaking (e.g. a railway undertaking).
The 'costs' which interest the Ruler are pñmarily anticipated
objective money outlays.__That is to say, the administrator is an
administrator in that Iris displacement of alternative opportun-
ities, at any level of deliberation, is not to be queried. All that he
has to show is that his expected objective outlays- subject to the
same adjustments-ate equal to his expected objective revenue.
He shows this in a budget which he submits to the Ruler.

I do not propose to raise the issue whether the adoption of this
procedure of working upon anticipated objective results (instead
oí accepted and displaced opportunities) does or does not mean
that the rule has lost touch with its purpose of securing the
direction of resources into the best social uses. Apart from this
question, the most significant aspect of the procedure is the

dependence of the Ruler upon the administrator for the accuracy
of the administrator's forecasts of the objective results. If the
budgetary period were anything like the physical life period of
the longest-lived of the physically depreciating assets of a railway
concem, the figures for the remoter years would be extremely
tentative; and even ir the budgetary period for an enterprise
which was to possess such assets were shortened, the tentativeness
would only be transferred to the administrator's calculation of
the money value of the residual amets; but at the same time it
would be nece_sary to produce such figures ir the budget was to

st It should be clear tlmt this budget would not include any outlay which would
neo'_m,-ily measure the value of re_urc_ in their beat alternative use. It might
indude, e.g. anticipated objectivc 'intereat' payment3 on money to be borrowed for
a railway undertaking, but these 'intereat' paymenta could not be presumed to
meamre the yield that would have b¢en ea:pected from horrowing the _mc mon_
and invtsting it in a ,-h,;,, of mloon han.
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(pretend to) show that outlays and revenues were to be equal to
each other in the end.

The budget that I envisage as being submitted would be of the

kind referred to by Machlup as an 'estimated profit calculation',

and illustrated in bis article: 2 Ir, however, it had to show the

anticipated time dispersion of the outlays and revenues over the

budgetary peñod, its outlays and revenues would not be- or

ought not to be-telescoped into annual figures. The statement

would show separately the anticipated outlays and revenues as

they were expected to occur. A particular outlay (e.g. upon a new
set of locomodves) would appear (undivided) at the date at which

it was expected to occur. If it were anticipated that there would

be residual assets at the end of the budgetary period, the statement

would presumably conclude with the anticipated money value of

residual assets, in order to show that outlays and revenues would

ultimately balance. This money value of residual agsets would rep-
resent either what the administrator assumed the'assets would

sell for at the end of the budgetary period, or (what is not stñctly

an anticipated objective revenue) what he assumed they would

be worth in terms of net revenue in subsequent budgetary periods,

according to whether it was to be assumed that the enterprise

would cease at, or continue after, the end of the budgetary

period. Ir there were non-monetary assets at the beginning of the
first budgetary period- and there would be at least the admin-
istrator's own services- a similar calculation would have to be

made in respect of this 'opening stock' - otherwise the Ruler could

not stñke the balance (which ought to be nil) in mo'ney temas.

These calculatiom would be made by the administrator as such.

Ir it were deemed to be necessary to break down the budgetary

peñod hato 'years',each 'year's' figures purporting to show whether

or nota 'proñt' was anticipated in respect of that 'year', ss what

would be the appropriate procedure? Clearly the method of

charging an ouflay undivided at the date at which it was expected

.s Machlup, 'Competition, Pliopoly and Profit', part II.
ss Cf. Ma"T. Wibon's suggesdon 'Pr/ce and Outlay Polio/of St=te Enterpr_',

that the principle of covering total costs couid not be enforced every year, which
sectas to imply tlmt Joma other people think it tmuld be. (This m_mtion is q_imlly
u_ted _nAppendixH.)
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to occur would itself affect the 'fluctuations' in the difference

between anticipated outlays and revenues in any 'year', perhaps
giving rise to apparent 'deficits' in 'years' of heavy outlays, and
apparent 'profits' in others: the outlay might be in respect of a
factor (e.g. a new set of locomotives) which was intended to be
used over a series oí subsequent 'years'. How would this have to be
dealt with? The answer is that it would be necessary to insert the
administrator's calculation of the money value of the residual
assets__for the end of each 'year' instead oí merely for the end of
the budgetary peñod.

Clearly then to shift the application of the rule to the figures oí
the 'estimated profit calculation' does not obviate the Ruler's
dependence upon the administrator's opinion about what is going
to happen in the future- unless the Ruler usurps the admin-
istrator's function. But there is still another point. II the Ruler

confines his scrutiny to the budget, he will have no check upon
either the administrator's good faith, or his competence to achieve
bis ostensibly expected results. To this matter I shalI return after
eonsidering the application of the rule when the relationship refers
to the account.

3 The application when the relationship refers to the account

I now change my assumption, and suppose that it is not the budget
at all, but the account only, that the Ruler has to scrutinize.

Beyond inspiring fear ex ante, and applying any sanctions ex post,
the Ruler would apparently have no function but to see whether
cost and revenue in the sense of realized money outlays and
revenues - subjeet to adjustments for 'opening stock' and 'closing

stock' or 'residual assets'- were equal. What are the important
issues in this case? One of them is this same difficulty with regard

14 This matter of calculating the money value of residual assets is much the same
as that of enterprise valuation, which has received much attention by Bonheight
aad others. A subjectivist, after working round to the attitude that to get at the
value of the enterprise ir is necessary to discover what the future revenues (less

outlays) ale expected to be, must, I think, conclude that l) to get at these in tuna
it is necessary to ask the particular administrator of the enterprise what he thinks
they wil| be; a) that what they ate likely to be may depend ver_/much upon the
enterprise being run by the particular adminhtrator; 3) that the appropriate 'tate'
at which the future figures should be 'discounted' depends, too, upon his views.
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to the treatment of opening and residual assets as was encountered

in the budget case. Ah account submitted with opening assets or
while there were still significant residual assets would presumably
have to have added to it the administrator's calculation for open-
ing or residual assets. It may be asked whether this requirement
could not be obviated by the employment of a professional
accountant. A proíessional accountant-if the Ruler were not

himself behaving as such-might, and probably would, be
employed to ascertain whether the objective results were in fact
those which had been reported in the accounts by the admin-
istrator to the Ruler: such is the accountant's function. But

further than this he cannot go. Without usurping the admin-
istrator's íunction he cannot asse_ the (net) revenue still to be
yielded by the use of residual assets.3_

So this new shift in the application of the rnle - to the account

- does not, so far as inteñm a¢counts ate concerned, obviate the
Ruler's dependence upon the administrator's opinion about the
íuture. Again there is another point. Knowing that his realized

'costs' and revenues would be required to be equal, and knowing
that whatever his oñginal estimates were they would not be likely
to be exactly realized, and because it is probably easier to get rid
of ah emerging surplus than ah emerging deficit, the administrator

would probably be inclined to embark only upon undertakings in
which, for any period in which he had to show equality of 'costs'
and 'revenue', he felt fairly sure of being able to make a surplus or
'profit'; that is, he would be disinclined to embark upgn under-
takings unless, for each such period, he could budget fora surplus,
and could rely upon being able to avoid the surplus somehow if
he subsequently found that he was in danger of realizing it - e.g.
by not responding to an upswing of demand to the extent
provided for in his undisclosed budget.

A possible addition to the nde: the stipulation that the account
should agree with the "estimated proflt calculation"

When the application of the rule shLfted to the 'estimated profit
calculation', a certain impotence resuited from the lack of the

a. On 'd_r¿,ing depreciation', gee_ix III.
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account; when ir shifted to the account, a certain impotence

resulted from the lack of the budget. Could potence be restored

by requiring that the account should correspond with the budget,

the Ruler scrutinizing both? ss The new requirement-that both

the budget and the eventual account should be submitted - would

s¢emingly provide at least a reflection of the accuracy oí forecast-

ing - a check or report on efficiency in this sense. But ir cannot be

leít at that. There is something significant to be said arising out

oí the point that nobody would expect a first budget, constructed

with any definiteness of detail, to be exactly realized in the event.

I have already pointed out that the figures relating to the remoter

future would be extremely tentative. During the course of the

budgetary period the administrator would be constantly revising

his estimates as he started and continued his 'voyage into the

unknown', sT and corrected his earlier judgements 3s by his fuller

realization of the circumstances, which at the first budgeting point
of time were circumstances of the relatively remote future. His

ñrst estimate would not be likely to be correct. Ir he had to operate

with his own resources, he would not be likely to embark on the

venture at all unless he thought that however wrong his estimates

were likely to be, he would still realize a profit - or at least as good

a living, besides the return of his resources, as he could get else-

where. It sectas reasonable to suppose therefore that, under this

new arrangement which requires both budget and account to be
submitted, it would have to be understood at the outset that much

scope would be allowed to the administrator for subsequent

variation of bis original figures, revised budgets being constantly
submitted to the Ruler. s* Ir the administrator were not allowed

much scope, it seems likely that he would introduce undisclosed

ss_ addendum to the rule may pomibly be impliedin the idea that ir'the
_' disobe_ the orderto observethe rulehe shouldbe 'dismissed':I do not
lmow. But it certainly isnot impliedin the mete injunctio_ thatccat and revenue
shouldbe equal.

,7 1 believc I am indebtedto Mr Shacklefor this phrase.
ssSubject to the limitatiom (e.g. by the acquisitionof specificities)that he has

alreadyimpoledupon himsel/'.Hh latexImowledgemight __ggestthat he ought to
ha_ adopted • differ¢nttechnical structure(e.g. • diff__,t routefora railway),
but ir doesnot fo//ow that he ou¿,htthen to -h,,,¢e ir.

n I/"p_D¢__/sulamimionh conceivedof, sothata// alteratiomin plato ate apl>-
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safety margins 'o into his estimates amounting in effect to very

much the same thing as budgeting for a surplus- in much the
same way as, I believe, Ministers of Finance do, only in our case

the administrator would take care to avoid the surplus ir it tended
to emerge. In other words, the administrator might be very un-

willing to embark upon an undertaking unless behind the dis-
closed budget showing no profit he hada secret budget with a

profit whi¢h he intended to lose ir his anticipation proved correct.
The ítem 'money value of residual assets' might often, I suppose,
be a very useful medium for introducing his safety margim. It
might also be used for temporarily hiding an impending deficit.

APPENDIX I

On the application o[ the rule when it requires the equation of

marginal cost with something else. If we are conterhplating the
investment of liquid resources in a railway undertaking, the

alternative opportunity to be displaeed being a chain oí saloon
bars, what '1 is the marginal cost oí producing, say, the final ton-

mile of railway service which is expected to yield, say, a penny-
halfpenny as marginal revenue, following the investment of an

additional penny of liquid resources._2 The marginal cost must
be regarded as the displaced marginal revenue, 4s saya penny-
farthing, which might be expected to accrue from the investment
of the same penny in the production of, say, an extra pon), of beer,
instead of the final ton-mile of railway service.

Ir the rule is intended to be applied to marginal cost in ti'Us

roved before being executed, the eventual accounts must, I think, be identical to the
approved revised budgcts -ifwe abstract from the resulta of'acts ofGod', breaches
ofstanding orders, and any variatiom gllowed to sub-administratonh executives and
operatives by standing orders (e.g. a standing order to buy a materiaJ at a certain

rate per unit of time so long as the price did not vary outside certain defmed limita).
O'. my 'The Subjective Theory of Value and Accounting "Cost" ', reprinted hez-e,
pages, t35-61.

40 On the introduction of safety margim into estimated protit calcu]atiom, zee
Machlup, 'Competition, Pliopoly and Profit', part II.

8x Ahstracting from the t/m, at which the marginal unit will emerge.
__ Since decimalization 5P_ lad.
48 Strictly, the relative significaucc of the di_ggaced marghml revcnue.
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sense, the marginal cost will escape the Ruler's observation in the
same way as total cost in this sense escaped the Ruler's
observation: the prospective alternative revenue is displaced by
the decision, and will never be realized. From this point of view the
same remarks apply to marginal cost as were applied to total cost.

Ir the rule is intended to be applied to 'cost' in the sense of
anticipated objective outlays, the marginal outlay in the example
will be a penny, against marginal revenue a penny-halfpenny. To
disclose this to the Ruler, it would be necessary to submit, or at
least to prepare, two budgets or 'estimated profit calculations', the
one relating to a higher, the other to a lower, level of con-
templated output. The penny (marginal outlay) would be the
difference between total outlays in the two budgets; the penny-
halfpenny the difference between total revenues in the two
budgets. In other words, the 'estimated profit calculation' relating
to the margin would be 'marginal outlay, a penny; marginal
revenue, a penny-halfpenny'. So apparently marginal 'cost' in this
sense might be budgeted.

Ií the rule is intended to be applied to 'cost' in the sense of
realized objective outlays (in the account) ir cannot be so applied,
because only one level of output is, or, in the particular situation
of time and place, can be, produced: no variation from that level
occurs to show the required difference between the realized
objective outlays of one level of output and another.4"

44 It might, of course, be retorted that at this stage it would be a fairly simple
matter for the ruler to calculate what extra 'costa' and what extra revenue wou/d

llave been involved in the produetion of an additional 'unit'. But this retort is
umound. C,alculatiom of this kind could not be accepted as satiffactory without
aUowing for imponderable subjective or administrative elementa. An alternative
retort might be that the ruler would get his resulta by experimenting: changing the
output and watching the resulta. But obviously this method is not generídly tatis-
factory either, not only because the administrative imponderables might be over-
ridden, but aho became the different outputa would be produced at different times.
It cannot be msumed that the circumstances af[ecting 'costa' and revenue ate the
reme at different times. The overriding of the adminhtrative imponderables la
easily illmtrated. I//ustrañoa. In response to a request from the ruler, who wishes to
observe the resulta of increming the output of a particular product of a particular
firmb the general manager of the firm imuet a p_e_,ptory order to increa_ output
by twenty-five per cent. (He would not be likely to behave in this way in the ord-
inary ¢ourge of businem: it ii for the purpme of demomtraÜon that I amume that
la. doez m.) The Ruler, sul3aequently paming through the firm's premises, encoun-
teta the mies manager and the production nmnager. A diJ2t_on emues in which
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It will be remembered that, when the app]ication of the rule
shiíted to the 'estimated profit calculation', where this referred to
total outlays and revenue, a certain impotence resulted from the
lack of the account. Now that the calculation refers to marginal
outlays, potence certainly cannot be restored by requiring that the
account should correspond with the budget, becaus¢ the accotmt
cannotexist.

So the objection to the proposed application of the rule to the

total apply to its proposed application to the margin a [ortiori.

APPENDIX II

I It has been suggested '5 that the principle of covering total costs
cannot be eníorced 'every year ir there are general fluctuations in
trade', and that it 'should rather be applied over a period with
surpluses in good years and deficits in bad'. Ignoring for the

moment the doubt about the possibility of satisfactorily identifying
and measuring the 'total costs' and 'total revenues' that ate to be
equalized over a period during which they fluctuate in relation

to each otber, would it be stretching analogy too lar to suggest
that the concession to allow 'surpluses in good years' to compensate
for 'deficits in bad' might be extended to allow surpluses in good
transactions and in good markets to compensate for deficits on bad
transactions and in bad markets? It is diflicult to see why, if
allowance should be made for these 'general fluctuations in trade',
allowance should not be made for particular fluctuations affect-
ing the particular undertaking too.'* Silence on the matter gives

ground to suspect an implicit assumption that (apart from these
'general fluctuations') the administrator operates in condiuons

the sales manager informs the ruler that he could have told hito in advance what
the appmximate effect of the incremed output on revenue would be: it wm his

job to be able to do that. The production manager telh him that the stepping-up
of output involved delaying the execution of • remunerative order, which required
the use of the reme machinm. The sales marmger telh hito that _ order has now
been cancelled. (Surely the losa of this job is • cost element - but it will not appear
in objectiveoutlays).

,s T. Wilmn, 'Price and Outlay Policy of State Enterpri_', _ction a (d).
*s IncidentaUy it would o¢ten be _t to distinguish with Imy eamctnem the

ef[ect of the general fluctm_on fi_m the eHect of • particular flucumtio_
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akin to stationary equilibrium (supporting itself by its own boot-
straps!), or that he has little or nothing of difficulty to do in the
way of trying to discover how market conditions are going to
change, of being prepared for and adjusting to the changes in
advance, and of making allowance - particularly in the choice of
technical structure - for the inevitability of uncertainty and error.

But ir concessions for particular 'fluctuations' are to be made,
how does the rule apply? When ends the long run, and where
ends the group of transactions (or markets) to which the rule is to
apply ? Appropñate extension of the idea of permitting 'surpluses
in good years' to compensate for 'deficits in bad', to allow íor the
inevitability of uncertainty and error, seems to render quite
indefinite the limits of time and range oí operafions within which
equality of 'surpluses' and 'deficits' was to be achieved.
2 The quandary that one is led into by the inadequate definition
of the terms and method of application of the rule can be shown
by examining closely Mr Wilson's suggestion,_7following the one
for an aIlowance for 'general fluctuatiom in trade', for dealing
with a 'permanent decline in the demand' for a socialized
industry's product. In order not to be misled by the telescoping of
the ex ante with the ex post, I shall translate some of his statements
into terms which I have used before. The industry is 'faced' with
this permanent decline in demand. I take this to mean that the
administrator is rebudgeting and working on the a_umption that
demand for the product will for the remaining future be
permanently lower than he expected it would be when he
oñginally budgeted. 'In these circumstances', Mr Wilson tells us,
'private firms will go on producing so long as the excess over prime

costs is greater than the interest on the scrap value of the equip-
ment.' This I adjust to mean that the administrator would, if he
were a private firm, decide to continue production providing that
he valued his anticipated revenues higher than cost in the proper
sense, i.e. bis reckoning of the best yield, from all the resources
which he contemplated ming (including, of course, the 'equip-
ment') ir he tranderred them to his best contemplated alternative

,T _Price and Outlay PoHcy of Smte Enterpri_', in the remainder ofhis section
(d).
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opportunitiesof use-which mightbe to the production,by
himself,of a differentproduct.The costof usingexisting
equipmentcannotbe deemed tobe adequatelydescribedby the
expres_ion 'interest on its scrap value'. Mr Wilson then remarks
that the socialized industry might at this time have 'a large fixed-
interest obligation', and refers to this as (being included in?) 'total
costs' (thus telescoping past outlays - i.e. money 'capital' invested
-and money payments already contracted to be made-i.e. 'in-
terest' on the 'capital' - with outlays neither made nor contracted
to be made). Having done this, he suggests that 'it would be better
[than to adopt Mr Lemer's principles] to write down the capital
of the industry.., and then tell the manager to cover total costs
at the reduced level'. But what are these 'total costs at the reduced

level'? I can only interpret 'total costs' as being intended to
mean cost in the proper sense plus either nil (if the 'capital
of the industry' were written down to the level of the excess of cost

in the proper sense over anticipated objectíve outlays) 'sor a
positive amount (if the 'capital of the industry' were written down

to a smaller extent). But what could this positive amount be other
than a surplus of anticipated revenue over cost in the proper sense ?
And how much surplus would be allowed?" That írom the out-
put promising the maximum surplus? Or that from some other
output, and if so, which? And according to what pñnciple would

it be chosen? If it is the output with the maximum surplus that

4, It should be clear that these anticipated objective ouda_ ate different from
cost in the proper sense, which would indude, for example, the value of existing

equipment in ah alternative me. That Mr Wihon has in mind (as 'coats', excluding
the 'fixed interest obligaon') something over and above anticipated objective out-
lays is apparent from ha analogy with private enterprise in which he includes 'in-
tea_t on the mcrap value of the equipment' in what a private tima will require to be
covered by reveuue. The 'capital of the industry' would not be entirely written off
maleas it were anticipated objective outlays which were to be (onlyjust) covered by
ir_¢l_tltl_.

" Let revenue (r) minus cost in the proper seme (c) be x, and let c minus antici-
pared objective outlays (a) on the same budget (exclud/ng, ofcour_, those outlays
which ate aiready contractual obligations) be y, so that anticipated objective
surplua on the budget la (r--c) +(c--a) ==r--a=y+x.

Then Mr Wihon's 'total cmts' appears to mean dl/gr c, ir the 'capital of the
indmtry' ii written down toy, of c+x, ir the 'capital of the industry' is written
down to y + x.

But x (and, of coursey, a, ¢ and r) will be different accordíng to what 0mtput is
planned.
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shouIdbe choscn,soIongaseventhischoices_Iinvolvc_wfiting
down the'capitaloftheindustry',why obscuretheissueby rcíer-
ringtothechoiceasteIIing'themanagertocovertotalcostsat
thereducedlevel',withoutdefiningtheprinciplefordetermining
what the'reducedleveI'is?

Mr WilsonfoIlowsup with'_°thestatementthan'ingeneral,
undertakingswhichcancovertotalcostsshouldbemade todo so',
thus x)obviouslytelescopingthe ex post-the'fixedinterest
obligation'or 'capitaloftheindustry'-withtheex ante,and 2)
implicitlyassertingthatat thisrebudgetingpointoí timethe
principleto be observed,at leastto the extentthatthisis
necessaryto mcet the 'fixedinterestobligation',isthat of
maximizingthesurplusofrevenueovercostinthepropcrseme.
Butheconcedesthepossibilityofan exceptiontothistolebeing

made 'inthecaseofsome oldindustrieswherecapitalisa ver/
largeproportionoftotalcostsand wberethereislittlelikdihood
ofnew invcstment',soastoallowtheexpansionoíoutputbeyond
thepointatwhichSUl'plusismaximizedtothepoint,presumably,

atwhichmarginalcostissupposcdtobeequalto'pfice'('...out-
putcouldbe expandedtillitapproximatedmore closelytothe
theoreticaloptimum').The subsidyof 'fLxedamount'whichfor
thispurpose,he states,'mightsometimesbe justifiable'would,I
presume,thoughthisisnotexpliciflystated,be theamount by
which the expansion of output caused a deficit in the amount
required to meet the 'fixed interest obligation' (i.e. in anticipated
revenue minus anticipated objective outlays). The subsidy having
been given, 'the management should then be "told to cover total
costs less the subsidy'. But 'in no circumstances ... should the

State adopt Mr Lemer's policy, and offer to make good whatever
deficit emerged as long as marginal costs and price were equated'.
Upon this I must make two comments. First, ir it is Mr Wilson's
point that his desired output differs from Mr Lemer's, I am at a
loss to know in what respect. Secondly, if his point is that Mr

| Lemer's policy would be conducive to carelessness about covering
'total costa', whereas Mr Wilson's would not, I would point out

that, unless the Ruler, and not 'the management', were the

,,o'PriceandOutlayPolicyofStateEnterprite',in _et.ion_,(e).
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administrator, the Ruler would, under Mr Wilson's policy, be

dependent upon 'the management's' estimates for fixing the

amount of the subsidy. Possibly Mr Wilson has this idea at the

back of bis mind when, in }lis concluding paragraph, he remarks

that 'this po]icy imp]ies a degree of understanding and discrimina-

tion which may well be absent in practice'. It would be interesting

to know whether, ir he developed his views, explaining precisely
what was to be understood by the terms 'costs' and 'revenue',

untelescoping time so as to distinguish the ex ante from the ex

post and elaborating the administrative arrangements and their

functioning, he would discover that in this second respect he was,
after all, in the same boat with Mr Lerner.

By pursuing this untelescoping and substitution of terminology

I have endeavoured to show that the proposal to write down a

'ñxed interest obligation', and instruct a 'manager' to cover 'total
costs' as so reduced, avoids the issue as to the extent to which the

'fixed interest obligation' is to be written down of, lahat amounts

to the same thing, ir avoids the issue whether 'the manager' (of

whoever is the administrator in the circumstances) is of is not to

}lave a free hand to try to maximize his net returm ('fixed interest

ob]igation' excluded). The prop_íd fails at this stage to define the

principle of operation, although a subsequent reference to it seems

to imply the principle of maxiwizing net returns.

Two other difficulÜes emerge when it is suggested that thi_q

proposal might in some cases be modified to allow subsidized

expamion of output. The first is some obscurity on the matter of

whether the proposed output is or is not that which wonld equate

marginal cost and price. The second, and critical, difficulty lies in
failure, at this point, to noÜce (orat least to make clear) that the

fixing of the subsídy depends upon admini_rative estimatcs, and

that ir administration resides ha the mánagement, the Ruler is in

the management's hands-a situation which, presumably, it is
sought to avoid.

APPENDIX llI st

In considering the application of the rule when the cost-revenue

st Cf. a ditoatkm ¢ff 'deptzciatí¢m' in tection IIl of my "Permmm_t RemurceJ'.
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relationship referred to the account, I sugg_ted that, without
usurping the administrator's íunction, a proíessional accountant
could not independently assess the (net) revenue still to be yielded
by the use of residual assets. But cannot he avoid having to do

this by independently apportioning to an interim accounting
period part of any outlay upon an asset which has an unexpired
(residual) use at the end of the interim period? The answer is that
all such apportionments must be unsatisfactory. To understand

why this is so it is necessary to revert to the decision to acquire the
as_t.

Suppose the administrator is íaced with the problem of deciding
whether to huy ah asset for £5,000. Let us assume íor simplicity

that I) the asset would be completely specific to the production

of a particular product oí the particular undertaking, and that ir
it were to be u.sed at ah unvarying rate (considered by the admin-

istrator to be the optimum rate) over a pefiod of four years it
would still at the end of that period have a residual physical 'life'

(reckoned on the basis of the same unvarying rate oí use) of one
year; 2) the administrator expects that the demand for the

product wiU cease suddenly at the end of the fourth year, but by

that time the use of the asset and the sale of the product will, in
terms of net revenue, yielded at ala unvarying rate, have
recovered the £5,000, and he thinks the best thing to dC 2 is to

acquire the asset; 3) the administrator acquires the asset, produces
at the expected rate over the first year-during which his

expectations about demand have so íar proved correct and, for
the íuture, have not changed.

Now let us suppose that the first interim accounting period ends

with the first year, and that the professional accountant attempts
to apportion part of the outlay of £5,000 to that interina account-

ing period. Observing, presumably with the help of ala engineer -
that the asset has during the year been used up at a rate which ii

maintained wiU consume its whole physical 'life' by the end of
the fifth year, he 'charges' against revenues one fifth of

i_ In order, we may umme, not to maximi=e net vevenue, but to make outlays

and revenue equal.
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£5,ooo = £ i,ooo as 'depreciation' of the asset."s Clearly, because
one fourth of £5,ooo=£I,_5 o has been recovered as revenue
(net, before charging 'depreciation') the interim account will show
a 'profit', and get the administrator called over the coals.5_

Possibly the accountant would reply that the remaining £25o
would be 'charged' as 'obsolescence'. But the point is that to
ascertain what the figure for obsolescence is amounts to exactly
the same thing as obtaining írom the administrator his calculation
of the money value of the residual assets.

6_ i do not of course wish to suggest that this method exhausts accounting meth-
ods of 'charging depreciation'. I wish only to suggest that all 'objective' methods -
all methods which do not involve appeal to the administrator's calculation of the
money value of the residue of the asset - ate unsatisfactory.

_' I might well have added that ifsuch accounting apportionments of outlays (or
charge, for 'depreciation') w¢re conventiona.lly adopted, tl-,e administrator know-
ing in advance that they would be, and knowing that he wouId be required to have
made bis 'costs' (including such apportionments) and revenue equal in the interim
account, would be likely to try to adjust his ex ante plato accordingIy. (In the above

example he probably would not have bought the asset at all, b_came, in order to
come out in the end, he would, on the a._sumptiom made, have been faced with
having to _thow a 'profit' in the first four years anda '1o_' in the fifth.) Production
would be distorted by the adoptton of ah accounting convention: technical spe-

ciali._n would be cutting a_, or imposing a rigidity upon, administradon. (If it
were urged that the imposition of this convention amounted to the laying down of
a standing order by a higher authority, and that 'the accountant' was therefore
taking part in administration. I should probably accept the correction. But it would
still be open to e¢onomists to consider the effect of such a standing order upon
production.)
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I THE FIRSTAPPROXIMATION

The subject of this paper is the idea that the businessman fixes his

output at that level at which the surplus of his total revenue over

his total cost is maximized, and accordingly at which his marginal

cost and marginal revenue have been brought neax]y I to equality.

It is (sometimes) admitted or asserted that this description is only
a first approximation to a description of actual bchaviour. I shall

according]y, and for brevity's sake, refer to it as 'the first

approximation'. I propose to discuss its limitations, and what we

have to do with it bcfore we have something which real]y comes

anywhere near to bcing a description of a businessman's anda

business organization's behaviour.

At each step I shall first examine the shortcomings of the first

approximation asa description of the behaviour of the business-

man who has no human associates in the business, and then

proceed to discuss their significance for the situation in which the

business consists of more than one man, that is to say, where the

business comists of an organization of human beings. Economists

-I aro speaking rather of economists operating in the realm of

pure theory, and using this marginal cost-marginal revenue

'technique'- do sometimes speak of a 'firm', but rarely does the

'firm' become anything really different from the man combining
factors. It is true that one of these factors is 'labour', but labour is

thought of as ir it were a substance of which the owner sells a quan-

t I say 'nearly' because we say that 'marginal cost equa/s marginal revenue' only
when we forget t) that the position of equality is a position of indifference and 2)

the m/n/mmonsms/bk. In administrative theory both these things are imlxa'tant.
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tity to the 'man' ('entrepreneur') or 'firm'. Aíter this moment of
sale the previous owner of the labour (the labourer) appears to be
decisionless with respect to the use of the labour that he has sold:
there is still only one man concerned with the 'firm's' planning
operations which dispose of that labour.

Yet it is not always true that there is only one man taking part
in the 'firm's' planning. Sometimes another person, justas much
as the first, is a planner, making responsible decisions, based on
uncertain estimates of íuture events, and taking bis part in the
determination oí the organization's plan and executory opera-
tions. The neglect of this case in economic theory is due, I imagine,
to some inhibition in economists against recognizing the existence
oí an organization of men. In oral discussion with colleagues I
have noticed the tendency to dismiss'the relationships between the
contributory decision-maker and the other members of the
organization as matters of internal politics. Whether the organ-
izational relationships which develops a 'maximized' l;ost-revenue
situation are politics, while the market relationships which develop
a price are economics, does not seem to me to matter. What does
matte_', and is distressing, is that the organizational relationships
should fall between two stools (economics and politics), and
make it necessary to establish a new subject called administrative
theory.

The first approximation is probably so-called partly because the
costs and revenues are supposed to be money, while it is admitted

that a businessman is not necessarily striving a]ways and
exclusively íor a maximum surplus of money revenue ovxr money
cost. In other words the implicit statement of the man's value

judgement, or policy-making judgement, is not quite correct.
This value judgement and other subjective judgernents we shall

have to discuss. They become particularly significant when ,,ve
come to study the organization. But it would be better to return to

them after we have referred to the timelexs equilibrium setting of
the marginal cost-marginal revenue 'equation'.
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II THE TIMELESS EQUILIBRIUM SETTIIiG OF THE

EQUATION. THE SUPPRESSION OF THE PLANNING

OPERATION AND THE EVASION OF DOCTRINE. THE

SUPPRESSION OF _THE ORGANIZATION' AND THE

CONCEPTS WHICH ITS TREATMENT REQUIRES.
AUTHORITY AND AUTHORITARIANISM

To make the equation conforto to anything like business reality,
this timeless equilibrium setting has to be seriously altered. The
businessman does not make a decision about a situation with

which he is already 'in equilibrium' : while out of equilibrium with
the situation, he makes a decision to bring himself into equilibrium
with ir? Neither are his results achieved simultaneously with the
making of his decision nor in a state of timelessness: a period of
time elapses between the making of the decision and the achieve-
ment of the results.To put this matter right it is necessary to substi-
tute for the timeless situation a situation in which there is a planner
who plans fora period ahead, proceeds to carry out that plan,
and is in equilibrium while, and to the extent that, he continues to
do so, that is to say, so long as, in the course of the period, nothing
happens to render hito unable to continue to carry out his plan, or
to cause him to change his plan.' As I see it, this continuing, or
period, equilibrium corresponds exactly with what we understand
in business administration by production under standing orders.
In execution of the standing orders, various conversions of money
into factors, factors into products, and products into money may

occur in equilibrium, that is, with no new decision following the
decision which laid down the standing orders, or with no change
of plan.

But my main object in insisting on the introduction of the time
dimension is to stress the planning operations preceding the period

of execution. A mental deliberation or planning operation,
followed by a decision, precedes the business operations which are
so planned. I think this should be more definitely stressed even
where we are speaking oí one-man businesses. To do so would keep
in front of our minds the high degree of sub]ectivity in the

maximization process, períormed as it must be in advance of the
t On this, see Mises, Hummt Aa/on (t949).
s Cf. Hayek: 'Economics and K nowledge', reprinted here, pag_ 43-68.
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market operations, and based as it must be on advance calcula-
tions, or forecasts, of the market conditions (factor and product
pñces) that will obtain when those market operations occur. It
would prevent our attributing, as we are so prone to do, a false
objectivity to the cost and revenue figures to which the business-
man is supposed to respond. 'Uncertainty', so often completely
íorgotten, or regarded asa 'trimming', by economists, is something
that it would be disastrous not to introduce into administrative

theory at the outset. If money revenue is the businessrnan's sole

aim, cost, as well as revenue, is always somebody's uncertain,
fallible estimate or projection of future prices' and is a 'function'
of that particular person's mind. Ií the first approximation allows
us to forget this, it becomes a 'vicious abstraction', s

To íail to bring the planning stage to the suríace perhaps does
not matter so much - though I rather think it does - while we are
still confining our attention to the one-man business. To continue

to suppress it when we are supposed to be talking'bf an organiza-
tion - whether this be ah English joint-stock company, or whether
it be Russia - is to neglect more than half of the problem. It is to

do more than this. It is to fail to provide a discipline fora vast
literature which concerns itself with business 'organization',
'efficiency', 'planning', 'costing' and so on, but which has often
proceeded without benefit of the notion of maximization, or
without adequate recognition of it. Moreover it allows, by default,

the emergence of the view that the large organization operates

under a single planning mind, and, by not looking into the nature
of the organization's authority relationships, allows "to persist, if
it does not propagate, authoritarian views of a very narre order.
The persistent 'he will adjust his output ...', he wiU do this and

he will do that, coming írom teachers and students alike, is

extremely irritating and provoking to anybody who has made a
disciplined inquiry into the.sematters.

The situation that we have to face, and introduce hato our

discussion, asa first step in the direction of describing organization

4Thh does not contradict my assertion, below, that costs ate not necexsarily
actorpaces.

s A terca 1have taken frum Bradley.
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behaviour, is one which fulfils the following conditions. The work
of planning leading to the plan which is calculated to maximize
the surplus of revenue over cost is shared by a number of people.
Their tentative plans have to be coordinated with one another.

A's (definite) plan will depend on what B's tentative planning is:
B's (definite) plan wiU depend on what A's tentative planning is.
For example, a sales schedule (A's) has to be coordinated with a
purchases schedule (B's). This has to happen before the organ-
ization's maximized plan, and each mernber's sectional plan,
becomes definite and settled by a composite decision or co-
ordinated decision ex ante? Each of these people has necessarily
to make uncertain forecasts of what is going to happen, and be

responsible for those íorecasts. It is impossible that A should know
all that B knows about the situation that B has to deal with (say

the buying market), and it is impossible that B should know all
that A knows about the situation that A has to deal with (say the

selling market). Thus willy nilly, A has to trust B and his uncertain
judgements, and B has to trust A and his uncertain judgements.
That is to say, ir is recognized that the total situation is beyond the

capacity of either A or B to deal with. And of course it is implied

that A and B feel that they are better off if they work together as

an organization than they would be if they worked separately.
This is the situation that, as I see it, has to be brought into any

satisfactory description of the business organization. It incident-
aUyraises the authority issues. The crucial issues, or some of them,
can be forced to the front by assuming that A and B are equal
partners and the only members of the organization. Ir authority
is a property of organization, there must be authoñty here, for this
is ah organization. The organization's maximized plan becomes

the organization's standing orders. The composite decision which
settles the plan operates as an order to carry out the plan: in this
case ah order by A and B asa committee issued to A and to B as

m subordinates to it. But, although the order issues from above (the

e Pmfessor H. A. Simon uses the expression 'composite decision'. This is
equivalent to the expression 'coordinated decision ex ante' which I have used eise-
where. (Set" H. A. Simon, Administratint Behavior (1947), and my 'The Subjective
Thcory of Value and Accou, ting "(.:ost" ', rcprintcd hcrc, pagos 135-6s.
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committee), the authority, or authoritativeness, of the plan, and
hence of the order, mores up [rom below, that is to say, from A
and B as subordinate planners in 'the organization'. For it is
implicit in the assumptions that in the planning and coordinat-
ion proce_ A cannot expect to override B's judgement within B's
sphere, and B cannot expect to overfide A's judgement within A's
sphere. Arbitrary attempts so to override one another on
committee would interíere with the development of an order (the
committee decision) which would be accepted by A and B
without psychological resistance-the harmony condition of
authority.

I have little doubt that at this point many people would wish to
substitute for the committee a third person, X, whose job it is to
'manage' A and B. Ir we make this substitution, either we assume
that X usurps the functions which we have given to A and B or we

do not assume this. If we do, then the 'larger' the organization
('larger' referring to the degree to which the planning and
uncertain judgements surpass the capacity of one man) the nearer

we come to assuming the omniprescient head-unsustainable
authoritarianism. If we do not assume that X usurps A and B,
then we are driven to admit that X must get his purchases and
sales figures fmm the minds of A and B - and trust those people.
Authority still moves up from below.

Of course X might have a 'statf-man' to collect the figures for
hito. Then either the 'staff-man' usm_ the functions of A and/or
B, or he does not. Ir he does-this sometimes happem-the
position is the same as before : the staff-man becomes A and/or
B. Ir the 'statf-man' does not usurp A or B, then he must get the
figures from their minds. Authority still mores up from below.

I shall not here attempt to explain how X and Iris 'staíf-man'
may make a show of 'managing' by short-circuiting the minds of
A and B, and using records(some of them pseudo or 'conventionar)

instead. But I have no doubt that this procedure goes a long way
to explain why some people receive the impression that timas
adjust their market operations in a way which appears to defeat
or ignore the marginal principle.

My iUustmtion is highly abstract and inadequate, and le.aves
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me open to attack at many points. But it does sugg¢st some of the
issues that the first approximation slurs over when it abstracts
altogether from the planning operatiom of the organization.

XlI THZ OBSCUgITY ABOUT COST. A RZSTATZMZNT

In the last section I referred to the businessman's decision to

conduct a series of planned operations over the future. This
planned course of acon might be a course of action to produce,

not necessarily only one product, but possibly a number of
different products, and to produce them in different proportions
on a number of different dates. And possibly ir would include
lending and borrowing operations as well. This particular plan
is simply the one chosen from possibly many contemplated alter-
native particular arrangements or distribufions of the same

resources. It is necessary to define this entity 'the same resources'.
How ate we to define the resources as they exist for the man's

plarming purposes, independently of, or prior to, the cost and
revenue calculations which determined the chosen distribution?

They must, I think, be deemed to include the following elements:
t Such money and goods as the man has at the outset.
2 His 'knowledge' or 'prescience' (including uncertain judgeanents
and mistaken beliefs) concerning the loam that he might be able
to negotiate, and the factors and products into which he might
be able to convert bis original assets and these loans. The
'knowledge' will include his views about the (future) prices of the
lomas, factors and products. Ií the man knows John Smith, a
dealer in linen thread, and feels fairly certain that John Smith
would sell him a certain quantity of linen thread next week at
a price which he íeels fairly certain about too, he has this
'knowledge' as part of his r¢sources. How much of such knowledge
he possesses will depend ver,/ much upon his unique business
experience and the scope of iris unique relat'mnships with other
people in 'the market', and the qualities and limitatiom of himself
a_ a tmique person. Any such assumption as that all factors and
products of every conceivable kind are 'priced', and that all these

(future 1)prices are imown, or '#ven', to anybody who chooses to
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read them off, must be rejected out of hand. We are dealing, not
with a master-mind (or alternatively with ala automatie response
to a 'pñce system'), but with a fallible and unique individual who
is trying to discern the future, and whose range of observation of

even the past and present is limited.
3 The loans and factors themselves. That is to say, any loans and
factors that the man thinks or believes would be in existente and

available to hito to acquire or huy if he wanted them for any
production that he might plan. In the event some of them might
prove not to be in existente or available. None the less his belief
that they would be is a planning datum, and must be included
íor this purpose in 'the same resources'.

These loans and factors will, or may be, available only asa set

of ahernatives from which to choose. That is to say, ir he plans to
acquire some, he may not be able to plan to acquire others. This
for the obvious rea.son that his original assets and (so lar as the
acquisition of factors is concerned) the loans that h contemplates
might be inadequate to secure them all. It would not be surprising
thereíore if plan A contemplated the use of linen thread but no
brass tacks, while an alternative plan B contemplated the use of

bra_ tacks but no linen thread. The idea that the two plans are
alternative distributions of the sarne resources is not destroyed by
this possibility. Both the linen thread and the brass tacks (and the
man's knowledge about them) ate part of 'the same resourees' that,
in the man's opinion, are available for his planning activity.

Nor is the idea destroyed by the possibility that some of these
resources (loans, at least) may be available for soníe purposes
(e.g. work in which the man has speeial skill) but not for others.
They ate part of 'the same resourees' that in the man's opinion
ate available for bis planning activity..

Thus 'the same resourees' ale largely ideational in character,
and would be irritatingly non-measurable to ah external observer

who íelt that he ought to be able to measure them. The,/are very
much in the way of being a 'funetion' of the man's mind. Their
limits ase mueh to do with the limits of the man's mind.

I have said, then, that the man adopts one particular
distribution of 'the same resourees' as bis plan or accepted course
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of action, and that this plan will contemplate the use, for the
purpose of earning revenue, of some or all of 'the same resources'.

The 'revenue' that we think of in the first approximation is, or
should be regarded as, the revenue that the man expects to accrue
to him from the carrying out of this plan. This is the ideational,
imaginary, planned or expected revenue whose surplus over cost
he deems in the planning stage to be maximized. What then is
the 'cost'?

It is often very difficult to understand what economists mean by
cost when they ate discussing the marginal cost-marginal revenue
equation. But it is probable that at least sometimes what is meant
is the sum of the prices of the 'factors' to be used in the chosen
course of action. These prices may be buying of selling prices,
according to whether the factors are to be bought of are already
owned. Ir is extremely ditñcult to know sometimes whether aL/the
resources that are to be used, including the man's own capacity,
and money, are supposed to be included in the factors so priced.
However, this meaning (factor prices) is not, I maintain, an
appropriate meaning of cost for the purpose in hand. Or, at the
be.st, these factor prices represent only one oí the various alter-
native opportunities that might be confronting the man when he
is about to make his decision. The appropriate meaning oí cost is
the revenue, from an alternative distñbution of'the same resources',
that he would expect to achieve if, instead of his accepted course
of action, he adopted that course which would yield the second
highest revenue. It is the (greatest) estimated altemative
productivity of 'the same resources', rather than their prices as
factors, that we have to regard as cost. The two things might
conceivably be one and the same: the best altemative to taking
the accepted course of action might be to sell (or not buy) 'the
same resources' or their services as such. But this is not necessarily
so. The best altemative could be an ídternative complex of
activities to produce an alternative complex of the same pro-
ducts of dif[erent producta or some of each. Consequently
we need to adopta meaning for cost which covers the cases where
the best altemative is, not to sell (or not buy) 'the same resources',

but to do something else with them. And we need to do th[_ not-
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withstanding anything that may be said to the contrary in 'static',
or other, equilibrium analysis. We are not assuming that the man
is planning or operating in any kind of equilibrium, or other,
conditions that require these two things to be the sarne.' We do

not say how many different opportunities of making money he
sees, or thinks he sees, in the rest of the 'system'. Consequently we
define cost as his best alternative revenue rather than as the sum

of the factor prices. If any adjustment is implied, I would make
just this amount oí adjustment to Professor Lionel C. Robbins's

description of opportunity cost in his 'Certain Aspects of the
Theory of Costs'? Otherwise I would adopt his definition.

I would emphasize that this adjustment of the meaning of cost
from factor prices to rejected alternative revenue does not in any
way rule out the relevance of factor prices in planning or in the
determination of cost? Whether the man will include the use of

John Smith's linen thread in one alternative plan or another will
surely depend partly upon the level of the pñce that he contem-

plates having to pay for it. For the levei of this price will be one
determinant of the quantity of linen thread that he will be able
to get with a given input of money. Hence it may be one

determinant of the size of ah output (of say, boots). Hence it may

be a determinant of revenue from this output- on plan A. And,
as the sacrifice of this revenue may be the cost of achieving a

revenue on ah alternative plan B (which incidentally may not

contemplate the use of linen thread at all), the (expected) price of
linen thread may be a determinant of cost.

v if there is any profound rea_n why thit implies that the rnan will not be gble
to carry out hia plan, I thould like to point out that I have not anywhere .tated
that be _ be able to carry out bis plan.

s Reprinted here, pages 21-4 I.
• Neither hit intended to belitde the gnificance of eatimating future factor

prices and calculating variafiom in prices and their sums which would be expcctcd
to accompany variations in planned production processes and outputs (production
functiom). Quite the contrary. But it la intended to take catre of the situatitm in
which the business man's cost calculation with respect to a particular product is
not completed until he has looked at his alto'nalio¢#rodact dermmd curvez mi well as

bit factor mpply curves, and calculated all the revenue he expectt to lote by de-
votingresources(totalormarginal)to thh product imteadof doing gomething
che with them. It incidentallytakescave of tU interdependendes,including
interdependenciea of demand cttrv_
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I have not yet said what marginal cost is. A marginal cost is
simply the revenue that the mata expects to lose in one direction

(to be set against the revenue that he expects to gain in another
direction-the marginal revenue) by shifting his proposed
application oí some part of 'the same resources', íor example, by
shiíting some írom product A to product B, or from the money
market to a product, or from personal consumption lo to business
investment, or from investment on day x to investment on day 2,
or írom 'idleness' to investment. Clearly one such shift occurs in

moving from the 'second-best' plan to the 'be.st' plan. Clearly the
marginal revenue involved is greater than the marginal cost
involved: net revenue is positive. Or, reversing the process, the
marginal revenue involved in moving from the 'best' to the
'second-best' plan is less than the marginal cost involved: net
revenue is negative.

Up to this point I have spoken of the man's airo as being the
maximization of the surplus of revenue over cost. It is now no
longer necessary- indeed it is very nearly erroneous- to do this.
h is enough to speak of maximizing revenue. To maximize
revenue is to choose the best or greatest of all the alternative

revenues that are in mind. There is a surplus of the best over the
next best (cost), but to speak of maximizing this surplus is to
contradict the assertion that the two revenues ate the best and the

next best._a Let us henceforward speak simply of maximizing
revenue.

te It ahould be noticed that, became the maximization of _e surplus of money
revenue over money cost isthe man's single end, he will, apparenfly, reserve to him-
self 'leizare' and remurces for food and other personal consumption only in sofar as
he thinks that to do m will indirectly increase the size ofhis ultimate money surplm.

li I should have no objection to allowing ccat to mean the 'worst' (orsome other)
revenue, in__o__ of the 'next beat' revenue, and ao making ser_ of the expremion
'maximize the _aTphaof revenue ovet cost'. (And ii"one of the alternative behavi-
ourj were holding idle, the expected outcome being mono/lo held idle, I should of
course be willinw to indude this outcome in the list of alternative revenues, and
Ihould have no objection to regarding it m cmt.) I should have no objection to this
provided that everybodyagreed that 'cmt' did still mean _venue (of the idle money
outcome) and not the reaources that the mata has at the outset, aa mch.

It would be pomible to go further and allow cmt to mean these remurcea as sucia.
I should have no objection to this either, provided that everybody agreed that cost
did mean _ and that nobody th-n tried to subtract cmt from revenue to gire
lax_it of net t_.wmue of inoame. The remurces nevet amehmnogeneom: the man
has at lemt _ as well u any money he may I_ve. To begin to 'price' the
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I come now to the substitution of 'the organization' íor the
'mala'. Cost, for the organization, would still refer to the revenue of
the 'best' of the rejected altemative plans that were under consid-
eration in the planning stage and rejected by the composite deci-
sion. But the constitution of this rejected plan, like the constitution
of the accepted plan, would be the result of the planning activity
and (interpersonal) coordination of a number of collaborating
minds, instead of being merely the result of the coordination of
the processes of a single mind. Hence 'discovery' of the cost, and
how it was arrived at, would have to overcome corresponding
complexities. Marginal cost would still refer to the revenue
expected to be lost in one direction by shiíting the proposed
application of some part of 'the same resources' - possibly now by
shiIting it from one member's use to another member's use. 'The
same resources' and their application would have to be thought oí

in the same way for the organization as for the n]an, except that
x) the limit to 'the same resources' would depend on the capacities
and views of a number of collaborating people instead of one
pe_son, and 2) we should have to bear in mind that the amount
of the organization member's personal resources that becomes
organization resources (and consequently the amount of personal
'leisure' and so on that he sacrifices) is fixed by bargain and con-
tract between that member asa person and the other organization
members or the organization as such. So is the member's
remuneration for what he so contributes, whether this remunera-
tion is a definite sum, whether it is the residual revenu¢ that is to be
maximized, or whether it is a definite share in that residual
revenue.

IV THE SUPPRE$$ED VALUE JUDGEMENTS. NON

MONETARY END$ AND MARGINAL COSTS. INTRA AND

ULTRA VIRE$ POLICY°MAEING A$ AFFECTING THE

OPERATION OF THE MARGINAL PRINCIPLE IN THE

ORGANIZATION. IDENTIFICATION

We can now retum to the value judgements which the first

rmourcea in ord_ to malte them lummable, is to begin to ¢onvert them hato the

money yield (revenue) that the man thinka he could get for them. It is either
of much-p_'acti_d p_-udo..objective _!
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approximation obscures. I have already referred to the assump-
tion that the man's single aim is to maximize money revenue, and
to the admission that this assumption may not be quite correct.
Aman may relax this valued aim somewhat to allow, say, for
his preference for producing the kind of product that he 'likes', or
íor bis preference for 'leisure' or food (valued because he 'likes'them

as ends, and not merely as indirect means to maximize his money
revenue) or even for his preference for being benevolent towards

other people. His 'net satisfactions' may be greater ií he does so. In
other words the man may have other ultimate ends, or rather
other ends penultimate to 'value', besides the end of money revenue.

The significance of the possible presence of these other ends is
just this. In so íar as the man has them, his pursuit of money-
revenue maximization will be restricted by marginal costs which
will be, not exclusively altemative marginal money revenue, but

his valuation of the marginal achievement of the.se other ends-
e.g. additional 'leisure' to be enjoyed asa valued end. Or revenues
will be 'weighted' by the other valued ends that the man expects to
achieve in the process of eaming the revenues - e.g. when he 'likes'
making one product more than another. In either case his
resources will be partly devoted to the achievement of ends other
than revenue maximization. This is the main point. But we should
notice incidentally that ir in these circumstances we desired a
concise expression to describe the man's optimum distribution of
luisresources, and to indicate what we meant by .cost, we should
be driven to say that he adopts a course of action which maximizes
las value, TM and that the cost is the value, TM from ah altemative

distñbution of 'the same resources', that he would expect to
achieve if, instead of tus accepted course of action, he adopted

that course which would yield the sccond highest value. __This is

what happem to us when we remove the oversimplification in the
assumption that the man's value judgement makes revenue

maxirnization bis single end. We get back to the old-fashioned
deseription of rational behaviour? s

t. 01" value= of mtiff_tio_ or utity or ophelimity of something like that.
11SeeMi_ _ Act/_.
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I want now to suggest how the introduction of these other
valued ends affects organization behaviour.

To make a value judgement as part of ah effective decision is to
make policy. Whether it can be distinguished in practice or not,
this act of policy-making can be distinguished in thought from
the acts of administration and execution which implement the
policy. When the subject of our inquiry is the man working alone,
this distinction ma), not be a matter of great significante. The
man is assumed to approve what he decides to do and does. That
is the end oí the matter. There is no problem of whether bis
decisions and actions are in accord with bis policy. Ir they were
not, he would be presumed to be irrational or mad. 14

When the subject is the organization, however, we ate in a
different position. Ir is obvíously possible for ah organization
member to make a decision which is inconsistent with the policy
or approved airas oí the organization, that is to say, to allow bis

personal value judgements to intrude, or to allow"bis misguided
'idendfication '1°with a department, person or practice to intrude.
For example, he might decide to make product A, rather than
product B, because he personally 'liked' making product A, or

because he was 'identified' with the product-A department,
although he thought product B would yield more revenue, and
although the organization policy was to maximize revenue
regardless oí product. Such a person is not necessañly irrational
(mad), although in such circumstances 'the organization' ma), be.,6

But this deliberate intrusion of personal values, and this mis-
placed identification, ate not the only aspects oí the matter. It is
often ver), difficult to see how administrative decision-making can
be delegated without driving the administrator hato making polio/
himself. Suppose, for example, that it _as the organization's policy
to make product A rather than other products, even at some loas

of revenue, because it (or its policy-makers) hada special 'liking'
for making product A. Then the problem of devising a policy-
directive giving the weights to attach to the A marginal revenucs

14$ee _, Hl_nanAa/on.
t. For afuIlerdi_'msionofqdetltifi_t_tion' JeeH.A. Simon Adm/n/s_rta/_Bdanñor.
t' Fortunstely form it hin not been pomibte to put orgtmigttiom hato lmmth:

ssylu:m.
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so as to aUow the administrator to measure them against the
marginal revenues of other products would be difficult ií not
insuperable. Again suppose that it was the policy of the organiza-
tion to provide some 'welíare' at the expense of some revenue, that
is to say, because ir 'liked' providing welfare and not merely be-

cause it regarded the provision of 'welfare' as a means of increas-
ing revenue. Here again the problem oí devising a policy-directive
_ving the descriptions o/tangible:" that were supposed to yield
'welíare', and the weights to attach to them, so as to allow admin-
istrators to measure them against the marginal revenues of
products, would be difScult ir not insuperable. The only rational
way out of the difficulty would seem to be to provide for discussion
between administrators and policy-makers proper, and for
tentative administrative plans to be submitted Tot confirmation to
policy-makers proper. There is then a meeting of minds anda
two-way flow of ideas. Policy-makers can eventually 'value' and
select írom the alternative plans which the administrators submit
to them. Administrators thus have the means of making their
plato definite without themselves making policy.

It might be thought that another way out of this diñiculty
would be to delegate policy-making itself to the administrator.
The members of a company might be thought to delegate policy-
making to its board of directors. But this situation is surely morally
intolerable. To delegate policy-making is to permit somebody else

tomake one'sethícaljudgementsforone.A pe.rson joiningan
organizationaccepts,notanyairothatsomeothermember chooses

to adopt subsequently,but the airowhich he and aH other
membersatthattimeacceptincommon. He acceptsethicalor

moralresponsibilityforpursuingthatairo.Itwould secta,then,

that the making, of changing, of policy without common consent
is necessarily a change ultra vires - that policy-making cannot be

delegated: s Ir policy-making could be delegated, and ii a

company delegated policy-making to its board of directors, the

_' Thh cannot be a"_voided___by • direct_ which dmply _ lo much money to
be aUotttd to uadefiz_ 'weifare'. Uader g¢h a directive the adminbtrator could
define 'weifaxe' m lmtting the money inca hia own po¢ket.

z, Thh h mx to my that the_ cammt be • comiderable degree of commoa_
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board would be at liberty to devote all the resources of the

company to charitable works, or whatever else it saw fit to regard
as 'good'. TM

So lar then I have suggested that what the organization's
output is, and what are the marginal costs, or marginal values, that
are determining it, may depend partly upon the presente of ultra
vires policy-making within the body of the organization, either
because of the intrusion of personal values or because of misguided
identification or because administrators without appropriate
policy-directives are driven to make policy. A serious inquiry into
the determination of a business organization's 'output' would have
to be prepared to 'discover' whether influences of this kind were at
work. It should be noticed incidentally that if ir did find these
influences at work, it would not have disproved the marginal
principle _o though it would have discovered marginal costs and

marginal values whose introduction rendered the organization
behaviour irrational.

Such ah inquiry would not be easy. Even in the one-man
busine_, it would be difficult enough to discover from the man's
mind how lar he was íorecasting achievements of other ends than
revenue, and setting the forecasts against, or adding them to, bis
forecasted achievements of revenue. Indeed he might himself be

only partly conscious of what he was doing. In an organization a

understanding of what policy is, even though no explicit polio/stateraents of dir-
ectives are issued: no doubt aman joining a business firm assumes that it is there
largely to make money. The point h rather this. When the number of members is
large, ir becomes ditficult to get and maintain common consent to a o0mmon policy
which binds members to pursue a common end. But ifthe many try to leave poficy
determination to the fea,, the moral issue arisca. When I say that policy-making
(as distinct from administration) cannot be delegated, I mean that A who directs
B to pursue A's ends for hito cannot be presumed _ot to llave defmed or determined
those ends, and valued, approved ofor accepted moral respomibility for thme ends
as fit to be pursued. (lf A were a group, perhaps including B, I ahould say this of
each person in the group. This penonal rorpmaibility cannot, I mggest, be elim-
inated shnply becamm the persons have formed ah organization.)

ls To amaine that the board is the policy-maker (and comequently that the
dmreholders ate _infantilwithout mora] reqxm_bility) does not dispme of the imae
in question, but only ahifts iralocus to the relationthip between the board and the
mbordinates to whom the board delegates administration.

s, if _onomists want to _ady organization pathology, they ghouid go abou't it in
the right w'ay,and not be reo ready to scrap principles of their own which reme of
them have cemed to undenmnd.
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serious inquiry would be much more complex. It would have to
probe the minds of more than one person. It would have to study
the effects of meetings of minds. The.se meetings, whether for the
purpose of securing the administrative composite decision,21or for
the purpose of reconciling administration and policy, would not
necessarily proceed through formal committee meetings: as
likely as not the link-up would occur in informal discussions.

The investigation would have to be wary oí misplaced
identification. This I have mentioned before, but it needs further

stress, n ala organization people are necessarily in some sense
specialized: to say this is to say no more than that the
organizations activities ate divided amongst the people in it. A
man, ora 'department' of men, might be specialized to the
production of a 'product' or to plant maintenance or to 'welfare'
activities or to 'accounting'. Either because they personally like the
activity, or because they get their living at it, or for some other

reason, people so specialized sometimes 'identify' themselves with
the departmental end rather than the organization's end, and,
when they are before the coordinating body, 'push' their depart-

mental end, and press íor resources to achieve it. Incidentally they
ale likely to develop standards or practices relating to their
specialism, and push these, even sometimes where they are
inappropriate. Sometimes these standards or practices are those of
a profession to which the people belong and with which they are

'identified', recognizing the profession asa group, or organization
superordinate to the business organization in which they ate work-
ing. It is notorious that accountants are 'idenfified' with the
practice of 'attaching' and 'expiring' : I have written about that
elsewhere) 2At least some of them develop a pseudo-objecUve 'cost'
calculation, which includes these arbitrary attachments, and
which an unwary and uninitiated investigator might be led into
substituting for the estimates of alternative revenues (and alter-
native 'values') that I llave been discussing. Misleading inferences
about how output was determined might follow. I have no

Ir Economists, who appreeiate the ahstraction of a 'market price', should have
no diflieulty in grasping the idea of a composite decision asa similar abstraction.

ss _The Subjective Theory of Value and Accounting "Cost" ', reprinted here,
I_¿_, 135-6t.
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hesitation in adding that it is to such 'cost' calculations that I was

reíerring, in section II, when I spoke of the behaviour (which I
should now describe as organizationally irrational) of the 'man-
ager' and his 'staff-man'.

V OTHER SUPPRESSED SUBJECTIVE JUDGEMENTS. TIME
PREFERENCE. POLICY-MAKING AND ADMINISTRATIVE

JUDGEMENTS AFFECTING MARGINAL COST

In the last section I supposed the value judgement to be relaxed so
as to allow the man to be pursuing another end besides money
revenue. Sometimes it is admitted that, even though money
revenue is deemed to be the single end, another value judgement
intrudes as soon as we think of maximization of revenue over

time. This appears in the determination of what is known as the

rate at which future revenues are discounted. Mgney may be
planned to come in (or go out) at different times and in ditTerent

quantities over the future. These planned times and quantities
may be varied. The man may prefer a pound at one date to a
pound at another date, and plan to get it at one date rather than

the other. This relative preferente affects the meaning of
maxirnization, even given that money is otherwise the single airo.

But to understand how much of this preferente is of the value

judgement nature - how much of it is 'policy' - we have to analyse
it a litfle. Let us momentañly abstract from all elements of
uncertainty about the possibility of accrual of the pound at either
of the two altemative dates. Then the preference for the pound at
one date rather than the other can be due to one of two things.

First, the man may prefer the pound at one date rather than

the other because he 'likes' or 'values' it more at that date, possibly
because he wants to withdraw money for personal eonsurnption at

that date rather than at the other-for personal comumption
over and above what he requires to enable hirn to maximize

revenue. This preferred date may be the date of the planned
termination of the operating Peñod (or infinity !) or the planned
date of _me interina drawing. My suggestion is that the decision
setfling the date of the termination of the period (the termination
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of the business operations) and the decision settling the date of
interim drawings (which can be regarded as partial terminations
of the business) are of the nature of value judgements (policy
decisions) which are necessary adjuncts to the simple statement
which says that the aim is to maximize revenue, but which says
nothing about the ]ength of the operating period. It would íollow
that ií in an organization (e.g. a company) the policy-making
body (e.g. a body including shareholders) was distinguishable
from the administrative final coordinating centre (e.g. the board
of directors), these decisions should be made by the policy-making
body, and that the administrators should administer in accordance
with the decisions so made." This would require either a policy-
directive laying down the time preference for revenue with-
drawals, of the kind of discussion between administrators and
policy-makers, and joint settlement of plans, to which I referred
before. Otherwise administrators would be driven into policy-
making. It should hardly be necessary for me to add that the
introduction oí this time preference afíects marginal costs: a
pound earnable at one date is no longer necessarily equivalent to
a pound earnable at another date.

Secondly, the man may prefer the accrual of the pound at one
date rather than the other on the ground that he expects its
accrual at that date to lead, through better opportunities for its
reinvestment, to greater revenue in the end, or according to his
scale of preference with regard to dates of withdrawal. In this
case there appears to be no (additional) value judgement
involved: the case is covered by the decision, and the value judge-
ment involved in it, to maximize revenue in the end, or according
to the scale of preference for withdrawals. This would mean that
in the organization no additional policy-directive to admin-
istrators would be required, and that they could make this type of
deciaion without reference back to the policy-makers. That is to

"Whether of not this view h correct, it flmuld be cle.ar that adrainistmtive
behaviour should be coord/aaUd to secure that al1 administrators ate working to the

utme range of lwefevence regltrdin_ the dates at which rev_tt_ is to accrue or be
maximized: otherwhe ah adminhtrator ofone section of the total plan might be

wurkin 8 to maximize at the day after Wmormw, while anotber wu working to
nuumize tenyem later.
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say, given the policy-makers' scale of preferente with regard to
dates oí withdrawal, the administrators wou]d make the dis-
investment and reinvestment decisions. Once again marginal cost
is affected, this time by ah administrative judgement which
appraises the revenue to be sacrificed by an earlier or later
disinvestment and reinvestment.

I would emphasize that neither of these preíerences for a pound
at one date rather than the other has anything to do with relative
uncertainty of accrual. I have abstracted from this matter, not
because it is of small importance, but because these relative
uncertainties about accrua]s at alternative times can be regarded

-from the point of view of whether the decision about them
involves another value judgement--in the same way as relative
uncertainties about alternative accruals at the same time. It is to

this problem that I now turn.

Let us suppose that our businessman is concerned with a choice
between two alternative courses of action which he believes would

yield revenue. He states that if he took the first cout_e he would be
surprised if its revenue lell outside the limits of ten and twenty; if
he took the second course he would be surprised ií its revenue
fell outside the limits oí tire and thirty.

I take the view that the question oí which of these prospective
revenues is the greater is not capable of being answered
objeetively, and consequently that the simple statement oí the airo
to maximize revenue has to be modified or elaborated to allow

for the subjective judgement about which is the better risk to take

or uncertaÍnty to face. In this case, in which the lower and higher
limits of the one revenue rail respectively below and above those of
the other revenue, the man's decision seems to depend upon how
much he 'likes' risk-taking, and aceordingly involves a new value
judgement, affecting what is meant by.maximization of revenue
and by marginal cost. It would seem to follow that in ah

organization a decision of this type would require the expression
of the preference of policy-makers. I do not profess to know how

a policy-directive could be framed for the purpose!
Now let us alter the example. Let ir be otherwkse the same, but

let the revenue limits be ten and twenty for one course of acUon
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and twenty-five and thirty-five for the other. Ir seems to be clear
that in this case the man in pursuit of revenue maximization could
firmly choose the twenty-five to thirty-five altemative without

making any new value judgement.
There is of course a subjective judgement involved. Uncertainty

is involved. As far as we know, it is only he who is relatively certain
that the limits ate twenty-five and thirty-five: only he who would
be surprised if the revenue fell outside those limits. If other people
instead of this man were in his decision position at the time he was,
their opinions might be different from his. And he (of they) might
be wrong in the event. Similarly for the administrator in the
organization. It would seem that decisions of this type, which do
not depend on the decision-maker's special taste for risks, could
be delegated by the organization's policy-makers to admin-
istrators, and that the subjective judgement involved is the
element of judgement which is always involved in administration,
but which is perhaps distinguishable from the value judgement
involved in policy-making? _

This section might be summarized thus. What the man working
alone would mean by maximation or revenue and hence by
marginal cost, would depend, not only upon his (administrative)
views about when he should disinvest in order to reinvest, but

also upon his policy defining the time or times at which he wished

to withdraw revenue; not only upon his uncertain administrative
judgement about revenues he could achieve in the future, but

also upon his policy towards risk-taking. The meaning of
maximization of revenue by an organization would depend upon
the same administrative and policy-making judgements, with
added complexities. The.se judgements are not all made by one
person. The difficulties of disentangling administration and
policy-making, and of devising appropriate policy-direetives
would probably lead to ultra vires policy-making. The alternative

_' The inPmence ofG. L. S. Shackle in these last few paragraphs will be apparent.
Professor Shackle, who kindly read this paper in draft, suggested that the illus-
tration of the distinction between administrative decisions and policy-making
dechiom might be compared with the distinction, in his Expectat/on/n Econom/c.s,
(x949), between deciding on the shape oía 'potential surprise curve', and choosing
between two points on a 'gambler-indifference map'.
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to the poliey-directive, as a provision against ultra vires poliey-
making, is constant contact between policy-makers and admin-
istrators. I might add that this would limit the size of the
organization in terms of numbers of members."

s_ For helpful eomment on the draft of this paper, I should like to thank partic-
ularly Mr Jack Wiseman and Professors G. L. S. Shackle, H. A. Simon and
H. M. Robertson.
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I INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to consider the possibility, in

conditions of uncertainty, of utilizing a marginal-cost 'rule' to

distribute resources between uses in an economy in which there

is consumers' sovereignty, with freedom of choice of goods and

occupations, but in which factors of production cannot be

privately owned and exploited. 1

It will be argued that in conditions of uncertainty (i.e. once

the fact of time is admitted), the marginal-cost rule, as normally

framed, gives no clear guidance to those responsible for the

organization of production in such an economy. Attempts to re-

interpret the rule in such a way as to take account of uncertainty

preclude the possibility of a direct check on the efñciency of

collectivist managers in obeying that rule. Any indirect, ob_ective,

check used asa supplement to the marginal rule will in fact

supplant that rule as the directive for managerial effort, and in

any case no completely objective check is possible. Further, what-

ever rule of check is adopted, imperfecdy competitive behaviour

is to be expected in the absence of detailed regulation to control it.

In these circumstances the most satisfactory distribution of

resources sectas likely to be obtained by ah instrucdon to collecv-

ist managers similar to the profit-maximization 'rule' of the market

economy. Identification of the managerial and the public interest

would then llave to be sought through the detailed regulatíon of

managerial behaviour, in much the way that the govemment in a

s _ ah t_ttomy wiU be ret'ert¢d to _ m • qib¢t'al collectiv_t' ccmmmy.
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market economy attempts to regulate imperíectly competitive
behaviour by entrepeneurs?

II THE NATURE OF THE RULE

The competitive market economy
The 'rule' to be discussed derives from the classical model of the

períectly competitive market economy, and is best understood in
relation to that model. It was elucidated in the course of

controversy as to the possibility of distributing productive factors
effi¢iently between uses in an economy in which such factors were
owned collectively?

In this competitive market economy resources are privately
owned and exploited. They are also, in the períectly competitive
model, períectly divisible and perfectly mobile between uses.
Producers are assumed to act in the light of known data; i.e. their
task is the combination of factors oí production with&nown prices

in the production of products to be sold at known prices. The
distribution of resources between uses is carríed out by an

administrative mechanism, the characteristics of which are profit
maximization and a system of competitive markets in which
buyers and sellers compete. With such a mechanism producers'
decisions about the use of resources are determined by opportunity
cost; i.e. the use of resources in the chosen way is the result oí ah
assessment oí the revenues to be obtained by their use in any other

way, the greatest of these íorgone alternative revenues being the
opportunity cost.

s While the argument presented is related to the funetioning of a liberal collec-
tivist economy, it has a direct be:*ring on problems arising in a 'mixed'society such
as our own. It is relevant, for example, to a consideration of the pricing policy of
publie utilities which is normally dis¢ussed in relation to similar mies. This is a
question the writer hopes to take up in a later paper.

, Much of the early discu_ion has been hrought together in two sets ofreprintJ
of relevant articles: Col&ctiviat E¢ammnic Planniag, ed. F. A. Hayek (which includes
L.von Mi._es's pioneer article,'Economic Calculus in the Socialist Commonwealth')
and On the _ _ of ,._ialism, ed. Benjamín E. Lipincott (which includes
reprintj ofarticles by O. Lange and F. M. Taylor suggesting and elaborating the
me of marginal criteria). A number of other papers on the subject were publiahed
in the F_z.on_/¢._m, na/and Ra, w of_/c St_qe.s during the x93os, anda marg-
in_ 'rule'w_ e_borat_dby (/_r ,t/a)A. P. Ler_ in_ efC.o._ 0944).
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With the conditions of the model the process described must
result in an 'efficient' distribution oí resources between uses in the

sense that, with given consumer incomes, no reallocation of íactors
or products between uses could increase the satisíaction oí any
one consumer without reducing that oí another. Since all relevant
factor and product values are assumed known, there is no doubt
about the production decisions to be taken by individual
producers. The subjective (opportunity) costs have an objective
counterpart in lists of known factor prices, which are in effect the
sole content oí the opportunity-cost decision. The producers' task
is simply the pricing oí money inputs (i.e. sums of known factor
prices) and product outputs, in the case of some production plan,
and the relating oí this certain result to the money values oí
products forgone, the prices of these products also being known.
Different individuals in similar circumstances should make

identical _ents and reach identical decisions. That is, the

opportunity-cost concept in such conditions is merely a reassertion
of the fundamental economic problem of scarcity; it contains no
element either oí uncertainty or of judgement.

The competitive modelas normally set out nevertheless contains
an indirect check oh efficiency in resource distribution, implicit in
the mechanism of competitive profit maximization. It is a property
of the ideally efticient situation that producers' total money
revenues will equal their total money outlays (including payment
íor their own services). Inefficiency in production (and hence in
resource distñbution) results in a money loss which indicates a
need to redistñbute resources. That is, the final check on the

effieiency of the individual firm would be the bankruptcy court.
However, the idea that firms can be 'extra-marginal' (in this

sense of money outlays exceeding money revenues) requires the
introduction of time into the analysis in some íorm, since other-
wise it is ditfieult to explain, in the light of the assumptions of the

competitive model, how the resources carne to be in that use or
why there is not ala imtantaneous readjustment removing all

extra-marginal production. This difficulty is usually circumvented,
not by introducing a problem of judgement by relaxing the
assumptions about knowledge, but by retaining the assumptions
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about knowledge and introducing time only asa modification of
the axsumptions about mobility. Only some oí the productive
íactors are now fully [ree to more; losses can therefore be incurted
asa result of the use of temporarily immobile íactors, ir the data
on which the decisions were taken change after that use was
decided upon.

A solution along these lines is uncomfortable in two important
and related respects. The producer plans his productive activities

in terms of factor and product prices of which it is assumed he has
knowledge. It appears that he does not take possible future

changes into account in reaching his decisions. If this is because
the assumptions imply knowledge oí future prices, and these ate
the pñces which influence decisions whenever relevant, then how

can the data change so as to create extra-marginality, since the
change was foreseen? If, on the other hand, future conditions ate

not assumed known, then how can the producer plan in terms of
known prices? Associated with this problem is tht difficuhy of
establishing a precise relationship between mobility and time:
the concept of the long period as a period in which all factors are

[ree to more seems to make sense only i[ regarded as a planning
period- i.e. a subjective notion about future activity sufficiently

distant for aU resource uses to be replanned. But such ah inter-
pretation appears to imply the need for foresight and judgement,

which ate ruled out by the perfect-competítion assumptions.

The liberal ¢ollectivist economy
This then is the model from which the cost rule of fhe liberal

collectivist economy derives. As has been said, a liberal collectivist

economy is one in which resources cannot be pñvately owned
and exploited. With this reservation the same freedom of choice

oí goods and occupations pertains as in a compeUtive market
economy. _

The administrative mechanksm of profit maximization is

replaced in the liberal collectivist economy by a 'marginal rule'.

• Ah economy of this kind is d/sctmed (e.g,) byA. P. I.,emer, _of _e/,
and E. F. M. Durbin, l__ó¿tms of Eammit Pl_r, iq.
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This rule has several formulations; s the most general one is the

rule that managers of collectivist enterprises, working through a
system of competitive markets similar to that of the market

economy, should produce that output which makes marginal
(money) cost equal to price. The origins of this rule are to be found
in the model of the competitive market economy. It is a property

J

of the 'efficient' situation in such ah economy that marginal money
cost (i.e. the sum of known pñces of marginal factor inputs) of
producing each product must be equal to the price íor which the
product can be sold. This equality is merely another way of
expressing the fact that profit is being maximized, since in the
conditions postulated a maximum profit (excess of revenues over
outlays) is made when marginal cost is equal to price.

This is a property o[ the market economy model, an incidental
result of the operation of the administrative mechanism of profit
maximization in the rarified conditions of perfect competition. It
is no one's purpose to make marginal cost equal to price. But in
the liberal collectivist economy this incidental property becomes
a principle of administration, by following which, it is argued • a
liberal collectivist economy could not only effect an efficient

distñbution of resources, but could do so more quickly and
accurately than a market economy, because a broader survey of
the data relevant to bis decisions could be made available to

each collectivist manager.

III TIME AND UNCERTAINTY"

Once we admit that the future is unknown, analysis of the

behaviour of producen in terms of adaptation to known future
conditions becomes irrelevant. It is therefore necessary to ask how

the admk_ion of time and uncertainty afFects the administrative
mechanism of the market economy and of the liberal collectivist

s e.g. Lerner, F.¢mmks of _ formulates five conditiom relating marginal
private and social benefit, ccat, etc. Durbin, Proble_ of Economic Plannina, (paper
VIII), hassusgestedthemeof marginal-va]ueproducts.Thesedifferencesdonot
affectthesubstan_oftheargument.

• e.g. Lange (in Os lke Fumm,a/¢ 2"Awry_f _ pp. 89-9o,) Durbin (Prob/_ms
of_/,/m¢/_, p. 5o),P. M. Sweezy,Soc/a//_,p. 23t.
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economy. The task oí the producer is now to decide, on the basis
of his own estimates about likely íuture conditions, between the
possible ahernative courses of action open to hito at any point in
time. Present prices and conditions are relevant only in so lar as
they provide a basis íor judgements about the future. There is now
no reason to suppose that individuals in similar circumstances
will make the sarne assessments and hence reach the same
decisions.

The administrative mechanism of competitive profit maximiza-
tion can still function in the market economy, but the 'efficient'
distribution of resources between uses must now take account of

the use oí new resources and oí the development of new products.
Ah excess of money revenues over money outlays, once the

element of judgement inevitable with uncertainty is admitted, is
no longer necessary evidence of an inefficient distribution of
resources; it may be due simply to exceptional skill in forecasting.
But at the same time the fact of uncertainty makes t_e association

of competitive behaviour and profit maximization, on which the
market-economy model depends, less generally acceptable. The
desire to reduce uncertainty by gaining control of the uncertain
variables must be an important motive in attempts to eliminate
competition. Uncertainty thus ímplies the need for positive
government policy to ensure cornpetitive behaviour in pursuit of
profit maximization, since only such behaviour conduces to ah

efficient distribution of resources. The difficulty in framing such a
policy lies in distinguishing those factors which are the inevitable

accompaniment of ignorance and uncertainty and those which
arise simply out of a desire to maximize net revenue in an

environment characterízed by these things.
It is no longer possible, once uncertainty is admitted, to

interpret the opportunity-cost problem _ one of scarcity alone, to
be solved by a choice between altemative factor inputs and
product outputs with aU pfices known. That is, opportunity cost

is no longer a simple question of summation and comparison oí
known data. Pñces and other variables have to be estimated:

opportunity-cost decisiom involve uncertainty (and tberefore
judgement) as well as scarcity. The cost problem now arises asa
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choice between alternative plans o[ action, i.e. a choice between a

series of estimates of the outlays likely to be iricurred and the

revenues likely to be obtained asa result oí the adoption oí

particular altemative courses of action. Costs ate in fact incurred

when decisions are made; to understand the use of resources over

time it is necessary to go back to the decisions which decided that

use, and to understand cost requires consideration of the

estimated [orgone alternative revenue associated with the decision

when taken. These forgone altematives (i.e. discarded plans) not

then implemented may in íact never be implemented at ail. _ But
in the circumstances of the market economy errors in the alter-

natives considered by any one producer do tend to be adjusted by

the ability of others to take advantage oí his oversight.

Since opportunity costs cannot be treated simply as known

money costs, but must be considered as estimates of forgone alter-

native revenues, it is no longer very useful in conditions of un-

certainty to speak of equality of marginal money cost and price

as a property of an efficient resource distribution. This is

unimportant in a market economy, since the equality comprises

no part of its administrative mechanism. Uncertainty creates

conditions in which it is to be expected that the mechanism of

profit maximization in competitive markets will function

imperfectly and will require positive govemment action to support

it. But the final check on efñciency is still the bankruptcy court,

and difficulties about the interpretation of the marginal-cost-

price equation are unimportant to its functioning. In fact the

admission of uncertainty disposes of those ditñculties of the

comptetitive market economy model which arise out of the

association of time with resource mobility only. Once the assump-
tions about knowledge ate dropped, 'extra-marginality' becomes

reasonable; it is a function both of accuracy in forecasting and of

speed of reaction to change (i.e. flexibility in coordination and the

replanning of activities).

The problem is of greater importance in a liberal collectivist

' A dechion to build a particular type of bridge over a ñver, for example, h
likdy to mean tlmt Alternative plans concerned with other types of bridget, con-
fidered _x a_, will _wer be impltmmmted.
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economy: it follows from the nature of the opportunity-cost
problem that ah instruction to equate marginal money cost and
money pñce in conditions of uncertainty gives no clear guidance
to collectivist managers as to their productive bchaviour. Thus the
rule requires reíormulation. The most appropriate reformulation
would appear to be in temas of anticipated objective outlays. The
marginal cost of any decision must be the displaced altemative
revenue which would have accrued from some altemative use of

the resources concemed. To obtain this figure requires a
comparison oí altemative sets of ex ante budget calculations. Each
set of calculations gives the expected revenues and outlays involved
in the production of each of the two relevant outputs of some
product. The budgeted marginal cost is the difference between
the outlay and revenue calculations in the case of the best forgone
ahernative budget?

The question is whether the rule, thus reinterpreted, can
provide an unambiguous guide for collectivist managers, and
whether it enables a check to be made on the efficiency of the
distribution of resources between uses similar to that provided by
profit in the market economy.

IV THE RULE A$ REFORMULATED

If no rule other than the marginal cost rule is used,* and that
rule is interpreted as a relationship between budgeted marginal
cost (as defined) and budgeted price, is there any che& on the
efliciency oí the distribution of resources between uses?

A direct check on eíñciency requires a check on decisiom in

relation to results. But only one of the budgeted outlays becomes
a realized objective outlay, since only. one plan can in faet be
decided upon. Thus the 'marginal cost' with which we ate
concemed rests upon a judgement by the manager as to the
aceuracy of his estimates about the revenues which would have

accrued had the forgone altcmatives in fact been choma. That is,

• This formulatim is baaed ulxm that med by G. F. Thirlby, 'The Ruler',
rt-pri_ted_ pases __-ga.

' i.¢. no _.latkm I_tmma to¿al _,,t=w_ snd total outla_ is p_mlat_ (_e
sectioaVI).
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estimation of marginal cost involves ah inevitable element of
personal judgement. There may in some cases be a check upon
the 'reasonableness' of estimates. This is the more l'ikely to be so

the more the alternatives comidered relate to the production of
known things by known methods. The imponderables, and with
them the difficulty of a direct check on efficiency, become the

greater the more unique or novel are the matters with which
decisions are concerned. AII decisions about new and major
investments of resources seem likely to involve important im-
ponderables of this kind; ir appears that those decisions likely to
be most important to efficiency will be those upon which no

adequate check can be made with the rule as now interpreted.
There is a further difficulty not yet considere& How is it to be

decided whether the plans considered are the relevant ones?
Suppose, for example, there is a difference of opinion about

market prospects between the manager and the checking author-
ity. If the checking authority can impose its views on the manager,
then decisions about resource distribution (i.e. about costs) inhere
in the ehecking authoñty; the decisions oí that authority become

the ones relevant to a check on efficiency, and the same questiom
have to be asked about them as about the decisions of the collectiv-

ist manager. The removal of investment decisions from managers
robs them of their primary function from an economic viewpoint:
the concentration of decisions in another authoñty shifts the
relevance of the analysis towards that authority. It becomes

appropriate to consider the joint decisiom of the two bodies, in so
far as any decisiom are left with the manager at all. In ef[ect, the
vesting of such powers in the checking authofity carries with it
the need to abandon rules of the kind considered here, and to

adopt some kind of centralist scheme _° for the distribution of
_urc_.

Ir the eheck is made at intervals, it must also be taken hato

account by the checking authority that estimates are subject to

lo Of. H. D. Dickimon, 'Priea Formation in a So__l'_t Economy', Ez¢aom/t
j'T¢aa.ad(December 1943), aud Tlw,_ of ,.q#¢i_dism,pp. so4-5, and M. Dobb,
Pd/t/_ E¢oaomyaro/C.ap//a/_, chapt¢_ VIII. Dobb advocates such a _zheme in
IZafference to the compeUtive ,olution using • marginal rule; Dickimon merely
_gg¢_ ir aa a poldbl¢ pract_! alternative.
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constant revision; skill and speed in revision must in effect be

recognized as factors in efficient behaviour. But the existence of,

and need íor, such revision of plans is a further obstacle to a
sensible check by an outside authority.

Thus, if the only criterion used is a marginal-cost- marginal-

revenue relationship, as now defined, there can be no possibility of

ah unambiguous check on managerial efficiency through the use

of these magnitudes. The most that can be done is to check

efficiency, in the limited sense of correct forecasting, in the plan
actua]ly chosen. If both the manager's planned results and his

realized results can be stated in unambiguously objective

(empirical) terms, and ir the plan is unambiguously bis own, the

comparison of planned and realized results provides (ex pos O a

check on [orecasting efficiency in res_ect only of the plan actually

chosen. But this provides only a very partial check, since it cannot

explain whether that plan should have been chosen at all.

There seems little possibility of a direct check upon whether the

marginal-cost rule has been obeyed: can the liberal collectivist

economy then function without such a check? There are two

possibilities: abandonment of any attempt to check obedience to
the rule and the use of some other indirect check in the forro of a

relationship between total revenues and total out]ays, ex post,

arising out of the plan actually implemented.

V THE RULE WITHOUT A CHECK
r

The rule as reformulated does not carry with it any relationship
between total revenues and total outlays. In the absence of some

further instruction there seems no reason why a manager should

not obey it whilst producing continuously at a loss. 11The manager

can check his own efficiency (i.e. the extent to which bis activity

conduces to an efficient distñbution of resources, as defined), of

can have it checked by someone else, only through the fulfilment

or non-fulfilment of the plans he elects to imp]ement. And even

the meaning of the resuhs of this limited check is not un-

11 i,e. fino plan comidered i* expected to yield • marplm ofreventt¢, overoutl_yt.
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ambiguous: what degree of nonfulfilment shoirld suggest to a
manager (e.g.) that he should cease producing?

The manager is not told what things to take into account in
drawing up budgets. As a result, it is to be expected that he will
often base his policy partly upon judgements about the policy of
his close rivals, since he considers this to be realistic budgeting,
unless he is instructed to ignore such related policies when compil-
ing his own. But how could such an instruction be formulated or
enforced? Would it be conducive to efficiency in any case to
attempt to make managers act on the basis of assumptions they
believed to be unrealistic? But, in the absence of any guidance or
control beyond the 'rule', it is a short step írom this 'ogliopolistic
competition' to attempts to make budgeting easier by reaching
policy agreements with rivals-that is, to collusive, imperfectly
competitive behaviour.

Knowledge of rivals' reactions gained in this way is not, oí
course, what is envisaged by those who suggest that a liberal
collectivist economy could reach an equilibrium more quickly and
efficiently because more data on which to base decisions could be

placed at the disposal of each manager. Their argument is quite
other: its basis is the idea that more information could be made

available to all managers by the use oí some kind of central
information service. But there is a logical fallacy here. What each
manager wants is knowledge of the firm plans of other managers,

on which to base his own plans. But plainly not a/l managers can
have such information unless either aU plans are imposed from
above (a possibility already rejected) or the l_lans are made
jointly through some forro of collusive (non-competitive)
behaviour.

If there is to be no check on the efficiency of managers in
attempting to obey the 'rule', the choice of the managers them-
selves becomes particularly important to efficiency. The market
economy depends, for the correction of errors of judgement, upon
the ability of any producer to take advantage of the oversights of
others. From this point of view, any restñcdon of the ñeld oí

choice of managers is a restriction upon possibly useful entrants
and hence a curb upon efficiency. On the other hand, ii anyone

_9
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can be a collectivist manager, how are the managers of banking
institutions to decide who is to have control over liquid resources,
and how much?12Presumably they would have to try to judge
whether the applicant was capab]e oí equafing marginal cost and
marginal revenue, although, once the funds have been granted
and used, those granting them become dependent upon the
applicants' view as to whether this has been done of not.

It has sometimes been suggested, as an altemative, that
managers should qualify by some kind of competitive examina-
tion. ls Apart from the ditficulty of formulating a suitable test, it
still has to be decided what those who have qualified become
enfitled to. Can they all demand control over the same volume oí

liquid resources of does the volume controlled vary with seniority
of is there some other means of deciding?

In the absence of a check on the outcome oí managefial
behaviour, then, managers will be uncertain as to the implications
of the consequences of their own act, no other autho_ritywiU be in
a position to check the efficiency of those acts, oligopolistic and
collusive behaviour is to be expected, and there is no clear
criterion for the aUocation of control over resources between

managers. Therefore, while there can be no direct check on
efficiency in resource distribution through the marginal relation-
ship, ah indirect objective check is plainy desirable; the problem
is to discover one.

VI CHECKS THROUGH NET REVENUE,

Since the marginal cheek is ineffective, the on]y possibility remain-
ing lies in a check on etñciency depending upon the relationship
between total money revenues and total money outlays. There ate
two possible relationships between total revenues and total outlays
which might be accepted as a standard of efliciency: equality of
total outlays and total revenues, and maximization of the excess

of receipts over outlays.
zs I leave mide the questioa of where _ mmmge_ come frp.m, and whether

they can interpret the margimd rule, ir they ate expected to follow it.
ls e.g. Durbin appean to envimge 'planning' of _ kind being taken care of by

extemion of the _ Service: Pr_/mu __f_ P/am_, paper VI.
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The equality criterion is indicative of an ¿_Hicientresource
distribution only in the conditiom of the perfectly competive
model. Uncertainty introduces the possibility of a difference
between revenues and outlays due to exceptional ability in fore-
casting, and such a difference cannot be considered incompatible
with efficiency. Thus to use such a check might entail the
abandonment of plans which producers would expect to yield
greater revenues for the same outlays. Since such plans would be
implemented if the marginal rule were followed, a criterion of
equality of total revenues and total ouflays is incompatible with
the marginal rule, as reformulated to take account of uncertainty.
A check on the equality of total revenues and total outlays would
not operate as a supplement, for the checking authority, to the
marginal rule to be followed by managers, but would in fact
replace that marginal rule as the directive to managerial effort.

The most likely result of the use of an equality critefion is secret
budgeting íor revenue surpluses on the part of managers. The.se
surplusescan then be 'lost' ii they seem likely to materialize, so that
the required equality is always achieved. There is also an induce-
ment to non-competitive behaviour. Oligopolistic situatiom arise
for reasons already argued, and the realization of interdependence
must lead to a realization that the equality of total revenues and
total outlays is more easily budgeted for and achieved ii some
variables can be ruled out of account by collusive action.

The seeming objectivity of a check on the equality of total
receipts and total outlays is in any case misleading. The check
must by its nature be periodic, and to obtain the requisite receipt
and outlay figures for any period it is necessary to place a valuation
upon the physical resources of the organization at the beginning
and end of the peñod concemed. This valuation rests upon a
judgement about possibilities of future revenues from the use of
the resources in quesUon- a judgement incapable of complete
check by another person or body. 1'

An imtruction to managers to maximize the excess of money
z, A valuation proble_n similar to _ m, of cour_, in a market economy.

In either economy there is more pouibility of ah approximate check than was the
case with the marginal rule, since wide flucttmtic_ in su¢x_sive valuation8 of par-
cular smets appear reasonably c]em'ly and need to be exphined.
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receipts over money outlays raises íewer problems. It is compatible
with the marginal rule, in that the latter would lead to the same
choice of plan as does the instruction to maximize net revenues.
But the marginal rule is no longer needed; once net revenue is
accepted as the guide, the marginal rule is no more important to a
check on efficiency than it is in the market economy. On grounds
of convenience ir is therefore better diipensed with. There is with
this revenue rule some kind of check on efficiency, in the size oí
the net revenue, and some possibility of formulating a criterion
íor the allocation of resources between producers, probably in
temas of the size of past net revenues. The utility of the net-
revenue rule does, however, depend upon two precondifions. 15
First there must be similar opportunity íor individual pmducers to
take advantage of the oversight of others as was the case in the
market economy, so that absence oí net revenue is a clear
indication of a need to redistribute resources and its persistence in
the case of any one manager an indication of the _nefficiency of
that manager. Second, the behaviour of managers in maximizing
net revenue must be conducive to efficiency, i.e. ir must be
competifive. But sinie in conditions of uncertainty the net-
revenue rule provides the same kind of incentive to imperfectly
competitive, collusive and monopoliific behaviour as in the
market economy, the net-revenue rule could only hope to íunction
reasonably efficiently given detailed government regulation of
revenue maximizing behaviour of kinds incompatible with
efficiency in the distribufion of resources.

VII CONCLUSIONS

The mo6t effective general rule for managers of enterprises in
a liberal collectivist economy seems to be one similar in nature to
the profit-maximization 'rul¢' of the market ¢conomy. This
appears to be the only rule offering the possibility of any externa]
che& on managerial eflidency; the 'marginal' rule is of no value

in this respect. The 'net-revenue' rule also makes possible the

l' It aho dependa upon a reamnably mtiffactory mlution of the valuation prol>-
lem,whichia_ relevant(seenote15above).
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íormulation oí a criterion for the allocation"'of resources to

producers in the future in terms of achieved past net revenues. The
use of the 'net-revenue' rule (or, for that matter, any other of the

rules examined) provides an incentive for non-competitive
behaviour on the part of producers, which would need to be
tackled by detailed regulation similar to that required in a market
economy. TM

It may be that imperíectly competitive behaviour would be less
of a problem in a liberal collectivist economy, because the link
between personal income and net revenue is less direct and the
desire to act in the public interest more important. But it must be
borne in mind that in the case of joint-stock organization the link
is also indirect, and also that it is implicit in the whole liberal
collectivist pattern that the incentive to obey the rule (in this case
to maximize net revenue), whatever that incentive might be, is

such that producers treat it seriously.
Ií the preceding argument is sound, and the need for a net-

revenue rule is accepted, then the only difference of economic

importanee between the two systems lies in this possibility of
greater simplicity in the control oí imperfectly competitive
behaviour in the liberal collectivist economy, balanced against the
loss of the 'unparalleled simplicity and force' of the motive of
private profit in the market economy. It becomes relevant at least
to consider whether a competitive market economy might not

function more etñciently even while accepting such impairment of
the force of the profit motive as resulted from policies of income
redistribution satisíactory to collectivists. 1'

16Where, in the nature of thing% competition cannot function (e.g. for tech-
nological reasons), revenue maximization with detailed regulation may be unsatis-
factor,/; a combination of regulation and aome given net-revenue objective might
operate more efliciently. This is the public utility pricing problem of the market
economy.

1' I ana particularly indebted to the valuable _aggestions and critichn_ of Mr
G. F. Thirlby, and to my colleagues who commented on the article in draft.
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Cñticism of the analytical validity of public-utility pricing 'ruled
has resulted over a period of years in the introduction of successive
modificatiom to the original simple (though not unambiguous)
marginal-cost 'rule', culminating in advocacy of the two-part tariff
and of the 'club' principle. 1 While these pricing rules have been
regarded with scepticism as practical guides to public-utility
pricing policy,' however, there has perhaps been a less general
appreciafion of the cumulative weight of the theoretical objecUons
to all such rules; there is stiU interest in the discovery of a 'right'
rule, and in the estimation of the 'marginal' or other costs of
particular public-utility enterprises.

h will be argued in this article that no general pricing rule or

There is a good deal of literature on this mbject. For a useful first list the reader
is referred to the end of the lucid survey of the topic by Profenor E. H. Phelps
Brown in chapter viii of his book, A Cou__/n Applitd F_.¢onom_.C.f. also G. F.
Thirlby, 'The Ruler', reprinted here, pages I63-98; WiUiam Vickrey, 'Some
Objectiom to Marginal Cost Pricing', Jornal of Political Ewnomy, 56 (t948);
Gabñd Demus, 'The General Principles of Rate Fixing in Public Utilities', Into-
nationalEconomi¢Paptrs, No. I (translation of a repon pre_nted'to the Congrem of
the Union Interrmtionale des Producteurs et Distributettrs d'Énergie ]_lectrique,
t949) ; and T. Wilson, 'The Inadequacy of the Theory of the Firm m a Branch of
Wclfare F_,conomics',Oxford Economic Papes (Fcbruary 195s). This list i, not
comprehemive.

The historical development of the rules and their analytical origim is set out in
two artides by Nancy Rugglc_: 'The Wclfare Basi_ of the Marginal Cost Pricing
Principle' and 'Recent Developments in the Theory of Marginal C,ost Pricing',
P,.tt,/_of_c __d/_, Nos. 0 and 43, (1949-_).

Specific referenceshave b¢en given in the text only where artides ate of partic-
ular relevance to the i*me concemed.

s The _epticitm h by no meam univertal: e.g. The RO0rt of tl_ C.mm,i_ os
•__io_d Pdi_ f_ tl_ _u_of F.,*! a_l P_xr _ (Cmd. 8647), _9.52 (Ridley
Report), comidered the qu¢ztion of whether coal dmuld be p_ced at marginal cvst,
and hall the memben of the C_m,,,ittee in f, ct favoured the me of reme forro of
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rules can be held unambiguously to bring about ah 'optimum'
use of resources by public utilities even in theory. Indeed, failing
some universally acceptable theory of the public economy, the
economist can offer no general guidance at aU to a govemment
having to decide a price policy for such utilities. To demonstrate
this, it will be necessary to begin with a bñef survey of the
criticisms of the simple marginal-cost rule. This wiU provide the
basis for a demomtration of the possibly less familiar (though no
less decisive) analytical shortcomings of the two-part tariff rule
both in its shnple forro andas modified by a club principle. In
conclusion the effect of uncertainty on the analysis wiU be
examined, and the broad implications of the whole argument
for public policy wiU be suggested.

I THE MARGINAL-COST RULE

Any discussion of a 'ñght' price presupposes cñteria oí the pub]ic
interest agairL_twhich altemative suggested prices can be judged.
The criteña from which the marginal-cost rule stems are derived
from the analycal model of a perfectly competitive market
economy, in which entrepreneurs ale assumed to have perfect
foresighP and it is a proper/y of the long run equilibrium situation
that, given the distribution of income between consumers, no
transfer of factors between uses could increase the satisfactions of

one consumer without reducing those of another. The optimum
conditiom of 'economic welfare' are consequenfly said to be
fulfilled by the model. For the competitive firm it is ala incidental
property of the long-run situation that marginal cost (money out-
lay on factors)=average cost=price of product. Comequenfly
this equality can be regarded as evid.ence of the existence of ah
'ideal' situation, and pricing at marginal cost has accordingly beca

proposed asa general pdcing rule (e.g. as the 'principl_ of

J This a_umpon ;- of course highly unrealiatic; there ate aho tenable argu-
nmats for the view that it is internally inconshtemt (cf., e.g., my 'Un¢ertainty, U.10_,
and Oolloctivist Economic Planning', teprinted here, pagm 227-45. For the puro
poaea otthh article, the model ;, ao_:pted forthe Immmt and cr/ticiam h developed
within ira amumptions. _k_¿'tionHI _ the __comequenomof tehxation of the
feaxaight a_-,_ptio_
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administration' of a eolleetivist economy).' But pubfie utility enter-
prises are not perfectly competitive firms. By the usual definition
ah important part of the factors they employ are not perfectly

divisible; they can be obtained only in large physical units, or in a
durable or specific forro, or both. Also the technically efficient
production unit is large relative to the possible size of the market,
aad the utiLiUesate public bodies, often with considerable powers
of monopoly protected by law. In such circumstances there may

be no possible price equal both to marginal cost (the money out-
lay required to increase output marginally) and average cost
(which includes outlays on the 'indivisible' íactors excluded from
marginal cost). It therefore appears to be necessary to decide
whether price should be fixed equal to the one or to the other.

The argument for pricing such public-utility products at
average cost is simply that 'each tub should stand on its own
bottom'; aU money outlays which would have been avoided ii a
product had not been produced should be recovered in the price
charged by the utility. But the advocates of marginal-cost pricing
find this unconvincing. Some of the outlays included in average
cost, they argue, ate not current opportunity costs but are either
payments for technically indivisible factors or past out-payments
for durable and specific factors. The indusion of these ouflays in
the pnce charged therefore prevents the achievement of the

optimum welfare conditiom, which (ir is said) require that
additional comumption of a good or service should be possible at
a price not greater than the additional costs (money outlays)
nec_essa_xilyincurred in providing for that consumption. Accord-
ingly such outlays should be ignored, and the product priced at
marginal cost, even though the enterprise ruta at a loss asa result.

Clearly the proposal for pñcing at marginal cost requires ah
explanation of how the comequent losses ate to be financed.
Hotelling, who originated much of the discussion,5 suggested the

• Fox • cñtique of this colle_ivist 'rule' and of the model flora which it deñve_
d_ my 'Uncertainty, C_ets and Coll¢ctivist F.,conomicp]gjnnin_'.

H. Hot_n;__, 'The Genend We]£arein Rel_on to Problem_ of Taxation and
_ Rm'lway mld Utility l_tes', _ (z938). Hotelling's paper wu stimu-
btodb/themuch_rlier_orkofD.p.it, m'o.ndtS_ Therelewmtl:_e. l_w
heencollectedm_dreprintedwitho0mmenwby Mariodi Berzmrdixnd Luig/
&inaudi,'Del'ntilit¢_ demam_ure',/_ _/'_ _ (Turinx9_). One_ th_

_q_9
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use of particular types of taxes. The inclusion of charges for 'over-
heads' (past outlays on indivisible factors) was itselí, he said, of the
nature of a tax. But there were other and preferable taxes (lump-
sum taxes on inheritance, income taxes, etc.) which did not offend
against the welfare criteria since they affected only the distribu-
tion and not the size of the national income. If such taxes were

used, and public-utility pñces were equated with marginal cost,
the optimum welfare condiuons would be achieved. Later writers

have been justifiably sceptical of the possibility of a tax system
that would meet HoteIling's conditions? In particular income
taxes (on which he expected to have to rely) can be shown to af[ect

the marginal welfare conditions directly. In any case the proposal
is open to an even more fundamental objection: the welfare
'ideal' relates to a given distñbution of income, and that distñbu-
don of income must be altered by the proposcd taxes (unle._
these fall on consumers of public-utility products in proportion to
their consumption, which is effectively a retum to average-cost
pricing). Thus to advocate marginal-cost pñcing and the meeting
of losses out of taxation is to advocate acceptance of income re-
distribution from non-consumers to consumers of public utility
products. The welfare criteña provide no justification for ah
interpersonal comparison of this kind. In other words any govem-
ment deciding upon a pricing policy for public utilities has to
take simultaneously into account the effects of its decisions upon
the fulfilment of the welfare optima (and hence the size of the
national product) and upon the distribution of incomes, and there

is nothing in the welfare analysis that provides guidance as to the
'right' polio/about the second of these.'

meet interesting papers, 'On the Measurement of Utility of Public Works', Aam_
du Ponu et ¿"ka__s, (t84_) , is published in tramlation in latrn_/mm/E¢¢,0_
_, No. a.

' CA'.(/roera//a) J. E. Meade, 'Prioe and Output Policy of State Enterprhe',
F.amom/cJmma/(t944), pp. Sat-.8, and 'Rejoindcr" pp. $37-9; P. A. Samuehon,
Tlu Femdalioas of E¢memi¢ Aaal_is, p. 24o; R. H. C,oase, 'The Marginal C,mt
Controveny', gamem/¢a, N. S. (1946), pp. 169-8a; H. P. Wald, 'The Oamical
Indictment of Indirect Taxation', Qlmmdj,.__mma/of&mamiu 0945), PP- 577"97;
I. M. D. Little, 'Dieect t,. lndirect Tues', Eal*mk j'_nmm/(x9Sx), pp. 577-84.

• Thereirim#kit in Hotellin_sargummt(aadin thata"writenwhohave
gapported hito) the view that the weifa:e cñteña can be ememted to eovef dt-
mtiem iaveiviagelum_ in the _ el"i,-_me, f.me attea_ brebem

ase
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The reason why marginal-cost pricing raises these difficulties is
to be found in the fact that the argumenta for the marginal-cost
rule ate logically unsatisfactory in that they attempt to apply
welíare criteña derived from an analysis concemed with marginal
variations in factor use to a problem whose essence is discrete
change; the whole basis of the public-utility discussion is the
indivisibility of the íactors employed by such utilities. The resulta
oí this attempt are not only oí dubious relevance to poUcy; they
are also uncertain in themselves.

The type of indivisibility most emphasized in the discussion is
that created by the durability and specificity of factors (temporal
indivisibility)? It is enlightening to examine the nature of such
indivisibility more dosely. It has been shown that the marginal-

cost 'rule' distinguishes between 'current' and 'past' opportunity-
cost problems. Once the sacrifices necessary to create a durable and
specific asset have been made, it is argued, no íurther opportunity
costa are created by its later use. The opportunity costa having
been borne in the past, no account should be taken of them in

deciding current prices_' even though, as has been demonstrated,

made to support this pmition by reformulating the compemation principle (that
a decision about a particular _ can be made only ifall who would loee by it
can be, and in fact ate, comtmnutted for their km) in such a way that only the
_u/b///ly and not thefaa of compemation is nec_ry for ah economic policy to be
accepted as beneficia/. However, it has been amply demomtrated that interpersonal
comparimns cannot be avoided in thia way (cf. M. W. Red_r, S_d/¢s/a/_ Thany
of Wdfare Er.enom/cs;I. M. D. Litde, Criliqu¢of Welfate Economics; W. J. Baumol,
W¢lfareEconom_ and the Thsory of tt_ StaU, and the referencea cited therein). The
debate will not be ditcamed in the text; all that has to be establithed is that the
simultameom decitiom referred to therein axe unavoidable, and that the we.lfase
criteria provide guidance about only one of these dechdom.

s The distinction between this type of indivisibility and t_)b___'__indivisibility ;-
not always made cleatrin the literature (for a de.graeparation, cf. e.g. Phelps Brown,
A C,o__/a A/_/tdEamom/cs, and Coa_ ,'The Marginal C,mt Controveray').

In o_atrm with the present section, the dismmion _ the club principle in
Se¢tion II will be conducted with referen_ mainly to te_hniqal/ndivigibility. SUeh
indiviaibility amounts to no more thAn the fi_t that the whole of a productive
factor must be employed in orde_rto obtain any par/of the total product of that
factor, m that ifthe factor is ah economic g-6_í it mmt have mrrm/alternaÜve uses,
and therefore a price (e.g. ira railway carñage can be attached to different traim,
opportunity eoeta ate incurred in attaching it to any one train. But no opportunity
creta may be inctm_ in allowing one mo_ pamenger to travel once the carriage
is attgched).

sDudes _-__t __mt bridge_ ('De l'utgit_etde_ mente') á the
/ma _ zt thi ar__

_$x
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this results in losses and in income redistribution. Such an

argument rests upon a dubious interpretation of the welfare
criteria. The long period, from which the welfare postulates
derive, is a situation in which all factors of production are con-
sidered to be perfectly mobile; this would seem to imply considera-
tion of a time period at least as long as the lowest common
multiple of the life span of all the factors of production concerned.
Ir the marginal-cost rule is conceived in terms of a time period
shorter than this, then not all the opportunity costs requisite to
the manufacture of the product concerned can be imputed to that
product, and the time period chosen must itself be arbitrary, so
that the marginal-cost rule becomes simply a statement that out-
lays on íactors of some specified durability should be ignored in
deciding pñces (i.e. should be treated as 'past' outlays). The figure
treated as marginal cost will thus depend upon the time period
selected,lo

The division of outlays into 'past' and 'currenC'is clearly un-
satisíactory, and the implications of durability and specificity
become less obscure if such a division is abandoned and the

problem is presented in the forro of a planning process through
time. Al1 opportunity-cost decisions, taken at one moment in time,
fix the use of factors during some future period of time. All íactors
embodied in plans implemented by entrepreneurs, that is, become
durable and specitic to some degree; new opportunity costs arise
in respect of them only when their use can be replanned. This
being so, it is not possible to separate opportunity costs into two
groups, 'past' and 'current'. The most that can be said ís that some
kinds of factors lend themselves more readily than do others to
frequent replanning. There is a difference, for example, between
the extent to which factor use wiU be 'fixed' over time by the

implementation of a decision to build a railway bridge and by a
decision to hire a railway porter. But the difference is one not of
kind but of degree; it is pom'ble to conceive of an 'ordering' of
opportunity-costs decisiom in accordance with the length of time
for which they commit factors to particular uses (i.e. create

100".T. W'dmn,'TheInadequacyotthe _ a'the Fu'nam • Ikanchot
WdfareF,comanka°.
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specificity and durability), but it is not possible to divide such
decisions into a group that involves a commitment over time and
another group that does not.

Marginal (opportunity) cost in these circumstances is
represented by a íorgone revenue. The use of factors of production

in the entrepreneur's selected plan excludes them from use in
some other plan; marginal cost is the forgone marginal revenue
from the best plan necessarily excluded because the chosen plan
is selected. But the alternative uses to which factors can be put,

and hence the opportunity-cost valuation imputed to them in the
planning process, will depend on the time period in terms of which
the entrepreneur's plan._ ate themselves conceived; marginal cost
will consequently vary according to the time span of the produc-
tion plans considered. Thus the meaning and results of ah
instruction to equate marginal cost and price will be determined
by the length of the planning period to which the marginal cost
is intended to refer. At one extreme the period chosen may be as
long as the lowest common multiple of the liíe periods of the assets
required to produce the public-utility product, and the marginal-
cost rule would then give a price that took into account the whole
of the sacrifice of alternative consumption caused by the
implementation of plato to manufacture the utility product. At
the other extreme the consideration of 'current' opportunity costs
only, ii interpreted rigorously, would seem to require that
products should be given away. Between these two extremes there
is a range of possible marginal-cost rules, dif[ering írom each other
in the planning time period chosen as appropriate and hence in
the 'durable' assets they ignore and in the opportunity costs they
treat as relevant to decisions about price and output.

The only time period in which all factor-use can be clearly

attributed is one as long as the lowest common multiple of the life
period of the assets concerned; the designation of any other
(shorter) time period as the one appropriate to the rule must
involve both ah arbitrary decision that that period is one relevant
to the computation oí marginal cost anda value judgement that
iaeome should be redistributed over time towards the consume.ra

of g,_ah produced with relativdy durable assets. The marginal
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cost pñnciple thus becomes, not the assertion oí a general welfare
'ideal' but the expression of a particular value judgement, that

certain long-run opportunity costs /or the community as a whole
should be ignored in the interests o/ the greater short-run
utilization by consumers o/specific factors o/ some stated degree of
durability Y

The only defence offered against cñticism of the marginal-cost
rule on sucia grounds lies in the introduction of a supplementary
criterion: the investment principle. This requires that marginal-
cost pricing should be used to decide the selling prices oí public-
utility products once the utilities ate in existence, but that the
public investment nec___O' to create a utifity initially should be
considered justified only ir a perfectly discriminang monopolist
could (notionally) recover its cost by charging prices that would
maximize his retums. The need for such a supplementary
principle to a 'general' rule is implausible. In any case the invest-
ment principle does not answer the criticísms. It _11 has to be
decided which economic decisions are to be treated as 'investment'

decisions and which as subject to the marginal cost-rule, and no
principle has been suggested by reference to which such decisions

might be made. Further, sin.cethe prices actually charged are to be
determined by the marginal-cost rule the discussion of the effects
of that rule (e.g. on income distribution) is unaffected by the
introduction of the supplementary principle. It is worth pointing
out further that the investment criterion itself has redistributive

implications: certainly it does not appear to meet the welíare
conditions in the same fashion as would a perfectly éompetitíve
market, ls

11 It wiU be appreciated tlmt Jtrgumen_shsaed on _ indivisibility rsise
s/rallar consideratiom.

1' In the competitive market cree all comume_, ate faced w/th the reme s_tem
of prices: in Wh:hteed's plume, the 'terms on which alteraaUves ate off_ed' ate
the aame for all. In the other, aince dilan'innation k admitted, each individual b
comidered to be fig_ with a diff¢r_t l_iCe for the purpc_ o/"deciding whether
or not to mare the inv¢mne_t. If mc.h pñces were mix_quenfly clau'ged, they
would invotve a change in the dktribution ofreal income, and would faU under the
reme stricturea about interpermnal ccmpm'ison m the marginal-test rule. That k,
a _cisi¢n taken in accmdance with the invatm_t principle might be comidered
a. bei_ p.rOymacemedwith theom.equmce._ mmuaqnimo/'thepu_-
utility lmX/uct in queNion cdra _ in the dktn_mtion of real income. But ir
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The íoregoing criticisms of marginal-cost pricing have been
fairly widely accepted, although the precise nature of the value
judgements implied in the treatment of temporal indivisibility is
perhaps not generally recognized. Despite this acceptance, there
still seems to be considerable support for marginal-cost pricing
írom those who íeel that policies affecting only the distribution of
the national income both are possible and are in some sense
superior to altemative policies that would also aífect its size. In
the absence of some generally acceptable basis for preference
between dif[erent income distributions, it is clear that such a
position cannot be supported by logic. The two issues cannot be
separated, and policies desirable in terms of the welfare criteria
may therefore rea.sonably be rejected because a govemment
chooses to obtain a preíerred distribution of income even at the
cost oí some diminution of its total size. There is no escape from
the very special value judgements that marginal-cost pricing
implies.1'

II THE MULTI-PART TARIFF AND THE CCLUB_

The two- (or more) part tariif is intended to avoid the anomalies

of marginal-cost pñcing, in that it is designed to meet the marginal
'welíare' condiUom and also to avoid problems of interpersonal
comparison by raising revenues large enough to cover all outlays.
The essence of the proposal is that the pñce to be charged should
by the sum of two parts :a, a 'marginal-cost' element determined
by the increase in costs necessarily incurred in _roviding further
consumption for ah individual consumer, and a 'fixed charge' to

appears that in _ re__t, M w/th the advocacy of margimd-cmt pricing, the
income redi_tribution is treated asa problem separable from, and in reme way in-
ferior to, that of income size (as expr¢med in the welfare *ideal').

zs Ah lustration may help to make the point alear: A government, having
decided to build a bridge out of revenue rai_-_! 137 taxation, might offer the servioes
of the bridge free and ignore the murceof the iniÜa] revenues in framingsubsequent
tax policy. Altermttively it might decide to _ tolls for (uty) twenty yeang
accepting the reduction in use (i.e. in total income) in the interests ofcompemating
theae who had to make the initial utcrice, or it might decide upon some oti_
cembination of current finar_cing and comw.nmÜon. The economht la without
adeqtmtecriteriatojudgebetweenthe_ alternativeL

u There ceeld of cour, e be more than two paro, depending upon the nature of
the fi_ted faetorL To introduce more simply mida comptexity without affectin8 the
k_ afthe argument.
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cover costa which do not vary with consumption but which must

be incurred if the consumer in que.st_ionis to be enabled to consume

at all. In this way total costa are covered and the payments made

for additional consumption are kept equal to the extra costs of

provision (marginal cost) alone. The problem appears to be
solved, since the 'welfare' conditions are satisfied and no income

redistribution seems to be implied. 15

Unfortunately multi-part pricing provides ah unambiguous

solution only ir the two types of costs concemed can be clearly

imputed to individual consumers. In fact, when this can be done,

the two parts of the price can logically be treated as the prices of
separate producta, each capable of clear determination by a

normal market process. When these conditions do not obtain,

however, the situation becomes very different. This can be seen by

introducing the possibility of common costs. Ir problems of time

are disregarded, these are simply current costs that do not vary

with total output, but are necessarily incurred ir any ,output is to
be produced at all and are not imputable directly to individual
consumers? eHow should these current 'fixed and common' costs be

shared between consumers? In pñnciple limits can be set to the

charges that individual consumers can and should be asked to
pay, by reference to the cost of providing the indivisible service

li A model used by R. H. Coase, 'The Marginal Cost Controversy', gives the
¢s_mtials of the argument very clearly. The model is concernecl with current
(technical) indivisibility only, problems of time and of common costa being ahstrac-
ted therefrom. In the modela numb_ r of roads radiate from a central market

and there is one consumer on each road. AII costs are a._umed to be currently
;ncurred, and each consumer purchases a combination of the market lmoduct and
the transport _rvice neceasary to deliver it. Transport units ate suffu:iently large
to carry any one consumer's requirements. Thus, while the u'ma_rt service is
/mã:.G/b/¢, in that extra units of product can be carried without cmt, there ase no
_oramoncostssince one van servea only one customer and the transport coat is attrib-
utable to that consumer. In these conditions, Coase argued, the price chargcd
should comprise a fixed charge for the transport service anda price per urát for
the product. Total coets ate then covered, and the additional payment for extra

comumption is equal to the price of the product only (i.e. to marginal coat).
se Indivisibility need not imply the existence ofsuch oaets, though their pre_noe

mmt implyindivisibility.
The natureof the complicatiomcauseclby commoncostacan be inmu-atedby

replacingCoase'_road-system(note _5above) by a ring road,with the marketat
the cent_reand creevan _ a numberof cmtomersamund the cimanference,
whichthe van can join at any point. Oearly the pricingproblemnow becon_
muchmoremmple=.
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for them ii other consumers ceased to consume, on the one hand,
and the minimum possible cost of providing their addition to total
consumption on the other, tr But there may still remain a variety of
possible methods of charging, and some non-arbitrary means of
choosing between them is required if the multi-part tariff is to
provide an unambiguous solution to the public-utility pricing
problem."

There is a suggested means of meeting this common-cost
problem that seems to be íairly widely accepted. This is the use of
the 'club' pñnciple. This principle is not usually stated with
precision; its essence appears to be the proposition that the con-
sumers of the utility product can be treated asa club, created by
the consumers to arrange both the amount of the good each
individual shall consume and the amount that he shall pay for ir.

Then, if all 'members' (potential consumers) are asked what they
would voluntarily payas a fixed charge rather than go without
the possibility of consuming a particular product at a pñce per
unit equal to marginal cost (money outlay), and ir the sum of the
amounts offered would be great enough to cover the total outlays
required, the service should be provided and each consumer
charged that part of the common cost that he has stated hi,
willingness to bear. It follows that the 'club' principle is likely to
gire rise to price discrimination, in that different individuals need
not be required to pay the same amount fora similar volume of
consumption. That is, the principle must imply a redistribution of
real income, since consumers with given money ".mcomespurchase

a=In the conditions of the modification of the C,oase model (note x6 above), these
limita flor any one consumer) would be the total cost ofproviding the service ('indi-
visible' transport cost plus cost of goods purchased), on the one hand, and the cost
of the goods alone on the other. If there were also variable costs associated with the
transport service (e.g. petrol co,t), then the lower limit would have to be increased
by the mínimum cost of tramport between the consumer in question and the next
nearest consumer.

as The problem becomes even more intractable ii"time is introduced into the
mlalysis, lo that the 'common costa' being considered can become past outlay_ on
ttml_a//y indivisible roseta. This kind oíquestion cannot suitably be discussed with-
out relaxing the assumptiom of the competitive model. The present section there-
fore ignores the,e questiom of time, which ate more fully treated in the following
se¢tio_ of the artide. Ir will be appreciated that the criticisms of the two-part tariff
and the 'club' prin¢ipb, in the preaent section ate in no way invadidated by this s_m-
plification.
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a technically homogeneous product at money prices differing from
one consumer to another. But, ir is argued, the 'club' pñnciple
allows comumers themselves to make a voluntary decision whether

to aceept the good and the consequent income redistribution in
preference to having neither. Ir they, as consumers, take the first
course, then this must produce a more satisfactory situation from
the point of view of consumers' choice, and the optimum welfare
conditiom must therefore be better satisfied asa result of the use

of the 'club' principle despite the consequent redistñbution of
income.

The 'club' princíple has deficiencies serious enough to make the
extent of its acceptance a matter for some surprise. The deficiencies
are of two kinds. First, the value judgements being made in
relation to income redistribution are difficult to jusnfy. Second,

the 'club' pmposals require ah unusual (and peculiar) interpreta-
tion of the concept of voluntary choice.

Income redirtribution and the "club" principle
No one suggests that the 'club' principle avoids the need for value
judgements about income distribution. 1'Rather, what is implied is
that 'welfare' can unambiguomly be said to have been impmvo:l
by a polio/which meets the marginal welfare conditions, even
though there is a consequent change in the distñbution of income,
provided that the changed income distribution ir the consequence
of the "voluntary" action of consumers. This exten_on of the
wdfare criteria is less innocuous than might at first appear.
Economic welfare, as normally defined, ís concemed sólely with
the optimum conditiom oí individual choice, #ven the distribu-
tion of income; the objective of the public-utility discussion might
be described as the discovery of a pricing polio/to meet those
conditiom, in the special circumstances of public-utility produc-

" The 'club' m,¿ammnt might indeed be stated in the form that there k tome
dimitmtion of income, different from the existing me, whieh would induce
comumen to cover the omts of the utility w/thout the need for different/al chatl_
and that _ dit_bution mmt be mperi_ to the existing (me becmate comumm
_ll 'vohmtarily' bring it gbout if aliowed to do mo._ forro of gatement hrinp
out the admiladty between the 'club' pfineiple snd the _ criterion and
cempeamtkm principle (note 7 abeve) _ esrlier; it ;- _ not mr-
pritiagto ftmlthat theyhavemimilarwml=ea_.
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tion. But ii a suggested principle of pricing wouid affect economic
magnitudes other than the conditions of choice, then it becomes

necessary to establish further policy criteña concerned with these

other magnitudes, by reference to which the proposed principle
can be assessed. In the present case, since income distribution is

affected by the 'club' principle, criteña for choice between income

distributions are required. Moreover the-se criteria must take the

Iorm of a statement about the income-redistributive objectives o[

a government, since it has to be recognized that the public-utility
cliscussion (although itself conceived in relation to the conditions

of individual choice) is concemed to recommend policies to be
implemented by a govemment. That is, income distribution is a

question o[ public policy, and ir is the attitude o/the government

to ir, and not the attitude o/particular groups o] consumers, that

is o[ significance [or policy. The value judgement implied in the

'club' principle is that ir the members of the public-utility 'club'

agree to a particular redistribution of income, then the government
must necessarily think such a redistribution desirable. This is not

plausible; there are likely to be many cases in which the 'voluntary'

redistribution would be of a kind that the govemment dis-

approved3 ° In short, once a govemment is committed, by the
creation of a utility and the existence oí common costs, to a

decision about income distribution, there is no reason why it

_ould prefer public-utility pricing policies that cover total costs

by use of the 'club' principle to other policies which mayor may
not cover costs, but which accord better with its own attitude to

redistribution. A govemment permitting utilities to use the 'club'

principle in effect substitutes the authorities of the utility for
itself as the final arbiter in matters of income distñbution in this

particular context, u

so Ah iilmtration used by Phellm Brown {A Cour$c in Applid E¢onornics, p. _oo)
makes the point very well; poor fitmilies in an arca may be wilhng to pay more
towards the provision of a playground tiran ñcher families in the reme mea, but
there is no premmaption tlmt a government will agree that they should. The
weifare criteria provide no guidaxtee in suda crees since they offer no meam of
dao_ between ineonae di_tribution_

.a The_ eritieismsate the mo_ milting when the le_ictive ummptiom of the
maalyi m,ere_li_; the 'offet_'mau::leby eomumersmmt be quite indel_ndmh

otl_r__ th_re mmy be _o p_mibi]Jty of ala 'm¿,re_l' _t of _
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"Voluntary" choice and the "Club' principle

The argument for the 'club' principle depends upon the fact that

the charges to which it gives rise are 'voluntarily' agreed by

consumers. In general this agreement wiU be 'voluntary' only in

the special sense that a maleíactor voluntarily goes away to prison

aíter a judge has sentenced hito; he chooses the best alternative

still available. To appreciate this, it is necessary to look more
closely at the form these 'clubs' can take and at the nature of their

'regulations' (i.e. the powers they have to take and enforce decisions

about such matters as the paymenta to be made by members).

Three broad types of 'club' can be envisaged.

The first type might be called the direet produ_tion club: it is
created and administered by the consumers themselves. Thus, ii

factor services are available for purchase in free compedtive

marketa, groups of consumers may fmd it convenient to join

together to hire certain services whose producta will be consumed

by all the group, although it would not be worth the while of

individual consumers to hire them separately. Effectively the con-
sumers ask themselves whether it is worth their while to create a

'club' to provide the good concerned, and agree together (in

'club' member_ imist on relating the.ir own offers to the amount3 others will be
expected to pay. Further, thexe is no ¿0g/t.aJreason why only one system of prices
should satisfy the'club' principle; what happens, e.g. ff the amounts offeted to meet
standing charges are greater flama the total of common costs, but only total cost is
to be recovered? In these case*, whete more than one set of prices would satiffy the
condifions, someone wi/l have to choose between thPm. Value judgements must be
made in the process, and it is diflicuh to understand why the govermne=_t should
accept thme of the utility as superior to its own.

The false plausibflity of the argument for voluntary redistribution through the
'club'arises from theapplication of a logical system conce,ned solelywith individual
choice and taking no account of the existente oía govemment with coe_ve pow-
ers, to a simadon where governments have to take decisions involv/ng economic
matters outside the scope of individual choice. 8ome attempt has indeed been made
to 'fit' the behaviour of the public economy into.the individual choice (welfate)
analysis, by treating the whole of the economy asa 'club'. This brings out the weak-
neto and tmtealism of the 'club' argument even mote forcefully than the disctmion
above; it leads to advot=cy of ah 'ethically neatral' system of govermnent inoma_

and etpenditure, such tlmt the size of the taxes lmid and the publ/c lerviom
comumed by individuals would be determined by the free agreement of the
citizem (tax__.s and commnm) themselves, and to the mggestionthat thme
unw/llingto pay such mxes should be treatedm 'pathological'(see F. Benham,
'Not_ oa thePme _ ofPublicF'm_mce'._ ('9S4), PP.455"4,and,
foracriticaldiammiaa,Mmgmw.,"TheVo_un_sryF,_chauSeTheoryof timePub_
__.,,-,y'. _¿..,__ y,.,_ ¥_=..._ _o,==J_ zg_).
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deciding to create it) upon the volume of their individual

consumption and upon the payments each shall make. The

illustrafions given oí the 'club' principle ate usually of this direct-

production character. 22 Provided that there ate a]temative

competing means of satisfying the demand in question without

recourse to a 'club', then the possibility of forming a 'club' simply
represents a widening in the range of choices made available by

the compeUtive market, and so increases satisfactions ('welfare'). 2s

This is true even though members of the 'club' pay different

amounts for what is technically the same service. However, such

cases of direct producfion would seem unlikely to be of widespread
importance, though there may be special instances in which the

conditions are quite well satisfied. 24

The second form that the 'club' might take is one in which the

organization of production is undertaken, not by the eventual

consumers, but by independent producers, who fmd the use of

standing charges advantageous but whose freedom in deciding
the charges that consumers ('members') shall be asked to pay is

restricted by the presence in the market of other, similar clubs

competing for the comumer's membership. An example of this

type of 'club' (the competitive-producer club) is provided by the

book clubs, offering supplies of books at dif[erential rates related

to total guaranteed consumpdon, but with the discretion of any
ts ii', for example, aman withes to fly to Scoflandto visit a sick relative,lmt

cannot quiteaffordto chaxtermaaeroplaneat/_3o for thetrip, it may be possible
to fmd a prmpectiverail travellerwho iswiUingto pay £Io to share the airtrip.
The same (physical)u:rvicethm co_tseachtravellera chffere.ntamount, but each
prefcrsto make the paymentand takethe scrvicerathcr than take the scrvicesto
be obtainedby ming the market in any other way.

t. e.g., in the Ulustrationgiven (notesa abovc) the travcUerscould themselves
decide whethcrto travelseparatclyor together,couldchoosebetweena varietyof
¢ompetingmeam of wamport, and cmdd decide betweenvariom offersof aero-
planes forhire.

t, A goodexampleis8iven inpart III (pp.94-I45)ofR. S. Edwards,C.o-op_at/_
l__utr/a/Rts_¢& Here the commonserviceis rmeazchfora groupof firmswith
• commonint_est in the mita. Firmscan, withinbroadlimi_ controlthe direc-
tion oí _ activity, the di_Jbution of benefitsbetween memben, and the
methods by whichcommoncostsate covered.There is aho a pomibilityof ming
the marketasma_ternative to the 'club'.But it isahonotwithout interest,in view
of theearlierargumentabouttheroleof government(=cep. 259), that a decision
had to be madeu to wheth= membenhip _houldbe made compuhory,became
thebenefitsof themopemt_ researchate not alwa_, ea_il,¡confinedto memben
el the 'club'.
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one club in deciding its rates cixcumscribed by the policies adopted
(or able to be adopted) by the other book clubs, and by the ability
of consumers to tranafertheir 'membership'. There is a case for the
existence of this type of 'club' also, on grounds of economic wel-
íare. But it must be noticed that the consumers ale not now taking
decisions about how much they are willing to contribute to a
venture in joint production; the.ir 'voluntary' decisions are
concemed solely with the nature and amount oí their personal
consumption at the prices thrown up by the market. The
production decisions ate taken by independent producers, and
the fulfilment of the welfare conditions depends upon the
protection provided íor the consumers by competition between
the.se producers.=_

The third type of 'club', the discriminating-monopoly club,

occurs when neither direct producfion (with factor services
provided by a compefitive market) nor competition between
'club'-type producers is present. Only one 'club' is in a_position to
provide the good or service, so that consumers must join this 'club'
and pay the discriminatory charg¢s asked, or go without the good.
In such cases, where the producer has a considerable degree of
monopoly power, ir is difficult to see how discriminatory charges
can be justified by appeal to the 'club' principle. The differential
charges are fixed by the producer without reference to consumers,
who must accept them as a datum when deciding how much to
consume - the only 'voluntary' decision left with them. Consumers

in these circumstances are protected neither by direct association
with pricing and production decisions nor by the existence of
competition among producers of the good concemed. The
distinction between this la.st formulation oí the 'club' principle and
the earlier ones is clear; it is the difference between my offer
(choice) to pay two thirds of the cost of a particular taxi shared
w/th a friend, in preIerence to travelling by bns, and my choice
whether or not to consume electricity at the particular set of
discñminatory prices that a monopolistic electricity uálity decides

n Thedifferencebetweenthe twotyp¢aof'club'mightbeputin thisway:inthe
_eccadWpe,unlil_thefu_ themembers¢£the'club'sreaotautomati¢al_mero-
beno/"the_mmim_., aldmaShtl_ ate _ill in a moaGl_tám to iaflu¢n_iw
deci.k=_
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to apply to me. Cases oí the latter type are clearly not justifiable

on 'welfare' grounds; if all that is required to satisfy the 'club'

principle is that some consumers should pay rather than go

without, then any private discriminating monopolist might meet
the conditions.

Unfortunately it is only the last and most unsatisfactory type of

'club' that is likely to be relevant to the pricing policy of public

utilities, whose products often have no close substitutes and whose

monopoly power is protected by law, so that the 'club' becomes

efíectively a method oí coercion operated by a sole producer.

In summary, there are clear arguments fora multi-part pricing

rule only where the services oí the indivisible factors (and there-

fore the 'standing charges') can be imputed directly to individual
consumers. In such conditions the method avoids the need for

interpersonal utility comparisons. This is not so if there are
common costs, which is likely to be the general case. In these cases

the decision taken about the prices to be charged must involve a

value judgement about the distribution oí income, and this cannot

in general be avoided by an instruction to make use of the 'club'

principle.

III THE WELFAREiMODEL AND UNCERTAINTY _'e

In the simplified conditiom of the competitive model so lar

postulated, the pricing 'mies' could be implemented simply on the

basis of objective cost computations made by utility managers.

The a&_unptions about knowledge that tic behind the model are
such that it does not marea" who takes the decisions about the use

of factors in production, nor is there any need for economic

activity concemed with the discovery of information, íraming of

expectations, or considering and choosing between alternative and

speculative courses of action. Any departure írom the 'ideal'
situaon in which the price of any factor (including 'entrepreneur-

ship' as rewarded by normal profit) is equal to its value in another

ss The method of analyfis adopted in this section h lirnilar to that t_ by G. F.
Thirlby, 'The Ruler'. (_. alsoT. Wilson,_rhe Inadequacyof the Theoryof the
Firmasa Bnmchof WelfareEconomics',and my 'Uncertainty,Costsand Cotlec-
tivist F.,coaomicplannin_¢ s.
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use or to another user must be explained solely by reference to the
short-term immobility of factors of production.

A simple model of this kind is inadequate for the derivation of
pricing rules intended to have relevance to practical polio/. This
can be seen by considering the effects of uncertainty.*7Once un-
certainty is admitted, ir becomes necessary to distinguish between
the process of decision-taking by which the use of resources is
determined (the ex ante planning process), and the ex post
distribution of factors between uses that is the consequence of that
process. The opportunity-cost problems arise at the ex ante
planning stage: costs are incurred when decisions cornmitting
factors to particular uses are taken. With uncertainty this ex ante
planning process must involve judgement as well asa capacity for
arithmetic; there is no longer any reason why different individuals,
working as they must in an atmosphere of doubt and with in-
complete information, should make the same assessments or reach,4

the same decisions even in the unlikely event oí their acting on the
basis of identical data. That is, the ex post distribution of factors
between uses at any time is determined not only by factor
mobility but also by the skill of those who plan the use of those
factors ex ante.

In these circumstances the entrepreneurial íunction cannot be
treated simply asa factor of production rewarded in similar
fashion to other factors. The decision-taking process is concerned
with the selection and implementation of the production plato
which, in the view of those taking the decisions, offer combina-
flora of rid,;ness and expected net revenue superior" to those
offered by any alternaUve plans considered. But the implementa-
tion of any plan at all involves a risk that the actual revenues and
outlays achieved ex post will differ from the ex ante íorecasts that

"It h not mSgested that the um_fisfactory treatment of uncertainty is the only
remm_ for objection to the perfectly compeñtive modei and to the welfaxe criteria.
In particular, there has been considerable and cogent critichm ofthe validity ¢£the
•;mplewe_aremodal-- aroexl_--';_ e/"d_eixocmandnat.re_ indiv/d,,-I
choice(cf.e.g.I.M.D. Little,_ of Wdf_ Eammcs, andW. J. Baumol,
Wdfm _ aadt_ 7"ámyofSt_ ). However,sudac:i6,4_ neednotmacern
us hea,e. There íssU point in disctming the use of remurces in tet'ms ¢í'choioe, and
d_lo_of the 'ru_' canbe_ evm accepnS the coe_'pom of the
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provided a basis for action. This risk is borne by those whose
resources are utilized in implementing the plan (the 'owners'). The

'owners' and the 'decision-takers' need not be identical. The pos-
sible combinations of the functions of ownership and planning
control (decision-taking)are clearly very numerous, and the
returns to risk-bearing and to the planning function are difficult
if not impossible to separate in practice, since individuals may
share both functions in varying degrees. But the separation is

clear in principle.

The reward of the decision-taking function will be that part of
the earnings of decision-takers that is not directly dependent upon
the ex post succe_ of their ex ante planning activities. So
regarded, the retum to such decision-taking can be treated, like

normal profit in the competitive model, as an outlay on a
productive factor. But the rewards offered to individual decision-

takers will reflect the view taken by owners of their relative

abilities; there can be no question of their being treated as homo-
geneous. The return to risk-bearing, on the other hand, cannot

be treated as ah outlay at all; its reward is the ex post (achieved)
excess of revenues over outlays (net revenue) in plans actually

implemented. It is in no sense a hire payment for a factor, depend-
ing as it does upon the ability to obtain a return from the utiliza-

tion of factors greater than the hire payments that have to be made
to those factors. The size of the return obtained is directly deter-

mined by the efficiency with which planning decisions are taken
ex ante and by the attitude of risk-bearers to ventures of different

degrees of riskiness.
Since net revenue is the return to the e_ential economic

function of ñsk-bearing, but cannot be treated as aja outlay on a

factor, ir íollows that, ii factors of production are to be ideally
distributed between uses, the total revenues obtaincd by firms

(ex post) should be greater than their total outlays and not equal
to such outlays as in the conditions of the perfectly competitive

model. Al.so the 'normal proñt' principle cannot be satisíactorily

replaced, asa condition of the welfare 'ideal' by a requirement that

the nct revenues obtained by different timas should be equatcd
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ex post. The competitive process does provide a check on the
undue divergence of the net revenues actually obtained from
different kinds of productive activity, by directing activity towarcls
avenues in which ]arge net revenues seem likely. But even with
complete freedom for potential producers to enter any market
they wish there is no reason to expect that competition will, of
(from the point of view of an 'ideal' factor distribution) should,
result in a general equality of achieved net revenues. Net revenue
depencts upon the individual skill of risk-bearers and decision-
takers and upon their attitude to risk. If the abilities and risk
attitudes of these individuals differ, then net revenues must also

be expected to differ. A welfare principle oí net-revenue equaliza-
tion, in accord with the general principle of íactor-price equaliza-
tion, would thus be valid only in a society in which ñsk-bearers and
decision-takers were of precisely equal ability and took the same
attitude to risk. Such a situation being unlikely, it seems better
to substitute the more realistic, if lem precise, formufa that some
net revenue must be obtained ir the employment of factors of

production in any use is to be justified, and that some means
(such as the competitive process) is necessary to limit the extent of
the divergences between the net revenue obtained from different

kinds of productive activity.
If this argument is accepted, then a new dilemma arises for

public utility pricing policy. The need for skill in making
production plans, and the risks involved in implementing those

plans, ale not peculiar to one forro oí economic organization.
They do not disappear because an industry becomes a public
utility; simply the risks are transferred from private owners to

the community asa whole. In r_.t of decision-taking no
insuperable difliculties need arise; so long as there is a large

private sector, suitable individuíds can be hired at prices deter-
mined by their earnings in private industry, and their hire prices
treated as outlays. The only ditficulty in this respect is the

discovery of ah incentive to efficient ex ante planning activity that

willreplace the association of reward with achieved net revenue
geaerally used in private industry. But risk payments ca-not be
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treated in this way; they ate not simply factor outlays. Ir public
utilities ate not expected to earn some net revenue, as is the case
with the 'rules' so far discussed, then íactors of production will be
utilized in plans that would not be implemented in private
industry because the expected returns were too small. On the other
hand, public utilities will often have considerable powers of
monopoly, so that the competitive process is not available asa
check upon the means utilized to obtain revenues. Consequently,
ii they are required to eam a net revenue, utilities may do so
simply by using their monopoly power to raise prices. Some
increase in ex ante planning efficiency may (but need not) also be
stimulated by the need to reach a more difficult target. Thus there

appears to be some justification for the view that if a publie utility,
required to achieve a specified net revenue, did so solely by

exercise of its monopoly power over pñces, yet the need to raise

the revenue might serve a useful 'welfare' purpose by checking the
over-expansion of the public-utility enterprise relative to enter-
prises in private industry of a similar degree of ñskiness. But there

seems to be no 'right' net revenue that all utilities should be
required to earn in all circumstances, since public utilities differ
both in riskiness and in the extent of their monopoly power.

The introduction of comiderations of uncertainty also draws
attention to the problems that would arise for utility managers

concemed with interpreting and administering 'rules' of the type
so lar discussed. These problems ate particularly important in the
case of rules that do not require costs to be covered. For example,
the investment principle, interpreted in ex ante planning terms,
requires that managers, when deciding whether or not to create
ah asset, should base their revenue estimate upon the system of
prices (discñminatory or not) that they would expect to maximize

such revenues. The asset should be created ir any plan shows a
potential (ex ante) excess of revenues over outlays. But irno charge
is made for the use of the asset once created, then the plans that
prompted its creation will never be implemented. There will
therefore be no means of checking upon the efficiency with which
the investment decisions aremade. This position will be aggravated
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by the fact that once charges for the use of durable assets cease
to be made, no guidance can be obtained from the success of
ex post (implemented) plans when considering newly current (ex
ante) plans, since the revenues obtained from implemented plans
are notan indication of the valuations placed upon the durable
factors by consumers. It is difficult to believe that such a situation
would be conducive to efficiency in planning the use of factors and
hence in the ex post (achieved) distribution of factors between
uses. Similar problems arise with the marginal-cost rule. The

marginal-cost- price relaonship becomes a manager's opinion
about the results of a marginal increase in factor use in the alter-
nave ex ante plans considered by him. 28There is consequently
no possibility of any outside authority checking upon whether a
general instruction to implement the marginal-cost rule is being
followed, quite apart írom the other shortcomings of such a policy.
Considered together with the proposition advanced earlier, that
what is treated as marginal cost must depend upon ttíe length of
the planning peñod specified, this suggests that the marginal-cost
rule could only be made intelligible in an environment of
uncertainty ii the general rule were replaced by specific individual

directions to managers. Such directions would take the forro of
ah instruction to ignore the estimated replacement costs of
particular specified durable assets when deciding price policy,
which should otherwise aim at the recovery of all outlays. But this

would amount to the replacement of the marginal-cost rule by

average cost (of multi-part) pricíng, associated with a specific
su_dy.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION$

It must be conduded that the we]fare" criteria gire rise to no
unambiguous general rule for the price and output policy of public
utilities, such that for the given distribution of income to which
the welíare model refers obedience to that rule must achieve ah

n For further dbcuadon efthis d'. T. Wilmn, 'The lmulequacy of the Theory d
the Firm m • Brt_.h o/"Wdfiu_ _,' and 'Price and Outlay Policy of
StateEnterprm',Eam=/ey,,m,d, (De¢ember_945),G. F. Thirlby,'TheRuler',
andmy 'Unce_'tainty,C,mtsandCollectiv__b Ptanning'.
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ideal use of resources by the utility. An instruction to price at
marginal cost, if it was to be intelligible, would need to be

supplemented by a specific statement oí what costs were to be

ignored when fixing prices, in the case oí each utility, so that "he

general 'rule' would effectively be replaced by average cost (or

multi-part) pricing and specific subsidies decided separately

for each utility. Furthermore value judgements about income
distribution are unavoidable with marginal-cost pñcing. Average

cost or multi-part pricing can solve some oí the problems, but

only if there are no important common costs, of ir the 'club'

principle can be justified in individual cases. In any case any

policy 'rule' adopted would need adjustment to take account of

uncertainty; an optimum use of resources requires that utilities
should eam an excess of revenues over outlays, and there is no

simple pñnciple by reíerence to which the appropriate net revenue
to be earned on account of the risk factor can be decided. Failure

to require an excess of revenues over outlays encourages the use of
resources by utiliUes that could be better employed elsewhere, but

a net-revenue requirement may be met by the exploitation of the

monopolistic position of the utility concemed. Consequently un-

certainty considerations also require the abandonment of general

'rules' and the separate determination of pricing policy in respect
of each individual utility.

Thcse negative conclusiom have an important positive aspect.

The failure to establish general pricing rules does not mean that

the governmcnt nced take no pricing decisiom. Rather, given the

existencc of public utilitics, it has to consider each utility

individually, and decide polio/in respect of some or aU of the

following matters in respcct of cach one :

I. The net rcvcnue that the utility should be expected to earn.

2. Whether it is considered desirable explicitly to encourage the

short-period use of particular durable and specific factors and, ir

so, what forro the requisite subsidy shall take."

n In general the de_e of gove_m_nts to gire _ type of encouragement sectas
likely to be greater the ionger the relevant planning period and the more random
and impre¢i_ the dis_buti_ of the benefits and l_ses concerned.

Ah example of a mitable c_e might be • change of • permanent nature in the
Seogmphicale_vis_,,_t, _ throuShthediverdo_of a river.
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3. The nature and extent of the discriminatory pricing to be
permitted. That is, ii there are common costs, whether these can
be satisfactorily allocated by the free use of a 'club' principle with-
out this implying a compulsory and undesirable redistribution of

income by the utility managers. If the 'club' principle is not

appropriate, then a decision has to be taken as to what system of
charges would best accord with the govemment's general policy
in regard to income clistribution.

4- Whether, quite apart from the considerations at 2) and 3), the
industry concemed is thought suitable for use asa means of re-
distributing income, as a part of the general system of indirect

taxes and subsidies. In this regard of course public utilities differ
írom other industries only in that they ate more likely to become
the subject oí govemment policy Ior other reasons,s° and in that

they provide a convenient method of achieving those 'indirect'

income redistributions that some economists consider must be one
of the purposes of public finance/_

Clearly the decisions taken in the case of each utility must be a
reflection of the particular attitude of the government concemed.

It would therefore appear that, failing some universally accept-
able theory of the public ecoñomy by reference to which policy

could be decided (and the possibility of such a theory is doubtful),
economists would fmd their efforts better rewarded ii they ceased
to seek aíter general pricing rules and devoted attention to the

examination of the policies actually adopted by govemments, in
order to discover their effects and make clear to the government
and to the electorate the nature and consequences of the policies

actually being pursued. That is, the economists' general recom-
mendatiom need to be concerned not with general pñcing rules,

'* A question of this type inevitably m, e.g. when a utility cea_s to be abte
to cover coats at its present size m a comequence _í"changes in the economic envir-
onment, Jo that • decision has to be taken al to whether it should be svhtidi,ed, of
should simply ceage to be treated asa public utility at all, and competition allowed
to determine its future size and operatiom. This ;1 perh_%ma not unrealistic way
of describing the current pmiti_ of the Britiah railway industry.

.1 Of.,e.g., J. _ 'A Cxannmaton thePureTheor?of PublicEalma-
ditur_',B,_i_oo/_ _8_, (Now_hcr'955).
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but rather with the availability of information about policy and

with the methods adopted to keep that policy under review) 2

** The preceeding analysis would appear to furnish sound arguments, for
example, for treating British public utility pricing policy as part of indirect tax
policy, and (possibly), for providing opportunity for review and discussions of the
policies of important utilities along with the rest of tax policy at the time of the
annual budget.

I arn grateful to Profcssor H. G. Johnson, to Mr T. Wilson and to colleagues at
L.S.E. for reading and criticizing drafts of this article.
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This is ah article about mies, devised and advocated by certain
economists, for the control of business and other undertakings:
mies, such as the one which says that marginal cost ought to be
equal to price, which prescribe what are claimed to be correct
relationships between an undertaking's cost and revenue. I have
attacked the rules before in a paper 1 which has received some
notice? The foUowing observations on four crucial and inter-
connected issues succeed a re-scrutiny of some of the fundamental

theoretical literature s which must have guided me in the prepara-
tion of that article and one which immediately preceded it?

While I ana still íollowing the same line of attack, seeking to expose
the non-objectivity and non-implementability of the rules, I am
this time offering a little more than a hint that the rules ought to
fall away with the ground on which they were built, that is to say,
with the notion of perfect competition or competitive equilibrium.
This notion requires, I believe, to be replaced by a different
notion of equilibrium which was, I feel, implicidy recognized in
the earlier of my two articles to which I have just referred.

I CONFLICTING NOTIONS OF RATIONALITY

In economics the human being is supposed to pursue ends, valued

1 'The Ruler', reprinted h¢re pages 163-98.
s Latterly in J. Wheman, 'The Theory of Public Utility Pñce: Ah Empty Box',

reprinted here, pages 245-7 t.
s Particularly Lionel Robbins, The .Nature and Signif_ance ofEc.or,omic &iotce, _nd

ed (t935) ; Lionel Robbim, 'Remarks upon Certain Aslx-CtZ of the Theory of
Coets' reprinted here, pages t9-41 ; F. A. Hayek, 'Economic, and Knowledge'
rept_ted hea'e, pages 43-68 F.A. Hayek, 'Scientism and the Study of Society',
Eamm/_ (August 190, February t943 and February t944).

• 'The Subjective Theory of Value and Acamnting "Coet" ', reprinted here,
IS$-6t.
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and chosen by hirnself, with the use of meam of some kind? This
behaviour, including the choice, is spoken of as rational behaviour.
But the content oí the conception of rationality varies. Sometimes
it is adjusted to admit the behaviour of the ordinary, sane, human
being who is limited in his knowledge, 6and can make mistakes in
the procexses whereby he selects and pursues his ends. Sometimes
it is something less failible than this, in that it includes knowledge
that the behaving subject does not possess, or objective data of
which the behaving subject may be unaware. TAt the extreme it is

something which is omniscient and infallible: something which
has, or is, perfect foresight. 8 It was, I believe, because of an

attitude which tacitly assumed that the behaving subject was
possemed oí a rafionality which transcended his actual state' that

' C£. Lionel Robbins, The .Nature and S/gn_canc¢ of Econara/c Sc/enc¢, p. 18.
' It is so adjusted in the following statement, 'It may be irrational to be com-

pletely consistent as between commodities.., just became the time and attention
which such exact comparisons require are (in the opinion of the ec.onomic subject

concerned) better spent in other ways. In other worda, there may be ah oppor-
tunity cost of "internal arbitrage" which, beyond a certain poim, outweighs the

gain' (Robbins, T'h, J(ature and Significante ofEconomic. _, p. 9,2). This opportun-
ity cost of 'internal arbitage', which is introduced to limit the pu_ait of maxi-
mization, is referred m a]ternatively as 'the marginal utility of not both¢_ring
about marginal utility'.

Robbins appears to switeh to this view of rationality in giving an imtance of
ineonsisteney which can be shown up by economics: the inconfisteney of wishing
to satiffy consumers' demanda fully and at the same time widng to impede the
import of foreign gooda by tariffs, (Robbim, Th, .I¢ature and Signiflcam¢ of Economi,
Scnce, p. 9a.) He refen to dais als irrationality. It would m to be open to ma
advocate for the person having the_e inconaistent wishes to plead that the permn
had not the knowledge to daow that the wishes were inconsistent, that he pre£erred
(to the nmrginal utility of the extra Imowledge) the marginal utility ofnot bothering
about it, and that _uently he was rational according to Robbim's earlier
view. (See note 6 above.) At least we may say that ir in _ instance the behaving
subject is irrational through ignorance, rationality implica Imowledge greater than
the behaving subject _ gnd comequently we ate able to calla man rational
or irradonal according to which of Robbim's conceptions we trae.

s The fact ii of course that the amumption of peff¢ct rationality in the Pense of
complete comistency is timply one of a number of assumpticms of a psychological
nature which ate introduced into economic ana_ at variom stagea of approxima-
tion to reality. The perfect formight, which it is mmetimes convenient to ixamdate,
is an allmalnption ofa aimilar rmtu.r¢; _ 'l_ltioIxld.ity in choi¿_ ii nothin_
and nothing leR than choice with complete awarcnem of the alternatives rejected'.
(Robbins, T/tt .N'a_re a_f S'tgajftma_ of Eamomic Sdmu, pp. 93-4, and p. t5a

* And l_mibly, confiaed the rationality of the behavi_ subject with the ration-
alityofahohanvingeomom_, whowu ammacdto beomai_ieat. SeeI'Iaye.k's
_n of the mnfiaion ab_t the data, orfiu_ ofthe demand schedul_ where
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it becarne possible to put forward the rules as implementable

controls. The appropriate assumption is the other one: that the
human being is limited and íallible.

The act of choice, which is part of the rational behaviour,

involves the rejection of a course of action to achieve a value
which is called 'cost', and the selection of a course of action to

achieve another value which, in the context of the rules, is of ten

caled 'revenue'. These two values, 'cost' and 'revenue', are the

subject of the rules.

II CONFUSION ON THE MEANING OF CCOST_

In the considcration of the bchaviour of isolatcd man in the non-

markct environment (Robinson Crusoc), it is admittcd that the two

values comparcd (the 'cost' and the othcr onc) arc values of altcr-

native cnd products that might be achicvcd by thc use of thc samc

resourccs. The íull application of the samc doctñne to the

cntrcpreneur in the exchangc cconomy would rcquirc the cost to

be rcgarded as the entreprcneur's own valuation of the outcome

of a course of action that he rejects. And because, asa first

approximation, money revenue is regarded as the entrepreneur's

single airo, this outcome would be ah alternative money revenue? °

But the doctrine is not always fuily applied in this way. The

rejected course of action with its outcome of money revenue tends

to be ignored, and to be replaced (as the 'cost' element to be

compared with the 'revenue' element) by the entrepreneur's

resources themselves (these being assumed to consist of money) or,

he raises 'the question whether the facts referred to are supposed to be gh_a to
the ol_erving economist, of to the per_m wh_e actiom he wants to explain, and
ifthe latter, wheth_ it is mmmed that the reme facts are known to aH the diffe_nt

in the ___n, or whether the "data" for the different perrera may be
different' (F. A. I-Iayek, '_mics avgt Knowledg&, p. 52).

1' Which,irI) the entrepreneurwe_reallow¢dto be consideringthepmduction
of a .econd product, besidesthe alternativeof dispmingof his resource,in the
remurcemarket_and2) co_twereregardedw beingthe/_t ofthere_ted alterna-
tires, could be the contemplatedreve_uefrom one of the products.Further, if
the calr_bttiom were marginal calculatio_ (which might incidentally lead to the
setectíon and sub_-'quent production of reme of each product, so that the entre-
preneur became a 'multi-product' e_trepreneur), marginal cost could be che con-
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what amounts to the same thing, by the 'prices' of the factors to be
bought and used in the accepted course of action.11At this point,
'cost', defined as money resource input, of outlay, relinquishes its
connection with the end value of the use of the entrepreneur's
resources in an altemative course of action, and consequently with
the entrepreneur's act of choice.

But this is not all. The subtle change in the meaning of cost,
írom the valuation of bis own displaced end product to the money
input required for the selected course of action, is a change lead-
ing to still another conception, which carñes with it the suspicion
that ir is to be regarded asa social cost. It resembles the first mean-
ing of cost, in that itis supposed to be ah altemative value dis-
placed, but differs from it in that it is not the entrepreneur's own
valuation of his own displaced end product, but other people's
(consumers') valuations of products which might have been
produced by other entrepreneurs had they not been displaced.

This further conception arises in this way. The mon%y-resource
input (or 'factor prices') of the first entrepreneur is now mpposed
to 'reflect' these other people's valuations. Ir reflects these valua-
tiom because any one of the factor prices is supposed to be the limit
(ir should strictly be regarded as being above the limit) that the

excluded bidder (another entrepreneur) would be willing to pay
for the factor in order to produce a product himself, and
accordingly to reflect its contribution to the value of that product
to consumers. 1"

" Spaee does not permit me toenhrgeeither upon how this replaceraent might
be penn_ble _. ,, ¢on¢eivablelimitingcase,or uponthe ne¢e_t,/for reje¢ting
the money input concept on the ground that money is not the entrepreneur's only

ls My account of the transition from I) the iJolat¢d producer's end-product
value, regarded as cmt, to a) the entrepreneur's.money input or factor prices,
regarded _ cost, and regarded aho as something which reflects thevalue of exduded
producta, is offered asa fair statement of what o¢cuns in Robbins's 'Remarks upon
Certain Aspecesof the Theory of Costs', section I, pp. _m-7. I carmot accuse hito of
actually calng the vahe of the excluded producta • social co_t, but the suggestion
seems to be there, lxarticularty, perhaps, in his imigence that the excluded produc_
t/mas,/m_, lis distinct from their values, ate aot to be regarded aa o_t. For doubt
ca.st upon the validity of the method of tranmtion fi'om the individual aituation to
the social situation, aeeHayek's_ inwhichhe atated he had 'longfeh that
the com:ept of equilihrium itaelfand the methods whieh we employ in pure analym
have a alear meaning only when tmnfined tD the analyah of the action of a ahagle
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So now it appears that the meaning ofcost, in an iñ_truction
•

to ala entrepreneur to observe a certain relationsh_p between cost
and revenue, could be any one of these three. The very doubt
about which meaning to apply would impede .the proper
implementation of the rule, for clearly both controller and
controlled would in this respect have to be at one. However, this

obstacle to the control is supplemented, so as to reduce the idea to
absurdity, by the realities that are obscured by the manner of
discussion oí the conditions of equilibrium.

II! NEGLECT OF TIME AND UNCERTAINTY IN

EQUILIBRIUM ANALY$I$

The presentation of the conditions of equilibrium ls proceeds in
sucia manner as to suggest that the act of choice and the complete
implementation of ir occurred simultaneously. There is no
apparent gap in time either between the selection of a course of
a¢tion with its advance reckoning of cost and revenue, of between

the beginning of the actual expenditure of resources and the ter-
mination of the achievement of the valued outcomes of the course

of action taken. The rational choice which plans the achieve-
ment of a 'revenue', by the disposition of resources, at a 'cost'
in some sense, virtually disappears from view, or becomes merged
in the actual disposition of resources and the actual achievement
person, and that we ate really passing into a different sphere and silently intro-
ducing a new element of a]together different charaeter when we apply it to the
explanation of the interaction of a number of different individuals', and in which
he stated that 'the data which formed the starting point for the tautologícal
transformatiom of the Pure Logic of Choice . . . mcant . . . only the facts . . .
which were present in the mind of the acting person... But in the tramition from

the analysis of the action oran individual to the anídytis of the situation in tt zoeiety
the concept [of "datum"] has undergone ah insidious change of meaning' (Hayek,
'Economies and Knowledge', pages 47 and 5t resl_tively.)

ts My comments in this paragraph ave suptx_ed to refleet fairly upon Robbins's
disctmsion of the oonditiom of equilibrium in the 'Remarks upon Certain Aspects
of the Theory of Ooats', but ate not supposed to mggest that he is oblivious of

time and uncertainty, either elsewhere in that paper, or in The )¿atur, and Sign_i-
caac, of F_,conomicSci¢nc.,. In TM.Nat_f and S/gn/flcance uncertainty apptmrs, e.g. in
r_fei_,ic_ m the theory of profit. In the 'Remarks...', it appears to belong to
refer_ncea to disequilibñum and equilibration (and to criticisrm of Marshall),
rath_ than to the dhcu_ion of the theory of costs in its competitive-_quilibrium
_tting. (And ir was mreb/competitive equilibrium that set the standard for the

rules about the ¢mtlrtw, me relatiomhip.)
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of the actual 'revenue'. The termination of the achievement of the

va]ued outcomes ('revenue'), which in reality may occur only at

the end of a ]ong means--encls chain of events (purchases, con-
versions into outputs, sales and the like) occurring over a long

period of time, appears to be simultaneous with a single-resource

input. This procedure of telescoping time out oí existence tends to

obscure two things, which, brought into light, ate devastating

to any supposition that the rule under criticism could be

imp]emented.
First it obscures the fact that any cost in the sense of a disp]aced

alternative value or revenue (the imagined outcome of a course of

action which is not taken) will never have an actual, realized,

counterpart, observed as achieved results, to compare with the

imagined outcome. This absence of ah actual counterpart is a
necessary condition of the situation, whether we are reíerring to

the entrepreneur's own cost, or whether we ate referring to the

'social' cost TM (both of which I have explained in section II above),

and is a condition which would obviously prevent the rule from

being implemented in a manner which required results to be
looked at to see whether the rule had been observed.

The second thing that is obscured and has to be brought to light

is something which stands in the way of implementation of the

rule, not at the time of the checking of results, but at the earlier

time of the generation of the rational choice in the mind of the

maker of it, that is to say, at the time when the contro]ler wou]d,

presumably, want to know whether the planned course of action

was in accordance with the rule. This is the uncertainty, or

limited radonality¿ 5 of the entrepreneur or anybody who tries to

supersede or control hito. When it is understood that a reckoning

of cost, according to any one of the three concept# e referred to in

s6 And, where the colt referred to in the rule h_ margina/¢ott, whethe_ we gre
referring to eith_ of thete of to the money input concept. Ca'.q'he Ruler', page 19 s.

_6 The _gnificance of it will not be fully realized uniera it ii teen that the period
of time between the ratiomd choice and the achievement of the outcome of the

_x:epted course of _tJon nmy be, no_ justa minute of lem, but maything between
a minute of les _md ten yem_ or reme. The degree _" uncerminty will _ be
extremelyhigh.

ti It thould be clear tlmt thit olmttc.le to _tatitm would tenmin ff the
me_mingof oro were money(of odter) te_,r_ input. HowevertJm,t the per_
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section II, depends upon the forecasting o[ events and outcomes
of the future, and when it is understood that any individual is
uniquely situated in relation to past events on which such forecasts
are based, it becomes c]ear that the result of the reckoning is

dependent [or what it is upon the unique knowledge and
attitude (towards uncertainty or risk) of the unique and uniquely
situated individual who calculates it, and that the validity,

correctness or authoritativeness of an overriding ealculation by
somebody eLsewould often be dubious in the extreme. The cost
(as well as the revenue) calculation, or residual elements in it, is
ultimately a matter of subjective opinion, and, where one person
is trying to control the other, is likely to be a matter oí dif[erences
of opinion. To the extent that this confliet arises and remains, the
substitution of one opinion (the controller's) íor another (the
controlled's) as the authoritative one can be regarded as effecting
also a transfer of the respomibility íor the calculation. The prevail-

ing opinion itself then escapes control, and it, instead of the other
one, has to be taken on trust.

I have related these obscuñties to the timelessness that appears
in the statement of the condifions of equilibrium. This notion of
equilibrium was attacked, and a different notion substituted, by
F. A. Hayek in I93777 His attack was directed largely against the
assumption of perfect knowledge (or what I have referred to as
the omniscent type of mtionality), TM and against the use of the

of time between the c_t calculation and the occurrence of the events which were

the subject ofit, the co_t calcclation would be uncertain anda matter ofsubjective
opinion. While, in pure equilibñum analyds, 'it is simpl_ &_umed that the sub-
jective data coincide with the objective facts' (Hayek, 'Economics and Knowledge'
page 56.

ay Ibid. And see also his, in rna_y ways, supporting series of arficles, 'Scientism
and the Study of Society'.

ls It is significant that in hh critichma of the pure equilibrium analy_t, Hayek
remarks: 'It _ that that skeleton in our cupboard, the "economic man", whom
we have exorched with in-ayer and faatin8, has returned through the back door in
the forro of a qua_.omni_ie_t individual' (Hayek, 'F.x.onomies and Knowledge',
page, 58). In bis restatement he mid: 'It is important to r_nember that the so-
called "data" from which we set out in this mrt of analy_ are (apart from hig
trotes) aU fa_ given to the penon in questi_, the things m they ate known to
(_" believed by) hito to exé, and not in any seme objecÜve facts' (page 48). The
'data', dfingui.¢aed from 'the objective real facts' m _ to be known by the
omnigcient economht (page Su), m'e to be conceived of 'in the gtbjective Kaute, as
thingsknownto the perrerawhatebehaviounwe try m explain'(pa_ 5a).
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propositions of the pure logic of choice (which were supposed to
relate to the choice of equilibrium of the single individual) íor the
purpose of describing ah equilibrium (or social choice) of many
people working eompetitively. TM Thus bis attack supports my
attitude in this section, and casts doubt on the validity of the use,
a.s the cost concept, oí the value to consumers of displaced
products that might have been produced by entrepreneurs other
than the one having to make the cost calculation- the third
concept in section II. His restatement substituted time 2oíor time-
lessnexs, and recognized a distinction between the individual's

plan (or what I have called rational choice) and the subsequent
execution of it. The individual's actions, taken in execution of his

plan, were to be regarded as being in equilibrium relationships
with one another so long as his actual actions agreed with his

planned actions-which _1 means, approximately, so long as the
emerging events of the external world, including the actions oí
other individuals in execution oí their own plans, permitted this
agreement, or, in other words, so long as the relevant forecasts

expressed or implied in his plan proved adequately correct.
Similarly for society, or individuals, at large, equilibrium and its
continuance depended upon an adequate compatibility of one
another's plans 22and adequately correct íorecasting of emerging
objective data?*

'Subjective data' and 'individual plans' can be used inter_hangeably (note I I.
page56.)

x' Cf. note 12 above.
a. 'Since equilibrium is a relatiomhip between actiom, and since the actiom of

one person must neceasarily take place successively in time, it is o_oviousthat the
passage of time is es_ntial to g/ve the concept any meaning' ('Economics and
Knowledge', page 49).

sx 'The equflibrium relationship comprises only his actions during the period
during which lila anticipatiom prove correct'. ('Economics and Knowledge', page
49)"

s*For a society then we ¢.aaspeak of a st_ o_"equilibrium at a point of time -
but it meam only that ¢ompatibility exista between the diff__.ut plans which the
individuals compoeing it have made for actic_ in time', 'Economics and Know-
l,x_', pasess).

n 'It [equilibrium] will continue.., so long u the extermd data [the objective
real facta] correspond to the common expectatiom d" ,dl the members of.ociety',
('Econo__ .ad gnow_', pase5S)-

I slmuld like to add berc that immmmbly a firm would bollónto rtplan m som_
as it began to _ that its original anticipatiom would, fia- one reason of
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IV NEGLECT OF DISCONTINUITY OF KNOWLEDGE

WITHIN _THE FIRM _

I referred in section II to the apparent conversion of the individual

cost/revenue relationship into a social cost/revenue relationship

and in section III to (what amounts to much the same thing)

the conversion of the individual choice or equilibrium into a

competitive social equilibrium. An objection to the latter con-

version, and hence to the former, is that in this competitive social

situation there is discontinuity of knowledge, as between the

different individuals who, each on the basis of bis own particular
knowledge, make the forecasts on which in turn their own

individual actions are based. Hayek, in raising this objection with

regard to the competitive situation in particular, was pointing __

to the lack of theoñes relating generally to the communication of

knowledge. Regrettably, although many of his general observa-

tions were relevant, his interest did not lie speciñcally in the

similar discontinuity of knowledge inside large business organiza-

tions. Consequently he was not led to criticize the practice, in the

theory of the firm, of dmwing no distinction between the one-man

firm and the multi-man firm- a practice which ignores the

possibility that in the business organization there might be any

number of plarming individuals ranging from two to as many as
would be found in the competitive situadon.

The discontinuity of knowledge inside the organizafion is

significant, in the context of economic and administrafive theory,

for at least two reasons. First it raises the question whether the

another, be fal_ed- and then act according to the _ plan. So perhaps we
can speak of its being out of equilibrium with respect to its old plan and in equil/-
brium with _ to its revited plan. With _ adjmtment, the Hayeidan notiom
here exp¢emed mpply an amenable milieu- or containing theory- for my own
view that the firm's ammtt (which I regard asa counterpart staternent of realized or
actual events) alwayt a8re _ of ought to agree, with its _ 10udget (which I
regard la its t_ah'ment of anticipated ¢v¢ntt, of its plan) though not necema_y
with its earlier, or origina], budget. See my 'The Ruler', pp. 189-9o , note 39, and
my 'Notes on the Maximization Procem in Company Adrninktration', Eamom/ca,
(Augtmt x95o), pp. td_43 (particulady footnot¢s) and p. 278. And tee the connection
between my view and the modern question of what plato of the directors of large
ot_,anizatiom thould be tubmitted to the stockholden before they ate put into
operation ('Notes on the MaximimLdon Pto¢xm in Company Adminittration', pp.
_7s-7, parecuh_ footnot=).

u In b0th'Ro,,_ffi-i_andKnowtedge',and'ScientismandtheStudyof Society'.
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conversion of the idea of ah individual cost/revenue relatiomhip
into the idea of an overall, or organizational, cost/revenue
relationship is worthy of the same scepticism as is the conversion

of the idea oí an individual cost/revenue relationship into the
idea of a social cost/revenue relationship. Secondly it relates to the
question whether an internal rule relating to the cost/revenue
relationship is non-implementable in the same way a.s is ah
externally imposed rule. On this second question, I do not propose
to say much more than that what applies to a rule supposed to be
imposed by an external controller upon the entrepreneur applies
in much the same way to a rule supposed to be imposed by a
superior (coordinating) administrator upon a subordinate admin-
istrator in the organization. I want to deal briefly with the first
question, because I do not wish to leave the impression that ii the
social relationship goes, the organizational relationshi_ goes with
ir. Before I do that, it will be well to look at what is leít of the
cost/revenue relationship after my treatment of ir in sections
I to III.

It will be seen that, after rejecting the other notions of cost, I
ana left with the view that cost is the entrepreneur's own second-
best outcome-value (second-best 'revenue') reckoned by hito
according to his own uncertain, highly subjective, calculations,
and rejeeted by him in íívour oí bis own, similarly calculated,
best-outcome value (best 'revenue') from the use oí the same
resources. I ana leít, too, with the view that, with the multi-
product and output-variation ideas introdueed, this best outcome-

value differs from the second-best outcome value only by a net
marginal variation. I say 'net' because the marginal,variation in
the planned course of action, upon which the change in value is
dependent, can be conceived of as having a minus ('marginal
cost') effect anda #us ('marginal revenue') effect upon the value -
e.g. when the variation in the cóume of action consista in

ideadonally reducing the output of one product (and so its
revenue) a little, and increasing the OUtlmt of another product
(and so its revenue) a little."

ti I hope to attempt in a subeequent paper a rea_r/lint;nq of thm r_tatelxM_L
and _mc otl_ azp¢_ d my pap¢r, with c¢rudn _ adminim_v¢ th¢o_.

_a4
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This view can now be reduced to the _imple statement that the
entrepreneur's total cost is approximately equal to his total
revenue," and his marginal cost is approximately equal to his
marginal revenue¿ 7 but it is a view which allows the planned
revenue, related to the planned resource input (money or mixed)
of the selected course of action, to be of any magnitude. 28And, to
reiterate, it is a view which sees the costs and revenues as
subjective data-unrealized planning data belonging to the
decisional process preceding action."

Now it appears to me that a rule, based on this theoretical
statement of the final situation in the entrepreneur's decisional
process, would be not only non-implementable, but also about as
instructive and guiding as-and possibly much less intelligible
than- an injunction of the order of 'seize your be.st opportun-
ities !' The statement is not intended to be the basis of a rule to

instruct or control the behaving subject: ir is rather a theoretical,
hypothetical, statement offered as a descñption of the behaviour
of the behaving subject.

I shall now assume that this statement, understood as I have
explained it, is as applicable to the organization as to the
individual, and that the mulU-person organization replaces the
one-man entrepreneur as the behaving subject,s° And I tum to
the question whether this conversion is as worthy of criticism as
is the conversion of the individual cost/revenue relatiomhip into

I' That total cost (in some sense) should be equal to total revenue is one of the

rules(of_ ofone).
s7 There is a rule (or part of one) that where marginal revenues differ from price,

output should be extended to that point at which marginal cost (in some seme) is
equal to price. This rule, I believe, falh away with the 'perfect competition'
which ii the ground on which ir is hued. However, with cost defmed as I have
defined it, it appean to fall away for another reason too. With co6t so defined,
marginal cmt hi always displaced alternative marginal revenue, and, con_quently,
from the point of view of the rule _lvocates, open to the reme stricture as LI the
_elected marginal revenue itself: to get a marginal cost which was independent of
autonomom pricing, we should be driven back on to marginal money input.

"i.e. there la no 'ccst'/revmue equality in this m0.se.
"The statements in thia paragraph and the preceding one represent the prin-

cipio b,-hind the model (in which, however, the entrepreneur is converted into an
ot_o niution ) in my 'The Subjective Theory of Value and Accounting "C, ost" '
$ee note 3o below.

"Thia/s the o_samfion that I effected in 'The Subjective Theory of Value and
_tin 8 "Goat" '. See note 29 above.
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the competitive social cost/revenue relationship. On this issue,
and in support of the idea of the organization cost/revenue
relationship, I can do little more here than point to two
significant differences between the competitive situation and the
organization:
I In the organization, the individuals are assumed to be common-
goal-oriented? 1 Hence the organization itself, althougF it has no
mind, has to be viewed anthropomorphically, __that is to say, as
i[ it were behaving rationally, like a man, and has consequently
to be assumed, in determining its course of action, to develop an
overall, or organizational, cost/revenue relatiomhip. In the
competitive situation, on the other hand, the individuals are not
assumed to be common-goal-oriented in this way. Consequently
the overall (social) cost/revenue relationship is not implied in this
way.

2 In the organization the individual decision-makers-the
sectional planning administrators-are assumed to declare their
plans, íor the purpose of interpersonal coordination, before their
plans ate executed. This behaviour is an essential condition íor the
acceptance of the view that there is an overall, or organizational,
cost/revenue relationship: the relationship is a reflection of this
declaration and coordination. 8s In the competitive situation, on
the other hand, this ex ante declaration and coordination does
not occur.

There is now little more that can be done in the space avaihble
than to strcss that this assumption that the individual declares bis
plan for the purposc of coordination docs not imply that the
coordinator pcrceivcs and comprehends it with the same
exhaustivcncss as docs the individual whosubmits it, or that the

.t It sectas to me that common-goal orientation is filently-and perhapa un-
consciously- asaumed in the economista' practice of uaing the same cost/revenue
diagrammatic apparatus to represent the behaviourof 'the firm' regardlem of
whether the firm is a one-man ora multi-man set-up.

ss Hayek, condemning 'ah illegitimate use of anthropomorphic concepts', adds
in a footnote, 'What is lhaid in the text does of course not preclude the tx_ibility
that our _tudy of the way in which individual minch interact may reveal to us a
structure which operates in reme _ sirnilm-ly to the individual mind' (Hayek,
'Scientism and the Study of Society' part II, p. 45 and footnote).

'* The proce_ k illmtrated in my 'The Subjective Theory o£Value and Accoun-
ting"Com" '.
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individual perceives and comprehends the other plato, with
which his own have to be coordinated, with the same exhaustive-
ness as do the other individuals who have to prepare thcm. In the
organization there is discontinuity of knowledge between people
of limited rationality, gaps that are filled by reciprocalo (mutual)
authority relationships which replace some of the single-minded
coordinations which occur when the individual operates alone in
a narrower sphere. The individual's plan, though it clearly must
disclose the elements which are required to be known for the
purpose of coordination, 8' is, as communicated, ah authoritative
statement whose acceptance is of nece_ity one which is to a
greater or less extent accepted on trust asa communication
possessing the potentiality of reasoned elaboration? 5To say this is
not to say either that the reasoned elaboration is never requested,
of that the plan can never be 'faked' - any more than that these
same assertions would be made of authoritative communications

in other spheres. But acceptance on trust has to enter. And within
what is so accepted will often be much revealed and unrevealed
cost-and-revenue calculation.

'_ For ah illmtration of what elements would have to be disclosed, see, again,
the model in my 'The Subjective Theory of Value and Accounting "Cost" '.

s, For this expre_sion, see Carl J. Friedrich, 'Authority, Reason, and Discretion',
in Aud_/_, ed. Carl J. Friedrich, (_958).
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